


"This warnor womonknotus whento fight

lil<.e. alion . . . The cowage of her conttictions

isher shiel.d,her soulishr spear, md

her will is her cauldron."

Many women are searching for an image of the divine that reflects

who they want to be: strong, nurturing, and feminine. Many find

themselves drawn to Celtic spiritualiry, a tradition that honors all

aspects of the divine feminine.

Cehic Women's Spiritrnlity embraces the feminine archetypes of

the Celtic tradition so any woman can draw on the sacred aspects of

the warrior, mother, crone, virgin, sovereign and shapeshifter. This

wonderful resource will show you how to develop an empowering'

deeply meaningful connection with the divine that *'ill enrich your

spiritual life and beliefs.

\Uith this book of rituals, meditations, magickal techniques, ex'

ercises, and festivals, you can craft a complete practice built around

honoring the goddess in every woman. You may even choose to per-

form the rituals to dedicate yourself as a Celtic warrior woman or

become a Celtic pdestess.

Embrace the deepest mysteries of your spirit when you explore

the timeless wisdom of CekicWomen's Spiritu"ality.
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he Celtic woman walks in peace, but un-

obtrusively carries her battle q'eaporu;

she sees herself as part of the web of all cre-

ation, but also as a unique individual of great

worth. She loves and respects her family,

friends, and community, but also finds inlpira-

tion in her solirude. She is a leader, but knows

when it is time to let others show the n'ar'. She

strives to leam and to teach, to share and to

keep secrets, to change and yet to remain her-

self, to be human and te Goddess.

The planet needs more Celtic women,

whose bottomless cauldron of inner strength

serves as a womb from rvhich a new and better

world may be born.
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he Celtrc spiritual traditions are arguably

some of rhe most popular in the modem

Pagan revir-al. Cne explanation for this phe-

nomenon is d-rar in the United States and

Canada, where a ^arge percentage of today's

Pagans reside, the a:lcestral gene pool is pri-
marily Celtic. Perh::s our interest is one of
ethnic pride, or perha:. ir is a deeper intrigue

bom of genetic me:r.-:\-. 'Women have also

flocked to the neu'sp:r.:aalities seeking divine

images to which we c?:- better relate, deities

who are like ourselves-iemalel \7e call this
path "women's spiritual.:-.'." yet we rarely give

it a single cultural focus.

The term "spiritualir,-" is often preferred

over the label "religion" br- practitioners of al-

temative worship. Some Pagans balk at the

use of the word "spiritualirl'," feeling it casts

what they believe and practice into a lesser

role. This is simply not true. A religion is a

broad framework in which spitituality may or

may not piay a part. A religion, properly de'

fined, is a set of beliefs, a dogma with a defin-

able and static outward form. It has little or

nothing to do with inner connections to the

divine. Catholicism is a religion. Judaism is a

XI
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religion. Islam is a religion. Even Paganism, in irc broadest sense, is a religion.
How many non-practicing people do you knorv *,vho nonetheless claim a reli-
gious label but who seem to feel nothing for the deeper meaning of the faith
to which they so tenaciously claim allegiancel

For the majority of English-speaking people, *re word "religion" has come to
mean a set of unnatural rules for living. One book on Paganism defines religion
as "that which is taboo or restrictive." The rvord reiigion actually comes from
the Latin religio, meaning to "re-link." Ligio is the .,ame roor word from which
we get the word "ligaments," those tissues thar linli hone and muscle and allow
our bodies to move. There is nothing in it thar slsan-i taL'oo. However, lan-
guages evolr.e over time, and the word spiritualin- norr- strikes most of us as the
term that best sums up the idea of re-linkrrg otu-lr-c u-idr the divine. It is the
divine to which rve aspire to reconnect rhrtrugi-r nrual, and in the rituals of
women's spirirualiq- it is almost exclusivelr an :--;\ecr of the Goddess to which
we desire to re-link ourselves.

Spiritualiq' is an inner quality thar sp'eaL. ru- olp feelings about our faith.
Spiritualiry can be either coexisrent n rr::. rhe pracrice of any religion (by
proper definition) or celebrated out-.ide rj ,-nho.lor religious forms altogether.
It implies an acrive role in religiou-. lre -nar roes beyond outer expressions,
attempting to rake the mysteries of rle rarrli and fully incorporate them into
all aspects of the self, uniting rhar .rir qidr rhe divine.

In most of the religions women har-e aL'andoned in order to embrace pa-
ganism, we were not wanted a-. rull participants. We were needed merely as

warm bodies to fill pews, as folicu-en n'ho could be told what to do and think
by others who were supposedlr Ln closer connection with the divine, and as
necessary vessels in which to breed new followers of the faith.

\7hen we practice a spinrualiry we cannot help but connect with the di-
vine, in both its inner and outer aspects, and experience it on a deep level
that creates a lasting and p-ositive effect on our lives and, presumably, upon
our afterlives as well. No mere religion can do all that because it does not en-
courage the experiential explorations that allow spirituality to happen. The
fact that women are rediscovering this fact scares the mainstream religious
leaders to the bottoms of their clerical collars. The Pope himself cautioned
women against earth-centered (read Pagan) spiritual teachings that could lead
to, oh horror of horrors, the practice of Witchcraftl 1

In spite of the exrreme popularity of both the celtic pagan and women,s
spirituality paths, they are rarely seen united, as if the ourward label and the
spiritual inner-connections are somehow incompatible. The idea that women's
spirituality and Celtic Paganism must be mutually exclusive is silly. It is true
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drat many of the best-documented Goddess-worshiping cultures were African
or Mediterranean, but the Celts provide us with some of the srongest, most

archetypally accessible images of strong women onto which we can focus our

spiritual impulses. Warriors and queens, mothers and crones, sovereigns and

shapeshifters are all to be found within the Celtic pantheon, and all have im-

portant lessons to teach us about ourselves and our universe.\fhen we com-

bine our interest in Ceitic Paganism '*'idr that of women's spirituality, we nat-

urally cfeate for ourselves a personali:ed pathway that links two important

aspects of ourselves: the feminine and the hereditary (or adopted) Celtic. This

union can help make us more whole, more porverfirl, and awaken us to new re-

alities previously untapped by our subcon-'cious minds.

One path is not contradictory to the other. For several years I was part of a

mixed-gender Celtic coven and very h"ppi-widr it. Still, I sought some contact

for the times in between the solar and lunar festivals, and became part of a

fledgling women's spirituality group. Eight of u: lrom diverse backgrounds and

varying levels of experience soon discovered n-e shared a passion for all things

Celtic. Though we never developed into a firllr wcrking coven, the experience

aught me that women's spirituality can function beautrfully hand-in-hand with

Celtic Paganism, or within virtually any other culnrrallv-based Pagan tradition.

Because Celtic women's spirituality is not a rrain:n u'irh a set of long-held

rules and a preprogfammed set of rituals and rite. t'- be followed, it can be

hlended with or added to any other spiritual pathr-. rou may be following.

Celtic women's spirituality can be your solitary path * Frlle you enjoy another

.-,ne with a group or it can be used to enhance your err_irlng practice, regard-

iess of its cultural basis. No one is going to excommurrlcate you from Pagan-

rm for forging a personal tradition from the archerl-p'es anJ myths that inter-

r vou and in which you find meaning.

Numerous books and groups teach about Paganism in general, and all

.hould be explored if the Pagan path is new to you. A[so, in recent yeafs' a

::;ge number of books have been published that look more deeply at the

leXric aspects of Paganism. As q'ith any culturally-based path, certain ele-

:enn characterize it and make it stand apart from the others. In general, the

:errning characteristics of Celtic Pagan spirituality are:

-l,n acceptance that the spiritual traditions of the ancient Celts still

have something to teach humankind

-{.n acceptance that the divine is manifest in all living things

-\ L,eiref rn fie Othenvorld as a mirror of the physical world

-{:: ac;ep,rance that pan of the self is manifest in the Otherworld
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. A belief that the otherworld, and the spirits and deities who dwell
there, can be accessed by human beings

. A belief in reincamation or in the natural cycles of regeneration
following physical death

. The acceptance of dual divinity, Goddess and God, of which
the feminine archetype in her three forms (virgin, mother, crone)
is the stronger element

. Belief in an etemal Goddess and an etemallv rebom God

. Belief that a rightful king (as God incamare) rveds the land (the
Goddess incamare), and that what befalls rhe king befalls the land

. Acceptance of the number three as sacred

. Acceptance of the warrior-self as an improrranr aspect of spiritual
development

. Looking ro nature for spiritual guidance anJ for determining
the date offestivals and sacred davs

' Belief in the faery world and an acceFrance that its denizens
can inreract with and aid or hinJer humanin

. Lack of a definable crearion mr-rh hur a L'elief that the Goddess,
in union with the God, manrt-e=rel alt drings

. Belief in magick as a natural ,rprera[iot of the universe

. Acceptance of omnipresenr nrne a-s opposed to linear time
'S7omen's spirituality has L'een er-en less likely than other sects of paganism

to identify itself by a particular label. though a few all-women traditions have
sprung up over the last feq jec.aJe,., including the \fise !7oman, woman-
Spirit, and Dianic. Becau,.e ot &,. fierce independence, their common ground
is not as readily evidenr bur. in general, the defining characteristics of
n'omen's spiritualiry are:

. Emphasis on the supremrc\- of the divine feminine or Goddess

. Acceptance of all $-omen as Goddesses incarnate

' Acceprance that all *omen have inner strengths that were gifts
of the Goddess and that can be accessed through ritual

' Belief that all women are worthy of being priestesses of the
divine feminine

. Belief that all women are narural psychics

' Belief that following the Goddess path will restore balance
to the self and ro the world
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Blending Tho Paths Into One

lVomen's spirituality can be as easily crafted from Celtic Paganism as from any

other cultural path. Howeveq resistance often comes from the persistent war-

rior images that are unavoidable in Celtic history. 'Women following general

women's spirituality paths like to emphasize in their spiritual life the ideals of

peace and reciprocity usually found only in cultures nearer the equator, where

an abundance of natural resources made warfare less necessary'

These women are missing the point of the warrior archetype and losing out

on a valuable tool for self.expression. As they crusade for women's rights and

other causes dear to them, they fail to recognize that they are already calling

upon their warrior selves. Celtic women's spirituality, with its emphasis on the

warrior self, can provide a framework for consciously recognizing and drawing

upon this important aspect of the inner-self.

This focus on the feminine side of Celtic Paganism is not intended as a

slam on men. Too often both women's and men's spirituality gloups routinely

bash and trash the opposite sex as part of their rirual experience. We have all

given in to the impulse occasionally. This is simplv the way the battle of the

sexes has shaped up over the centuries and, at times' it is an understandable

and acceptable emotional outlet. What is not acceptable is making it a rou-

tine part of our spiritual practice. Admittedly, it is dilricult for women looking

back on five thousand years of oppressive history dunng which a great deal of

trashing was done to ouf Goddesses, to remember drat the patriarchy that

shaped our modem world also hurt a great many men in its zeal to purv-ey one

worldview upon us. Men who wanted to live in peace. not chase wealth as the

highest goal, and who had no wish to worship only one preselected male God

were silenced just as quickly as their female counterparli- This not-so-subtle

conversion campaign continues today, and it remains one of society's most ef-

fective control measures. Tirrst that when the Witch-hunters come knocking

on your door, they won't spare the males under your roof out of lespect fol a

common Y chromosome. As women fight for their own spiritual rights, we

fight also for those of the men who are our allies'

Women and men have pursued divergent spiritual paths since the first reli-

gious impulse was recognized in the human soul. Though the end goal may be

ih" ,*rr,.-that of union with the divine-the necessary archetypes, symbols,

and mysteries that make sense to us and open up the door of initiation clearly

contain some gender divisions. Early-twentieth-century psychologist and stu-

dent of the occult mysteries Carl G. Jung believed that without courting these

divisions, men and women became like "devils" to each other, impeding the

progression of spiritual fulflllment'2
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Many modern women feel a need to follow a separate spiritual path that
emphasizes the Goddess and challenges them to seek out the divine feminine
within themselves. This is best done in a non-judgmental atmosphere, either
alone or with a small group of committed women. Women have had a much
harder time than men in accepting themselves as valuable people, and old
wounds often require treatment in an all-female setting in order to be fully
healed. The overweight or underweight woman, rhe too-tall or too-short
woman, the small-busted or large-busted woman, dre woman with the large
nose or limp hair, and all our other sisters who someho*- feel they do not mea-
sure up physically can feel very intimidated in mrxed-gender circles. The
problem of personal insecurity can be compounded rr the woman becomes in-
volved in a coven that practices ritual nudin-. knorm as going skyclad. Un-
used to viewing themselves as Goddess be6211.g-11-illingly s1 161-1hgy have
bought into the feminine stereorypes of our mslern rvorld, they lack the con-
fidence to stand in a mixed-gender circle anl lemand rheir right to be treated
with dignity as an incamation of the dir-rne- Er-en g'hen we know intellectu-
ally that any lesser self-image is both \\Tr-fl9 and detrimental to our mental
and emotional well-being, it can be r-er-.- FLarJ [o overcome, especially when
men are present. Even Pagan,men. u-ht- rrom my observations have largely
overcome the need to denigrate or e ier-are r-omen based on their physical ap-
pearance, can be viewed as a *[ear ro selt-esteem simply because women
have not leamed to love and rru.': *,ernselr-es. \7hen we overcome this con-
ditioning by exploring the po*-e:r-rl archerypes on the Celtic women's spiri-
tual path, we learn to recognre .-ur.elr-es as powerful and beautiful and we
can command the respect thar ro-:-l allou' us to rise above any further attempts
to manipulate our sense of -.eh-;. --;*fi.

It is only when we leam ab,:u,: anJ accept our own wholeness of being, via
archeqpes that at first seem ::::e rrlasculine than feminine, that we can begin
r--, u-ork in tandem with rne;: ::l lual gender-oriented spiritual rites and fulflll
-ur rull spiritual potentiaL -. G;'JJesses incarnate. The same is true for men.
laer musr connect u-i*r -:,he dirine masculine within themselves before they
;:r hope ro connecr u-irh rheir t-eminine aspects and come to us as Gods in-
:.:--rr?[e in a mre spirirual parmership.

l.{=r Pagan men are ,lisco'ering the spiritual value of single-sex rituals
::l :r- lelr ine more and more into men's sacred rites, as evidenced by the
:, ,,-: :i rhe male mvsreries that have appeared over the last few years. I see
:.,:::- :;,-: =i.Lrare gender paths as being a positive experience for the entire
lu.:- r,rtr:n,r'xrn- These gender-based explorations can only serve to make
: rr:-rc i,-aenrl a-* a *-hole *'hen rve work together; each group in perfect
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balance, each member confident in his or her personal power' his or her self as

rhe divine incamate, and both proudly representing two halves of the whole,

able to unite and to spark raw ideas into full manifestation'

The great challenge in putting together a system of Celtic women's spiritu'

ality lies in the unalterable historical fact that the patriarchy, the era of rule

by men, was already in place when Celtic history was being made in Europe.

While the fables of the golden age of universal matriarchy are largely untrue'

rhere were small tribes living in Europe that had a matricentric3 focus and

lived in relative peace, using reciprocitv as an economic base. One of the ex-

planations for why the patriarchy came at'out has to do with a change in land

use and economic base when these peaceful hunter-gatherer societies came

into conflict with herding societies.

The Celts were primarily herders. Comine out of the Caucasus into Europe

as early as 20OO B.C.E.,4 they sought to conquer and "possess" great tracts of

land for grazing.To most hunter-gatherer societLes, the concept that one couid

actually own the land and all its bounty \l'as fore tgn, and even when another

rribe clearly dominated a territory, the idea rha: lls resources could not be

shared was inconsistent with their economic sv:tc:." .'l reciprocity. To the Celts

ri'ealth meant cattle, arfd this would remain so fLrr rt-frlv another 30OO I'ears.5

Celtic clan leaders were often men' the stron:es: u'arriors of the tribe,

though many women achieved this rank and, as a n'l: re . lived enviab,le lives

for their time period in terms of personal freedom anj ;--:rmunal status' Celtic

Goddesses continued to hold an exalted place in rhe .:rritual system of the

Celts until the new religion6 was forced to adopt some .-: :rese unvanquishable

leities into their pantheon of saints. Most Celtic myths 
"'''-:e 

not committed to

paper until well into the Christian period, yet they re::'-:r strong female im'

agery that speaks volumes about how substantial their im:-:e:r' must have been,

srnce it is generally believed that Christian clerics water.j Jown aspects of a

srrong divine feminine in any ml"ths they transcribed.l T.' have endured cen-

turies of subtle alteration in orai custom as the patriarchr adr-anced and then

ro be transcribed, either in the sslrl€ u-ir very similar form, is a testament to the

power of the feminine Celtic archenpes'

Crafting New WaYs From the Old

Whenever we work within the Celtic Pagan traditions, there always arises

rhe inevitable debate over the classification of information. Everyone wants

:o know what material comes from a soulce known to be a rock-solid fact,

-*.hat comes from a soufce we think we know to be fact, and what comes from

I source we only suppose we know' based on conjecture. Unfortunately,
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almost every bit of historical information we possess can be classified and re-
classified-all with sound argumenrs to back up each decision-depending
upon which scholar is doing the classifying. History, especially p..hir.o.y, ii
just not that amenable to our modern need to categorize. It is not a hard sci-
ence' as many suppose, but a discipline whose conclusions are based upon ar-
gument and counter-argument, always fluid and ever-changing . . . just like
spirituality itself.

If we were able to hop into a time machine, pu-.h ali the right buttons, and
travel back 2500 years to witness ancient Celric rites, anv atrempt at bringing
them unaltered into the present would render them useless in a spiritual
sense. They would be a religion; an outer form iircapable of speaking ro us on
deeper levels' Certainly we could connecr *'rrh rhe Celtic reverence for na-
ture, the high placement of a feminine dir-u-u:,. anl rhe cycie of seasons, but
so few of the actual rites of the past woull h'",-. r:.lv rneaning for us today. \fe
would also find that the celts were not d:re ;:l-ts.-e people many modem pa-
gans would like to believe. Though rhe cc::-:::i culrure gave them many sim-
ilarities in spiritual belief and practice . --:r. ::-:r- \\-av in which those beliefs
were put into action wouldvary fron:---*:-:r-,'iur courrtr!, clan to clan, and
century to century.8

Religions must evolve along *'i-..;. :o-,:-e- Thev musr become spiritualities.
If a religion does not change ro rn.c: :::= jeepest spiritual needs of its follow-
ers, the religion loses out, and pe--:-. :l:cx ro sysrems that do work for them,
that speak to their souls. A sirnl-. .-,-< a: dre statistics showing the rapid de-
cline in atrendance and meni=:.:--: :r churches and synagogues that have
increasingly purveyed religio;r :-*'-: :-::nrualiry for purposes of control tells the
tale very well.

if we ried to accurarei'; :e;-;::"me the celtic past, we would be disap-
pointed by more than ju-.r ii:. ":;i ,.f spiritual connection. celtic women had
communal status far hisi--.: ::::i-- r\-omen of other cultures during the same
rime period, but it q,a-s n.: = :er:-*cr society. A patriarchy was already in place,
and t'v the second cenrr-rr; ^i- n'omen's status had fallen considerably and was
lesrined ro sink er-en ruther m dre years to come.

\\'e can cenainl'iearn rrr-rrn rhe past. !7omen can take the old Goddesses,
,:he ob'sen-ance of the rearlv cycles, the myths, and combine them with our
.urrenr needs to smfiesr:e a new style of celtic paganism-one that cele-
lrares rhe Goddess in each of us in a way that we, as modern women, can un-j.:.rar,l. u'ork u-ith. and use to help us grow spiritually.
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Celtic Paganism has often been touted as a path of the individual. Cer-

-,Lnlv it is true that in any spiritual system we derive the deepest insights from

.-.lirary introspection, but it is also true that the Celts highly valued their

:,ans and community. Some rituals simply cannot be satisfactorily worked in

.,:litude, and it for this reason that I have included one group ritual, and many

::rsgesrions for adapting solitary ones to group settings, in this text' The vast

::-iajority, however, remain for the female so1itary.

Dipping Into the Bottomless Cauldron

.he subtitle of this book, Accessing the Cattldron of Life, comes from the pri-

:ral symbol of Celtic Paganism-the magickal cauldron. Though it becomes

. iortable grail or chalice in later legends, the cauldron is used widely in old
-ekic myths and within modern Celtic Paganism. At its most basic, it repre-

t.nrs rhe womb of the Goddess from which all life flows and to which all life

:"ust fetufn to await rebirth. ln some myths, the cauldron even functions as

. portal between the physical world and the Ctherworld from which the
jead are brought back to life. Most of the famous Celtic cauldrons were bot-

:-.mless, providing endless sustenance (Bran's). enJiess knowledge (Cemid'
-;.-en's), and endless life (Badb's). Even.the word tor rhe cauldron's smaller

:,-usin, the chalice or grail, comes from an old French ..'ord graal, meaning "a

:,.nomless bowl."

The cauldron's fertile powe$ extend to the physical u.hen it becomes a pol in

.', hich food is prepared. In a number of myths we see the ;auldron as a vessel of

:.er-er.ending abundance from which all may eat and Jnrk rheir fill, the con'

,-ng5 ever-renewing themselves. It is also a source of staru.. urspiration, wisdom,

,rJ transformation. Though no Celtic creation myth has sun-ived, the link be-

:.ieen the liquids within the cauldron and the womb blcoJ of the original

:rother Goddess is clear'

The five fictions of the Celtic mvthic cauldron can be summoned up in five

::.rad categories, each relating to a specific element:

Creation = Water

Sustenance = Eanh

Inspiration = Air

Tiansformation = Fire

Regeneration = Spirit
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Using celtic archetypes, such as the cauldron, women can successfully com-bine their need to connect with the divine feminine with their interest inceltic Pagan spirituarity. Through this path r1.e can awaken the warriorqueen within and establish new avenues of spirituar awareness, explore andprobe women's mysteries through a Celtic frameu-ork, and connect with thepower of the very porent and evocative Goddesses *,ho dominate the celticpantheon. celticwomen's spiritun"lity: Accessing the Caurdron of Life draws on
the limitless power of the Goddess 

"^d 
pr"r"rir_. Cekic ."-""t spirituality

in what, I hope, is an understandable and r.r-orkable format, one that women
carr use and build upon ro create powerful ariJ r::.eaninsful traditions for them-
selves, their daughters, their sisters, and dee :: =tr*.

Notes
1 I cannot recall now the time, date, or ;-=:= ..;-.;3 ,-5is statement was made, though

I am sure ir was in the early 1990s. Sai- ,. r :-=:::r recall the precise wording either.
The Pagan and feminist presses haj : ::--.'=::::i .-ie1,l day with this statement beforeit became old news.

2 Jung, Carl G. Memories, Dreat*n.:-. i-*,---, , \eu- york: Vntage Books, 1965), 381.
3 The term "matriarchy" implies :-*_= :; ;,::nen. or of a woman or group of women

having hegemony over men r-j " :._:-:=: \\_omen. Few, if any, early societies can beproven to have lived under r-::- " r".:en. on the other hand, ,,matricentric,, 
refers

to societies in which the ce:::- : '.--:-. ;f rhe clan or tribe was a mother figure.
These societies usually hai ; l-,::-,: as a supreme being and counted their cran
as those linked though bl,-_,j :_= :: a r'emale ancesror.

4 e.c'e. means "Before the c.:r::::- Era" and refers to what is generally called n.c.(Before Christ) by some ;:-::-. I :kervise C.E., ,,Common 
Era,,, makes a similar

reference for AD' I prefe : :--== ::::e scholarry and ecumenical designations,
and they will be useJ ,]::,-::-:;: this book when dating events.

5 Huben, Henri. Tfu Rrv _. ::.: J:ir (New york: Bilbo and Thnnen, 1966).
6 The "ne.n'religion" :,. a F-a:i rerm referring to Christianity in Europe as

replacing the "old reiisl_-r- ..f paganism.

7 See Chapter i for a nili li.cu_:sion on rheories about Celtic myths and
rheir relatior-xhip to rhe lir.es of Celtic women.

i rhis is why there is no pracrrce we can refer ro today as being representative of"rhe" celtic tradirion. lv{any r-ariations on the celtic th"." 
"bo,r.rd, 

and all can
make a case for themselves-a dichotomy that wourd likely be understood and
appreciated by our Celtic ancesrors.
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WOMEN
IN CELTIC

SOCIETY

he first Celric tribes burst out of tl-re Cau'

casus and mo.-ed into far southeastern Eu'

rope sometime ar..und 2000 e.C.E. When it
came to protectin,: the lands their clans had

conquered through u'aCare, they were reputed

to work as one ?\\.eSJIrIe force. Hower-er, al-

though connected bv c.'nrnon language rools

and cultural similarru.s. rhe Celts were rLever

the cohesive people iret modern Pasans

would like to believe. T:ev rvere just as likely

to raid each other's lir':.:.'ck and go lo \\'ar

against one another as t:,e-'' \\'ere lo fight u'ith

outsiders. It isn't even {:---\\-n for sure how

much similarity one grou: ,-l Celts recognized

benveen themselves anJ ::her Celtic tribes.

The very name we knor^- iaem by-Celts-
u,as lerived from the worl Kelror, a label ap-

plied to them by the Greeks.l

Unlike other Pagan people of ancient Eu-

rope, the Celts did not have a set hierarchy of

deities thai remained in place wherever their

clans settled. While there were some deities

with similar names and legends, each separate

area where the Celts eventually settled had its

own varying versions of these deities, as well

as a host of local divinities related to the

trees, streams, and stones that populated their

environment.
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By 1200 B.c.E., when the tentative leading edge of the celtic ,,invasion"

had reached as far west as Ireland,Z the Celts had been known from the Black
Sea in the easr ro the wesrem coast of Spain, and from Tirrkey and Italy in the
south to the Shetland Islands in the north.3 Bv the time the Celts were rec-
ognized as a distinct group by other European cuirures, the patriarchy (the
time of rule by men) had already been in place in Europe and the Middle East
for nearly 3000 years.

As Celtic civilization flourished and chanseJ Juring their slow wesrward
migration, rhe role of Celtic women changeJ a-. * ell. Some of the changes
came in response to the persuasions of patriarc:.i': larer. much more was due to
the conversion of Europe to Christianitv an: r:' arrendant belief in the infe-
rior moral and spiritual status of women. ^{L- ::... racrors make pinning down
precise statements on women's roles in Ce ::: i,-cret\-dlfricult at best, since
the subject co\-ers a wide range of time, ::.::. .-:j conditions. \fomen in g0o

B.c.E. Gaul li'ed and were rreated difter;- :.,' :.-::r rhose in 200 c.p. Ireland.

The Mr-thic \\'oman
Myths are our maps to the mystel-;: :-.r:: :::ar unlock their secrets. These
living, ever-evolving tales har-e .::...-:.: .::riiariries worldwide. They follow
pattems that our subconscious r:.'-:- t. : -, *ilerstand. We can translate myths
into tools of personal grou'th :-,' :=-=-:::: rhe ideas they present to other as-
pects of ourselves. Once thes- ::--,':-::--j are understood they cease to be mys-
teries and rve absorb them i:::- :.:=:.,:iour total being. A mythic mystery is
not a "fictron" as we think -: rL:',,,'r:j. Nor is it an old wives'tale or a super-
stition, but the revelation -- - :: - . - *:rl and life-altering truths.

It is often to the celtic :-',-,:-i :::.ar \rre look when seeking answers about our
spirituality and about ou: : -,: = 

:: ,.\-offre rr within that framework.
It has been argued th=: :: = :-::ir sratus of women in celtic mythology, par-

ticularly those myths::-::- -:--and that were the least tampered with over
time, give evidence rc --:-; :-":: sratus of women in that culture. The connec-
tion here seems rt'eak. --:::;: :here is a notable lack of women in celebrated
leadership roles in Cel:.; ,i!-,c1eries. \7e have the legends of Boudicca of lceni,
Cartimandua. \essa. C.-,rrLacht's Queen Maeve, and several others who may
or ma\-not have been ba-.eJ on historical g'oman, but no known women ever
ruled as High Queen of anr- Celtic corrntry4

That the old celric oral traditions had been tampered with before being
crmmirted ro paper is a gir-en, though it is doubtful whether this was done de-
rrberatelr-. Oral traditions change drastically over time and, through thousands
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of years of patriarchy, the myths would have slowly altered themselves to re-

flect the new aims and concerns of societies. The strong female figures of

Celtic mythology tend to have made it onto paper with a tinge of pettiness

and viciousness attached to them, as if the only acceptable strong woman was

one who had great personal flaws or who s'as able to act like a man. Flamboy-

ant Queen Maeve, with her driving need to go to war to increase her own

prosperity, is one apt examPle.

W-hen Christianity's grip on the Celtic ivorld tightened, many of the old leg-

ends involving women/Goddesses were deliberately altered in ways that re-

duced powerful women to the level of animaLs or hags, the latter eventually

leading to the ugly legends of the modem HalLru'een witch cackling over the

cauldron in which she would cook a ChrisiLar chill. One example of the cod-

ification of this demotion from Goddess to anrnaL crone is seen in the mlth of

an Irish Goddess from Meath, Carravogue. Her --rL'lLnal divine function is not

known today, but by the time she meets up u'Lr:h S:. Patrick (circa 400 C.r. ) she

is a crone who has been turned into a giant sei:.:-: j.rr eating berries he had

forbidden to her.5 It may have been that these n c:c :Lackberries, a fruit once

sacred to rhe widely worshiped Goddess Brighid. S: iatrick was forced tc', kill
Carravogue by dousing her with holy water, which :-..-:tl her like the V/icked

Witch of the West in the The Wizard of Oz. Bur ::-= _r'.'thic memory of the

Celts seemed to be able to rise above the distorted le:-::. and it was said that

Carravogue turned into a lake from which she woulJ s-:---. jav be rebom.

In the classical mythology of Greece we see a simrl:: -:.r1, in which olJer,

once-powefful Goddesses are lurned into harridans anj : --:-ie under the r-oke

of their Gods, fathers, or brothers. Even in their dem.:.: :tate, these God-

desses wield a good deal o{ pou'er, certainly much m.:- ::lan women were

ever granted under Greek law. Greek history is long ani '.'..11-recorded, cer-

rainly much more so than that of the Celts, and lf anyon. ---..ked for a corre'

lation between Greek mythic tvomen's role in socien' rher u'ould be hard

oressed to find one, outside of a ferr nlstery cults that rvere long gone by the

rime the current versions of the cLassical myths were recorded.

The slow change in \7elsh women's statlrs over time ma-r also be recorded in

:nvth, encoded in the stories surrounding rhe Welsh Goddess Arianrhod' whose

aame means "silvet wheel." She was a pori erful deity of fertility and regenera'

-:urfl, the personification of the ever'tuming Wheel of the Year. Arianrhod lived

,r a stellar realm with her female attendants-some sources say nine in all-
.:rJ there she decided the fate of the dead. She was a very sexual deity, and

,--ared freely with any man she chose at any time. This freedom was not ques-

red until a magician named Math publicly accused her of conceiving two
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children whom she had not borne. He forced her to jump over his magickal
staff, after which she gave birth to twin sons. The staff in this case is a phallic
symbol, a metaphor for her rape by Math. Because Math took away her sexual
freedom and her right to choose if and when she gave birth, some feminist
scholars feel that Arianrhod's myth represents rhe shift from the time of
Celtic women's full freedom to that of male-centered clans and male domina-
tion of women.

Women Under the l^aw
The best resources we have for uncovering hos- Celtic women actually lived
is through the remains of their old laws- The Celts cherished law and held
their judges and their pronouncements in fuh regard. Some of the laws var-
ied from place to place since the extended clan, or atarh, remained the princi-
pal unit of govemment well into the corrurxxl era- But certain basic tenets did
survive, many pertaining to women's righ&

Like the Celtic myths, the famo*s Bndron L-aws of Ireland changed over
time to reflect changes in Celtic saierr- Some version of the Brehon Laws
likely govemed the Irish Celts as earh a 500 n.c.e., and it is speculated that
these laws had roots in pre-Celdc rirne*, ftough the extant version we possess
probably dates from around 500 cr-6 A lot can happen in a millennium.

The Irish name for the Brehur [-ars ums sarchus Mor, meaning,,the great
wisdom," and indeed the laws wisely saw the celts through some difficult
conflicts with each other Several my*rs tell of how disputes were settled by a
Brehon, or judge, inarguably inrerpreting the I aw for the warring factions.
The Laws were remarkably equitable for their rime, and adequately covered
the needs and rights of bodr King and peasant.

celtic society was highly suatified, with the warrior elite and the Druids
being the highest casre, carde barons in the middle, and small farmers and
traders at the bottom- The Celts continued to court these sharp divisions,
which arguably aided 6eir eventual downfall. Because of this, the most
marked diflerence befice€n Celtic individuals was not based on gender but on
societal ranking. M*y of the provisions granted to, or restrictions placed
r:pon, women under the law were also placed upon men of the same rank.

ln comparison with her contemporaries in Greece and Rome, a woman in
Celtic Ireland held an enviable position. A freebom Irish woman was nor
chamel but a partner to the husband whom she was free to choose. The only
presflre placed on her was ro select a spouse of comparable rank.7 All young
people, regardless of gender, were urged to marry for neither man nor woman
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achieved full adult status in the eyes of the community until wed. This is still

largely true in modern lreland, and is probably a carryover from the ancient

beliefs in man and woman being the God and Goddess incarnate-two halves

of one whole.

Anyone who was unsure of the suitabilit)' of a potential marriage partner

to contfact one e now famous annual, or trial marri

mg fituaT# of modern Celtic Paganism rvere

undermken for a period of a year and a day, a term of magickal importance in

Celtic mythology. They could be made bet\\'een any two consenting parties,

rggardless ofrank, 
"nd 

i

^["
minded to modern people, the purpose \Yas not so much to discern personai

compatibility as it was to determine the fecunliir of a potential partner. In

most cases, trial marriages that did not produce chrllren were usually allorved

to expire and the partners were free to seek othe r irlales.

Irish women were permitted to own propertr'. :i s.ek divorce, and to reiain

rheir own property and expect the feturn of rhe:: itr\\'IY afterwards. They

could demand an honor price (eric in Old lrish) f.r .-.:nages to or the murder

of one of their kinspeople (the price being based on ::,. : rank in societl ), and

rhey could take grievances before the judges. The ::--il of an unmarled

\voman was not declared illegitimate; no such stigma .:'...:.1 among the Ce1ts.

.{11 freeborn people had a rank that automaticailv ei-:-:,-l them to certain

rights under the law

W f their husbands did not :::-.'rle the food they {
u'ished to eat, or sat mena- O
.t"rl^ times of war. The ahead-of-its time concept oi:r-- ru1t divorce was *=
,lso ip"ri6feaffltiil'r Law, and it could be obtainej :.. either partner. Z
Though called "no'fqul!: z

:rme but they also shared in the responsrbrlities and burdens of beins free. Fe' (t)
" ',

.,!r", ur-rd if a woman transsressed the la$'s of her cqqnlll !r !lan, {9 was ;
.iliila *i,t-t 

"q"ut 
t"verity. C_ommunity was important to the Celts, not just !.,sonalidentity.oneoftheworStthingSthat

:-.uld befall a Celt of either gender u'as banishment from the protection of the

.-n-. In Old lrish, this person rvas declare d a deorad. Although a deorad might

,". ** h.ld p.t*ttally responsibl" h. ,bgT.Tbgpfq.'o":rncluded men-

ffii";l";lliffi Ghvsiqrl-quppa$Jh.'"lrhholdingof {:al incapacity, intertllrty, tltness, lac[ ..t p_nyq 'ltnnorqrllg or rn

-

:cx. ?rid useE-?fr5Eiik against thc othc: ]tt!ne-L -t<
:cx, ?fid use -l

€ : r 1-:-L-, .-----^ -L^- ^-L,-Ueltrc women not only enjoyed hrgh.r rlatus than other tvoman of their O
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continue to live along the fringes of the cc.n-LnLLnin', like a charity case, he or
she was no longer considered one of the rni:e anl *'as not allowed to con-
tribute to the greater good. This encoded lm: ri::rr.e of community and clan
may be one of the reasons rved

bung liish women could be given our

t""but they commanded a higher price fr..lr ,-.

that the girls took more time to teach. F.-,:.:
which children were sent to another hou.._-,

enteen to learn skills they would need a. .. - .

certain amount of both inner- and intei-::. -

the young people were divided benvee: , ,

wise, u'hen a fosterling was being cr-i-:r ::r:
had as much right to accept or denr- ::-. , -

mothels Tro t6d6iGxampTe, r

.-.: iamily due to a belief
, r) .:l .',lJ Celtic custom by
: :----:r '-rnril they turned sev-

. - ., re lped to keep down a..:; 
i:ecause the loyalties of

j::renrs 
they loved. Like-

: '.,.-mf,fl of the household
.r'-: ln?fl. She was equally as

Jrchulain,6rr-

obligated tcr the child's education r: --.:r .-,r- :rj equally entitled to rhe
fostering fee.

In manr- foster situations, a \,'- -.:. .r-..en inro the care of his
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was given rnro the foster care -. -. - - : :. .: C..rmac. This practice is an
ancient one, seen in many Pa:..., - . -:- - .:eaks again of the power of the
bonds of "n-Lother blood," the -
mon female relative. In son--- I , , : --r--:rLC?lr tribes and some east Asian
principalrrLes, the natural ir:- . - - : ::. -- n \\'ent from a man to his sister's son
rather than to his own so::

Even in the hlghly srri- - '- - -.:-. rrf the celts, rank and properry were
not alu'avs a given. Tht-", - - -: .-.rt-eited by transgressing certain Brehon
Laws, and in this wom... | - :j. '.ere treated differently, at least in the ex-
tant version of the La., . ' =_::jb" breaches of sottglyb._rulco__th"t could
cause a woman to 10.t :: :: , .-,r become an outcast were theft, sjrtirizing

-<v\4l.s|lry

husband, u'hereas rr
wed her sexual lovaltv to her

sexual
exFt-:e j :r.'m married individuals. Amazingly, thgl4ys_itill

recogni-ed a u-onlan'. :i=-nr to petitioffidir,orce, even if she was the o

t&l.to E'' h.r"
\\-omen have sexual freel.rn, rt can be noted thal women's communal status is
aLso quite high. It mav ha'e been this earlier freedom that allowed women to
keep their relativelv higher sratus even after patriarchal pressures came to
bear on the Celts.11



Though the Brehon Laws were not as hard on the infidelitous male, one
r-ery intriguing passage gives the wronged u,ife the freedom to take whatever
retaliatory actions she wished against both her husband and his paramour for
rhree days, with full exemption from legal retribution.l2

Children were of great importance to rhe Celts, and to purposely take any

action that could cause the miscarriage .-i a child was viewed as a crime
against the entire community. Both men anl rvomen could be charged witl]
ieliberatel^y causing a miscarri"g@ure from most

"trobechargedwithanericbyhi,'if"t@toputthemother
..r child at risk during birth. He was requirel bv lau'to see to her comfon and

safety, and to call upon the services of a quaLir:el midwife just as soon as rhey
,,'ere needed. All childre vided rbr r'; :he cian as well as by the par.

There is also evidence that women held p. s.:. -:r: as warriors- aprer
:\, queens, judges, and Druids (see Chapter l' ::-..ugh these avenues had

.argely closed by 1OO c.E. Particulars about \\'on-:. .:'. rhese fu;tGnieTE-\-n'-
*:rallfiffiffiGnt dGTo the fact that written hi.:-:r:ri locuments were not
,:ept by the early Celts. The keeping of history \\.:-: :.-- jun, of the clan bard,

-: Druid, and much Celtic history was not commi::.: - :lper until the early

lrristian period (around 600 c.E.).

There is also evidence of female clan leaders. T-: - -::: rhe recogni:able

}hic surnames of today reflect clans that have been :::-::r ihrough a mascu-

rre ancestor (the Mac, Ap, and O'prefixes meaning ".--:. --i'), vestiges of an

.jer, matrilineal descent can be seen in the oral ,.-..,.-..rr,14 in r','hich
i :nen take the names of their mothers and then pass ti.:: -.,r'n names along

: sons, with or without the patronr,mic prefix. Nessa, n-. :.--r of High King
l--rmac MacNessa, is one example that appears in writ:t:. lvths as well as

:.i legends.

Though generally there were no t-em:-rle High Queens. rhere u,ere regional

- -:.ns such as the much-lauded Queen \4aeve of Connachr, a warrior and

...:,ker of great repute. There were also strong Celtic women who took the
i :r King's throne and held it in trust tbr their sons. One is the aforemen.
- :-el lrish warrior-scholar Nessa, mother oi High King Cormac MacNessa;

.,j another is Cornwall's Vennolandua, u'ho killed her husband in batle,

- .,.'ned his mistress, and claimed the High Queenship of Comwall for herself

:r- her son came of age.

tvnallv r nt the sovereignty of land in lnaqy-cultq:es,
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12), a1g!g rs from these ancient behefs that the image of the woman as sacred
a"r"t
r sisters. ,,princesses,, 

called Ain and
Iaine, who marry their brothers so that no .,:ner t-amily but theirs would be
able to rule the land. The sisters are also cre j::e I u,ith inventing warfare, so
that they would have a way to claim rhe r..- --- :he island for themselves.
Some legends go so far as to say that these ::::-:: anJ their actions are the
reason that the Brehon Laws acknowledse: ..;. 

- :---:r s rights to property in a
time and place where this was not the norr..

By the rime christianity held swa' in ::-. - -r Celric lands-on paper if
not in fact-n'omen's roles had been lar:... :.:...el to those we are often
told are "acceptable" today: housekeer.r -:r .:.:. and caregiver. Even the
great healing skills women possessed a:,: - :: :r.:eJ along to their daugh-
ters were branded evil, and any wonr:. -- : :-.,uqh to use her knowleJge
openly risked execution for practrcr:,: ',,, - --.--air (see chapter 13). The
later invasions of celtic lands, mos. :. : : - . - ::le \orse and Normans, lead
to other socral and spiritual chanse . ir:r ,:rr rcimd,'terrr marks on Celtic so-
ciety and irs u'omen, bringing th-:-. : .: .,::r-.-\- rnro rhe patriarchal world by
removing or eroding the equita:-. :_,: . - -j Cekic laws.

Questions F,,'r fgisi. PaganWomen
The follou'ing questions ar. : ' ' ,: -: rrrany that will be posed to you as you
work through this text. T -.-. -: :-.) right or wrong answers. They are de-
signed onh- as guideposts : - :.: . --u decide upon your next spirituai step, to
be markers of your learni:-: .:.: -rJerstanding, forcing you to think critically
about a1l that you learn - ' - .luestion what you read; the material in this
book included. Take *.i.:. ::-: rrght and what makes sense in rerms of your
current studies' and le: r: r::r go. However, keep an open mind. what you
discard today may ha... :.=-.,. :reaning tomorrow

Hou'do I define F::..:.r.:-- and/or'VTitchcraft (or Wicca)?
why am I inrere.:e i ::. ihe celtic aspects of paganism in particular?
How much do I kn.r' aL,out the culture of rhe Celtsl rheir religion?

Their cosmolosr'l

what sers aparr Celtrc Pagan expressions from orher culturally based
Pagan traditionsl
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What works on Celtic Paganism have I already studied? Which
did I like or not like, and why?

With which points do I strongly agree? W"hy?

With which points do I strongly disagree? \Uhy?

How does agreeing or disagreeing with a writer make me feel?

Do certain words trigger strong reactioru in me? \ficca? Celt? Craft?

Faery?'Women's spiritualityl

About how many specific Celtic traditioru do I have some knowledge?

Do I want to leam more about any of them?

Am I more of a Celtic eclectic than a traditionalist? If I did follow a single

Celtic tradition, which would I prefer? Irish? Scottish? \7elsh? Gaulish?

Another?

What are my spiritual goals in terms of my chosen path? How does

being a solitary or part of a group help meet them?

How do I feel about the societal stratification of the Celts?

How do I reconcile the more negative aspects of the Celtic world

to my own Celtic spiritual practice?

What do I see as the role of women in old Celtic societies?

What do I see as the role of women in modem Celac Paganism?

What attracts me to the women's spiritual aspects of C-eltic Paganism? How

do I reconcile these with my other Celtic Pagan interests and practices?

What do I hope to get out of the study of Celtic women's spiritualityl

What can this study allow me to give back to my Pagan arrd/or secular

community?
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Notes
1 Herm, Gerhard. The cels: The Peoplewho Come out of tfu Dmkness (New york:

St. Martin's Press, 1975), 3.

2 Though the taking of Ireland by the celts is referred to in myth (such as those
surrounding the Sons of Mil) as an invasion, in tmth the celts arrived in small
waves, not as a unified force.

3 Green, Miranda. celtic Godfusses: wankns, v'tryr anlMothcrs (London:
British Museum Press, 1995), iO.

4 Ibid, 15.

5 Monaghan, Patricia. TheBookof Goddesses-,d.Hercftvs (st. paul, Minn.:
Llewellyn, 1990),69.

6 Power, Patrick c. Sex mdMuriage in,4-cie'u lr.,j-d. (Drblin: Mercier press,

1976), l0 and 48.

7 lbid,z5.

8 Handfasting is the term given to Pagan/T'rc.an rites by those following
traditions.that originated in westem Eurof'e- paocularly Britain and Ireland.

9 Power,49-50.

10 lbid,31.

1 1 Markale, Jean. Women of the CeJs (R.xhester. \'t-: Inner Tiaditions
Intemational, Ltd., 1972), 39.

I7 Power,44.

13 Ibid, 33.

14 Markale,38.
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THE FEMININE
MYSTERY CIJLTS

Jt has onh' heen Juring the Celtic Pagan re-
Ivi,ral of thc lare twentieth century rhar
women have b,een ahle to reclaim their roles as

Goddess incamare, irlestess, and spiritual u'ar-
rior on a widespre"i tasis. !7e have taken
what precious litrle '.i e sril1 know abour the
old feminine mysrer,' ; -lts and rebirthed them
into a new incarnari!-r. i.- tulfill our currenr-
day needs.

'Women's role in oll C.-:rc religious life Ls a

decidedly hazier sky ro :-.: Lnro than thar of
women's role in Celtic s.-...r!'. Virtually noth-
ing of substance comes t. -: rr1 native wriring,
and our only choice rs : -- study the past

thror-rgh symbols left to us 
'i- 

:he Celts, by the
writings of those who obsen'-i Celtic cukure,
and bv comparing what lr'e irn..u' of women's

mysten' schools in other parts of Europe-and
even from other eras-with the archaeological
remnants Jiscovered in Celtic lands.

In most earlv cultures, women and men car-

ried on separate spiritual traditions. In some

areas these overiapped, and perhaps even met,
but in most respects they remained separate,

with each sex cultivating its own mysteries

and rituals that were likely kept secret from
both the opposite sex and from the uniniti-
ated. Even in later centuries, under patriarchy,

the flourishing of women's spiritual traditions11
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has been known, particularly among the freedom-loving Celts. This is re.
flected in a law known today as the GolJen Statute. It was enacted in early
Ireland, the first known declaration of the lesaLirv of universal freedom of re-
ligion. Knowing what we do abour the dir r.Lrns ot Celtic society being based
on rank and not gender, there is no doubr ri--.r rhrs lau' applied to women as

well as to men.

These gender-based divisions of spiritual : *:: --r:s are known in other Euro-
pean cultures as well. The most famous t: ::,.:: -. e :silr-rhe Eleusian myster-
ies of Greece. For centuries, the city of E1e --,,.- ',: :.: . .enrer for Goddess wor-
ship, and many pilgrimages were maJe : . , :.:rrLes and priestesses by
women seeking the Goddess mysteries. C.. ...",. :::e Goddess was eroded as

a figure of po*'er, replaced by the supren-.- r' .:,: r:.mi oi rhe nerv religion.
For several hundred years into lrelar: - .'- .. .:. period, women's spiritu-

alitymostcerrainlyfunctionedasas.:.r:.,::r.:.r..lL practiceandlikelywas
hidden from the male-oriented neu're -... --:r .:! Li had been kept from the
male priests of the old. The persisre:.. ,. r: .*-.,unding "faery women,',
possibly meaning Pagan in this cas- | t' :_.:-r :-uman males has led some
scholars to believe these are Srt-r.:': : , rr.: :enJer-segregated spiritual
spheres that existed until arounj :--- : .--. 1 :erhaps longer. At least one
ancient u'orship site remains : -, : -:r-Je oi this separation. Off the
coast of County Sligo, on th. :r' : .: rr - -r Innishmurray, stands an aban-
doned monastery dating to ti.: :., ::r,t..l.c.E. The old ruins boast both a

separate n'omen's chapel anJ .:. i r':r-.: -.metefy that afe clearly not part of
the standard convent rrril'r=:- :- .- - :--l modern Catholic Church.l Nearby
are the famous Five Specri-:- :, ,:: .ianding stones of neolithic origin, in-
scribed *'ith an abundan:- -- .:-.:. .vmbolism. Another women's cemetery
in County Tyrone boasr. : , : :.-n here alive; No men here dead."

Later in Celtic hist..r-, i - : r:r-..:roe deities and their cults were diabolized,
and Witch hunts to tr=: , - , , - :nd desroy their followers-including some
men-became stani..:-::,.:-:.e not only in the old Celtic lands but
rhroughout all ot Eu: . -

Women as Druids
There has been much lebare, both among scholars and Pagans, as to the place
of *'omen among rhe ranks of the Druids. The Druids were defined as both
priests and philosophers. bards and historians, magicians and advisors, singers
anJ ston'tellers; indeed, difterent Druids probably fulfilled all those roles at

'arious times. Unlike Cekic cians, Druids appeared nor to be bound by triL,al
territories2 bur could trar-el and study where they chose, their learning and



judgment honored and respected by nearly all Celtic tribes. That they came

to represent a very powerful force in Celtic life is a given, as is their eventual

domination by males.

Some Celtic scholars have adamantly stated that there is no evidence of fe-

male Druids at all,3 but that the role of ri'omen was likely that of prophets,

healers, magicians, and keepers of sacred t-lames, all without the high status

given to the initiated Druids. Much of this belief is derived from the writings

of julius Caesar, in which he described his campaign against the Gauls in the

first century c.E. He refers several times to the power the Druids had to stop

battles and advise kings, and refers to then all with masculine pronouns.

Other scholars, however, cite early writinss rn n-hich there are direct refer-

ences to what they believe are female DruLis. rncluding those of the Roman

warrior Thcitus. Thcitus described meetins a ribel contingent that included

women at Anglesey, a well-known Druidic .ir;r':hold until61 c.8.4 Like the

male Druids they accompanied, these women :::e :reJ to Thcitus to be ler-el.

ing curses and making other magick against the :::'':lers.
It was in the role of prophets, or seers, that \\'r,-it--;r- :-early flourished, and this

talent appears to have been greatly respected.5 L'.. ::-,i. rvas one of the chief

roles the Druids performed for their kings and clan ;::--. ts a given. One mod.

ern Druid writer claims that there was an entire cl-.., . - \\'omen seers called

ueledns in Old Irish, or banfuili ("woman-seers").6 Ti t .-.-:-r n'ord is clearh-re-

lated to the term fli, the name of a specific function ai. j :.:..s of Druids.

Celtic legends also record ahe names of women tt'h. ,--:. ctted as Druids, or

who function as Druids withrn their stories. Amons tr-; ',','ofiIefl said to be

Druids in Celtic myth and legends are Amerach, who '.',.. ..ble to cast spells

of agelessness; Argante, a heaier of Anglesey; Birog, .t: - relped a warrior

take revenge on the Formorian God Balor; Chlaus Ha:s::-. n'hose legends

portray her as both Goddess and Druid; Dubh, the name ..'--: of Dublin who

magickally drowned her husband tor his infidelity; Fra:;--nran'die-Drud,
g,ho is associated with dreams and the horse Goddess lrlare : and Maer, who

attempted to use love magick on rhe u-arriorhero Fionn \lacCumhal. The

Irish Goddess Facha, Goddess of poetrr', is said by some to be a patron deity

ri the Druidic bards.

Another possibility for the mystery surro,,rnding female Druids may have

:een that the path of the Druidic initiate u'as gender-segregated from the

,:art, and that it was the men's path that er,entually became dominant in the

.-:erarchy of Celtic society, while the women's path took other forms out of

:-e mainstream. This lessening of the women's role may have been partly de-

rerate. Certainly the male Druids' eventual insistence on the superiority of
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males as religious leaders and teachers-something that had taken place or
was taking place in virtually all cultures dunng this time period-probably
helped pave the way for the Roman church's victorr- over the British Isles, as

did many of the other sharp divisions in CekLc socre r\'.

Modern Druid sects are still predominanrlv nale, but most are open to
women. Women have also reclaimed this par: .-: :heir spiritual past on their
own and now boast distinct Druidic traditi,rr.: ','.'::i rhe ir own names, degrees

of advancement, and mysteries. They do nLri :::--:-: :.- be as widespread as the
"traditional" Druid groups nor as keen on i.:-r.rr.i:a:i in rhe endless debates

on u'hat constitutes genuine Druidrl. \1c:.-...-- . -nc \-er)'interesting all-
\l.omen Druid group I ran across while ir-.'.:: .:. .ras call themselves the

i"

Dr1'ads, named for the tree faeries knou.:
bestor.ved their name upon the sect ma:.-,

mary deities is rhe Breton Goddess Dru:-.

r.: ,,r'ho, the women claim,
:. beiore. One of their ori'-. before. One of their pri.
iless of trees.

: - -,*- ,.ir)fnerl or as Druidism itself
: : i :' :-' lorm or to strengthen their
: :-::i ..n Druidic structures.T These
:: . ::leir existence extends well into
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It is possible that, as the Druids be :-.--, :

was eroded b,v the church, wolrlir. -r ,

own spiritual societies which \\'ir; r : :
cults are ea.ier to document, ar'- . . :
the modem era.

Archaeological digs in Cr-: - :. r: --:.re retrieved pieces of iconography
that appear to be figures c: :: - : -:. r at least of women who are clearly
performLng ritual functirrr-.: '- - . .rsuably these might also be Goddess

figures. Early literature th..- r:r-r: r- '.\omen in priestly roles serving in tem-
ples or at the court of rul.:. ., . := :recis..g Qrr""t Maeve of Connacht em-
pioyed at least one prir--... - -::.tronghold, Cruachain, who made it into
print-a woman nami- :: .. -:kely there were others as well-probably
eight more, to be exar:

The Celts held tht: -*.-:. -hree to be sacred, and the greatest manifesta-

tion of this r.vas se-:. .:. :, :-e times three, or nine. Unlike many modern
Celtic covens u'hc .::--.'= :- ie ep their numbers to thirteen,l0 the early Celtic
priestesshoods likel-. :..,-i aJvantage of the sacred symbolism found in the
number nine, and kepr iheir membership to this. This idea is born out in a
piece of ancient Vtelsh poetry in which \ve are told that nine maidens attend
the cauldron of rebirth in the Otherworld, and that only their breath may
heat the fire that bums beneath it, and also in the classical writings of Strabo,
u'ho records that committees of nine women would greet retuming warriors.
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In Greece, Rome, and other early European cullures, women as priestesses

often were given the care of sacred fires, The most well-known of these are

the Vestal Virgins of ancient Rome, ri'ho tended the sacred flames of the

hearth and fire Goddess Vesta. In lreland and Gaul, two similar sacred flames

were kept by women labeled "virgins" (see Chapter 8 for a full discussion on

Celtic virgin Goddesses and heroines). Cne \\'as at the hot springs in Gaul, sa-

cred to the fire Goddess Sulis, a dein' u'ho found her way to England as Sul;

the other was in southern lreland at Kildare. u'here a sacred flame honoring
the Goddess Brighid burned continuouslv tor centuries.

Brighid was one of the Celtic Goddesses n'hose image and archetype was

venerated over much of Celtic Europe. In lreLand she was known as Brighid,

in England and Wales as Brigantia, anrl rn Gaul as Brigindo. A Goddess of
fire, childbirth, inspiration, fertility, medrcine. music, animal husbandry, and

crafting, she was a mother, a sovereignl ? \\'lrrl'1. lnd a patron of warriors and

of children. Brighid was widely and vigorousir u' -':.hiped.
The early churchmen in Ireland sought to ei.i:c.rte her worship, and even

invented some very creative legends to link her ','. r::-. their own Goddess sub-

stitute, the Virgin Mary. The result of this mergrni --: ,esends was the spurious

creation of St. Brighid,ll whose myths today cc':-:,'-.:, a curious mixture of
maiden and mother images, and whose feast dav ni'.' ::.-is on Februar-v l, the

old date of Brighid's festival once called Imbolg, noi,f .:-.\.\'n as LaFheile Bid
(the Feast of Brighid). Sometime during the flfth ceni--:. .'.'., Brighid's shrine

at Kildare and its eternal flame were taken over by rh" ::--,-rch, and for many

centuries afterward its nuns tended the sacred fire. It is i:.-:.r'ed the flame that

represented the etemal light of Brighid's divinity burnei *:.:uenched until the

rnid-sixteenth century. 1 2

Brighid's image as a Goddess of fertility is retainei ::. modern Ireland

:hrough the many holy wells that bear her name, albeit rr. r-er guise of saint.

Water and earth, being the two "feminine" elements,13 are .,. mbols of fertiliry
:n their own right, and many extant lrish wells bear the name of Tobar Brid,

-.r the "\7e11 of Brighid." Pilgrimages for healing, fertilitl', and the protection

:i children are especially popular at these sites.14

This adoption of sacred Goddess sites u-as a common practice among the

:rurchmen, whose purpose was to coerce the native Celtic population to

.,,cus their adoration on the God of the neu' religion and on Mary as his

:rrrhly mother.15 In southern Munster, Aine, a native cattle, fire, and sun

--lddess, was given a sacred site at Knockaine. Until the early twentieth cen-

-:r', torchlight processions were held on her hillside each midsummer day,
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the one day of the year when her symbol, the sun, was at its zenith' These

torches were also passed over fields and under animals to ensure their fertility.

As time passed, and the worship of the olJ religion was officially suppressed

by the church, rhe once-venerated Celtic GolJesses feil to the status of faery

women, such as the death-heralding bear:,,r:i: tbanshee in English), or of

demons, such as the blue-faced Cailleach ri IJr;hland Scotland who brings

death with the touch of her skull-toppeJ rva-i::-: .ratt. The Celtic priestesses

wenr into hiding, preserving there the thtn ::.:..-j rf the old Celtic religion

upon which we build todaY.

In the earliest days of Ireland's Christiar. :.- I .\'.'men participated as full

members of the clergy, serving as priestesse :. .--r r:::;:. Jeacons, and even bish-

ops.16 The strong pfesence of women ir- lr-: l.-:an priestesshood allowed

g.""r", choices for them when the Celt:: -.,:-*, :.:an being Christianized in

the second to fifth centuries c.e. Manr' r.r-* :r: :-- --rlslic sites in ireland have

ruinS that Contain Separate women'S .r-:l: : :.:,i :emetelies, not a Common

feature of any church institution. L:---,:...1 :-,- :rL)dern Roman Catholic'

one of the most famous of these !-t:: .: -. ":.:...lmurray, off the coast of

County S1igo. Another is at the :'
County Wicklow, where a smali ' '

mBan, or'Women's Church, sits '-,:

r:rr r.-:--:-.age site of Glendalough in
r.: ,r.-::r knoq'n as the TeamPall na

-::. -: ::ri main monastic enclosure.lT
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Kele'De, Smirsat' and Sheila'na'Gig

Among the most well-knou:-. I l--.: .:-.-:line mystery cults was that of Kele'

De, the Goddess for whon-. .: : - , -:- -rc monks known as the culdees took

their name. Her all-female - . : '.t..ire known as the Kelles, and her priest-

esses\,\,ereexemptfrom:--:,..:.:::-ellaws,includingtheBrehonLawsthat,
by several centuries int. -,. - r'-r.--ero era, forbid sexual freedom. The Kelles

took any and all lovers lr: -r ..' u'henever they chose'18

Kele-De's name ha. L.=:. ., :---iCe of contention among scholars, with some

sat,ing it means{!5s;r':-r,i : ':rLde of God,"19 and others relating it to pre-

Celtic beliets in an " . . , -: . '.i, -: or deity of creation whose myths have been

lost to us. In her rlrl:- - a jer-outer of sexual energy' a power linked by many

ancient people t. t:.. -::e :..ice, she is sometimes thought to be a derivation of

rhe infamous lndran ler-'.urer Goddess Kali'Ma'20

Cne little-kno\\-n \\'!rman from Irish lore who fepresents the guardian spirit

.-,i ieninine m-vsteries is Smirgat. Likely she was once a priestess, and was

qr..bablv involved in an Irish feminine spiritual cult, though thls cannot be

iro\-en todar'. 
'!ile make this assumption based on a myth in which she told

15



her lover, the hero Fionn MacCumhal, that if he ever drank from a horn he

would dle. To the Celts, the horn was a vessel of completeness, representing

the womb of the Goddess on the inside and the phallus of the God on the

outside. Drinking from the horn, particularly if it had been consecrated by a

priestess for use in religious rites, would be a form of initiation into the grea[er

mysteries-a type of spiritual rebirth.

Another divine feminine image that has been a source of controversy is

the Sheila-na-Gig. Nothing at all is knou'n about this mysterious figure be-

yond the fact that her blatantly sexual inase has been found carved on

stone thresholds, usually at sacred sites or orher places of worship. One of
these figures graced the entrance to BrighrJ's shrine at Kildare.2l Th.
Sheila is a crudely rendered figure of a squattLng woman who invitingly
holds wide her vulva in a vaguely triangular pattern. On her stick-figure-

like face is a faint smile, one which is serene anl almost knowingly com-

placent. Many of these Sheila carvings u'ere useJ by nuns to adorn the

doors of lrish convents. When the renderings \\'e:. discovered by horrified

churchmen, many of them were taken au'ar' ::l Jestroyed. In the iate

nineteenth century, an archaeologist found a p;-. ,'i rhem buried near the

ruins of an old lrish convent.

The meaning behind the Sheila-na-Gig has been a:r*ti to be one of blessing

or protection, though it is more likely that she offers an ::.-'-ttation into the fem-

inine mysteries. The triangular pattern of her vulva er': -<ts the sacred numl,"rer

three of the T:::-e Goddess of the

Celts; the virgLn. :--..rher, and crone in
one who represei:: rhe full cycle of
birth, death, and :.i:neration. In this

aspect, the Sheila-r-,:-Gig symbolizes an

open gateway to rne Ctherworld for

those brave enoush to accept initia-
tion into her mysterres. It may be that
u-orshippers reverentll- touched the

can'ing of her yawning vulva when en-

tering the temple for worship, just as

women in other cultures made a simi.

lar gesture of homage when entering

the palace of the feminine mysteries.22

The true meaning of the Sheila,

and the impact she and similar divineSheila-na-Gig
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images have had on modern women's lives, is probably even more complex. In
her physical form she represents the insatiable, devouring power long attrib-
uted to the feminine sex organs, an image porent enough to have caused

many men-and some women-to fear and oppress this Goddess and her sis-

ters, and to take out that fear on woman throughout the ages. This fearful
image is one of the reasons why many of the old G.rldesses, Celtic and other-
wise, have been diabolized and recreated into vanpiric demons, ugly hags,

and evil faeries. Somehow they seemed less rh:ea:ening in this form rhan
when they were worshiped as deities and crear.., l'

The devouring female who could not conr: :..: :..lLlv urges was sucj[an
rnsprr on why
so many

g themselves a

fi-appetites, makes e ss Goddess-liLe.24 Wirh
hg of that status, the pou'e: -.r Lnherent in deities also

vanished, ieaving in its wake a feminr:,. - . 1,::n no procreatlve powers,

one who serves no purpose beyond::-.:. . :::-',til: and sex object. Today's

magickal women must never forget :: . . . t:l-':t-Les reality; with this desire
to appear less powerful came the i:* - . : : ; - ',\'er, and this allowed women
to come more easily under the dc:-... : . . rr-n.

The Sheila-na-Gig is not hu:.:r i -: -'-: tusr for the fun of it, nor to sat-

isfy some insatiable physical ltr: - : .- --.pt"g with the eternal cycles of
birth,dearh.andregenerati.:.'----:-'.].:1lstdeffie-
birth.-KFbirth in this instar.-: - r - -'- ph1'sical but can refer ro a spiritual
,!6iln as ri'elI, an initiatic:. -.- --: =ridrer mysteries of our gender. There-
fore the Sheila is in trurl^. -: :- .: '.. a gift, a positive manifestation of the
never-ending cycle of er.:. =. -: rr,:-t Ls such an important part of Celtic cos-
mology and religion.
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ENTERING THE
SHEILA-NfuGIG

Quided Meditation

Th" ultimate spiritual mysteries are those

I th"t pertarn to the self that have practical

applications. Sornetimes the message we re-

ceive when exploring is universal in nature,

sometimes it is genJer-specific, but always it
applies to the indir-iJual at whatever stage of
spiritual developmenr and physical-world diffi-
culties she finds herseli. The guided medita-

tion in this chapter is Jesigned to allow )-ou to

accept the invitation of the Sheila-na-Gig to

enter her realm of my srerie..

Guided meditations are one of the most po-

tent tools we have for ali:ning ourselves u'ith
the energies of deities and mythic figures.

They force us to test the iimirs of our personal

power as they stimulate our Jeep minds to fa-

cilitate interaction with rhe Jivine and stir our

creative selves to wakefulness.

Guided meditation can be best defined as a

structured mental joumey into the inner or ar-

chetypal or astral plane for the purpose of

making a lasting change on both the conscious

and subconscious mind. The spiritual uses of

this type of meditation are as old as the art of
storytelling itself, a skill hlghly regarded by

both ancient and modern Celts. Using ancient
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myths and legends, storytellers transported many persons into other worlds
and back again without most of them reah:ing this inner transformation ever

took place.

Most guided meditations will work for 1-ou jusr as they are written, but they
should always be considered as maps-schenies that show the starting and
ending points of a journey, but that offer 1-c.u a n-',..rial of options for traveling
the roads in between. As you work u'ith Lrn. s-r cf guided images over and
over again, the beings who populate them r.,.1-- become familiar to you, and
will step out of their prewritten roles lo otte : .r-:::::-tr-rce and insight far beyond
the scope of the original meditation. Thi. :. .,-. r: .l'r..uld be. It is a sign that
you are truly u,orking in another realm ti -:."::-r-.lce , and that your presence

has been accepted there.

The guided meditation in this chapre: :-....', - - -..ed as is, or be broken down
into smaller components as needed. Ir r:. :: -:-an9ed, adapted, reordered, or
rewritten as your needs dictate. At r'...:, -: :--lnrs along the path there are

places where you are offered the ch.-.:,: : ,:ave the meditation. if you do
this, you may return later at anY rl:]-.: , :..,lirire its other aspecls. You may
want to read through the medira:. :-. :. :.jvance and make some tentative
plans on hou'you think you ma\' '.i :r.r . rrureress. Everyone learns at a differ-
ent rate. Some women ma)'\\'.: - ..r- each teaching one slow step at a
time, and others will want thc - - ...:,:e of learning all at once. There is no
right or \\-rong way. The chor;- : . -r: to make.

You u'ill note also that ir :-. ...-. *se of an alternate form of Celtic circle
structure, one that does no: ., r:. .f--r.rugh directions and elements in a circu-
lar pattern but evokes the ;.,, . : . --:n, north, and then the west, a representa-

tion of an arm from the s\,':r-.. . ,. --',i-n as Brighid's Cross (see Chapter 6). You

are certainly welcome tc :- ' - -: :;'re rneditation if you prefer to use a circular
pattern, but it is reCorrr.-.:r -:- -r-Lat you make the west the last point in the
meditation, since thrs L, :.,: :..-e of power in most Celtic traditions, the di-
rection from which the =- - . -,: knowledge can be obtained.

Guided meditation -::r, r: : powerful tool for self-exploration and change,

and entering into ir .: *-: :i.,t be taken hghtly. Make sure you are in a re-
ceptive and rer.ereni .:,.-:.--. .-i mind, and have only the highest of intentions.
.\s vou keep l'orkin; '.i:rh rhis technique you will eventually find that you

are fuLlv projecting vi-r cr-rrrSCiousness into these images, an art that is known
as astral proiection. These places you will visit exist as much inside as outside
ri r-ourself, and r-ou sl-r..ulJ never assume that this inner.self aspect somehow
nakes them not "reaL." The mind is the seat of all creation, the place where



..i1 magick is born, and it is a very fluid and real place where your every

:nought has consequence and form.

The sections in the meditation marked off by brackets [ ] are either clarifi-
;arions of terms and words used in the text, or are instructions to the one who

,s reading the meditation aloud. These sections are not to be read aloud to the
ioumeyer-a name I use for the person making the inner world or astral world
loyage-nor to be considered part of the body of the meditation. You may

:rerecord the path and play it back for yourself, or work with a partner who
ri ill read the text to you. If you are unfamiliar with the practice of guided

meditation, unsure how to achieve the altered state of consciousness neces-

sary for successful inner-world work, or unsure how to ground yourself after-

ri'ard, please refer to Appendix E for a full discussion, instructions, and tips.

Sh eil, a - na - Qig Me dit ation

Close your eyes and slow your thoughts; breathe rhythmically and deeply,

center your spirit, relax, and let go. Focus inu'ard and outward, drawing your

consciousness away from the physical world.

Know that you are protected by your own inner po\\'ers and by the love of
the Goddess. If you wish, at this time you may menraLlr- call out to yor,rr God-

less and ask her help and assistance, or you ma1' r'Lsh to weave some other

mental magick for the protection of your physical boJv as ),ou start to become

unaware of it. You may also ask her for protection anJ guidance in your spiri-

rual travels. [Pause to allow the journeyer time to do these things. Three to
iive minutes should suffice.]

Know that you are always in control and that you have the power to retum
ro full waking consciousness at any time you choose. if vor.r u'ish to return at

any point in your journey, you can do so by thinking the u'ords "l am home."

Thought is action on the astral plane. This simple act of u'iil, constructed in a

:ohesive thoughtform, will trigger both your subconscious and conscious

ninds that you wish to return immediately to your normal consciousness, and

Lr will immediately happen. You can then open your eyes and go aboul your

Jaily life unharmed.

Knowing that you are protected and in control, you can fully relax. Take

-rne more deep breath and release yourself to the experience that the Sheila-

ra-Gig aspect of the Goddess has in store for you at this time.

Will yourself free of the confines of your normal consciousness and allow
'.'.rurself to pass through the void that separates what we think of as "reality"
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from the Otherworld. [Pause for a momenr ro allow this visualization to
take place.]

\X/hen your inner vision clears, you find that'ou are standing in the court-
yard of a small stone temple. A11 around you is the silence of a dense, primeval
forest. In the courtyard of the temple is a small u e11 from which two streams
flow: one blood red and the other snow white. Kno*'rng that your destiny lies
beyond the door, you step over the well. As r-ou l.r vtru Se€rr to hear a celes-
tial chord playing from deep wirhin yourself, rS rr,..iu are merging in harmony
with something greater than yourself.

As you walk up to the heavy wooden door. ',: * .re rl-Lat the carving upon it
is of a large Sheila-na-Gig. You study the inL..-. . : r moment, rrying to learn
all you can abour her. Is she smiling SeCrcr.',.-'.,r notl Do her lips seem
pursed in silence, or ready to impart rrrvirrr.:: :- riairing ears? And what is
the secret of her gaping voidl On impuls. . '- :.ace t-our fingers against the
gateway she holds open to you, and \'.: :-,: :-iarn the chord that is being
echoed now within yourself. As the s.'L:.r: :.::-r and merge, the sheila gro,w,
larger, tou'ering over you. At firsr \'--* rr..r-r she might swallow you whole.
Then you notice that, no matter h,---., ^.i :r-c tro\\,s, you remain teetering on
her edge, as if the choice to go i:-. : :.--: :) \'ours alone. Knowing that the
sheila is here to transform you ::-. *::. ler reachings, you allow yourself to
fall into her dark void.

You find ,vourself in a plact " - ,:-Lnqness in which there is no light, no
warmth, no cold, and nothi:. --: - ,,r hich you can grab. you are everywhere
and nou'here. You are neith.: ...-.:r: nor floating, flying nor swimming-you
are just rhere, deep inside ir-: - - .:'lrorring womb-like interior of the Sheila.
To your surprise, you fin; ::.::...--u could learn to like it here. In this place
you find it hard to recal- '. -: ::-r'sical life. All your problems, worries, and
endiess list of "have to j ::,-:-s rhat plague you every day are gone. your
only responsibility here .. : ', 

- urself.

Just when you begin r - :., :.a11y comfortable, you notice light beginning to
form around you. As r:= -.:,'r 

'anquishes 
the shadows, shapes can be seen

coming to clarity. You:... .---rl earth now underneath you, and you find your-
self in a clearing in a r-;l t,..oded area; perhaps the same area where the tem-
ple once sat, perhaps r-irr. \ou recognize that this is sacred space. Not only
does it vibrare n'ith sprrrtualenergy but ar its perimeter are small menhirs, or
standing stones, formLng a perfect circle.

In the cenrer stands a srone dolmen lthls is an altar.like edifice made of
stone rhat can be of any size; this one should be visualized as the size of a

l

i



- :.:'.:, altar] and, to your surprise, standing behind it are nine women who
- ,= at 1'ou in welcome. Three of them are wearing robes of white, three

r, :..: :obeS of red, and three wear robes of black. They seem to you to be al-
-- ,,: ageless, though the ones in white seem the youngest and the ones in
- ,,:i rhe oldest. They are not cookie-cutter images of each other; each indi.

: ..:1 is unique and beautiful in her own way. One is heavy, one is short, one
, ::--.. and one is slender. One is stern, another jolly, and still another moth-
:r,-. ]nd nurturing.

:-:u can see that this sacred space is on a small island surrounded by a river
- :: seems to spring from the west and flow clockwise as it travels to the
- . :lh, counterclockwise as it travels to the south. At the east, where the two
- -::ents meet, they seem to submerge rather than churn. Across the river, at
: t::'r cardinal point, stands a large cauldron.

.-\e of the women in black beckons you over ro rhe dolmen and you gladly

. :.1 stand in front of it. You can now see that the dolmen serves as an altar

.,.: contains a variety of ritual and magickal items relating to women's rites.

-:.alices, stones, and shields, all enhanced with Goddess symbols, predomi-
.,:e. In the center of the stone, surrounded by the Goddess tools, is a deep

,, , 
j very lifehke carving of the Sheila-na-Gig.
"Welcome, sister," one of the women in white speaks.
"\bu have been expected," one of the women in red speaks. "The firsr step

:, liscovering the women's mysteries awaits you."
''F.emember that true initiation is not an event, bur a process. No one can

:en the door to the greater mysteries but you," one of the women in black
-:'.: |ou. "The greater mysteries are why you have come. an.l you are an-rious
. rtart learning."

"Understanding of the self is the first st€p," says a woman in white. "As a

,-ung person, the female is often steered away from her rrue path. The only
: =:hs she is allowed to take with ease are those that others deem appropriate.
: -r now you are here like a girl again, ready to set out on )'our chosen way. As
;,:ien you were young, the impediments to your true path are still there, and
,:ar-ing the course may not be easy-that is why other sisters, like us, are here

,, help you. But we can only point the way. The walk is Long and you must

:- ake it alone. The cauldron of the east contains answers to many of your

:. iestions about beginnings as a new woman, but it will ask many questions of
--.r in return. Are you willing to accept the challenge of the cauldron of the

::--ir. to take its teachings and weave them into your web of wisdom?"
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You tell her rhat you are wilring and she hands you an arhame [or what-ever tool you or your Celtic tradition uses ro represent the east and the ele-ment of air], and points you in the direction of the east.
As you walk to the edge of the island at the easrern quarter, a fierce windbegins to blow againsr you, as if trying to horJ 

'-ou 
bu.k from fording theriver' The waters are being stirred up, and sincc'.o" h"r;'rro idea how deepthis channel is, you hesitate ,o .rorr. Each rir-r-re ..,r-Lr rry to stick a foot intorhe water, the wind and surf become more r i,:..:r. ;;'r:, really want theknowledge that the elusive cauldron on the r.:::: l:nk ca

srop to think of a way to overcome the elene :.:. 
n glve you' so you

[Pause a moment or two for the journer er : - :-:--.r. -\r this point the jour-neyer may find her own way out' or you .-r' ---r;,, rer ro use her athame orother east and air tool to master the u.in: .:--- ., .itecr on the river. Allowher two to three minutes of quiet time t,, :: ::..- -:-.is itction.J
\7hen you finally arrive on the orhe: - ,: . .. :r.,re rhar rhe wind has be-come a gentle spring breeze. Several sr:., . - .. ..: .: are rn the clearing aroundthe cauldron-rabbits, squirrels, goat: .,.-. - .. : r :e i,ns of the young Goddess.But it is the cauldron that hords ' -- r r : - :: r \..u approach it reverently,your inner senses open to any sign :-.. ::r: rot q.elcome at this time. [lfthe journever feels she is not slrf i ::* -: j-.:re at this time, she will knowit' and ma'decide to come oui - .-: r. :*-r:rrl\-e state on her own. pause amomenr for the journeyer rn :. ..- - _. -:.ron.] But you feel norhing butwelcome. and you venture t,. -. _, - iersel.

Peering over its edge, 1.ou: :._ - : .: 1s not fillecl with a liquid as you ex-pected' but'"vith a cyclonic r- .,, :r;fr'that, as you watch, begins to reveala message ro you about t.o_-., -

[Pause fi'e to ten min-.: : :---1r the journeyer can view the symbors,"movies," or other image. :-. .,, , :e shown to her at this time. The journeyer
may hear or sense quesrl- r-: -:-r-i asked of her as answers to other questions
are given.l

!7hen the last of rh= --'-,=-s fade, you step back from the cauldron andthank the Goddesse{ ---- -::r.rnine spirits of the east for showing you thesethings. You have discr' ;::: reu'insights of self-understanding thar will helpyou on both your spirL:....' .rrJ physical paths at this dn'". A;;;u finish thank-ing air, a gust of u'hirli;:: rr rnd engulfs you and lifts you up, ."rryir-rg you safelyacross the ri'er and sei.ng 
'ou 

gentry down in front of the altar once more.one of rhe *-omen in red smires at you rike a rovin* -orl-r".-,,Are you readyior the nexr challengel,, she asks.
76
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--. ::rrs point you may wish to will yourself back to the stone temple and
- - . , ::re meditation, saving the teachings of the other three cauldrons for a
' :: l:le.]

, :nlicate that you are ready to go on.
: :r.e limitations, we have been taught, are our lot as women. Intellectu-

,, 
= know this teaching to be false and detrimental to all living things. But

-- , --nally we are scarred. The teachings of our youth, no matter how false or
: : i:*jrir'€, can remain a powerful force over us. They must be burned away,

'--.=j *-irh the fire of passion an.l overtumed by confidenr action. Acknowl-
o-l tr-.-i"Li-^ tL^"^ f,^^-. rl^^*^L., ^^^^-!:-^ ^----L-11 ,-- ,, r 1 .1,.,

- " :: and banishing these fears, thereby accepting our full range of abilities,
..- second step in gaining wisdom," a woman in red tells you. "The caul-

: - :- -,f the south contains answers to many of your questions in this respect,
- - . .: *-ill ask many questions of you in rerurn. Are you willing ro accepr the

- . -.nge of the cauldron of the south, to take its teachings and weave them
- ', Jur web of wisdom?"

: :.r rell her that you are willing and she hands you a wand [or whatever
- . ,.-ou or your Celtic tradition uses to represenr rhe south and the element

- t-:e], and points you in the direction of the south.
-r--. \'ou walk to the edge of the island at the southem quarter, an oppressive

- . .: rises around you and you are tempted to run back and cool yourself in the
.:,,:-e breezes of the east. The waters of the river here are boiling, as if a giant
- :-:rre blazes beneath its surface, and you knou' that you cannot walk
-. , --ugh it without being scalded. Bur you really want the knowledge rhat the
: -:rve cauldron on the other bank can give you, so you srop to think of a u,ay
-, --\-ercome the elements.

-Pause 
a moment or two for the journeyer to reflect. At this point the jour-

-:.,'er may find her own way out, or you may direct her ro use her wand or
-:"er south and fire tool to master the heat and its effect on the river. Allow

- .: r\\ro to three minutes of quiet time to perform this action.]
'trhen you finally arrive at the other bank, you note that the heat has mel-

- 
'',,'ed to that of a balmy summer afternoon. You approach the cauldron rever-

---:Lr-, your inner senses open to any sign that you are not welcome at this
:e. [f the journeyer feels she is not supposed ro be here ar this time, she will

j:-,r\\' it, and may decide to come out of her meditative state on her own.
- ,-use a moment for the journeyer to make this decision.] But you feel nothing
: -: u'elcome, and you venture to the rim of the vessel.

ieering over its edge, you find that its bottom is covered with a layer of
: :::lr-u'oven fire. Reds, golds, yellows, oranges, and blues dance in its depths.
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As you watch' images of sun Goddesses flare in the flames that now begin to
reveal a message to you about your innermo$ fears, your insecurities, and your
personal power and abilities.

[Pause five to ten minutes so thar the joumeyer can view the symbols,
"movies," or other images that may be shown to herat this time. The 1o,rm"y"rmay hear or sense questions being asked of her as answers to other questions
are given.]

!7hen the last of the images fade, you step back from the cauldron and
thank the Goddesses and feminine spirits of the south for showing you these
things. You have discovered new insights about thme thing, thut ur. 

'-row 
pre-

venting you from being all that you can be in your spiritual and physical life
and as a woman of power. As you finish rhankrng fir",1maverick blaze rises up
from the ground and lifts you up with the.o" of 

" 
loving mother, carries you

safely across the river, and sets you gently do*n in front of the altar once more.
one of rhe women in black smiles ar you knor.ingly. ,,Are you ready for the

next challengel" she asks.

[At this point you may wish ro wiil lo'nelf back to the stone temple and
out of the meditation, saving the teachings of the other two cauldrons for a
later time.]

You indicate that you are ready to csrrinue.
"\7omen are conditioned not ro Eust in their knowledge. luhen our expe-

u 
rience and insights are belittled rhey sragnate, and in this way o,r. 

"rr"-i",
= 

prevent them from becoming part of our wisdom. For wisdom makes u, ,,ro.rr,? and this is a threat to all they ha'e ried to build for four millennia. Leaming
2 to take your beliefs and experiences and accepting rhem as knowredge, then
i weaving them into a srrong clmk of wisdom, is the third step on },o,i, q,r.r,.ii You cannot function as a warrior, teacher, or priestess without rr.rd.rr,urrdirrg

il this aspect of yourself. Also remember that it is from the north that the pow-(t) ers of sovereignty come' from the stone of the mother earth that cries aloud

E when a rightful and just ruler steps upon her back [see chapter 9]. we have
i more power than we usually realize," the woman in black tells you. ,,lf we did
o nor' no one would have battled so hard for so long to make us forget it. The

= 

cauldron of the north conrains answers to many of your questions in this re-

I *,"td',bu,r, it will ask many questions of you in retum. Are you wiiling to accept
r- the challenge of the cauldron of the north, to take its teaching, urd *."rr.

= 

them into your web of wisdom?,,
"The north?" you ask. ,,!7hy not the west?',
"The north is the place of cold and darkness, where the greatest stumbling28 blocks to our progress lie. while there is much good in darkness, and much ro

,iriiiiilr,



,,gir:-- - -e have to shed light into it to be able to use it. Darkness cannot be
,rw,s ':frout light, and light blinds without darkness to balance irs glare."

1; T-orrr?n hands you a stone [or whatever tool you or your Celtic tradi-
'ilrrrl :-=si ro represent the north and the element of earth], and points you in
fin* :;tcrion of the north.

* -,3' rvalk to the edge of the island at the northern quarter, a deep rum-
r l, :-n below nearly knocks you offyour feet. An earthquake! you are sure it
Li :.'--:-g ro hold you back from fording the river. The waters are being slapped
m ; i:-en different directions and the riverbed vibrates and changes course.
a":,:i :. a tough challenge, to be sure, but you really want the knowledge that
Lrr =-rsive cauldron on the other bank can give you, so you stop to think of a
rii'r,,r ::' overcome the elements.

"l:use 
a moment or two for the journeyer to reflect. At this point the jour-

rr",:r rTlay find her own way out, or you may direct her to use her stone or
ii:,:: north and earth tool to master the earthquake and its effect on the river.

r" .: - ii- her two to three minutes of quiet time to perform this action.]
T nen you finally arrive on the other bank you nore that the earth is still

m; ;alm once more, and the carpet of thick green grass feels like a soft blan-
n*: :eneath your feet.

l,:i it is the cauldron that holds your interest. You approach it reverently,

'' :r-: nnef senses open to any sign that you are not welcome at this time. [lf
rr-. -r')urrr€yer feels she is not supposed to be here at rhis rime, she will know
: 'rJ may decide to come out of her meditative sta[e on her own. pause a

ur ,:"rLent for the journeyer to make this decision.] But you feel nothing but
n,,t.aome, and you venture to the rim of the vessel.

ieering over its edge you find that it is filled with a rich variety of vibrant
::-,,'nls which, as you watch, begin to reveal a message to you about yourself.

-Fause five to ten minutes so that the journeyer can view the symbols,
':-r'r-ies," or other images that may be shown to her at this time. The joumeyer
n ; hear or sense questions being asked to her as answers to other questions
ir'= eiven.]

'fitren the last of the images fade, you step back from the cauldron and

--:-nk the Goddesses and feminine spirits of the north for showing you these
::-:ngs. You have discovered new insights, gaining wisdom that will help you
.r ll:rh your spiritual and physicalparhs at this time. As you finish thanking

= 
--Jr, a giant rift in the ground tosses you upward and sets you safely down

i,:::=s the river in front of the altar once more.
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You stand impatiently now, u'aiting for someone to offer you access to the
cauldron of the wesr. Yet as long as \-ou u.air. none of the nine women offers
you the west.

[The journeyer may now go to rhe enl oi rhe meditation and leave if she
chooses, or she can stay and work u'ith rhe -n-rsres of the west.]

Finally you speak up and announce tha: ',',:,. ,.'.-lsh ro r,isit the western caul-
dron. A11 nine women seem pleased 

'o'Lrh 
,.',--,.--: .:-,r l.-. r-et they also seem hes-

itant to let you go. The oldest of the \r'on'I-.. r: :. ..: i sreps forward and speaks
to you. "The west is the place of greatesr F,-','.: r:-. --*: Celric rraditions,,,she
reminds you. "lt is the home of our ancesr.:: - --: ::r:res. and our beloved and
eternal mother from whom we are all bor ::.: .- .'.rom \\-e must all return
one day. It is aplace inwhich all things-:... . _:i.s. peoples, places, time,
and space-meet' coalesce, and regenei-r:: -: : .:iace that can make you
strong or expose your greatest weaknes. . : ::.e universe to see. It can
recreate you better than before, or it cr:. -::rr . ,'-.u altogether. It is a place
you must enter by choice, not just tv :: . . :. :- -.uilv knowing its power. It is
a place from which you cannot rerurr. -.:.::' ,,.:- j our myths tell us that over
and over again. Are you sure you'., ,--- . ,...- ihe challenge of the western
cauldron at this time?" [Again, rhe '- --:.-.- .,: r.rs rhe choice to leave the mecl-
itation or go on.]

when you tell her you zre rr-r--' - - :.:rl-rue she looks pleased and hands
you a chalice [or whatever too- " - - .-: . ..r Celtic tradition uses ro represent
the west and the element of ,..'a:=:'. li-: : -rrnrs you in the direction of the west.

As you walk to the edge ot:::. ls.a:.: at the western quarter, a driving rain
begins to beat down on )'ou. r.- Li r:-.'rng to hold you back from fording rhe
river. The chalice you hold quLckLr rrLls and overflows, and rhe river looks as
if it will soon overflow irs t ank. and wash you away. But you really want the
knowledge that the elusi'e cauldron on the other bank can give you, so you
stop to thlnk of a way to oYercome the elements.

[Pause a moment or r\1'o for the journeyer to reflecr. At thls point the jour-
neyer may find her own u'31, su1, or you may direct her to use her chalice or
other west and water tool to master the rain and its effect on the river. Allow
her two to rhree minures of quiet time to perform rhis action.]

'!7hen 
you finally arrive at the other bank you note that the rain is gone,

and now there is only a damp mist blankering everything in a gentle haze.
Several tall trees hover over the cauldron, and in them you notice some large-
eved owls-birds of the old Goddess-watching you carefully.
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But it is the cauldron that holds your interest. You approach it reverently,

your inner senses open to any sign that you are not welcome at this time. [If
rhe journeyer feels she is not supposed to be here at this time, she will know

it, and may decide to come out of her meditative state on her own. Pause a

moment for the journeyer to make this decision.] But you feel nothing but

welcome, and you venture to the rim of the vessel.

Peering over irs edge, you find that it is filled with a liquid as red as blood

and dark as midnight. You have a sense that it is bottomless. Its energies seem

rhe strongest of any cauldron you have worked with yet, and you have to fight

ro overcome your fear of what will be revealed to yot'- here. As you look into

rhe cauldron's depths, the dark waters begin to reveal a message to you per'

taining to knowledge and wisdom'

[Pause five to ten minutes so that the joumeyer can view the symbols,

"movies," or other images that may be shown to her at this time. The joumeyer

may hear or sense questions being asked of her as answers to other questions

are given.l
'V7hen the last of the images fade, you step back from the cauldron and

thank the Goddesses, feminine spirits, and ancestor mothers of the west for

showing you these things. You have been given hints on how to rebirth your'

self into the woman you need and want to be. As you finish thanking watef' a

huge waterspout engulfs and lifts you, carrying you safely across the river and

setting you gently down in front of the altar once more.

When you return you find that the women all cheer for you, honoring you

as an emerging spiritual warrior and priestess-in-training. Each of them kisses

),ou on the forehead and murmurs a woman's blessings in your ear. [Pause

about three minutes for thls.l

The sounds of the bodhran [pronounced "bow rawn" (rhymes with cow

lawn), it is the traditional Irish goatskin drum] fill the clearing, and the

\\'omen have you lead them in an ecstatic circle dance. You spiral in and out

from the center of the circle-which represents the eternal cycle of life, the

unity of negativity and positivity, the polarities of life and death-for all these

rhings belong to woman. It is she who births and creates, and to whom all

rhings must go to be reborn. You dance in joyous knowledge that you are part

.rf that cycle-part of the power.

The tempo increases and the dance becomes manic. You and the other
..\'omen are twirling and spiraling in and out, allowing the power of the ele-

:nents around you to come alive and join in the dance of praise and joy. At
:his point you notice another dancer just in front of you. This figure is now
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leading the rest of you in twists and turns so unexpected that they leave you
breathless. It is the Sheila in all her unresrrained, r,oracious glory!

You follow her in the wild dance rhat no*- takes on an otherworldly quality,
and you seem ro swirl through a blendrng of rhe elemenrs, through time and
space, your consciousness expanding to encompass all possibilities and realities.

As you dance you hear a woman's 
'orce 

*'hrspering in your ear. Is it the
Sheila? You are not sure, yet her words rlns rrue. "Remember that true initia-
tion is nol an event, but a process. To take rhe r...11'5 and ignore the process is
waste, a slap in the face of the Goddess u-ho i:r'e ',.ou iife. Thke your learning
and allow it to become parr of your whole e rii::-nce. Lir-e it, Die it. And live
it again and again. For this is the essence ,--i:i::r:.-ne po\\'er, the foundation of
all our wisdom."

As the last vibration of the voice tiJe. .'.', ai', rhe Sheila in front of you
grows to mammoth proportions and \-ou frr :..e agarn engulfed in her. you
find yourself in that place of nothingne=s .::.i . r,ence once more.

with a sensation that is almost jarrrn:. '. 
-- .^ :e ali:e you are again standing in

front of the stone temple, facing the car,'::-: ..i rhe huge Sheila that took you
into her mysteries in the first place. l:. :..', . r'ou watch as she shrinks in size
again, and recedes into the relief cn ii.- j--..r. you reverently touch her once
more as you silently offer her your ri-.ri....

Feeling as if you have trulv been 'f .-:n anew and have received your first
initiation into the Celtic women s rrajirron, you turn away from her and step
back across the blood red and sn.-n-rthLre streams. With this act you feel your
consciousness start to separare rrrrm rhis place. you are walking toward the
edge of the forest when you feel rhr: u'orld of mystery beginning to fade away.
As you feel yourself fading from the temple site, closing off your world frorn
this one, say to yourself the ri'ords, "l am home."

Gently your consciousness rransfers itself back ro your physical body. Feel
now the awareness of yor-rr physical self retuming to your legs, arms, back, stom-
ach, and neck. Flex them and relish in the joy of being a living human being.

You are once again parr of rhe waking physical world, and you open your
eyes and feel exhilarated, energized, and glad to be home with your new wis-
dom attained from the Sheila-na-Gig. Do not forget to ground yourself [see
Appendix c if you are unfamiliar with this concept]. Touch the earrh, eat,
scream, or do anything else that firmly roots you in the present. Then be sure
to record this experience in your Book of Shadows, or other magickal journal,
for later reference.
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THE WARRIOR
AND HER

GODDESSES

\ f uch iconographic evidence exisrs to sup-

lVlpor, the predominance of unnamed war
"Goddesses." Some icons contain no identify-
ing inscriptions, so these could be merely stat.
ues and reliefs depicting Celtic women ready
for battle.l It has been easy to name rhese an-
cient renderings "Goddesses" simply because

of our modern prejudice against human
women as capable fighters. What these icons
do show clearly is that Celtic feminine figures
were deeply associated with their society's pri-
mary preoccupation: war.

It is almost impossible to overestimate the
importance of warrior culture to the Celts.
Warriors represented the highest caste attain-
able in their society, ranking only below kings
and queens and possibly the most skilled of
Druids. Though we usually rhink of war as

being something started, conducted, and con.
cluded by men, a surviving pre-Celtic legend
from Ireland tells us that war was invented by
women, two sisters named Ain and Iaine who
married their own brothers to entail their
property in perpetuity so that no other family
would be able to rule the island. The institu-
tion of war was their way of seeing to it that
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the land they ruled stayed within their family if their right to it was ever chal-
lenged' Celtic women served as warriors until at least the seventh century, al-
though after about 50 cr they were likely few in number.

Debate rages today among feminists and Celtic scholars as to the issue of
women's impressment, with several feminist revisionist historians putting
forth the theory that women were forced ro serve as warriors. There are two
holes in this theory one pertaining to the old Celtic laws and anorher that re-
lates to the high ranking of the warrior cast.

Under old Irish Celtic law, all landowners were required to serve their
clans as warriors. Since women had the privilege of owning land, they also
had the obligation to defend it in this culrure where war was always a con-
stant threat.2 Early Irish law was one of the least sexist legal codes ever con-
ceived and executed, and it made no distinction between women and men
when it came to property rights. Non-properried women were free to fight or
not when the opportunity presented itself, though formal admission into the
warrior class was harder to come by for them.

In living memory, many of our young people have chosen to flee their
homelands rather than serve as warriors/soldiers, but we live in a world where
the value of war has been eroded--despite all evidence ro the contrary-
which makes it difficult for us to fully comprehend the status of the warrior
elite of the Celts. Young men and women aspired to membership in the war-
rior class in the same way that western young people today dream of being
doctors, lawyers, or high-powered executives. To achieve this status was to rise
like cream to the top of the human milk pail. Those not born to the warrior
class, or who did not own land had only one avenue to warriorhood open to
them: fosterage. If the parenrs of the young woman could afford the foster
price, they could have their dauglrter (or son, though the foster price was
higher for girls than for boys) fostered by a warrior whom she would serve and
by whom she would be taught many of her first battle skills. If the foster price
was not within the means of the family, a few young people managed to rise in
rank due to their prowess in defending their clans and lands, but these in-
stances were rare, especially if the young warrior was not awarded land for her
SUCCCSSCS.

To suggest that large numbers of celtic woman were forced to become war-
riors is as ludicrous as suggesting that large numbers of modern women have
been forced to become successful, respected, and wealthy against their will.
Tiue, there may have been the occasional celtic woman unhappy in her role
as warrior, but in a society that valued war and warriors above all else there
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' :uld have been too many eager to take her place for her to be "impressed"
- , : long into battle service. If she did not want the honor, someone else would

. .Jly take it.
-'I'omen 

were not restricted from battle service until 697 c.E., when an Irish
,, j Scottish law known as the Cain Adnrnnain was drafted by a bishop named

-- : -rlf, who later became St. Adamnain. Church legend tells us that the

, - -'s mother was dismayed at seeing women flghting with one another, and
- ,:. -aded her son to put an end to the practice. His law declared that women,
- ,..:en, and clerics must be exempt from the terrors of war and protected

'. all its acts.3 This, in effect, had the result of denying women the right to
- - as warriors. The very fact that this law was created attests to the fact

. ,:rere were still women with warrior status well into the seventh century

-.:r rt is a given that many of their privileges as warriors had been eroded.

- -re time that Celtic society flourished, women had not been routinely
- : r. Cors€tted, and given debilitating drugs to curb unfeminine ambition.4

: : .." er€ not the emaciated models of our ou'n time who make a living out

-:,::r\-ing their natural bodies for the sake of attaining a culturally-ap'

: - :-rpe?r?nce, nor were they fragile Victorian flowers who had to be

-ended by their menfolk lest they wither, but women who were con-
- - -:,rr: they were the equal of anyone just as they'rvere' Diodorus Siculus,

. ..:, historian and geographer living in the first century B.c.E., wrote of
, rlen as possessing unprecedented strength; as being as large and tall
, *:r-. just as quarrelsome, and always ready to fight. He goes on to de-

' -- :.: :ntense battle fury and their enviable and frightening warrior abil-
- : '.'.'rrrior emperor Julius Caesar wrote in his chronicle of his battle in
" j:r entire Roman battalion would barely stand a chance against the

, - :heir women be called into the fray'6

-: : r]J.t a woman would even want to be thought of as too delicate

- : -. :rvsical actively was completely beyond the scope of the Celtic
'.,, ell into the common era. Women were appreciated for their

- - ; -:s as much as for any other attribute they possessed. Irish

- : -: ilurrierous examples of athletic heroines. Luaths Lurgann,
- .: ::eedy footed one," was not only the aunt of famous fianna

; -. l.'-acCumhal, but was also noted as lreland's fastest runner.
- : i-:r Jeath in a running mishap, her thlgh bone became the

- -:-l u'hich grew the lake known as Lough Lurgann. In the

- , -:: -.f the Sorrows," the attributes of her servant, Lavercam,

-,.','eJ to those of the traditional nursemaid. But Lavercam
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was a poet, bard, and athlete reputed to be able to run the entire length of Ire-

land in a single day and report back to the Ulster king all she had seen and

heard. Taillte is largely viewed today as a harvesl Goddess, but myths tell us

that she made her home al Thra and was also revered as a patron deity of com-

petition. She ordered the once-wooded Plain of Oenach Taillten cleared to

create a playing field. Annual games festivals u-ere held at this site (now

called Teltown) until 1i69. These formal, organi:ed games were considered to

be an Irish version of the Olympics. Taillte's sarres u'ere revived in the late

nineteenth century when the Celtic Renaissance L'egan.

Women warriors not only enjoyed the high status of the warrior elite, but

its obligations as well. One of these was the teaching of new warriors, usually

young *".,.7 It is an old Anglo-Celtic magickal b'elief that teachings flow best

from female to male and from male to femaLe. This polarity mirrored their be-

liefs in the unified nature of their world; G.rl anJ Goddess, upperworld and

underworld, male and female-all merelr rri'o hah'es of one whole that had to

be connected to function properly. LegenJs portra,ving women battle teachers

have been preserved in the rnyths. In lrr.h m1-thology, the famous fraternal

warriors of Ulster known as the ReJ Branch, one of whom was the highly'

honored Cuchulain, were taught L'v the ri.arrior Goddess Scathach.

The etymology of Scathach's name is open for debate; it may mean "victo'

fious" or "shadowed" or "one u'ho strikes fear." Her mysterious and hard-to-

reach lsle of Shadow in the Hebriles l-as the home of her famous school,

where she taught those men n-ho c..uLJ prove themselves worthy of her invin-

cible battle reachings. The rnost famous of these were her leaps and her battle

yells, the latter of which \\'ere reputed to paralyze enemies with fear. More

Goddess than woman, Scathach u-as Amazonian in size and was said to have

lived for many centuries. She is one of the many examples of a myth so

clouded by divine overtones that it is hard to know where the historical

woman ends and the mvthLc one begins. This dichotomy is a feature of myths

worldwide and is one of the reasons why religions are founded on mythology

rather than firm historr': mythology presents a much more intriguing picture

for serving as a cultural rallving point.

A11 Celtic wafriors, male and female, were bound by certain codes of honor

thar arguably may har,e mutated into the chivalric code of the Mlddle Ages.

Among the most strictl-v enforced of these were the laws of hospitality. So im-

portant were these that any warrior who broke them was risking divine retri-

bution, as can be seen in many of the myths, including the "Attack of the

Hosrel of Da Derga" that resulted in the death of a king'8
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The rules of hospitality were simple but unbreachable, and primarily de-

signed to prevent warriors from being tempted to wage war in undefended
communities. The concept of a fair fight was imporrant to the Celts, and
there was no honor in a battle not won by evenly matched forces.9 If one ac-

cepted the "protection of bread and salt" offered by the host, the guest was

honor bound to respect the host's household as her own. This included not
raiding the host's stock or making war on her clan. In return, the host was not
permitted tc' ask the guest's intentions, nor could she ask her to leave until she

rvas ready. This could go on for up to a year and a day. So ingrained was this
code of hospitality that vestiges of it persisted in rural Scotland and Ireland
until the early twentieth century.

The Initiation of the Warrior
The official dedication or initiation of the young male warriors consisted of
rhree parts: arming, naming, and sexual initiation.ltr

Women warriors had the distinction of being not only the battle teachers of
loung men but the sexual initiators as well. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the
-rnprecedented sexual freedom of Celtic women \\ras one of the reasons they
reld a hlgher status in Celtic society than did their contemporaries in other
:arts of Europe. This initiation had nothing to do u'ith u,herher or nor the
'.'oung man had already become sexually active. In Celtic society, it was almost

-. given that he would be long before his warrior's initiation. This initiation was

.: sacred act, similar to the sacred sexual acts that are stil1 an integral part of
:',odern Pagan practice (see Chapter 9). In this respect rhe u'omen functioned
,:rnilarly to the sacred prostitutes well documented in Roman culture as priest-

..ses of the Goddess Vesta. In Celtic society, they also functioned as personifi-

:-:rions of mythic imagery of the Goddess as mother and lover, and were the
ies who hallowed the sacred kings and granted them their power and right to

:--e (see Chapter 1Z). Goddesses who serve as deities of both battle and love

:: "earthly pleasure") are well documented in Europe. This linkage of divine
r---agery and function may have been a way of rituallv impressing on both

, . -rcher and student the oneness of life and death as they prepared for battle. 1 1

The aforementioned battle teacher Scathach had a sister named Aife who
. .-. had an encampment on the Isle of Shadow where she trained warriors,

, ugh her reputation was less renowned. The difference is that Aife's myths
u- her as the sexual initiator of the new warriors, while Scathach gives

' .n their armaments. Aife commanded a legion of fierce horsewomen,
' :.es being a symbol of sexual prowess for the Celts, while Scathach taught
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them how to fight. The myths of the war hero Cuchulain, who was rrained on
the Isle of Shadow, shows all three elements of the warrior's initiation. First,
he was given a special naming due to his keeping of an honor debt (called a
gels in Irish); second, he was armed by Scathach as a reward for his skills; and
third, he was given a sexual initiarion by Aife, u'ho bore him a son. only after
all three of these elements were in place did Cuchr,rlain return to Ireland as a
virtually invincible warrior.

Probably the most famous insrance of *'oman arming man is found in the
Arthurian legends, in which the Lady of the Lake bestows upon young King
Arthur the sword known as Excalibur. Not ernh' is rhis an instance of arming,
but one of hallowing him as the sacred king r.r reFrresent the physical aspects
of the land, an important Celtic practice rhar u rLl be discussed at length in
Chapter 9.

The importance of names to the ceks is u'ell known, and warriors often
earned special ones due to their pro\\'ess. -{ Celt may have possessed many
names: a spiritual name, an earned nane. a cLan name, a warrior's name, a
rank name, a childhood name, a coming L)l age name, and so on. Some were
held secret, either by the Celt alone or br- a ie*' trusted others. one's name re.
flected the ffue self, and to knou' it *'as ro har.e power over that person. The
naming aspect of a warrior's iniriation. rn conjunction with his/her arming, is
reflected in extant myths.

The major myrh of the welsh GodJess Arianrhod, whose archetype repre-
sents reincarnation, fertiliry, and feminine authority, involves naming and
arming. More imporrantly, it mar- be that her myth marks the shift from
woman-centered clans to patriarchal authority, when her power to name and
arm her child were taken from her by trickery. Arianrhod's body was her own
to do with as she chose. She mated freely with whomever she wished, as was
her right under the law. This right was not questioned until a male magician
named Math claimed she had conceived two children to whom she had not
given birth. When he forced the issue upon her, she gave birth to rwo sons.
One swam away immediately to the sea, rhe other remained with his father
and wished to become a u,arrior. But Arianrhod refused to bestow a name or
arms on her unwanred son, as was her right under Welsh law. Math tricked
her into providing both by disguising the son and allowing his warrior's skills
to provoke her interest.

It is also significant rhat arms had to be bestowed by the moLher. In this
myth we see Arianrhod cast as a sovereign Goddess, one who gives the war-
rior or king his power and legitimizes his rank. The sovereign Goddess repre-
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: .::i the land itself, and only she could choose who would rule and defend
-.: ogically she would choose the most powerful and fertile warrior to be

-',r.:kally linked to her; therefore, this honor of naming and arming went to

ii -::.-n-to a mother, a Goddess, or a priestess. 
'We 

see this theme repeated
* ,:,'" times in Celtic myth; by the Lady of the Lake bestowing the sword Ex-

- ., : *i on the young Arthur, the warrior teacher Scathach giving Cuchulain
'- : ,.lr-incible sword called the Gae Bolg, and a variety of other warriors and

- .:. artaining their power through cauldron or chalice images that are sym'
" , ,i the Goddess.

l, -, known Celtic precedent exists to show us that a woman's warriorhood
- ,,-ership must be given to her through another source. Nonetheless' one

: : --ar argument is that because women taught male warriors their art and

-.-. :aught females, it should be surmised that men initiated the women.
- : rrgument falls apart because the art of teaching (a social act) and the
* : rnitiation (a spiritual act) shared no common authority in Celtic soci'

': - .1 more sound argument is that, because the arming and naming of

--.: people was a woman's right, and because warriors fought to defend the
- : -:rat was personified by the sovereign Goddess (a female), women were

- : :.:tiators of all warriors, both male and female.

-L.s argument has some basis in Celtic mythology as well. Not only do we

' = :he aforementioned Arianrhod as an example' but we also have the

- --, ,-i the Goddess Cerridwen who is often depicted as a sow an animal ar-

' , : ally linked to the land and its abundance like the Goddesses of sover-

:: . .' Cerridwen is famous for her cauldron of knowledge, known as Amen,
- ::ch she brewed a potion of wisdom known as greal, a word whose ety-
-r ;-.' many people have tried to link to the word "grail." This brew was re-

, -:: ro simmer for a year and a day, a common period of magickal time pas-

". .:. Celtic myths. Cerridwen's servant and student, a young man named

i :-. \\'as entrusted with caring for the brew. When some of the bubbling

- : -:. spilled out onto his finger he instinctively put them in his mouth and

" .:.:-r' gained all wisdom of past, present, and future' Knowing the brew

: r--:rot for Cerridwen's son, he decided he had to flee'

, .::ilu'en pursued Gwion relentlessly as they each shapeshifted through

- . ::rms. ln each, Cerridwen was able to become the predator that could

- := .. ably catch and kill rhe prey that Gwion had become. Cerridwen was

' : : - rpprehend Gwion when he became a speck of grain and she the hen
" : :rsumed him. The grain took root inside her womb, and she gave him
" -::. as rhe great bard Thliesin. Some Pagans believe this magickal chase
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I
relates to various levels of initiation rites within the Celtic priestesshood, and
the ultimate shapeshifting into rebirth to represent the new self that emerges

after initiation.
Unfortunately, this story is often interpreted as one of anger, of Cerridwen

pursuing Gwion to punish him simply because he stole something that be-
longed to her. In any myth where issues of spiritual wisdom are at stake, it is

important to look at the deeper meanings. In this case, we must look at how
the story represents an initiation, in which Cerridwen functions as the
teacher and Gwion as the student. While it may be hard for a teacher to
watch a student exceed her, the chase does not appear to be fueled by anger or
jealousy. It is the job of a teacher to challenge the student when she feels she

is ready. \Tithout challenges, the student cannor grow or hope to realize her
full potential. Once Gwion the student had acquired wisdom, Cerridwen the
teacher forced him to use it.

Cerridwen's rebirthing of Gwion as Taliesin has been seen by some as just
another story about a devouring Goddess u'ho consumes men's life forces indis-
criminately (see Chapter 2). Even those who understand the mythic impor-
tance of a devouring Goddess, in terms of reincamation beliefs, often miss the
point that the devouring was also part of the initiation, the tangible evidence
of Gwion's achievement. After he was able to meet Cerridwen's challenge, she

bestowed upon him a new identity. In other words, she initiated hlm into the
deeper mysteries and he emerged changed for the better. This is what spiritual
rebirth is all about.

The Warrior Queens
Celtic clan chieftains and rulers were not always chosen on the basis of
heredity, but were traditionally selected on the basis of their battle skills,
with the top-ranking warrior becoming the leader. This practice left the
competition open to women, and several managed to attain this high status.

Easily the most famous of the warrior queens was lreland's Queen Maeve of
Connacht,lZ whose myths tell of a strong, uncompromising woman who could
command troops with the confidence of a lioness. Like many figures from an-

cient mythology, Celtic and otherwise, Maeve is an interesting blend of hero-
ine, historical figure, and Goddess. Since most of her myths were nor commir-
ted to paper until the eleventh century c.E.,13 it is virtually impossible to find
her precise roots or to disentangle these threads from one another. One of her
origins may have been in a patron Goddess of Thra, the longtime stronghold of
Irish High Kings. As the reigning Queen of Connacht in the Red Branch
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cycle of myths, she personifies the epitome of feminine power: warrior, seduc-

tress, and sovereign. Known for her fiery temperament and iron will, Maeve

boasted she could easily sexually exhaust thirty men in any night. Her per-

sonal power is best bespoken of by the fact that battles would be put on hold
rvhile she menstruated, ancient peoples believing this "moon time" to mark
the peak of a woman's personal power.

Another semi-historical figure was Nessa, mother of King Conor Mac-
Nessa, a ruler often placed on the throne around the third century c.E. Origi-
nally named Assa, meaning "gentle," she was a great scholar whose tutors
rvere murdered by a jealous Druid, after which she became a skilled warrior
'and took the name Nessa, meaning "ungentle." She combined her formidable
mental and physical skills to secure the throne for her son.

Among the continental Celts, a tribe known as the Bructeri was ruled by
a superb horsewoman and warrior queen named Veleda. During her reign,
her people were at war with Rome. Her military prowess and skillful leader-

ship inspired her army to steal a Roman ship and tow it up the River Lippe
to her stronghold, winning the battle for the Celts.

There are also a number of warrior queens whose lives we know to be firmly
rn the historical period. Several written references have survived about their
iives and accomplishments. The most famous of these is Boudicca, a ruler of
rhe Celtic tribe known as the Iceni during the first century C.E. She led a re-
voit against the Roman govemment in southem England, and credited her pa-

non deity, the war Goddess Andraste, with much of her success. Boudicca rou-

rLnely offered sacrifices to Andraste, usually in the form of captured enemies.

Boudicca was buried secretly after she chose to take poison rather than be

captured. Legends say she was buried in the sacred oak grove where her royal
rncestors were lain to rest. She was buried standing up, her sword raised in her
erm, her face turned south toward the enemy Rome. This makes her a power-

rul feminine image in a culture that has largely portrayed their spectral war-

:1ors as male. The head of the \7elsh warrior God Bran was similarly em-

:loyed, and most students of Celtic myth are familiar with the warrior kings,

,.uch as Arthur and Owen, who lie sleeping, waiting for the call of their coun-

:n-to awaken them to fight again.

Another woman whose exploits are part of historical record is Cartiman-
jua, a warrior queen of the Brigantes tribe who also fought against the Roman

:nvaders. Her legends have sometimes merged with both those of the sover-

,ign Goddess Brigantia and with the horse Goddess Epona.

Following in this noble tradition are many Celtic women who took up the
r*'ord to become warriors and outlaws when given no other choice by the so-
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ciety in which they lived. lt is readily apparent that these "modern" warrior

women knew the importance of their femininity in relation to their warrior

power. Though the use of the matronymic ni, meaning "daughter of," was

falllng from favor by the medieval period in favor of the nearly universal

adoption of the patronymic mcc, meaning "son of," women used all three of

these and were known by this surname label. Yet these fighting women

proudly kept their matronymics even though to do so was to brand themselves

as illegitimate, as having no father who u'ould claim them. No such social dis-

tinction existed among the old Celts, but by the early Middle Ages it was

common to place this burden upon those one rvished to strip of status and

economic power.

In Ireland rhe names Ebha Ruagh ni N.lurchu and Marie ni Ciaragain be-

long to the warrior ranks of the early n-redrer-al period. In the Elizabethan pe'

riod (1558-1603), Ireland's Grainne ni Nfalley was a famous pirate who

preyed on English ships. Grainne's legends have assumed epic proportions,

and it is hard to know today what is true, u'hat is merely told to make a good

story, and what is overlap between the tn-o. So successful were her attacks on

English vessels that Queen Elizabeth invited Grainne to her court and offered

valuable bribes in exchange for her promise lo cease preying on English ships.

Grainne turned down the offerings and returned to lreland' where she held an

Enghsh noblewoman hostage until the British admiralty acknowledged her

sovereignty over the Irish seas.

Celtic Religion in the Waging of War

Celtic warfare had religious aspects that are difficult for modern people to un-

derstand. In today's societies, partisans may go to waf, each claiming that

"God" is on their side, each offering prayefs for victory and for the safety of the

soldiers. Then the young men (and now some young women as well) are sent

off to fight, and the onl,v time the young soldier is likely to encounter religious

influences again is if she iands in a hospital and gets a visit from a govefnment'

approved chaplain.

Because the religion of each Celtic tribe was an integral part of the entire

ffibe's life and nor factionalized like the religious life of modern societies, it

was possible to bring into war-and into all its preparations' spoils' and out'

comes-spiritual focus that modern people can barely imagine.

The blessings of the Druids and priestesses were essential to beginning a

well-planned war campaign, and divination rites to determine the best possL-

ble course of action and its probable outcome were necessary to ensure tha:
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blessing. A variety of divination tactics might be employed, depending upon

the skills of the Druid or priestess. They might cloud'gaze, crystal-gaze, do an

inner-world journey, read entrails, or use any one of several other methods.

In Cornwall and \fales, a Goddess of fate named Aerfen presided over the

outcome of battle. Clans would offer sacrifices every three years at her shrine, in
the present-day town of Glyndyfrdwy, to ensure her benevolence in future wars.

Boudicca of the Iceni offered her sacrifices to Andraste, and used a hare-
her totem animal-both as a means of divination and to signal her armies to

attack. Boudicca had worked out a system of leaming the outcome of battle

depending upon the pattern and direction in which the hare ran.

One of the more chilling portents of battle gone wrong was the appearance

of the Luideag, or the Washer at the Ford. Related to the better-known Celtic
faery known as the banshee (beansidhe in Gaelic), the Washer appeared as a

spectral old woman washing burial shrouds in a stream that ran red with blood.

Any warrior who saw this apparition knew she was destined to perish in the

upcoming conflict. Like the banshee who wails her lament the night before a

death in a specific family, the \Tasher might also be heard keening (caoine in
lrish). Keening is a uniquely Celtic form of a mouming wail still used today by

the women of lreland. Mythology tells us that the Goddess Brighid was the

first woman to keen when she discovered her son Ruadan, her child by her

husband Bres, dead on a battlefield.

Also on the night before a battle a cath would be told in one of the clan's

communal areas. The word "cath" refers to a type of epic story concerning war

rhat was told as an act of sympathetic magick on the eve of battle. In keeping

u'ith the high placement of the art of storytelling in Celtic society, such ses-

sions were referred to until well into the early twentieth century as "the bless-

ing of the story," and they constituted what modem Pagans would call a "story

spell," a spell encanted in the form of a cohesive story.

All these blessings-stories, Druidic, and other-are often thought of
roday as being offered solely by the high-ranking males of the tribe. Perhaps in

later times this was true, but the Irish word for blessing is an ancient one that

still contains a telling aspect of its connection with feminine power. The Irish

n'ord for blessing isbeanrvcht, which contains the root word for woman, bedn.

Warriors often consulted priestesses, searching for the magickal spells and

charms that would render them impervious to harm in battle or that could en-

chant their weapons to score a perfect kill every time. Celtic myths reinforce

fiis belief with tales such as that of the famous Gae Bolg sword given to

Cuchulain by Scathach. Once such magick was possessed, the rule of "keep
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silent" was best followed. In modern Pagan magick, keeping silent is one of
the often-taught basic requirements for keeping the magick srrong. Many
Celtic tales tell us how the act of making a misguided confidence destroyed a

warrior. An example of such a story is that of Niamh, daughrer of Celtchair,
chief Druid at the court of King Conchobar. Niamh married a warrior who
possessed the magickal secret of not being killed in battle, then persuaded hlm
to reveal it to her. After he confessed to her, she took the information to her
father, who was able to have him slain. As a reu'ard she was wed to the man of
her choice, a son of the King.

Other battle preparations included body adornment, a war rirual of tribal
peoples the world over. The Celts favored either a yellow dye made from saf-
fron or a blue dye made from the woad plant. The blue was by far the more
popular of the dyes, and was recently brought to public consciousness through
the Oscar-winning {ilmBraueheart. The bodv painting had both spiritual and
physical significance. In spiritual terms, it u-as designed to help connect rhe
warrior with the other fighters, to help them move as one unit, and to align
them with the powers of the divine. on the physical level, it marked one
clansperson as different from another so that parrisans could be identified
through the dust of the battle.

t.) That certain Celtic warriors vvent into battle nude, sporting only weaponsEI

3, and rirual paint and adornmenrs, is also documented by Greek and Roman

1a writers. The warriors known as the Gaesetae, whose name means "spearmen,"A
E were famous for going into battle unclothed.14 Presumably this helped their
O essences or auras merge, allor.r'ing them to move as one during the fighting.
U Another aspect of Celtic warfare that has caused controversy is the taking

I of the heads of the enemy. The head was of supreme importance in Celtic
E mythology and religion. It u'as the seat of knowledge, rhe home of the eternal

O spirit-where something of the life-essence might remain even afrer death.

1 One of the most famous "head stories" in Celtic myth concerns Bran, leader4
j of a battalion of !7elsh warriors. \fhen he was killed his head was severed,

O feasted over for eighty years, and then mounted at the present sire of the

A Tower of London so rhar ir would ward and warn of impending invasions.

4 When battle ended, the victorious warriors would gather their slain ene-

3 mies'heads, sometimes referred to as "the Morrigan's acom crop." These would
sr be mounted on the gateposts of the tribal encampment as protective amulers.
F?r

* The custom of taking heads in battle continued in Celtic lands until at leastF
the fourteenth century, though both the idea of the head as a symbol of pou'e:
and that of honoring the fighting spirit of the slain warrior had been forgotten
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The greatest honor a warrior could gain was ro be honored by the bards
:h songs of praise (called being bard-sung), to sit ar the right hand of the

hief or regional monarch, and receive the "warrior's portion," the--::l cnlel or regronal monarch, and receive the "warri
.: j finest cut of meat from that night's victory feast.

''1,'omen 
warriors participated in all these battle events, though their num-

.:. g'aned considerably from 8OO to lOO e.c.E., and if any women were seated
. - :re right of the king and offered the warrior's portion for their battle feats,
.-=.e records were either not made or dld not survive. \7hat has survived is

- -. \\'riting of Greco-Roman war leaders of the first century c.E., who spoke of
, :nen's role in battle as one of a supporting force.l5 Th"y brought fresh
-, :ses, removed wounded warriors, and pronounced curses in the manner of
:-.stesses casting spells against the enemy.

War Goddesses and Battle Furies
l: ,.ugh men are the warriors most often celebrated in celtic myth-the entiret 

':-Lna cycle and most of the Ulster center on male figures-it remains a fact
- .: Celtic war, battle, and battlefield deities (or "furies") are predominantly

-=.:inine, and contain mother or crone qualities as well. This might seem odd
. . .rrsr, especially the mother aspecr (which we think of as a nurturing, life-af-
- :rLng archetype), until we think in terms of the cauldron archetype.l6
*-:rong other things, the cauldron represents a source of status, inspiration,
, -.lom, and transformation (recall the story of cerridwen). Though no cekic
- -ation myth has survived, the link between the liquids within the cauldron
,," i the blood of the morher Goddess is made clear. In instances where no
-.-.lron exists, rivers, lakes, and wells often fulfrll this archerype of regenera-
- :r powers.17 B..urr" the Celts envisioned their Land of the Dead as existing
: -:--ss or under the water, water archetypally represented one of the powerful
: .:es "in between" that the Celts felt held great power. In this case it was the
. .nt at which the physical world and the Otherworld met and melded.18

lhe cauldron's fertile powers extend to the physical world when it serves as

, ::r in which life-sustaining food is prepared. One of the many Goddesses to
- -,m the celts looked for guidance and inspiration in battle was the Irish

-. lJess sin who, in later folklore, was reduced to being a minor faery queen

' - - --' feeds greedily on the blood of warriors. older legends, probably from an
:.- tradition, portray her as a Goddess who could make wine from water and
-re from leaves in order to feed her warrior legion. Many cauldrons in

-=-:rc myth were thought to provide unlimited sustenance for warriors, in-
" -jing those of some Gods, such as Bran and Dagda. Interestingly, in both

ion," the largest
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cases the deities who possess this power are male, but the ultimate facilitator
of regeneration is the cauldron, the primal Goddess symbol.

\Tithout a doubt, the most pervasive image of the Celtic battle furies, the
Goddesses of war and destruction, is the Triple Goddess known as rhe Morrigan,
whose name means "great gueen."19 Somerimes she is portrayed as three crones,
other times as the more traditional Tiiple Goddess: one virgin, one motheq and
one crone, though all three are in trurh aspecrs of one deity (see Chapter 6).
The three Goddesses of the Morrigan are Badb, Macha, and Nemain.

The Celts believed that when they engaged in battle, the Morrigan flew
shrieking overhead in the form of a raven or carrion crow. Sometimes she

came disguised as a wolf, and would move unharmed through the furor of the
battle. when a battle ended, the soldiers r.vould leave the field until dawn so

the Morrigan could claim her souls. At this point the battlefield was sacred
ground. The Scots even had a Goddess of the rvar ground known as Bellona,
whose name may be a form of Badb.

They also believed the Morrigan couid reanimare a regiment of slain sol-
diers to a macabre spectral dance in which their lifeless bodies could continue
to engage in the fight. This ablhry of the Morrigan to call upon legions of
slain bodies is connected to many m1'ths surrounding the Goddess's ability to
take and give life. The image of a cauldron is involved in many of these
myths. One such myth suffounds a Welsh war Goddess called Cymidei
Cymeinfoll, whose name means "big belly of battle." The big belly may be an-
other reference to the powers of regeneration in terms of pregnancy, since she

was also reputed to give birth to a warrior every six weeks. Cymidei and her
husband, Llasar Llaesyfnewid, possessed a magickal cauldron into which they
could immerse warriors felled on rhe battlefield. They would emerge from the
cauldron fully alive and able to continue the batrle, but would be minus their
powers of speech. This loss is viewed archetypally as being both a sacrifice on
behalf of one's clan, and as a symbol of change as the result of being "reborn.''

A host of minor and lesser-known war Goddesses fill the pages of Celtic
myths and folklore. In Wales and Celtic England, the Goddess Agrona wa.
often equated with the Morrigan. Though her name contains the same roor
word as is found in the modern English word "agronomy," meaning the studv
of land cultivation, no evidence of her as a harvest Goddess can be found.
Possibly she was a biending of the sacred mother of the land and the cron;
who takes life.

The Celtic war Goddesses are usually portrayed as pleasing to look upor
though sometimes fierce of countenance. One who was characterized by he :
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hideousness was Lot, an Irish Goddess of the pre-Dannan race known as the

Formorians. This myth may simply be another byproduct of the inevitable

fact that it is the victors who write the official chronicles of history. The For-

morians were defeated and exiled by the Tuatha De Dannan, the former be-

coming ugly sea monsters and the latter becoming the beautiful Gods and

Goddesses of the Celts.

These war Goddesses have been memorialized not only in myth, but in

bronze and stone figurines and coinage dating from Europe's early Iron Age

(1500-1200 B.c.E.). As previously mentioned, while it may be argued that

these representations are of Celtic women and not deities, a few of the figures

bear inscriptions that name them as Goddesses known to be associated with

war. Others bear the images of geese, an aggressive bird who symbolizes

guardianship and defensivenett.2o Oth"t icons hearken back to the horse im-

ages that seem to surround the warrior queens and depict Celtic women/God-

desses charging into battle on horseback.

The horse images seen in many of the myths of warrior queens and war

Goddesses provide links to the Otherworld or divine realm.2l Horses in Celtic

myth were symbols of sexual plowess and personal power, and they provided a

link between the Otherworld and the physical world. Many a Goddess in her

horse form provided transportation between the worlds, as is seen in the

myths of Rhiannon. It is possible that some of the ancient hill cuttings and

chalk marking figures in England that depict many-breasted horses, such as

rhose found at Uffington and Cambridge, ilay be related to these warrior

queen/Goddess figures and were originally intended to confer both her pro.

rection and her blessing of fertility upon the land.

Battle Scars and Rites of Passage

Throughout history, war has been considered an activity that belongs to men.

In spite of the successes of the warrior queens, among the Ceits men still dom'

inated the war arena. The excitement with which many young men greet the

prospect of war, even in fecent times, often frightens and disturbs women.

Since ancient times, battles have been rites of passage for young men that

helped mark them as adults within their communities. Scars were once dis-

played among the Celts with the same pride that a modern soldier shows off

his medals. It is unlikely that battle scars served to mark women as adults.

Women have always had the advantage of having a physical point at which

fiey are known to "come of age," to be women and not girls. Our rite of pas'

sage comes to us at menarche, the onset of menstruation. \7e don't have to
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seek it out. Nearly all ancient cultures saw the menstrual period as the time of
woman's greatest personal power. Often women were required to be separate

from the rest of their clan or tribe during these days. It was considered a sacred

act to spend this time in communion with the Goddess, or to work on spells

and rituals that would be boosted greatly.

!7omen can arm themselves and name themselves as warriors, and they
can learn to reach deep inside themselves and pull out this warrior-self when-
ever it is needed. The ritual in the next chapter will show you how.

Questions For the Potential Cehic Warrior Womm
The following questions are designed to help you assess your desire and ability
to be a warrior woman. Their purpose is to help you evaluate yourself; there
are no right or wrong answers.

How do I define "warrior?"

What do I understand to be the role of the warrior in Celtic society? How
about women warriors?

What is my perception of a warrior woman?

How does the warrior aspect of myself fit in with other expressions of my
Celtic Paganisml

Do I feel it is necessary to be a warrior to be involved in Celtic women's
spirituality? Why or why not?

Have I ever felt like a warrior in my lifel When?

Have I ever felt that using my warrior self was not the feminine thing to
do? lfhen and why?

Do I allow others to control me too often? Or do I seek too often ro
control others? How would my warrior self affect these aspects, both
positively and negatively?

Do I use common sense in my daily life, or do I rely too often on only
magickal protections?

Are there others who depend on my protection and good judgment?
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- , I feel that being a warrior could interfere with my other Celtic
.piritual tasks, such as being a priestess, participating in a coven,
,',r making personal journeys into the Otherworld? Or do I feel these
'.tould be enhanced by my warrior status? \7hy or why not?

- - I want to be a dedicated warrior at this time? Why or why not?
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THE
DEDICATION

OF THE
WARRIOR

Solitary Ritual

foday's warrior woman may not be called
I upon to battle enemy tribes-although

she might, if she is part of our modern armed
forces-but she is likely to be called to fight
for her principles and beliefs, ro protect herself
from rape and burglary, to shield her children
and loved ones from danger, or simply to safe-
guard her self-esteem.

Sadly, modern women have not been taught
how to fight for themselves. "Baby Boomer"
women, raised with the passive role models of
early television, were taughr that the best way
to gain power was ro be sneaky and always let a
man think he had really solved rhe problems to
which women had found rhe answers. The
young women of Generation X have grown up
in a violent world that has tried to teach them
to equate personal power with the ability to
hurt others before they get hurt. This is just as

much a poor warrior model as the overly pas-

sive Donna Reeds and June Cleavers of the
Baby Boomer generation. Women who grew up
in the pre-World \Var II era, raised by the last
offspring of the repressed Victorians, have even
fewer positive role models than the two gener-

ations that followed them. All in all, it's amaz-

ing that any woman is sane and ego-healthy.
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Modern warrior women are aware that the greatest differences between
people are based more upon gender than any other arbitrary designation that
separates human from human. Though we are led to believe that issues o{ race,

religion, and politics are the greatest barriers between people, just stop and

think about all the women in your life, what they have endured, how they
have managed to survive and, in many cases, how they have triumphed. There
is no defining category to which they belong other than their womanhood.
Think of the women beaten by fathers, brothers, or husbands. Think of those

who have endured sexual harassment in the workplace. Think of those who
have been raped. Think of those who have had to choose between raising the

children they love or working two menial wage jobs to just retain custody of
them. Think of the laws, enacted by legislatures made up mostly of upper-class

men from the dominant ethnic background, who have legally boxed women
into situations in which people made of lesser stuff would crack. These are

worldwide problems that transcend all classifications but gender.

The media goes out of its way to emphasize racial differences when a white
man attacks a black woman or a black man attacks a white woman, but it re-

ally comes down to only one thing-a man attacking a woman. The implica-
tion the press gives is that somehow an attack is more acceptable if it comes

from someone who shares his victim's ethnic, religious, and economic back-

ground. Convincing women that someone of another ethnic, religious, or

socio-economic background is their enemy helps keep women focused on the

characteristics they share with the men in their lives. It keeps us separated

from other women, from seeing a natural feminine unity based on similar
goals, experiences, and problems. Keeping women at war with each other
keeps us isolated and it keeps us weak.

Having been blessed with friends representing a great diversity of ethnicity,

national origin, religion, and culture, I have seen this principle in action for

myself. I have talked at length with women from all over the world, and the

one topic on which we have no trouble understanding each other is on issues

of women's concerns. lf you have not had such an experience, you really

should seek out the opportunity. Hearing for yourself the oneness of women's

experiences and perceptions is empowering. it is also very threatening to the

powers-that-be. There is strength in unity, and the patriarchy knows this.
tVomen have also had to endure verbal attacks that serve to keep us in a

lesser position. \7e have been called the usual round of demeaning names

such as bitch, cunt, hag, harridan, tease, and so on and so forth, ad nauseum,

Our very abihty to function in the world has been called into question as



.,e 11. In many cases we have been deemed too hysterical and emotionally

-rstable to hold positions of responsibihry. Yet studies show thar it is men
,,.ho are right-brain oriented-and the right half of the brain iffie h-6ili-
:rnere that rules the emotional side of human behavior. WomTnTen?G-6il

in, the hemisphere of logic and reason. 
'Women 

also have

, us cal-
,lrm, which allows a greater exchange of information between the two

:eeres. Think about it. When was the Iast time you heard a reporr on rhe
<=frTfr-d news about women whose bar fight got out of hand ro the point that
.-.:\'resorted to shooting at each other? When is the last time you heard
, I tut a woman so upset over the break-up of her marriage that she killed her
-, -.band, her kids, and then herself? When is the last time you heard about a

- nan serial killer, or pedophile, or rapist?

-lur natural cycles, the very cycles that enable human life to continue, have

.,:n been blamed for our supposed irrationality. Premenstrual syndrome
i\lS) takes a lot of bashing in the media. lt is true that many women become

.-,-.fe aggressive during this period, though they are rarely out of control.'V7hat
:-.\- are is under the influence of the male hormone testosterone which, al-

- ,-ugh it remains only in small quantities, increases during the premenstrual

:.--rse. Modern medicine has documented the male phenomenon known as
-:.. "testosterone rage," a violently irrational outburst caused by sharp escala-
- :-s in this hormone's production, usually due to the ingestion of bulk-build-
: .- -.reroid drugs. Testosterone increases aggressiveness. Testosterone is the de-

- ...:ir-e male hormone, as estrogen is the defining female one. Therefore, any

" .1S symptoms that are perceived as unstable are due to the fact that women

- :rore like men during this phase than at any other time in their cycles. Ag-
:-,.ive behavior in men is applauded-in women it is feared.

".',-omen 
must integrate a warrior aspect into their lives, just as they do other

' .,=-lCKzi aSpeCtS' not Only to lunCtlon aS a

wo7Aleqniietit. \7hen we become warriors we be-me capl-
. : arming ourselves with the facts needed to defend ourselves and our sis-
-. '.,,'hen such verbal attacks come. \fords have power. If you don't accept

r. -.'ru have no place in a magickal religion in which words are known to be

.-ul enough to shape realities. Left unchecked by us, the negative energy

,-.=se u'ords will grow to form a repressive reality we do not want.

:,;-:-t 2 warrior has its obligations, and its need for temperance as well.
.::-,-: \\-omen must learn, to borrow a B-western movie term, not to "shoot
- ::-e hip" when it comes to our defenses. Becoming overly aggressive is
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not a solution ro ouf collective problem. If that worked, then the world today

would already be a mighty perfect place to live. Above all, we should not give

in to "man-bashing." We must have the wisdom to distinguish the chest-beat-

ing baboons steeped in the involuted thinking of the patriarchy from our

broth"rs who find lhis behavior and mindset just as disturbing as do we' In the

heat of battle the skilled warrior knows at whom she is swinging her axe!

Evoking the powers of the warrior is not a way of gaining power over oth'

ers, but of taking back power over ourselves and our lives' It reaffirms our

right to make our own decisions, to choose what we do with our bodies, with

whom to mate, what to study, how to live and, mosl importantly, how to con-

nect with the many aspects of our Goddess. Once we learn how to call upon

that warrior self, we can respond quickly and efficiently if ever we or some-

one/something we love is threatened. Never confuse the warrior self with one

who must always resort to violence to solve her problems' Some of the most

powerful warrior work you may be called upon to perform is peaceful in na-

trrre, .reating change through wisdom and will. This is power indeed.

The Nature of Ritual

A ritual is a set pattern of actions and u'ords undertaken to achieve a lasting

and definable end result. Rituals can be formal or informal, planned of sponta'

neous, but all retain some elements of unchanging, prescribed rites whose pur'

pose is to imprint a lasting change on the life and psyche of the participant'

The language of ritual is symbolism. Symbols trigger our minds to move in de-

sired directions, and lo connect with other aspects of our inner selves and our

deities. The need to forge a symbolic connection with the deep mind' or sub-

conscious, is why ritual form necessitates a certain amount of repetition'

Often it is said that rituai leaves a lasting change on the psyche of the one

who participates in the ritual. This is a good definition but unless the concept

of the pry.h. makes sense to you it is useless' Psyche was the old Greek word

for the soul, as well as being the name of a Greek allegorical heroine who rep'

resented the human soul and married the God of love, Eros' it refers to the to'

tality of a person as she exists not only in this incarnation but in all forms' It

refers to the physical body, the soul, the mental body, and the astral body'

Properly conceived and executed, ritual is a very powerful and far-reaching

rool for change. Long after the physical aspect of a ritual has ended, its ener-

gies continue to work on your behalf'

An old metaphysical adage teaches that when you change, everything

around you changes. Through ritual, we attempl to conffol the nature of our
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inner changes. By doing this, we cause the world around around to change in
conformation with our desires. This is why ritual is often equated with mag-

ick, since the end result is some type of change, however subtle.

Ritual most often takes place within the confines of the sacred circle. Use

of the circle for religious rites and magick is an ancient prac[ice. The circular

shape is a symbol of completion, eternity, and containment, and it represents

our acceptance that all things are cyclic in nature; each of us is bom, dies, and

then is regenerated over and over again. (For those of you unfamiliar with the

casting, use, and grounding of sacred circles, Appendix C provides detailed

discussion and complete instructions. )

Preparing for the Warrior Dedication Ritual
This ritual consists of eleven parts:

Cleansing

Shtelding

Arming

The Naming of the Arms

The Declaration of intent

Sacred Vows

The Naming of the Warrior Self

The Girdling or The Bestowing of the Torque

Assuming the \Tarrior Stance

Drinking the Warrior's Brew

Consuming the Hero's Portion

For this ritual you will need the following materials:

. An incense or herb with purifying powers such as frankincense,

basil, sage, or cinnamon

. Your shield (discussed in full in this chapter)

. A chosen piece of weaponry; this can be a ritual tool or a special wand,

knife, or axe you want to use for your warrior rituals

. A sash or cord that will be used to make a girdle to represent your new

status; or a torque, a meml neckpiece used by Celtic warriors and people

of rank that is sold through many occult suppliers (see Appendix F)
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. A tea made of herbs related to strength and prophetic visions

such as mugwort, cinnamon, catnip, white oak bark, angelica'

valerian, or spearmint

. Plans for a large, lavish, post-ritual meal

Prior to any ritual it is customary to do a cleansing of both the body and the

mind. This was very much a Celtic custom, and many early observers of the

Celts write in detail about the obsessive cleanliness these people practiced.

The body can be cleansed either through "bathing" it in the smoke of a puri-

fying incense or bathing in a tub, preferably with an herb known for its puri'

fying powers. The mind can be cleansed through simple meditation: taking

time to slow your thoughts, center your energies, and focus on the upcoming

ritual. Whichever method(s) you choose, make sure to turn your thoughts

from mundane concems and focus them on the task at hand.

You will also need to prepare ahead of time:

. A shield, and then select a name for it

. Another weapon, and choose its name as well

. A warrior name for yourself

Your shield can be as simple or as elaborate as you like. This is to be a form of

psychic pfotection and strength, not an actual tool of battle. It can either be

drawn on a piece of paper, glued together with colored pieces of felt, embroi'

dered in cloth, or burned or carved into a piece of wood. Shield-shaped blocks

of soft basswood are easy to find in craft shops, and these carve and burn weli

If your shield is small enough, it can be carried around with you as a persona.

talisman. lf not, it can be saved for personal or group warrior rituals in whici'-

you divine outcomes for uncertain or frightening situations' of whenever r-c-

just need a boost of personal strength and stamina'

V4ren you have the time and the privacy, begin to design your shield. Tak:

a pencil or colored pencils and sketch out ideas as they come to you (see rl.
sketch of my shield on page 57). The images you choose should reflect vc*:

Celtic focus as well as contain images of defense and protection' Mine inclui.

a large pentagram, which is a symbol of protection and of many Wiccan trai,.

tions; a horse, representative of the Goddess and symbolic of the abilin ::
travel between the worlds; a boar, an animal that symbolizes the best c: .

Celtic wartior's attributes-sffength, tenacity, and staminal-and is also a sr=

of abundance and wisdom; a triskele to represent the Triple Goddess \...
Chapter 6); a Brighid's Cross to honor my connection to this Goddess as .:.i
of her priestesses; and my chosen warrior name.
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You should also choose a secret

symbol to be projected mentally
onto your shield during the ritual,
one that you can readily call to
mind to activate the shield's pro-

tective powers. This is also like
having a security code for your

magick. No one else should ever

know what rhis symbol is. This wiil
prevent anyone else from using

your shield or breaking through its

defenses.

The precedents for the arming
and naming of warriors were dis-

cussed in the previous chapter.

Names were of great importance

to the Celts, who felt that a name

: -.ntained the essential power of a person or thing. To name something was a

,=:ious endeavor. Naming helped shape that thing's or person's personality

.--J helped direct its inner power. To know the true name of someone or

), inething was to have a measure of control over it. This again is why you will
, .lnr to keep your shield's unseen symbol and your weapon's name closely

-=ld secrets.

)'Jaturally your warrior self will not be worn on the surface at every mo-
'.:nt. Giving yourself a warrior name will allow you to call up that aspect of
, urself at a moment's notice, whenever it is needed. Do not worry about it

:-r.hing with any other names you have chosen for yourself. A Pagan can
r \-e many names. Choosing a warrior name will not lessen the power of your

::--rsen Craft namez or of any other names you use in magick and ritual. I
-.-re four names: my general Craft name, my priestess name, my warrior

r.i-me, and the secret name my tr:adition has us select for ourselves upon our

,-:riation. Because I have a secret name, as do many Pagans, I do not feel the

:,.eC to closely guard my other names.

Finding the right name for yourself is not difficult, though it may take some

re. When selecting special names for yourself or your tools, start by drawing
-: 

- m the Celtic myths. The names of warrior Goddesses or heroines are always

,:e to adopt. You can also go through an lrish or Welsh lexicon searching for
.:. appropriate name. For example, rny warrior name is Lorica. The Irish word

The Author's Wmrior Shield
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Iorica re{erc to a warrior's breastplate, the last line of defense in face to face
battle. It also means a blessing or prayer of protection in modern Irish.

one way to select a name for your shreld or weapon is to let it tell you what
its rrue name is. To do this spend time with it; hold it, sleep with it (if it is safe
to do so-sleeping with sharp knives is outl), meditate with it held against
you. Open yourself ro its energies and ask what it is called. It may take some
persistence, but eventually a name should come to you. If it is a name or word
with which you are unfamiliar, you may wanr ro check it out before commit-
ting to it in case it is unacceptable to you. Negative names like ,,Spirit Killer"
or "Harm Giver" should indicate that your mental programming of the
weapon went wrong somewhere and you should start over, projecting more
positive, defensive images into it.

To call up the power of your shield, your rool, or your warrior self, you need
only to take a deep breath, center your energ\', and say (or think clearly) the
name three times. Allow each one to be spoken in clear, slow, deliberate
tones, feeling each one empowering and au'akening these inner aspects. you
should also menrally conjure up rhe image of the secret symbol thar you will
project onto the shleld during your dedication rirual. The combination of the
name and the mental image will srir 1'our shield and weapons to life, whether
they are physically with you at the rime or not. They will also bring your
inner warrior to the surface. Use the energ)' of your shield when you need to
have a defense, and the weapon u,hen vou must go on the offense.

This process is so simple to use once its components are in place that too
many women dismiss it as having little use. This is another of those mysteries
you should learn: the simplest magicks often have the strongest results, be-
cause they are the easiest ro hamess and build a working relationship with
over time. Each time you use a magick, its power in relation to you is
strengthened threefold. Those rvho you are prorecring yourself from may
never actually see the shield and weapon manifest around you, but trust that
they will sense the power and tread cautiously around you.

I saw this warrior magick in acrion for myself. \7hen I was living in Texas
my best friend, also a Celtic Pagan, and I used to race-walk or jog late ar
night simply because it u'as convenient for us; it was also wise considering the
south Texas heat. We alu-ays stayed together and remained in our own neigh-
borhoods, quiet residential areas with good security. \X/e felt that, as women,
we were being as safe as we could be without forfeiting our right to move
freely in the world. One night we became aware that we were being watched
by a man hidlng berween rwo houses that faced the road that exited the
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housing developmenr in which I lived. About a half mile beyond this was a

major thoroughfare known as Bandera Road, though it was not well'traveled

so far out so late at night. it was a mystery to us how this man had happened

upon us, but we could both sense he was not standing there wishing us well.

Immediately we both mentally called upon our shieids and weapons, and visu'

alized them in acrion against this interloper. We did not do this with the intent

to harm, only to warn him of the dangers in messing with two warrior women'

Within a few minutes he disappeared back toward Bandera Road.

Because you have worked this ritual in both the seen and unseen worlds'

your warriof power will function in both. \Vhen you are astral projecting,

doing a guided meditation, or practicing dream control, knowing how to call

upon your warrior aspect will put you in charge. While it is always best to sim-

ply retreat from Otherworld dangers or awaken from a disturbing dream, there

will be times when this is not possible. Calling upon the warrior in you, and

on the power of your shield and tool, can strengthen your defenses and help

you fight off a psychic attack if it comes'

The torque and the girdle are symbols of Celtic authority and personal

power. The torque is more often associated with male warriors, but since

torques were symbols of rank and not gender, wolnen probably wore them as

well. The rirual girdle is not anything like the hip-crunching corset popular a

few decades ago, but an emblem that represents personal authority'3 It shows

that its wearer is whole and complete unlo herself; she needs no other indi'

vidual to make her feel complele, requires no outside approval for her choices,

and asks no favors from anyone as she seeks her warrior self. The girdle was

also a symbol of magickal protection for the Celts,4 and might have been used

to offer protection to warriors as they went into battle'

The Warrior D edic ation Ritual

Gather all your materials and go to a private place to cast your ritual circle. Be

prepared to spend at least an hour undisturbed in this place. When all the pre'

liminaries are out of the way (see Appendix C if you are unsure how to do

this), announce your purpose aloud to the universe. You might want to do this

while facing sourh, the direction of passion ruled by fire, the element that also

rules protection and battle.

Next, take out your shield and mentally impress upon it the secret symbol

rhat you have chosen to use to empower and protect it. See it clearly in your

mind, and then mentally sear it onto the face of the shield. Spend a few mo-

ments feeling your energy blending with that of the shleld. You should also
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mentally project into it what you require it to do for you. Then make a state-
ment in which you name it. You can state this out loud if you are alone, but
you may choose to do it silently if you are with a group and do nor choose to
reveal the name of your shield to anyone. The naming might sound some-
thing like this:

Shield which is my defense and protection, in the presence of
the Goddess who knows the true name of all her creations, by

earth, water, fire, and air, I call you (insert shield's name). As I
call upon you, so shall you respond to my need.

Now repeat the shield's name three times. After each recitation breathe onto
the shield. The breath of life was another Celtic concept used by the warriors.
lUhen a warrior lay mortally wounded on a battlefield, another warrior would
come along and bestow the "kiss of life." Their lips would touch as life ebbed
from the dying warrior so that some part of the life force would live on in the
surviving warrior. The Celts also believed that this helped a warrior to be re-
bom into the clan again.

Starting with the south quarter, walk clockwise around your circle, present-
ing your shield to each of the elemenrs and introducing it by name. Tell each
quarter that this shield is now a part of you so that each element can recog-
nize it as such. This type of introduction is a customary practice at rhe end of
many\Uiccan initiation rituals. The purpose is to announce ro the totality of
the universe the new name by which they shall know you, or in this case, your
defense mechanism-your shield.

Next, take up your chosen weapon. As you did with the shield, spend time
sensing the connection between you. This will be even stronger if you have
crafted the tool with your own hands. Remember that ir does not need to be

elaborate. It does not even have to be a weapon in the traditional sense, since
its function is a psychic and symbolic one. Then name the weapon:

(lnsert name of type of tool, like knife, wand, et cetera) which
is my ally in battle, in the presence of the Goddess who knows

the true name of all her creations, by earth, water, fire, and air, I
call you (insert weapon's name). As I call upon you, so shall you

respond to my need.

Repeat the weapon's name three times, and after each recitation breathe onto
the shield. Then, starting with the south quarter, walk clockwise around the
circle, introducing your weapon by name to each quarter.
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Next, take these two newly charged armaments of defense and offense and

move with them to the center of your circle' Hold your defensive shleld in your

left or receptive hand (usually the non-dominant one-the one you do not

write with) and your offensive weapon in your right or projective hand (the

dominant one-the one you write with). Now you will take the sacred vows of

rhe warrior woman. These should be written by you and should contain the fol-

lowing four elements:

. Dedication of intent to protect and defend yourself

. Acknowledgement of your strength and power as a warrior

. Dedication to the way of the Goddess

. Willingness to help protect others who are not as strong as you' or

who are afraid or unable to defend themselves

Str\\ho\ding the tools, d,eclare yout wartrol name three times by saying:

I am the warrior called (insert name)'

You may do this silently if there are other women present and you wish to

keep your name a secfet. If you do not, there are several empowering ways

they can help you celebrate the dedication of your warrior name. They can

chant your new name in rhythm while you stand basking in the glory of your

strength, or they can each salute you in turn, honoring you as a warrior among

women. lt sounds so simple, but take it ftom someone who has been thete: it

is a very moving experience to be ce\ebrated in such a mannel.

The next step is ro bestow upon yourself, or have bestowed upon you if you

are in a group siruarion, the girdle and/or tofque. As these are placed upon

you, some statement should be made that they are symbols of honor, of the

warrior's rank and obligation. You should also vow to see them destroyed if

you should ever shame or misuse your warriol power. You may make these

vows in your own words, or in the words your gloup has chosen. These types

of oaths are common in basic Pagan initiation ceremonies, usually asking that

your deities desert you and your tools turn against you should you ever use

them wrongly.

After this, take a ritual drink of the warrior's brew, the tea you have pre-

pared ahead of time. It should have been made with your ritual purpose in

mind and will be used to seal your vows. ln group situations, a communal cup

is sometimes passed among all members. Or, if sanitation is an issue, a com'

munal cup or cauldron can be used to fill smaller individual cups' The choice

is yours. Thking the drink will also be a threefold rite; you will of{er a salute to
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the Goddess first, drink second, and then save some to offer to Mother Earth
as a libation when the ritual has ended.

Now yell, cheer, sing, and dance, assuming a warrior's fighting posture, and
present yourself to each quarter with your new warrior name. Allow yourself
to feel invincible. Revel in your strength.

\7hen you are ready, you may close your circle and ground yourself (see
Appendix c). Put your new talismans of warrior power in a safe place, where
their energies will be protected from curious hands and unwanted random
thought parterns. Encase them in a cloth made for them and place them in a
closet or magickal cabinet, or you can place them under your bed, if it is clean
enough under there. These are magickal tools, a part of you, and they should
always be treated with respect.

After you have seen to the care of your new talismans, go out and feast on
your Hero's Portion. The Herot Portion consisted of the finest cut of meat
and the best cup of wine at a celebration banquet. In celtic mythology these
feasts are mentioned frequently, as is the competition for this place of honor
at the right hand of the ruler. Either go our alone to ear and fteat yourse lf roy-
ally, enjoying your first taste of warrior sel0confidence, or go out with a group
of Pagan women (whether or not they were part of your dedication ritual) and
celebrate your new status together.

Notes
King, John. The cehic Druids' Yem: seasonal cycres of the Ancientcelm (London:
Blandford, 1994), ll3.
A craft name is a spiritual name chosen by you or for you upon your initiation into
Paganism. This is similar to the confirmation names taken in some Christian sects.
some people keep these names secrer, while others adopt them for everyday use. The
purpose is to acknowledge a changed you; a new person who needs a new name.
This actually should read herself or himself, since men wore them, too. Ireland's
King Cormac was said to have owned five girdles.

Matthews, caitlin. ThecelticBookof Days (Rochester, vt.: Destiny Books, 1995),
r99.
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THE CELTIC
TRIPLE

GODDESS

-l-hough there has been plenty of argument

I 
^^orrg 

Pagans as to the nature of deity,

we generally accept that the deities are as real

as they need to be. I have always found the ar-

gument about whether the deities are real or

whether they are "merely" archetypal projec-

tions from our own inner selves to be ridicu-

lous. To assume that what is in the mind is not

real invalidates all our inner'world experi-

ences, our magick, our astral travels, and any

other metaphysical endeavors on which we

have labored. It is in the mind that all these

things are born. We are each a universe unto

ourselves, and to say any divine image that

lives there is not real is the same as saying that

we are not real, either.

An old magickal adage that is often re-

peated among people who practice any form of

magick is:

As above, so below;

As within, so without.l

This statement means that we acknowledge

that which is outside ourselves as a manifesta'

tion of what is inside, and what is inside is the

result of what is outside. The macrocosm and

the microcosm are like two huge mirrors that

reflect each other, both helping to shape the

image of the other' In other words, if the63
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deities exist inside us, they must exist outside us as well, each reflecting the

existence of the other.

The primary difference between the celtic concept of deity and that of

many other Pagan cukures is the fact that there was, and still is, no definable

hierarchy of deities. Though some have tried to give this position to the God

Dagda, there is no Celtic God of Gods such as Zeus enjoys in the Greek pan'

theon, and there is no Goddess who rules over the other Goddesses' There are'

however, Goddesses whose mythic roles are more prominent than others or

whose worship was more widespread, but they still do not become a part of any

definable divine hierarchy'

The Celtic view of deity also shared some similarities with other Pagan cul'

tures. There was a belief in the duality of the divine; a female and a male, or

Goddess and God, each representing one half of the whole of the creative life

force. For the Celts it was the female, or Goddess half, that reigned supreme' It

was the Goddess who gave birth to all life, who nurtured us while we lived

upon the earth; and it was to her that the Celtic soul returned upon death to

await rebirth. In many Celtic myths the female or Goddess character plays the

leading role, with the male or God character often functioning as a supporting

cast member or as a consort to the Goddess.2 The female almost alu'ays drives

the direction of the story when the male appears to be the primary protagonist'

The Ceits saw their Goddess(es) as the personification of the land' and this

fact formed the basis for all Celtic worship.3 This "spirit of place," or genus

Iocus asir was known in Latin, is the basis of the Celtic concepl of the divine'

To this day the Celtic lands bear the names of ancient Goddesses. The terms

Eire and Britannia, which refer to lreiand and Britain respectively' are the

names of old Celtic Goddesses who were one with the earth. We also have

records of Celtic Goddesses of wells, lakes, rivers, slones) and mountains, all

attesting to her prominence ancl her inherent link wlth the earth.4

The Triple Goddess

Nearly all cultures have a cardinal number that they hold to be sacred or to pos-

sess magickal energies. For the Celts, this was the number three and all its mul-

tiples. Cefic cosmology, iconography, and mythology strongly underscore this

U"ti"f. Among these significant threes are the three aspects of the Tiiple God'

dess (and some 'Iriple Gods), the three levels of the Otherworld, the three paths

to reincamation, the three actions that complete a spell, and the many caryings

and drawings of divine trios that have survived since ancient times' This triple

sacredness was embodied in a symbol known as the triskele or triskelion, a whirl

of rhree spokes enclosed in a circie and radiating from its center point.64
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As the natural multiple of
[hree, nine (expressed in mathe-

matics as "three squared") em-

bodies the ultimate in the sacred

power of three. In Celtic myths

we are told stories of nine

women who act as cauldron
guardians, teachers, and foster

mothers. In ancient Kildare

these women tended the sacred

flame of Brighid, in Welsh

mythology they protect the Oth.
erworldly Cauldron of Annwn,
and in modern faery tales they

appear to Sleeping Beauty to
offer their blessings-including
that of death and rebirth.

Author and researcher Miranda Green5 writes that Celtic artifacts are unique

in that they were often meant to make a statement about the nature and power

of divinity. Many carvings that feature feminine trios still exist today. A good

number of them contain no label or symbol to clearly identifu them with a par-

ticular set of Goddesses, but they still serve to underscore the importance and

sacredness of rhe number three and feminine triplicities to the Celts. Still other

icons, particularly from the Romano-Celtic period in Gaul, are well labeled or

contain symbols that connect them to known Tiiple Goddesses.

Animal figures and icons were also used to represent the Triple Goddess

and her attributes. Several sta[uettes of triple-horned bulls have been un-

earthed on the continent. Bulls figure heavily in Celtic mythology, particu-

larly in lreland, and often function as a symbol of sovereignty. One of the

most famous and lengthy of all Celtic myths is the Tain Bo Cuailagn), or the

"Cattle Raid of Cooley," in which Connacht's Queen Maeve covets a famous

bull belonging to an Ulsterman and leaps into an epic war to possess it.

Tiiple Goddesses can also be identified by their description. White, red,

and black are the traditional colors of the Celtic Tiiple Goddess, and often

a myrhic feminine figure is described as having these color attributes present

in body or clothing. When cherished Pagan legends came under fire from

the church , the seanachai and the cyfarwydd, the storytellers who, like the

old bards, preserved the oral myths of their people, wisely began to bury

knowledge of the old ways within slories that were palatable to the church.

Triskele Pendrmt
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An examination of many
faery tales reveals symbol-
ism that teaches us these
old ways. One such faery
tale is Snow White and the

Seven Dwarues, in which
we have a young woman
with white skin, red lips,
and black hair (the tiple
Goddess colors), who lives Triple Goddess Mooru

in the woods and befriends wild animals and elven beings.
The tiple Goddess is not unique to celtic mythology and religion, but it is

safe to say rhat it is within the Celtic framework that she is seen most
strongly, her image repeated over and over in myth, folklore, and legends. She
is one being with three aspects: the virgin, the mother, and the crone, any or
all of which may be present ar any time. In the Greek tradition, where the ar-
chetype of the tiple Goddess is also strong, she came to be symbolized by the
three phases of the moon: the virgin with the waxing moon, the mother with
the full moon, and the crone with the waning moon.

This cycle of aging that the tiple Goddess undergoes during each twenry-
nine-day lunar month coincides with the menstrual cycle of women. The
word menstrual itself means "moon change."6 This triple moon glyph is used
today in many Celtic circles as a symbol of the Tliple Goddess, though it has
no proven roots in Celtic iconography. Certainly the relationship between
the moon and the cycles of women was noted by the ancienr Celts. It was just
that the moon did not play as cenrral a role in the reckoning of holidays or in
the making of Goddess lore as did the ,,.rn.7 In celtic mythology we see very
few references to what might be interpreted as moon-Goddess connections,
but we see many sunffire-Goddess links, a connection usually reserved for
male deities in other Pagan traditions.

The Tiiple Goddess is three-in-one, yet she remains unique from the other
aspects of herself. Like the three faces of the moon, she changes with the sea-
sons; a young woman in the spring, an expectant mother in summer, and an
old hag in winter' One of the most dramatic myths that illustrates this unity
of the three-in-one Goddess is that of Flaithius, whose name means ,,royal

one." one of the stories tell of a time when Niall of the Nine Hostages and
eight of his other fellow warriors8 were riding out on a routine scouting ex-
pedition and came across an old woman so ugly they could hardly bear to
look upon her. She was standing before a well from which they all wished to
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drink. (wells represent the birth canal of the Mother Earth, and to drink
from one was a form of shamanic initiation into the Goddess mysreries, often
entailing an impromptu journey into rhe otherworld.9) Th" hag refused ro
allow the men to drink unless each man dismounred and came down to kiss
her. Six refused outright, and two orhers deigned to give her quick pecks on
the check. only Niall gave her a lover's kiss and then proceeded to have sex-
ual intercourse with her. Afterward, Flaithius was transformed into a beauti-
ful young woman, a Goddess of sovereignty who made Niall High King of
Ireland. (See Chapter 12 {or a detailed look ar the roie of the sovereign.) In
Tiiple Goddess myths this transformarion represents both the unity of the
three.in-one, the cycle of the seasons known today as the wheel of the year,

and illustrates the powers believed to be possessed by the Goddess ar various
stages in her "life."

Sometimes the Celtic Tiiple Goddesses appear in myth in ways that make
it hard to discern if they are really three aspects of one being, three beings
with one aspect, three stories about the same woman, or three women who
are in a similar situation in three different srories. To keep things simple and
easy to follow, many storytellers and writers have lumped similarly or same,
named women logether as one person. For instance, many people are unaware
that the Arthurian myths menrion that King Arthur had three different
wives, all of them named Guinevere. Queen Maeve's original myths show her
as having two sisters of dissimilar temperaments, and the giantess and God-
dess of the hunt, Garbh ogh, built herself three burial cairns before she wenr
inside them to die.

Edain, or Etain, who is considered to be a Goddess of reincarnarion, ap-
pears as three different women in three different stories. Though all three bear
the same name and have different adventures, there are links showing that
this Edain is the same woman reborn. One of the major themes threading
through each of her stories involves her search for knowledge and gifts from
the spirit world.lo In this she can be likened to the modern-day seeker of
higher wisdom, who hopes that by gaining this knowledge through successive

lifetimes, she can achieve perfection of the soul and move fully inro the spirit
world, never to incarnate again.11

Each aspect of the Tiiple Goddess has her own sphere of influence, though
sometimes these overlap one another considerably in folklore; after all, she is

really one being who is only showing us different faces, so this is ro be ex-
pected. Below you will find a chart of basic correspondences that go with each

aspect. These will all be delved into more deeply in the following chapters.
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MerxumlPhcse

Life Phase

LifeCycle

MoonPhase

Major Festiwal

Seasoru

Giftto Give

Animals

Cekic Color

Virgin
Youth

Menarche

Coming of Age

Birth

\Taxing

Imbolg

Spring/Summer

Awakening

Ewe/Doe

White

Mother
Middle Age

Pregnancy

Motherhood

Nurturing

Full

Lughnasadh

Summer/Autumn

Creativity

Hare/Horse

Red

Crone
Old Age

Menopause

Elderhood

DeathiRebirth
'Waning

Samhain

AutumnlVinter

\Tisdom

OwVHound

Black

The Tliple Goddesses of the Celts play key parts in myths with potent im-
agery. The war, death, and destruction Goddesses collectively known as the Mor-
rigan form one of these trios. Sometimes these Goddesses are described as being

three crones, and other times as a virgin (Nemain), mother (Macha), and crone
(Badb). They function as deities encompassing the complete cycle of Celtic life,

from birth to death and back again. The Monigan are the rulers of war and

bringers of death, but they are also the keepers of the soul until it can be rebom,

taking the soul full cycle and back again. Badb is the crone aspect who is said in
some myths to preside over the cauldron of regeneration in the Otherworld,
which makes clear the rebirthing aspect of the death-dealing Morrigan.

Another important trio were the original sovereigns of lreland; Eire,

Fodhla, and Banbha. These Goddesses were of the race of deities known as

the Tuatha De Dannan, often referred to today as the "faery race" of lreland.
Each Goddess made a plea to the invading Milesians (the first Irish Celts) for
why her name should be forever placed upon the land. Eire's plea was granted

because it was perceived that she possessed the greater magick of the three,

and hers is still the Gaelic name of Ireland today.

Sometimes the Tliple Goddesses appear in the form of an animal known to
be sacred to the Celtic feminine divine. One such trio appears in the form of
cows, animals sacred to the Celts that represented wealth and power. These

three were Bo Find ("white cow"), and her sisters Bo Dhu ("black cow") and

Bo Ruadh ("red cow"), all representing a traditional color of the Celtic Triple

Goddessr white, red, and black. The cow sisters belong to one of the oldest of
Irish myths, and may represent some fragment of a long-lost creation myth.
Together the three of them came to barren Ireland from across the westem sea

in the Otherworld, and each went to a different part of the island and made it
fruitful. Bo Find, the principal form of the trio, was said to have given birth to
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tu,in calves near the site of present-day Thra. The male and female calves were
gifts of abundance that she declared would feed the Irish people forever. Bo
Find's sacred links to the land are made even more clear by the holy weil
named for her there called Tabor-Bo-Find.

In lesser-known myths we see dragons, usually representing opposing forces

of light and dark God energies that battle for supremacy ar the turning points
of the year, as trios representing Tiiple Goddess aspects. In one little-known
folktale we are told of a three-headed dragon who does battle with a male
warrior. She loses when he severs her third head. Thls might be interprered as

a posr-Pagan period myrh, created in a time when humankind had begun to
fear and hate the devourer aspecr of the Goddess, which therefore had to be

ruthlessly cut off from the gentler virgin and morher aspecrs. When the war-
rior severed the crone, or third head, he effectively cut himself off from the
understanding and acceptance of the natural cycles of life, death, and rebirth
that characterized the old Pagan faith of the Celts. In legends even less well-
known, we are told that Queen Maeve had two sisters with dragon attributes,
and that the scholar and warrior Nessa was once a dragon.

\7hen dragon-like images come in feminine form, they often conrain sym-
bols or story images that link them to the element of water rather than to fire,
as many of the more well-known dragon legends do. It may be that these are

links to sovereign aspects, similar to the Lady of the Lake who bestowed the
sword of rulership on King Arthur (see Chapter l2). The fact that the
women/dragons return to water to perish in these legends may link them to
lost creation myths or Otherworld legends that have been lost or fragmented
over time.12

About the Triple Goddess Rituals in This Book
Many creative rituals exist-many in print-that revolve around the Triple
Goddess or one of her aspects. The most common of these are rite of passage

rituals for women in which each face of the Triple Goddess corresponds ro a
specific life cycle phase.13

Vrgin Life,Cycle Ritual Events:

WiccaninglPaganing
Presenting a newborn to the deities

Corning of ASe

Celebrating menarche, or the beginning of the menstrual cycle,
as a time of entering spiritual adulthood
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Mother Life.Cycle Ritual Events:

C onc eption I P r e gnarlcy

The act of conceiving and carrying a child in the womb,
or of adopting a child

Childbirth
The ritual of giving birth to a child or of formally adopting one

Crone Life.Cycle Ritual Events:

Croning
Celebrating menopause, the cessation of the menstrual cycle

Passing Ouer

Funeral rites and memorial rituals for Pagans

The tiple Goddess ritual found in Chapter 7, and the ritual suggestions at
the ends of Chapters 8, 9, and 10, differ from those found in many books on
women's spirituality that solely address life-cycle events. To divide up the
tiple Goddess like she was a choice piece of meat ar a Thanksgiving feast

keeps her and her deeper mysteries away from women who are not cuffently
at one of these junctures in their lives. Some women may never even get to
celebrate these rites, either because they came to Paganism too late in life (for
a coming of age celebration, for example), or because they cannot or choose

not to take some of the "traditional" life cycle steps, like having children. The
ritual suggestions in this book embody the symbols and archetypes of each as-

pect so that any woman can use them at any stage of her physical existence,
tailoring them to her own needs or to those of a Celtic women's spirituality
group.

.This is because the tiple Goddess;ig static as some would like to
mlnant wavs contalns

elements f-6T6er two aspects. This ebb and flow of aspects is tied in with
the Celticioncept of time, one now verified by science, that time is one om-
nipresent now and not a linear progression. Like many ancient people, the
Celts understood this, and it makes their concept of deit) a mutable one. A
crone can have new beginnings, not just the virgin. And a virgin can be wise,

not just the crone. Do you recall the saying, "out of the mouths of babes"? The
mother is an archetype of creation, and we all have the ability ro create in a
myriad of different ways at all stages of our lives. Birthing or adopting children
is only one of them.
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Worki with all of the Tri le Goddess throushout our lives is es.

sential to the Goddess er-

edgEd-every day in the words a misogynistic workl uses ro describe us.

"\Uomen's intuition" and "old hag" are the crone, the inner wisdom that
comes with tirne; "Girl talk" is the awakening of the young virgin; "Mother
love," "overprotective," and "virago" are terms tossed out at the nurturing
mother aspect and her warrior self; "Hysterical female," "on the rag," and
"bitch" have also been given an unwelcome place in our three-fold lives.
Many women have stopped fighting and simply reclaimed or reconceptualized
these abusive terms and used them as tools of self-empowerment. We are the
tiple Goddess. \fhen the world slaps one of our faces, we srill have two more
with which to come back at it.

No aspect of the Tiiple Goddess is a stranger to any woman. Women have
a lotl Ip Wi-tETtrffim birth to death, wherhera-iT6?lGton-

d all her aspects can wn to us

'time to seek her out.

Notes
1 Attributed to Hermes Tiismegistus.

2 Stewart, R. J. Celtic Gods, Celtic Goddesses (London: Blandford, 1990),66.

3 lbid,64.

4 Condren, Mary.TheSerpent.andthe Goddess; Women,ReligionandPowerinCekic

Ireland (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1989),26.

5 Symbol anAlmage inCehic Religious Art (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1992),

769.

6 Shuttle, Penelope and Peter Redgrove. The Wise Wound: Myths, Realities , and

Meanings of Menstruation (New York: Bantam Books, 1990),I42.

7 The famous Coligny calendar of Gaul was a lunar calendar, and clearly the moon

phases played a role in the Celtic reckoning of time, but the primary divisions of
the year and all i$ high festivals were marked by the changing of the solar seasons.

See Chapter 19 for more on the wheel of the year.
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9

10

11

Note the image of nine here, one of the highest sacred expressions of the number
three. Note also that it refers to males here. There were numerous Tiiple Gods
in the Celtic pantheon, though rather than being seen as young man, father, and
old man, they tend to represent functions such as hunter, warrior, and king or skills
such as goldsmith, herdsman, and forger or one of the three orders of the Druidic
priesthood, namely bards (poets and historians), ovates (elders and judges), and
filid (seers and enchanters).

Caldecott, Moyra. WomeninCekicMyth (London: Arrow Books, 1988), 88.

Mynne, Hugh. The FaerieWq (St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1996),33.

This is a New Age concept that many Pagans reject as being too pat and too
reflective of linear thinking, but it can be fitted into the omnipresent time theory.
Many other Pagans assert thar this perfection of the soul is the purpose of living.
It is countepargued that there is no native word for "soul" in any of the Gaelic or
Brythonic Celtic languages.

Campbell, J. F. and George Henderson. The Celtic Dragon Myth, bilingual edition,
Irish-English (!7ales: Llanerch Publishers, 1995). This facsimile edition of a
nineteenth-century work outlines some fascinating theories about dragons in
celtic myths and legend, especially where they concern Goddesses and heroines.

For good transcripts of these kinds of rituals see either Pauline and Dan
Campanelli's Rites of Passage: The PaganWeel of Life (St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn,
1995), or Diane Stein's Casting the Circle: AWomen's Book of Ritual (Freedom,

Calif.: The Crossing Press, 1990).
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THE
THREEFOLD

BLESSING
Qroup Ritual

-T-h" ritual in this chapter has no origins

I thar can be positively pinpointed. It may

be more accurate to call this blessing a Celtic-
style ritual rather than a Celtic ritual. I first
saw similar blessings used in the early 1980s,

and the Irish coven of which I was part in the

late 1980s had its own version. While this

blessing cannot be said to be ancient in form,

it is certainly ancient in symbolism, and it is

possible that similar ones were used by Celtic
women.

The Threefold Blessing incorporates two

important Celtic feminine archetypes, the

Triple Goddess and the cauldron. The Irish
coven I belonged to when I lived in Texas

made use of this blessing in a variety of ritual
settings. lt was always part of our initiation rit-
uals and our coming-of-age rites, and was em-

ployed frequently during healings. i introduced

it to the women's group i briefly worked with
and found it took on an added sense of mystery

in the all-female setting.

The Threefold Blessing requires only one

tool-a cauldron of some type containing a
small amount of salted waler. Do not use more

than a few pinches of salt since it is corrosive

and can damage carpets, clothes, and grass. A
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chalice can be substituted for the cauldron, but I feel this detracts from the

deeper meaning of the blessing. The cauldron is such an impoftant archetype

in Celtic spirituality, representing the womb of the Goddess and a portal to

the Otherworld, that trying to use anything else just does not have the same

impact on the mind and soul. You don't have to spend a lot of money on a

cauldron or set out to find something fancy to use. The symbolic impact is the

same whether you have a $10 cauldron or a $1,000 one' Even the plastic caul-

drons, found cheaply in every grocery and drug store around Halloween, will

suffice. This is what I use and it has always served me well'

The blessing as it is written here requires at least four women partici-

pants-one to be blessed, and three women to portray each aspect of the

Triple Goddess. It can be easily reworked for use by fewer women, or even by

solitaries. For instance, two women can do this

with one playing all the Goddess roles and

blessing the other. Then they can reverse roles'

so that both can receive the blessing' A soli'

tary can offer the blessing to herself by reword'

ing the ritual so that she is calling the blessing

of each Goddess aspect into herself, rather

than having the deities address her' Of course'

this blessing can also be adapted to suit larger

covens or mixed-gender group workings'

The Thre"fold Blessing

You may plan to do this blessing at any point

within any ritual. I feel it works best as a clos-

ing element, but you should place it where it
feels right to you or to the other women with

whom you are working.

At the appropriate time, bring the woman

(or women) to be blessed into the center of the

circle or ritual space, and have the three

women who are going to be portraying the

Tiiple Goddess take the cauldron and stand be-

fore her. They speak in unison as they hold the

cauldron before them.

AnoiningPoints for
threefold blessrng
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Triple Goddess (in unison):

Behold my cauldron! Through it I give life and nourishment,
death and rest, regeneration and renewal. To look into its
depths is to peer into my womb, to see all time and space, and
to know the unity and etemalness of me. To accept my blessing

is to enter into my mysteries.

Virgin:

Blessed be the water-my blood from which all life emerges.

Mother:

Blessed be the salt-my body which nourishes and sustains.

Crone:

Blessed be the cauldron-my etemal womb which creates, and
destroys, and creates anew.

Tiiple Goddess (in unison):

(Each placing one hand in the water and stirring in a
clockwise motion.) Water and salt, blood and earth. Life,
death, and rebirth. All these I created, and by these I bless

her who follows me.

The person portraying the virgin aspect removes her damp hand from the
cauldron and stands in front of the woman to be blessed.

Virgin:

Do you know me?

Woman being blessed:

You are the Tiiple Goddess-the virgin.

The virgin kneels in front of the woman to be blessed and touches the salted
water to her feet.

Virgin:

By *y blood I bless your feet that you may always walk the right
pathway as you travel this life. May your feet lead you boldly
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into new ventures and bring you safely home again. May you

walk in beauty and confidence, in sacredness and truth, boldly
and freely as befits a warrior among women. Blessed be, sister.

The virgin aspect retreats to stand with the other aspects as the mother as-

pect removes her damp hand from the cauldron and stands in front of the
woman being blessed.

Mother:

Do you know me?

Woman being blessed:

You are the tiple Goddess-the mother.

The mother leans over and places her damp hand low on the woman's stom-
ach, at the level of her womb.

Mother:

By -y body I bless your womb, your creative center, so that
fertility and fruitfulness shall be part of every aspect of your life,

both the inner and outer world. May all you touch grow, all you

dream flourish, and all you hope for richly manifest. May all you

achieve allow you to grow in strength, in poweq and in
confidence, as befits a warrior among women. Blessed be,

daughter.

The mother aspect retreats to stand in line with the others while the crone as-

pect removes her damp hand from the cauldron and comes to stand in front of
the woman being blessed.

Crone:

Do you know me?

Woman being blessed:

You are the tiple Goddess-the crone.

The crone stands as eye-to-eye with the woman as possible-she kneels to no
one-and places her damp hand on the woman's forehead.
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Crone:

By *y womb which gives and takes, I bless your head that you

may find your inner wisdom. I cannot give you that which you

do not already possess, but I can show you the way to find that

which is within you, warrior among women. I bless you that you

may think clearly, seek knowledge, and come to understand my

mysteries and how they work in your life and in the universe.

Know that you are connected to all things. You are mine, as all

that is, was, or ever shall be, is mine. Like you they came from

me, and like you, to me they shall return. Go forth, my warrior,

and be wise. Blessed be, my warrior child.

If you are working with a large women's group, you may have another woman

come to the center of the circle to be blessed, and so on, until all have had

their tum. A nice finishing touch for this ritual is to have each woman in tum
tell the various aspects of the tiple Goddess how her blessings have so far

been manifesting in her life. This is also a way of offering the tiple Goddess

a blessing in return.

\7hen you are flnished with the ritual in which this blessing was used, dis-

pose of the water as befits a sacred object. Pour it onto or into an appropriate

place. If you feel you must pour it down a common drain, do so with the clear

visualization that it is somehow retuming to its source-the Goddess.
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THE VIRGIN

he virgin is the most nebulous aspect of
the tiple Goddess, primarily due to the

human need to compartmentalize-and no as-

pect of the feminine divine defies categoriza-

tion more than the virgin.
The problem begins with the way the mod-

ern world conceptualizes the term "virgin."
Because the old Latin word virgo meant "in-
tact," the patriarchal world began equating

the state of virginity with an intact hymen,

the thin membrane that covers the opening

to the vagina. The hymen is broken during

first sexual intercourse, though it can be bro-

ken in any number of non-sexual ways, in-
cluding participation in certain sports, the in-
sertion of a tampon, or through a routine
medical examination.

Fortunately, the hymen is a body part mod-

ern women are beginning to evolve out of,

just as we do any other useless appendage. Far

too much has been made of this small bit of
tissue, and most of it has only served to induce

fear of sexual relations among young women

who are told, either by older women or

through misleading novels, that losing one's

hymen, or "virginity," is very painful and very

bloody. I experienced no great pain or exces-

sive bleeding with my first intercourse, nor did

any of the women in my acquaintance.
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The original tsllD_qtgg:nragra referred to the whole tnoman, not just her

fymen. A virgin was one who was inracr. ln other r,rords. she was complete
;4.h.1. unto herself. She needed no one else, such as a male mate, to make
1ther compler" or for to.i
wlFany man she chose, any time she chose, something that was especiaily
true in the culture of the early Celts. Ofren she might be a priestess who used
sex in a sacred fashion. In this she was similar to rhe famous Vestal Virgins,
the sacred prostitutes of the Roman temples. They were certainly not virgins
in the modern sense, bur rhey certainly were in the original meaning.

You will note thar in this book I have consisrently used the word "virgin"
rather than "maiden," a practice in which I have been training myself. This is
not easy, since the alliteration of the phrase "maiden, mother, crone" rolls off
the tongue so easily. But the rerm maiden is roo erymologically linked to the
hymen, also called the "maiden head," and reeks too much of the modern
conception of what a virgin is for me to be comfortable with it any longer. I
feel the word vlrgrn best sums up the old view of the young Goddess as sexu.
a1ly awakened and well aware of the power her sexuality gives her as a sover-
eign deity.

By the Middle Ages, rhe rwo definitions of virgin had become confused in
the minds of Celtic writers. This is seen clearly in the myrh of Dechrere, an
Irish Goddess who conceived the hero Cuchulain by drinking a liquid into
wl-rich a magfly containing the spirit of the God Lugh (said to be Cuchulain's
"father") had fallen. She gave birrh by vomiting up the child, rhus remaining
a "virgin."

There is at least one early modern precedent for the use of the word virgin
for a sovereign or woman of power. England's Queen Elizabeth I was always
known as the Virgin Queen, simply because she never married. Several biog-
raphers have ailuded to the fact that she dld this because she did not wish ro
share her power-her sovereignty-with anyone else, even though this meant
that upon her death she would have to pass her crown to her Scottish
nephew, the son of her enemy, Mary Queen of Scots. Elizabeth had numerous
suirors, several of whlch were likely her lovers, yet she always remained "the
Virgin Queen"-whole and complete unto herself.

Attributes and Correspondences of the Vrgin
The virgin represents neu'beginnings and awakenings. To rhe Celts, she stood
for the power of the land itself. She is the Goddess of advenrure, rhe magickal
aspect of the feminine divine.Z By contrast, she is also the embodiment of
beauty and of both joy and rorro*.3



Sometimes the virgin aspecl of a Goddess or heroine will overlap that of

rhe mother, and they will share attributes. When reading through Celtic

myths, legends, and folklore, the virgin can best be identified using these cues:

Youth{ul
The virgin is almost always a younger woman.

Beautiful
She usually possesses great beauty and attracts both wanted and unwanted

male attention. This attention usually results in battles or trouble of some

kind, both for the woman and for the men wanting to possess her.4 Two ex'

amples of these virgins are Ireland's Deirdre of the Sorrows, over whom the

Red Branch fraternity broke up, and Wales's Gwen, who was so beautiful that

no human eye could look upon her for long.

Sovereign

She grants kings the power to rule, as did Queen Guinevere in the Arthurian
legends.

Presents a Weapon or Chalice to a Male Figure

Any Goddess or heroine who offers an item such as this is acting in a sover-

eign role, and is likely a virgin aspect.

May Have a Horse Aspect

Because the horse is linked to sovereignty, a horse Goddess is usually a virgin,

rhough in some cases she is a mother aspect. A few human women who were

historically seen as sovereigns had horse nicknames, such as the warrior Car'

ramandua, who was called "the silken pony."

Strong Sexual Nature
Because the young virgin's archetypal role is to mate with the king, and then

u,ith his chosen successor, she has a decidedly sexual nature. This aspect of

1-rer has been perverted over time and the women viewed as wantons or as

u,hores. An example of this is seen in the Breton myth about a virgin Goddess

named Dahud-Ahes, who left Brittany when the Christians came and was

Jubbed a Goddess of debauchery.

A "Faery" or Otherworld Woman Married to a Mortal

This is another type of sovereign Goddess who grants a mortal man fuli access

ro the Otherworld or to shamanic knowledge, or who makes the man divine

rn his own right. An example is Caer, a Goddess of sieep and dreams, who

ri,ed Aenghus MacOg, a God of 1ove.5 Another is Niamh of the Golden Hair,
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who takes Ossian into the Otherworld to live, although he dies when he dis-

obeys her warnings about what he may and may not do when he revisits earth.

Linked to a Land or Water Site

While this can also be a mother attribute, it is more often a virgin who is em-

bodied in these natural features, such as Boann, the Goddess and eponym of
Ireland's River Boyne; the Lady of the Lake in the Arthurian myths; Aine of
the hills of Munster; or Sioann of the River Shannorl.6

Endures Great Sorrow or Personal Tragedy

A virgin usually has a series of tragedies or personal disasters as the central

focus of her myth, such as Deirdre of the Sorrows, Wales's Branwen, or the

healing Goddess Airmid, who sees her jealous father slay her brother.

Embodies Joy and Thkes Risks

Deirdre of the Sorro.s,7 Grainne, and other Goddesses mentioned in this

chapter express a great joy in life, and they take risks to get or keep it, even

though the end result is more often tragic than happy.

Gives Birth to a Son, Often by Magickal Means

Examples are Eri of the Golden Hair, who is impregnated by a beam of sun-

light; Dechtere, who conceives by drinking a soul from a cup; and Finchoem,

who swallowed a worm she found crawling on a magickal well and conceived

Conall of the Victories. Goddesses who give birth to animais are usually re-

lated to agricultural cycles and are viewed as mother aspects.

Goes on Great Adventures
One example is Grainne,8 *'ho lures the young warrior Diarmuid away from

her marriage feast to another man. Together they ran the length of Ireland

with the Fianna warriors in pursuit.

Symbolizes Peace, Yet is Often a Warrior
Brigantia, the sovereign spirit of the Bretons, is one example. Ruling queens

or chieftains, such as Queen Maeve, aiso fit into this category.

Part of a Romantic Triangle

A virgin is often pulled between two men, either two lovers, or a father and

son. Examples are Isolde, who was in the middle of a contest between Corn-

wall's King Mark and Ireland's Tristan; and Grainne, who was wed to Fionn
MacCumhal but fled with her lover Diarmuid.

Fought Over by Tho or More Men
\7hen two men are fighting for possession of a woman, either a sexual contest

or a fight for some possession of hers, it is likely she is a virgin. The fight ls
87
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one of sovereignty, with the old king weakening and dying and needing to be

replaced by a younger man. The winner will be the one who possesses the sex-

ual favors of the sovereign Goddess. In Welsh mythology we see an example
of this in Olwen's father Ysbadadden, who sers up obstacles ro rry and keep

her from her desired lover Culwch.

Tiiple Goddess Aspect Embodying Vrgin Attributes
\ny Tiiple Goddess or thrice-appearing feminine archetype who embodies

other attributes marking her as a virgin Goddess is iikely a virgin aspecr, such

as Anu, the virgin aspect of Anu, Dana, and Badb, or Guinevere when she

first marries King Arthur.

Questions About the Yirgin For Celtic Women

The following questions may be asked of yourself at any time in your explo-
ration of the virgin aspects. Whether you have been involved in Cekic Pa-
ganism for a long time, or whether you are just beginning to explore it, the
virgin has something to teach you.

What ideas and images do the words "virgin" and "maiden" conjure up in
my mind?

How do I feel about the virgin Goddess?

Do I feel the virgin has any relevance to my life nowl Why or why not?

Do I feel a kinship with the virgin, or am I at odds with herl

Does the virgin make me feel jealousy? Anger? Happiness? \Uhy?

Am I comfortable with the virgin archetype? lfhy or why not/

How do I imagine that the men in my life feel about the virgin Goddess?

Does any aspect of their feelings threaten or comfort me?

What do I hope to get out of working with the virgin Goddessl What
do I think or expect her to give to me?

What can I offer the virgin in return?

What do I not expect the virgin to be able to do for me?

Can I easily relate the virgin aspect of the Goddess to her other
two formsl

What virgin aspects do I possess or not possess? Which of these

would I like to change if I can?
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Vir gtn Meditation and Exer cis e

Set aside a block of time when you can be the virgin. This can be a few hours
or an entire day. During this time allow your thoughts and outward actions to
be those archetypally belonging to the virgin. Allow everything you do or plan
during this time to be an adventure; pian new things to do in the near future,
make fresh starts, deal with both 1oy and sorroq indulge your vanity, bestow fa-
vors and delegate authoriry, indulge your spontaneous side, play hke a child,
giggle, or set aside some time with other women just to enjoy yourselves.

During this period you must be able to inreract with at least one other per-
son who is unaware that you are indulging your virgin self. If you can interact
with more, all the better. This allows you to gauge the reactions of others to
your virgin aspect.

As soon as possible after this exercise, find some private time to meditate
on the qualities of the virgin Goddess and how rhose are and are nor mani-
fested within you regardless of your chronological age. Be sure to write down
your impressions in a Book of Shadows or magickal diary for future reference.

Rituals of Awakening: Celebrating the Virgin
\7e have awakenings all the time; spiritual, ethical, life-changing, personal,
and more. All these new beginnings mark the end of old cycles and the be-
ginning of new ones. These are the province of the virgin.

Times you may especially want to celebrate, honor, or petition the virgin
through ritual are:

. \Uhen you are coming of age or when you are leading a ritual for a
young woman who is coming of age (this is a ceremony, widely
popular in Pagan circles, that marks spiritual adulthood)

. \7hen you need to ask for help rnaking a change in your life

. When change has come and you need help getting used to its flow

. When pleasant changes have come and you wish to offer thanks

. 'When you need help making a change in your life

. During rituals of hallowing the sacred king

. During mating rituals

. \fhen doing divinations pertaining to awakenings, new ventures,
changes, fresh starts, or self-possession

. When the sun is weak and new in later winter and early spring

. \fhen the waxing crescenr moon first appears in the night sky
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In Celtic virgin rituals the featured color should be white, though blue is
finding favor. You may want to find one of those thick pillar candles boasting
three wicks that are seen more and more in candle and gift shops. If you find
one in white you can use it to honor the virgin while still acknowledging her
other two faces who are present but unseen. Spring-related libations are best
for the virgin; milk, honey, cream dishes, and sweets.

A variation on the traditional ritual circle appropriate to the virgin aspect
is to cast two smaller circles inside your primary circle to represent the earth
world and the otherworld form that the virgin emerges as in spring. (See Ap-
pendix C for step by step methods for circle castings.)

3

4

Notes
Markale, Jean.Women of the Cebs (Rochesteg Vt.: Inner Tiaditions
Intemational, Ltd., 1972), l3l.
Farraq Janet and Stewart. TheWitches' Goddz,ss (Custer, \ilfash.: phoenix
Publishing, Inc., 1987), 35.

Stewart, R. J. celnc Gods, cehic Goddesses (London: Blandford, 1,ggo), g2.

Keane, Patrick J. Tenible Beauty: Yeats, Joyce, Ireland, and the Myth of the Deuouring
Female (Columbia, Mo.: The University of Missouri press, 19Bg).

Green, Miranda J. celtic G odfu sses : wa:rriors, vir glns and Mother s (London:
British Museum Press, 1995), 2|-IZZ.
stewart, R. J. The PowerwithintheLand, (Shaftsbury Dorset: Element Books, 1991).
caldecott, Moyra' womenincelticMych (London: Arrow Books, 19gg), 151.
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THE MOTHER

f t is probably the mother aspect of the Tiiple
IGoddess with whom we are generally most

comfortable. We all understand the archetype

of a creative, nurturing woman because we see

this image almost daily. In modern cultures
this nurturing mother aspect is often the only
acceptable one for a woman to outwardly dis-

play-so long as she continues to look like
the beautiful young virgin, of course. The
media and many people in our lives relent-
lessly pound us with this daily message.

The mother Goddesses of the pre-patriar-

chal world hardly looked like the emaciated

women of modern preference, Extant iconog-
raphy shows us a radically different picture,

one of women with pendulous breasts, bulging
stomach, and ample lap, who proudly displays

her physical self and never hides in shame. Be-

cause patriarchy was a fact of European life by

the time the Celts came to power, Celtic
iconography shows us more slender Goddesses,

though many still cradle grains, children, or

fruits in their roomy laps.l Thankfully, many

statues and carvings from Romano-Celtic
Gaul are labeled with the names of Goddesses,

eliminating the guesswork as to the precise na-

ture of the figures.
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The mother Goddess often has two faces, rhat of a bright or hght mother
and that of the dark mother. These two figures represent the waxing and wan-
ing periods of the solar year, the waxing and waning of the moon, the change
from motherhood ro cronage, and the physical world and the Otherworld.
The light mother symbolizes a period of growrh, fertility, and action, the ac-
tive powers of the warrior and queen; the other represents stagnation, barren-
ness, and inacrion, the powers of the Witch and priestess. They can also rep-
resent the change from mother aspecr to crone.2 A Celtic mother Goddess
may also have three faces, being shown as a triple mother in whom one face
represents the harvest, another birth, and still other menstruation.S

In most cultures a mother Goddess is featured in its creation myth, but the
Celts are perhaps the only major culture in the world that does not have a
known creation story. It is assumed that they had one once, either one of their
own or one adapted from another culture with whom they made contact, but
none remains today.4 There are several Celtic myths that contain images that
might link them to the creation process; Goddesses who weave or spin, who
emerge from water, who bring animals or fertility ro the land, who birth great
Gods and heroes, or who are cleariy ancestral deities. Still, no single figure
emerges as anything remotely resembling a primal creation Goddess.

of the most definable celtic morher Goddesses is Modron, whose
name literally means "great mother." She was the mother of Mabon, whose
name roughly translates as "bright son." He was stolen from her when he was
only three days old but, in medieval legends, was resrored to her by King
Arthur who, in this instance, functions as her lover/consort and provides her
with a child who is really a younger aspect of himself. In the Celtic rradition
the lover/consorr of the Goddess is almost always his own father. Throughout
the cycle of the year he is born from the Goddess, mates with her, and then
dies so that he can be reborn from her.

nother mother is Ireland's Dana or Danu, whose eponym is found today
throughout Europe in places the Celts inhabited, such as the Danube River
Valley. Some Cekic scholars speculare that she is the most ancient of the
Celtic deities of whom we have exranr knowledge. The roor dnn in old Irish
means "knowledge," offering us an important insight into her character. The
name of the race known as the Tuatha De Dannann who make up the majoritl-
of deities and faery rulers of the Irish Celts, means "people of the Goddess
Dana," marking her as their ancestral deity or "great mother." The welsh
mother Goddess Don, and the Irish otherworld God Donn, are both thought
to be but other versions of Dana.5
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Over rime, Dana's image merged with that of Brighid, one of the most

widely worshiped Goddesses of the Celts. Brighid is viewed as both a virgin

and mother. Even when this Goddess was transformed into St. Brighid of the

Catholic Church, her images as virgin and mother blend and contradict each

other. Because she is a protective Goddess, and this is a trait of the mother,

and because she is linked to fire and the sun, other mother symbols, I feel this

aspect of her is the strongest'

Brighid is also a deity of creative inspiration, another mother correspon-

dence.6 She is credited with inventing the Irish art of keening (caoine), the

distinctive mourning wail she was moved to produce when she cried for her

slain son Ruadan. She is probably the origin of the faery ghost known as the

banshee (bemsidhe, or "woman faery"), whose keening can be heard through-

out the countryside on the night before a death. The banshee is also consid'

ered to be a protective spirit of a clan, perhaps an ancestral deity-both
clearly mothef Goddess attributes. She has also been worshiped as a warrior,

healer, guardian of children, patron of midwives, and sovereign'

One of the most interesting mother images is Macha of the Morrigan. The

myth of "The Curse of Macha" is part of the Ulster cycle of Irish myths, and

directly leads to events in the famous epic known as The Tain. In this myth,

Maeve goes to war over an Ulster-owned bull, and these events in turn lead

ro the death of the hero Cuchulain. This is where Macha's mother image

merges with those of the crone Goddess. As a Goddess of death and destruc'

tion (crone attributes), she once guarded the mesredmarhae, the pillared gate

on which the heads of conquered warriors were displayed at the Ulster

fortress of the Red Branch warriors, EmainMacha. As a mother she was a

horse Goddess whose husband, an Ulster king, declared that she could out-

run any horseman who challenged her. He was dared to make good his boast,

and the king asked Macha to complete a grueling race course. She protested

that, since she was in the end stages of her pregnancy' she could not do this.

The king was afraid of looking foolish or being kllled for his boasting, so he

ordered her to run the race. Macha turned to plead with the assembled war-

riors and asked, "'S(/on't you help me? After all, a mother bore each of you'"

Macha was given no reprieve. She completed the course victorious, but

died at the end while giving birth to twins. As her life ended, she cursed all

the bearded men of Ulster (meaning all adult male warriors) to have great

labor pains whenever danger threatened so that they would be unable to fight.

Only the famous warrior Cuchulain, who was famous for his baby face, was

immune to the curse, but the rest of the warriors fell under the spell and were

subsequently defeated by Connacht'7
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Celtic Holy Wells and the Healing' Fertile Mother

ThroughouttheCelticlandsareaplethoraofsacredorholywells.Someof
thesearewellsintherraditionalsense,inthattheyprovideanecessalywater
source for those fi"ig t'"ut them' Others are no more than small depressions

in ancient stones thai stand now, as in the pasl) at the center of sacred space'

ln lreland, r,.r.ar"6lof these old wells hu,r" lr""r-, adopted by the new religion

andaretodaythefocusofpilgrimagesandspeciairitesonPattetnDays'the
feastdaysofspecificsaintsfo,*ho-manyofthewellsare,'amed.STheyare
used for b"p,i,-ul "Vents' 

personal purification rites' and especially for heal.

ing,justasthey*""thot""ndsofyearsago'V/omenoftenapproachthewells
ro cure rhemselves of infertiiity, again lir-rkir-rg the well to the power of the

mother Goddess'

Healingisanattributeofthemother,someCfonesandvirginswerealso
healers,l.t.ugni''t't'istypeofoveriapisnotunusualinaculturethatviews
thefemininedivineu,"th,".-fuces-in.onedeity.Still,itisthemotherwho
retainsmostofthehealingpower'andevidenceexistsatmanyofthewells
todaythatlinksthemtotL,"-otheraspect.St.Kevin,sWellatGlendalough.
lreland, ,it, t'uo.i"J in a horsesho" ''hnp"d mound of earth and is flanked bv

birch rrees, br.h';J;"* ,o*.rr"9 ftr" wells that are nor named for saints

oftenbear,t-,",-,u^"ofmotherGoddesses,suchastheoften-visitedTobarBnd
(Brighid's W"ll) ;; County Donegal' Manv wells are named for Brighid' whc

becameSt'n'ighldi'-"f't"'-'"*'"ligion'BoththeChristianandthePagan
Brighid *"r" u"rl-Inuch linked with healing powers, and both had strong

motheraspects.ManyCelticPagansandChtistianpilgrimsstillseekherout
when theY need healing'

Theimageofthew"llit,"lfisarchetypallyoneofbirth.Thelong,narlo\\.
openingintheeafththatleadsfromthesurfacetothelife-givingwatetSource
below is a symbol of the birth canal, or vagina, of the- Great Mother who L'

the earth. coins and other offerings are srill placed in holy wells, just as the'

, were thousands of years ago' as away to guit' the-favor of the mother and c-

& ". -^-" - . *;;.r;,r,,r"*t o dwell'ther"ein. \7e1ls have also been viewed a'
r! the femtntne warel tu"':',*;;^:-'^-, *r.,. renresenrative of rebirth and ' 

-

5 p"rr^f, between the world of fotm and spirit' representa

5 ii"-rf-t^-""it lott'n"y into the Otherworld and back again'

2IrishmythologyandfolkloretellsofmanyGoddessesandheroineswhoart
LIJlinkedtowells,andtothehealingandfertilemagickofwells.Forexample
Fr

F Aibheaog * "-irr" 
Goddess from county Donegal-fire being an element c'

themotherGoddessintheCelticmyths-whorslinkedtoasacredwellther.
named f", Br;h;, ir"rai.u.ing thu, Aibh"aog may be but anorher face '
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Brighid. The waters of this well are said to be very effective against

toothaches, but the petitioner is required to leave a small white stone at the

well to represent the decayed tooth. This is a form of magick known as mag-

ickal substiturion, in which something unwanted is discarded or sacrificed for

something similar in exchange. It is a popular feature of Celtic folk magick

that is used liberally in places where Celtic ways still flourish'lo

Other healing properties common to these wells are cures for headaches,

backaches, mental illnesses, infertility, eye diseases, arthritis, and the healing

of children's ailments.l 1

Caolainn is a local deity in County Roscommon, and is the guardian spirit

of a magickal well there. She is best known for helping pilgrims get their

wishes, usually teaching in the process that the wisher did not really want

what she sought in the first place. The teaching of tough lessons is sometimes

a mother attribute, though this is more often the province of the crone'

Again, we have the overlapping spheres of influence common to the Celtic

tiple Goddesses.

Near the village of Brideswell (also meaning "Brighid's we11") in County

Roscommon is a well that was said to grant fertility to barren *o^".t.12 Itt
many cases, just sprinkling one's self with the waters was sufficient to gain

their powers. At other times, a more elaborate ritual was needed. In County

Sligo there is a well known as Our Lady's Bed. \fomen who feared dying in

childbirth would lie in this shallow well and turn over three times while peti-

tioning the Goddess in the form of Christianity's Mary that they would not die

in childbirth.l3 Thit may have been a form of "magickal substitution" in

which one action or offering is made as a symbolic sacrifice in order to gain

something else. In this case it may have been a form of mimicking death to lie

in a shallow depression on the ground, a symbolic sacrifice of life so that the

woman could hope to live through childbirth'

Stones or other objects found on or near the wells are often kept as fertility

talismans by female pilgrims. This belief has precedents in Celtic mythology.

Nessa, the warrior and scholar previously mentioned, refused to bear the child

of the man who captured her, so she decided to impregnate herself by con-

suming two worms she found crawling ovef a holy well' When her son, the fu'

ture High King Conor MacNessa, was born, he held two worms clenched in

his tiny fists.

That these wells contained power forbidden to certain seekers is a recur-

rent theme in Celtic well mythology. Liban, a Goddess who is associated with

water, reincarnation, and knowledge, was the guardian deity of lrish holy

wells. One day, when she let down her vigilance' one of the wells gushed
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forth a flood that formed Lough Neath in Northern lreland. Liban lost her
Goddess status in Irish folklore and became a spirit doomed ro reside in wells
and rivers.

In folklore it is the Goddess of inspiration, Cebhfhionn, who can be found
sitting atop the Well of Knowledge, from whlch she fills a bottomless vessel.
Her intent is to keep this magickal water from humans for their own good.
Like an overly protective mother, she feels we can neither handle no, apf.eci-
ate true wisdom.

Another popular myth tells of Sionnan, for whom the River shannon is
named, and her haphazard approach to a well which turned out to be the
otherworld's famous well of Knowledge (or Well of Sagais), to perform some
unspecified ritual. Her irreverent action so outraged the well that its waters
rose up and sucked her down. For this action she was forever denied entrance
to the peace of the otherworld, and now resides in the waters of Ireland as
the queen of its rivers.

This well of knowledge is somerimes identified as a well of wisdom, and
here the lines between mother and crone blur. Bean Naomha is a county
Cork Goddess who swims as a trout in the lfell of the sun (Tobar Ki-na,-
Greina).In her fish form she is a Goddess of wisdom, an oracle from whom
answers are not easily obtained. To use her well for divination, local legend
says you must crawl as you approach it, then crawl clockwise around its rim
three times. with each pass you must take a drink and then place upon the
well a stone the size of a dove's eye. After you have done this, form a question
in your mind and glance into Bean Naomha's well for rhe answer.

Attributes and Correspondences of the Mother
The mother archetype sometimes overlaps with the virgin, though more
often' when overlap occurs, it is with the crone. This makes sense in terms of
our perceptions of linear time, in which the Goddess ages from virgin to
crone. lfhen reading through Celtic myths, legends, and folklore, the mother
can besr be identified by these clues:

Gives Birth to Animals, Land Features, or plants
Examples are Bo Find and her sisters, who give livestock to Ireland by coming
from the Otherworld to birth them there.

Possesses Fertility
The mother is often presented as pregnant, as giving birth, or as granting the
power of fertility to others. she can also grant fertirity to the land or to irs
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animals. Sometimes she is capable of impregnating herself by unusual means'

such as when Nessa used the wofms found on the rim of a sacred wel|, or

when Queen Etar swallowed a magfly and gave birth to Edain.

Represents Creativity and Inspiration

The mother not only has these powers hersell but can grant them to others.

Brighid and the Irish faery/Goddess/vampire/mother known as the Leanan'

sidhe both fepresent this aspect, and are often petitioned for aid by those in

the arts. Another such Goddess is Saba, a woman who was turned into a deer

before she bore her son, the poet and warrior Ossian, whose poetic talents

were evident at birth.
Canola is thought to be one of the oldest of the Irish deities and is credited

as the inventof of lreland's long-cherished symbol, the harp. Folklore tells us

that she fell asleep outdoorc while listening to the most beautiful music she'd

ever heard. When she awakened she saw that the music was coming from the

sinews of a gutted whale through which a strong breeze was passing. She fash-

ioned the harp to recreate this sound and is said to be able to bestow her mu-

sical talents to others.

Is Given Leadership of Her Clan or Country

Queens like Maeve of Connacht wefe not uncommon among the Celts. Fe-

male succession into positions of power, queens and chieftains who were

mother-figures just as kings were father-figures, were once pop.rlat.l4 A.ty

women with this position is likely to be an aspect of the mother Goddess.

Myths Containing Menstrual, Birth Canal, or Well Images

Nearly all the well Goddesses qualifu as mothers, though some have crone at-

tributes. Others have images linking them to the menstrual cycle, such as

'!i/ales'Gwyar. Gwyar's full Welsh name means "shedding blood" or "gore."

Linked to Agricultural Cycles or the Harvest

The earth is the mother. In her womb is planted seeds, where they grow as

crops, and from her body they are born to us at harvest time.

Unlike the Goddess in most other cultures, there are not as many Celtic

Goddesses who clearly function as agriculture or harvest deities, though a

few do exist. These are mostly from Celtic Gaul, where contact with the Ro-

mans led to the creation of many statues and icons of Goddesses bearing har'

vesr symbols.15 One such Gaulish Goddess is Deae Matres, a triple deity

s.hose name means "mother Goddesses." Though none of her legends sur-

r-ive, many inscriptions and sculptures attest to her worship. In one icon she

is seen as a robed trio bearing baskets of flowers (spring), grain (summer),
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and fruit (autumn), symbols that represent the three non-winter seasons in
which agricultural events take place. Other icons of Celtic mother Goddesses
hold cornucopias or harvest tools to link them to these events.

Has Solar or Fire Image or Links
In many other European cultures, the mother Goddess is linked to the full
moon. The Celtic mothers are linked instead to the sun (see Chapter 1g for
more on this phenomenon). The sun is an active force, whereas the moon is
viewed as passive. The mother is also an active force, becoming pregnant, giv,
ing birth, and nourishing her offspring.

This active principle includes the Goddesses of hot springs, too, since these
were believed to have been heated by a sun deep within the earth. celtic sun,
fire, and hot springs Goddesses wirh mother attributes include Adsullata,
Aimend, Aine, Brighid, Lassair, Rosmerta, and Sul.

ls An Ancestral Deity
The great mother is the one to whom an entire race or tribe can trace its ori-
gins. The TuathaDeDannan certainly had this in Dana. Another is corn-
*all's_Elel, from whgTr allQomish ki.tgs claimed desce.,t.Eleifchild.en and
grandchildren were blended into some of the Arrhrrrirr-.' loo"n,-lq *rith Flo-grandchrldren were blended into some of the Arrhurian lesends. with Elen
occadiofrSfly being romantically linked to the magician Merlin.

Has Strong Protective Instincts and Powers
The mother seeks ro protect those whom she loves, especially children. often
a mother Goddess will be depicted sporting a shield or wielding a weapon. Ar
other times, only her myths and legends tell us of her protective nature, such
as those of Caireen, an Irish champion and defender of youth, probably once
a patron Goddess of children.

Has A Nurturing Aspect
Women who care for others are also good candidates for mother Goddesses.
Those cared for do not have to be children but anyone for whom the mother
feels responsible. The Goddess Airmid, who collected healing herbs that she
grew on the grave of her beloved brother, has mother attributes.
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May Have a }Iorse AsPect

Because the horse is linked to sovereignty, a horse Goddess is usually a virgin'

though sometimes, as in the case of Macha, she is a mothef. when white in

color, the horse is a symbol of travel between this world and the Otherworld'

the dream realms, sexuality, fertility, and personal power-the latter two

being exceptionally strong mother attributes. So ingrained in Celtic thought

*", ihi, link that Irish folk custom taught that white horses were not wel-

come at funerals'

Symbolized by Caves or by Earth'Dwelling Animals

In many cultures the Goddesses who afe seen as living in subterranean places

are mother Goddesses, often reborn in spring as virgins. There is less of this

imagery in the celtic pantheon than in others of old Europe, but the image of

the?aery woman\I/ho lirr", beneath the ground and comes out to steal chil-

dren for herself is certainly a popular one in celtic lands. other mother God'

desses take on the form of earth-dwelling animals, like the Irish snake God-

dess Corchen, who archetypally represents rebirth'

Symbolized by or Lives in Hillsides

Hills or burghs have been thought to be the homes of Celtic faeries for cen'

turies, faeries who were once the powerful deities of the land- Two such God-

desses are Scotland's Momu, a deity of wells and hillsides' and England's

Magog, a four-breasted horse Goddess for whom two mountains are named'

Magog became England's St' Margaret'

Possible Links to Lost Creation Myth

Any Goddess whose imagery could possibly link her to lost Celtic creation

-yih, is also likely to be a mother aspect. Two examples of these are Ireland's

Irnan, who could spin webs to entrap marauding enemies, and \Vales' Arian-

rhod, who i, ,oln"tirnes depicted as a weaver. In other cultures, Goddesses

who are weavers, spinners, or otherwise make cloth are often tied to that cul-

ture's creation myths. -l
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Linked to the Turning of the
Wheel of the Year
The ever-spinning wheel of the
year (explored fully in Chapter 17)
is sometimes seen as being turned
by the mother. The symbol of
Brighid, the Brighid's or St.
Brighid's Cross, represents this
turning. It has four points, one for
each of the major solar festivals of
the year. It also represents the unity
of the Goddess as a principle of the
creative life force. One is male and
the other female, and their union
creates all things. The Cross is also
a glyph for the earth rhat she rules
and loves as its mother. A Brqhids Cross
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Questions About the Mother For Celtic Wunen
The following questions may be asked of yourself at any time in your explo-
ration of the mother aspects. \Thether you have been involved in Celtic pa.
ganism for a long time, or whether you are just beginning to explore it, the
mother has something to teach you.

what images or ideas does the word "mother" conjure up in my mind?

Do the words "nurturer" or "healer" conjure up any special images?

How do I feel about rhe mother Goddess?

Do I feel the mother has any relevance to my life now? \7hy or why not?

Do I feel a kinship with the mother or am I at odds with her?

Does the mother make me feel jealousy? Anger? Happiness? lfhyl
Am I comfortable with the mother archetype? Why or why not?

How do I imagine that the men in my life feel about the mother Goddess?
Does any aspect of their feelings threaten or comfort me?
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What do I hope to get out of working with the mother Goddess? What do

I thlnk or expect her to give to me?

What can I offer the mother in return?

What do I not expect the mother to be able to do for me?

Can I easily relate the mother aspect of the Goddess to her other two

forms?

'Sfhat mother aspects do I possess or not possess? Which of these would I
like to change if I can?

Mother Meditation drld Exer cis e

Set aside a block of time when you can be the mother. This can be a few

hours or an entire day. During this time, allow your thoughts and outward ac-

rions to be those archetypally belonging to the mother. Allow everything you

do or plan to do during this time to have nurturing or protective qualities;

work in your garden, walk in the woods, give some extra care to family or

other loved ones, allow your creative self to flourish, or finish ("give birth to")
a project on which you have working.

During this period you must be able to interact with at least one other per-

son who is unaware that you are indulging your mother side. If you can inter-
act with more, all the better. This contact will allow you to gauge the reac-

tions of others to your mother self.

As soon as possible after this exercise, find some private time to meditate

on the qualities of the mother Goddess and how those are and are not mani-

fest within you, regardless of your chronological age. Be sure to write down

vour impressions in a Book of Shadows or magickal diary for future reference.

Rituals of Creation: Celebrating the Mother

!?omen are natural creators, not just because we possess a womb but because i
u,e have had to nurture our creativity to survive with sanity intact for centuries H
in a world that has sought to repress or vilifit women's natural talents. Creativ- 

=iry has allowed us to express ourselves in ways that have been meaningful to us q
rvhile not threatening the patriarchy. It is no accident that tapestry and needle' ;
rvork from the past is so exquisitely lovely; it was one of the few creative outlets f-!
allowed to women and, in the name of the church or of teaching their children, F

drey made the most of the opportunity.
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Times you may especially want to celebrate, honor, or petition the mother
through ritual are:

. 'Vfhen you are trying to become pregnant

. \7hen you have given or are about to give birth

. 'v7hen 
leading a wiccaning/Paganing ceremony for a newborn (this is a

ritual dedication in which the parents presenr their child to the deities
and ask their blessing upon the infant)

' \fhen you wish to give thanks for your "children" (children in this
case reGrs ro any of your babies: projects seen through to completion,
favorite activities that are successful, pets, organizations, and so on, as

well as your own offtpring)
. when you wish to offer thanks for your own talents and achievements
. \7hen you are doing a land or garden blessing

. 'Vfhen 
you are healing or being healed

. W'hen you need a creative boost

. During fertility rituals

. when doing divinations pertaining ro creativity, fertility, chlldbirth,
children, or matters of the home and heart

. lfhen the sun is strong in summer

. lfhen the fields are rich with growing crops

. During the full moon

In Celtic mother rituals the featured color should be red. you may wanr to
find one of those thick pillar candles that boast three wicks for use in your rit-
ual. A red one can be used to honor the mother, while still acknowledging her
other two faces who are present but unseen. Summer-related libations are best
for the mother: grains, eggs, and fresh meats.

A variation on the ritual circle appropriate to a mother rirual is to divide
the primary circle into the three smaller sections, similar to a triskele pattem.
Name one for each aspect of the Tiiple Goddess, for the three levels of the
otherworld, or for any other triple Celtic aspect you choose. \fork the main
part of your mother ritual within the circle most closely related to her attrib-
utes. (See Appendix C for step by step methods for circle castings.)
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Notes

1 For photos and discussion of some of the icons, please see Miranda J. Green's

Symbol andlmageinCekicReligious Art (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,

1992),34, t9t.
2 Janet and Stewart Farrar's TheWitches' Goddpss (Custer, !7ash.: Phoenix Publishing,

Inc., 1987) devotes a brief chapter to this dichotomy (Chapter III, 18-23).

3 Green, 191.

4 Matthews, Caitlin. The Elements of the Celtic Tra&ition (Shaftsbury Dorset:

Element Books, 1989), 8.

5 Stewart, R. J. Celtic Gods, Cekic God.desses (London: Blandford, 1990),64.

6 Matthews,50.

7 Other interpretations of the meaning of this myth can be found in Mary Condren's

The Serpent and the Goddess: Women, Religlon and Power in Cekic lrelntA (San

Francisco: Harper & Row, l9B9),33-36. Condren speculates that men may

have imitated the birth pangs of women when going to battle so that the Goddess

who protected women in childbirth would protect them as well. This theory

seems to have holes in it since the purpose of Macha's actions was clearly to

curse the men, not to help them.

8 For a full discussion of these wells and their uses in lreland, see Patrick Logan's

The Holy WeIIs of Irelml (Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire: Smythe, 1980).

9 Rodgers, Michael and Marcus Losack. Glendalough: ACebic Pilgrimage

(Blackrock, Co. Dublin: The Columba Press, 1996),117.

10 For a detailed look at this rype of Celtic magick as it remains today in southern

Appalachia, please see my work MounninMaglck: FolkWisdom from the Hemt

of Appaltrchia (St. Paul, Minn.; Llewellyn, 1995).

11 For more detail, see Logan, Chapter 6.

12 Logan,83.

13 Ibid,82.

14 Markale, Jean.Women of the Celts (Rochester, Vt.: Inner Tiaditions International,

Ltd.,1.972),99.

15 Green, 31 and 34.
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THE CRONTE

he crone both fascinates and repels, like a
horror movie that we know will scare us

out of a full night's sleep but still feel com-

pelled to watch. The crone is our Halloween

witch who rides her broomstick across the face

of the autumn moon, she is the faery tale hag

who lures children and young women to their
doom with sweets,l and she is the woman on

the street who is shunned and pushed aside

simply because she is old and perceived as use-

less. But the crone is also our grandmother, our

teacher, and our ultimate fate. We shall be-

come her as we age, and we shall return to her

when life on earth has run its course. Unfortu-
nately, humans have always feared death;

therefore, the crone becomes a constant re-

minder of that which we hold in dread and yet

cannot avoid. This death image is further seen

in the cessation of her "power times," or her

menstrual cycles. Rather than shedding this

blood of life, she retains it within herself, keep-

ing the power locked inside her.

All too many books on Wiccan/Pagan prac-

tice still advise that it is best to leave this dark

side of the Goddess alone, to restrict our ex-

plorations of divinity to the more comfortable

virgin and mother aspects. Fortunately, this

seems to be a slowly changing trend. To our

own detriment, we shun the crone. To ignore101



her is to ignore a vital part of ourselves, and this cuts us off from some of the

greatest spiritual knowledge available. As women it is especially important

that we integrate the crone into our practices and recognize her within our-

selves. Only by doing this can we be completely whole and open to the

greater mysteries of women's spirituality. We must come face to face with her

to know that important shadow self that is a part of us all.2 \Uhen we achieve

this knowledge, we can integrate all aspects of our being into one total whole-

ness. The resulting personal power is very strong.

The Celtic crone is a particularly strong archetype. lfhereas the virgin
contains most of the sovereign power and the mother most of the healing

power, the crone contains the magickal or transformative power. As can be

expected, there is some overlap between mother and crone imagery. This is
especially seen in the crone's surprisingly sexual aspects. As a devourer of life,

she is a Goddess to whom sacrifices are made. This image has caused a great

deal of fear of her, especially among men.

This connection is made clearer through one of the symbols of the crone,

the spinning wheel, an archetypal representation of her spinning the thread

of life and clipping it at life's end. The distaff of the wheel, the spool on which
the completed yarn is wound, was seen as a feminine magickal tool of great

power. In the Teutonic traditions, there is even a festival honoring the distaff

and its life and death imagery. One old Irish superstition says that one must

never hit a male animal with a distaff or it will be rendered impotent.

Sexual sacrifice is another important part of Celtic spirituality, and is re-

lated strongly to Celtic annual fertility cycles (see Chapter 12) and to the de-

vouring Goddess. The Sheila-na-Gig who opens her yawning vulva to us is

one such image of a devourer with a sexual nature, consuming with her vagina

rather than her mouth. In Latin this sexually devouring aspect was known as

vaglna dentata, meaning the "vagina with teeth."

\7hen I was in high school, a particularly crude joke began circulating

about a country boy whose mother warned him about the dangers of the

"vagina with teeth" when he went off to the big city to live. Eventually the

boy married, but on his wedding night refused to have sex with his bride be-

cause of what his mother had told hlm. The bride spread wide her legs to

show her new husband that she was not hiding anything between them. The

young man's eyes grew wide with fear and he said, "You can't fool me. \ilith
lips like that, there's got to be teeth!"

In many cultures around the world this devourer image was so greatl.v

feared that the mouths of human women were deemed ugly and were required

to be covered. Islamic and Chinese cultures provide two such examples. In
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Islam, women are required to keep the lower half of their faces covered when
in public, and Chinese women were once trained to lower their heads when
they spoke and to cover their mouths when they laughed. There was also a
prevalenr belief in Europe that the reason women generally outlived men was
rhat the old women were able to suck the life force from men to extend their
og,n lives.3

Fear of having their life essence drained away by a woman, especially by an
old woman, gave rise to a belief that a magickal oblect known as an aiguillette,
a small noose-like piece of rope used in binding spells, was employed to take
away male sexual potency. Though it is a interesting theory, no one ever has
adequately explained why a woman would be motivated to do this.

This death Goddess aspect embodied by the crone is so strong that we often
see her as being more pervasive in myth than she actually is. For example, the
Morrigan is a much-talked-about Goddess, repeatedly explored in most texrs
on Celtic or women's spirituality, yet she is actually mentioned very few times
in actual recorded mythology.4 She is occasionally exaggerated to portray her
in ways that emphasize her death aspects. Sometimes she is a Tliple Goddess
Ln the traditional sense of virgin, mother, and crone, but she is also portrayed
as a triple crone form. This crone triplicity has little basis in mythology but
still has become an important part of modern-day oral traditions.

One of the best-known aspects of the Celtic crone is the Cailleach, whose
name means "old woman," and who has become a synonym for the "old hag"
Goddess in Gaelic-speaking lands. She is sometimes portrayed as having a
blue face, or as an evil faery whose magickal staff freezes to the touch, or as a

'eiled 
Goddess who hides her hideousness along with her mysteries.s To lift

her veil is a metaphor for parting the symbolic curtain separating the other-
u'orld from our own. 'Vfhen 

we can do that, and successfully travel between
rhe worlds, we have access to the mysteries of the crone. (Also see Chapter
14, "Feminine Celtic Shamanism.") The triple aspect of the Cailleach is evi-
dent from descriptions of her as having a white apron, red teeth, and black
clothing.6 The red teeth in this case are as much as indication of her devourer
nature-as in the consumption of blood-as they are, in their color, part of
her mother self.

In the old Breize or Brezonek language of Brittany, the crone is known as the
Groac'h, another name that means "old woman" but that has taken on evil
overtones and is now translated as "Witch." This is "Witch" in the mistaken
sense, as in "a follower of the Christian anti-God Satan" and not as a follower
of old European nature religions. The Groac'h appears as the antagonist in nu-
merous Breton folktales, none of them portraying her in a flattering manner.
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Attributes and Correspondences of the Crone

\7hen reading through Celtic myths, legends, or folklore, the crone can gen-

erally be identified by these clues:

Has Shapeshi{ting Abilities
Other aspects of the Goddess can shapeshift; so can many Celtic faery women.

Howeveq the crone is a master shapeshifter, able to transform herself into ani-

mals at will. She is especially fond of becoming a bird. Birds in Celtic mythol-
ogy represent the transition from life to death and are often used as symbols of
movement between the world of the living and that of the dead. The crone

can also shapeshift into her virgin form, usually in the spring. One of Ireland's

great mythic books, The Book of Lecan,T emphasizes this cyclic nature of the

Cailleach by telling us that she had seven youthful periods with seven different
mates, after which she became a crone again. This connects her with the old

cycles of regicide in which old klngs had to die so that younger, stronger ones

could mate with the Goddess of the land (see Chapter 1Z).

Depicted as a Devourer or Destroyer
The crone Goddess consumes life. Sometimes she is a war or battle Goddess

like the Morrigan, who consumes in the heat of battle. At other times she is

shown as physically large, her stomach full of humanity, as in the Welsh myth
of Cymedei Cymeinfoll, known as the "big belly of battle." At still other times

she is the Sheila-na-Gig, who offers her body as a portal to the greater myster-

ies, or a magician like Carman, a County Wexford Goddess, whose magick

can destroy anything by thrice chanting a spell over it.

Lives in the Otherworld or Outside an Earthly Tribe

The imagery of the crone's world is clearly underworldly, concerning the dark

aspects of the Otherworld. Due to modem folklore depicting the village wise

woman as a crone Witch, she is sometimes seen as living on the fringes of the

community, like the famous Witch Biddy Early (see Chapter 13).

14 Symbolized by Crows or Ravens

Z As carrion birds, the crow and the raven are strong Celtic symbols of the

Y, crone as a devourer. Badb, one of the Morrigan, is often seen as a cro% and in
(, her triple form is often shown as a raven shrieking over the battlefields. Birds

H in Celtic mythology archetypally represent a transition from life to death,S
I
F and it was one of Badb's duties to help others make this transition so they

could reach the Otherworld.
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Takes Humans Into Otherworld Upon Death
',,\here sometimes a virgin Goddess or faery queen will take a human, usually

: male, into the Otherworld for the purpose of mating with him, the crone

:akes humans into the Otherworld almost exclusively upon their death. The

:rorv and raven imagery best shows this transition.

Presides Over War and Battles

3ecause war brings death, crone Goddesses like the Morrigan are present.

lalied an evil \fitch, faery, or demon, like the Cailleach or Groac'h, the

:rone is often drawn in less-than-flattering terms. The words evil' old, hag,

nJ ugly are often used to describe her.

\frths Perverted to Inspire Fear

lhe crone is often cast in a role where she is featsome, as a war Goddess must

:o. and this image has been used to scare children into better, socially accept'

,:ie behavior. One example of this is Ireland's Moingfhion, whose name

:-.ans "white-haired." Her myth concems her attempted murder of her step-

., n. Archetypally, she plays the role of the crone who must kill and then

:--um the dying God so that he may be reborn through her. But in modern

-:.^and, it is a Halloween custom to say prayefs to protect one's self from her
,,::fi, especially if one has children in the house.

\[.-th Makes E{{ort to Devalue or Diabolize }Ier
i:ren it is clear that a myth or folktale has gone to extra lengths to cast one of

. :emale figures in a lesser or demonic role, she is likely a crone being belittled
,-: -',f fear. An example is the continen€l crone Goddess Carravogue, who was

--::ed into a snake by a Christian saint for eating a forbidden food, a clear ef.
r. r:: ar making her a Celtic Eve responsible for the downfall of humanity.

::.metimes Shown As Having an LJnpleasant Appearance

li-= Celtic crone cannot always be identified by her unpleasant appearance,

,"tr,; :nany Goddesses who fulfill other roles are depicted in less-than'pleasing

',' 
.'i'. But if the image is one of hideousness coupled with old age or a devour'

t:.,: :tature, then she is usually a crone aspect'

]:ssesses or ljses a Cauldron
--,= cauldron archetypally represents rebirth, a function over which the

-,:-:-; Crone presides. Goddesses such as Cerridwen, Badb, and Cymedei

- , *-tLnfoll are examples of cauldron bearers. In Celtic eschatology, or end of

Lr = ,'"-,rld beliefs, it is a crone who will cause the end to come by boiling over

:n, :auldron of life, death, and rebirth, engulfing the planet and turning it
:r r: , ' Ereat wasteland.9
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Associated with Burial Grounds or Sacred Ruins
Most of these Goddesses have become wicked faeries in modern folklore,
though they were probably once crone Goddesses. Many of these now guard

various burial cairns in Ireland and Scotland. Cally Berry, a north Irish ver-

sion of the Cailleach, was said to have created Newgrange Cairn by dropping

it into place boulder by boulder.lo

Possesses Great Wisdom or the Gift o{ Prophecy

With age comes wisdom and, consequently, better divination skills, both at-

ffibutes that the crone possesses in abundance. The crone Badb was said to

have prophesied the downfall of the Tuatha De Dannan at the hands of the

Milesians, and many believe she prophesied the Great Irish Potato Famine of
1345-1849. A Scottish Goddess of prophecy and transcendent knowledge,

Corra, appears in the form of a crane. (Note the bird image!) In Wales, Drem,

a prophetess in the employ of a \felsh king, had the power to know when

someone was planning aggression against her country. Cerridwen and her caul-

dron of knowledge also readily come to mind when thinking of wise crones.

Teaches Tough Lessons

This aspect is seen more in the oral tradition and in women's traditions than

in the original myths. Often the crone deals out harsh punishment or teaches

hard lessons to her students or those on spiritual quests. This is a form of chal-

lenge to the seeker, who must face her deepest fears and uncertainties in order

to progress, a concept found in mystery schools around the world, including

the Celtic. Some guardian crone Goddesses and some of the women in

Arthurian myths, such as Morgan LeFay, fit this image.

Can Control the Weather or Bring On Winter
The crone is also thought to be able to control the weather, and has been

viewed as an evil faery because of this, particularly in Scotland, which has a

host of wearher-controlling faery lore. The Cailleach is one such example.

Because winter is the time of death and hibernation, the season in which

1-.r hfe lies dormanr awaiting rebirth, it is the season of the crone. Much Celtic

7 folklore links the crone to this season. The already discussed Cailleach of

2 Scotland is a prime example. In the modem folklore that has made her an ed
U faery, she is the queen of winter. In her gnarled blue hand she carries a smC
UI; that can turn anything it touches to ice and bring winter upon the landscapa
I
F
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Questions About the Crone for CelticWomen
The following questions may be asked of yourself at any time in your explo-
ration of the crone aspects. \Thether you have been involved in Celtic pa-

ganism for a long time, or whether you are just beginning to explore it, the
crone has something to teach you.

What ideas and images does the word "crone" conjure up in my mind?

What about the words "hag," "harridan," "virago," and,,Cailleach"?

How do I feel about the crone Goddess/

Do I now, or have I ever, feared the crone? What caused this fear?
How did I end the fear? Or, if it is still an issue, how do I plan
to end the fear?

Do I feel the crone has any relevance ro my life now?'S7hy or why not?

Do I feel a kinship with the crone or am I at odds with her?

Does the crone make me feel jealousy? Unease? Joy? \7hy?

Am I comfortable with the crone archetype? W-hy or why not?

How do I imagine the men in my life feel about the crone Goddess?
Does any aspect of their feelings threaten or comfort me?

What do I hope to get out of working with the crone Goddess?
What do I think ol expecr her to give to me?

What can I offer th. .rorr"]il{.rrrr?

!ilhat do I not expect rhe crone ilqrbl" to do for me?

Can I easily relate the crone aspecr of the Goddess to her orher two formsJ

\\rhat crone aspects do I possess or nor possess? which of these would I
like to change if I can/

Cr one Meditation and Exer cis e

:o: aside a block of time when you can be the crone. This can be a few hours
- r :n entire day. During this time allow your thoughts and outward actions to
:. :hose archetypally belonging to the crone. Allow everything you do or
:,,:l curing this time to be born of the inner wisdom of your crone self. Go
:-:-ugh this time fully aware of your inner power, wield it quietly and well,
r j ;elebrate your aging processes.
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During this period you must be able to inreract with at least one other per-
son who is unaware that you are indulging your crone self. If you can interact
with more than one person at this time, all the better. This contact willallow
you to gauge the reactions of others to your crone aspect.

As soon as possible after this exercise, find some private time to meditate
on the qualities of the crone Goddess and how they are and are not manifest
within you, regardless of your chronological age. Be sure to write down your
impressions in a Book of Shadows or magickal diary for future reference.

Rituals of Wisdom: Celebrating the Crone

We all have flashes of wisdom, times we feel "older than our years" or when
mysteries make themselves known to us and, to our delighted astonishment,
we fully comprehend them. This is the province of the crone.

Times you may especially want to celebrate, honoq or petition the crone
through ritual are:

. lUhen you reach menopause, or are going to a ritual to celebrate
someone else's having reached reached menopause

. Upon a death

. During rituals of passing over (these are rites that memorialize
a deceased loved one)

. When doing divinations pertaining to profound change, endings,
knowledge, wisdom, death, war, self-confidence, and women's mysteries

. 'S7hen mourning the death of the God in autumn

. \Uhen the sun is weakening in autumn

. When the waning crescent moon first appears in the night sky

In Celtic crone rituals the featured color is almost always black, though
sometimes gray, orange, or brown is seen. You may want to find one of those
thick pillar candles that boasts three wicks for use in your rirual. A black
one can be used to honor the crone while still acknowledging her other two
faces who are present but unseen. Autumn-related libations are best for the
crone: fruits (especially apples), wines, berries, pumpkins, and all late-au-
tumn produce.

A variation on the circle appropriate to the crone is to use a half-circle.
Plan your ritual space up against a wall or rocky outcropping. Physically draw
it as far as you can, then mentally complete it behind the barrier. This barrier
is perfect for representing the "unknown," an attribute deeply associated with
the crone. (See Appendlx C for step by step methods for circle casrings.)
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Notes
These images can be seen in the faery tale crones of Snoc, white and
Hansel anl Gretel.

Mynne, Hugh. The FaerieWay (St. paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1996),ZL

\7alker, Barbara G. The Cr one : Woman of 1€r, \X/isdom, anA p ow er (San
Francisco: HarperCollins, 1985), 18.

Caldecott, Moyra. WomeninCekicMyrh (London: Arrow Books, 19gg), l3g.
Marthews, caitlin. The Elements of the cehicTradition (Shaftsbury Dorset:
Element Books, l9B9), 2I.

Monaghan, Patricia. The Book of Goddesses utdHeroines (St. paul, Minn.:
Llewellyn, 1990),66.

Irish Educational Institute . Yellow Book of Lecan, VoL . I (Dublin:
Irish Texts Society, 1940).

Markale, Jean. Women of the Cehs (Rochester, Vt.: Inner Tladitions
Intemational, Ltd., 1972), 1 13 and 1 16.

lTalker devotes an entire chapter to the cauldron imagery of the crone:
Chapter 5,99-122.

Condren, Mary. The Serpent andthe Godless: Women, Religion andpower
in Cehic Ireland (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1989), gZ.
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THE ART
OF RITTJAL

DRAN4A
Re,Dis covering

C eltic lvty thic T e achings

o, the spelling of re-discovery is not a

typo. Many feminist writers have adopted

the practice of breaking apart common words at

unusual places to emphasize the deeper mean-

ings within them. In this case, our goal is liter-
ally to discover again, or re-discover, the mythic

mysteries that have been left within such easy

reach, yet often go unrealized.

How To Learn from the Celtic Myths

Myths are living things, ever-evolving with
the people who read and retell them. Many of
them are pure fantasy, and others contain ele-

ments of historical truth blended with fantasy

and spiritual teachings.

All religions are based on mythologies that
tell us about the nature of our deities, the ori-
gins of the universe, our place within it, and

how and when we can expect it will end.

Within that framework it is easy to see how the

myths have evolved over time to shove out the

feminine aspects. It is the job of women's spiri-

tuality to restore those aspects to their rightful
place, alongside that of the male creator deity.

So just how much change has occurred over

time in the Celtic myths? That is hard to say

for sure, but certain delineations are clear.
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Welsh mythologist Sir John Rhys wrote at the turn of the century that any
mythology is much more ancient than the oldest written verses that first cod-

ified it.1 Certainly it is a given that in virtually all ancient societies, the orig-

inal creation myth involved either a male and a female deity, or a woman

alone.2 Egocentric or not, people all insist that we are created in the image of
the deities. But it is women who have the wombs. Women give birth. There-
fore female deities-Goddesses-give birth to creation. This is not to take

away from the masculine contribution-it takes one of each gender to create

new life-but since the male God has been touted for several millennia as the

sole arbiter of creation, we do no one injustice by strongly asserting the femi-

nist viewpoint here.

The nature of Celtic deities and their relationships with one another are

also telling. The Celts did not view their deities as being all-powerful or all-
knowing. They had many human qualities, including common character flaws

such as jealousy and anger. They were revered for the powers they represented,

their mastery over certain elements, or their connection with either the Oth-
erworld or a specific aspect of nature. Most of the time the words God and

Goddess do not even appear in mythic texts. This is just as well, since the Irish
words for the deities imply a lesser status for the feminine divine. The Irish
word for Goddess is Bandia, meaning "woman God." (Ban = woman, Dia =

God) Yet the word for God is sirnply Dia, notFeardia, which would be "man
God." This implies that a God stands alone, but a Goddess must have her title
qualified. In \7ales the linguistic prejudice is lessened with the word Dew

meaning God, and Dewies meaning Goddess. The addition of the feminine
ending is much more in keeping with the English words and is less offensive to
the feminist mind.

Ironically, the best guidepost we have for leaming to read between the lines

in myths is in the Book of Genesis in the Judeo-Christian Bible. '!7hen the
old priests (thekohmtim) began fiddling with the creation myths, they got in a
rush and made a few oversights. The text conceming the creation of human-
ity translates into "And in his image he created them, male and female they

cgald-rhem" (emPhasis mine ).
Ah ha! They created them in their image-male and female. A very telling

slip of the old quill pen. Like most ancient cultures, tlre early Hebrews also

a feminine half of the universal divine, known as the ShEtr

little more than a caricature of a today, hono on nights as

gh bride" who brings peace to the sa rather
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\flhen reading Celtic myths we need to be aware of places where the extant

story does not fit in with the known patterns of old Pagan cultures' The

monks who transcribed the Celtic myths were writing in a later period

(SO0-1400 c.E.), at a time when the oral legends had already evolved under

patriarchy. It is likely they wrote the myths very much the way they heard

,h"rr, 
", 

the time, though there are some clear interpolations of Christian doc-

rrine in many of them. Read critically-good advice no matter what subject

you choose to study.

The Sacred Art of Ritual Drama

One of the best ways to work with myth hands'on is through ritual drama'

Ritual drama is the art of using live theater as an inherent part of spiritual rit-

uals. This practice is as ancient as humanity, and is currently findlng a great

revival in modern Paganism.

The oldest roots of modern theater can be found in the religious rites of the

long past. The earliest acting roles were taken by shamaris, who would adorn

themselves in animal skins and mimic a successful hunt on behalf of their

rribes. In ancient Greece, where modem theater is said to have begun, all dra'

mas were ritual in nature. Their main purpose was to point out how humanity

rvas nothing more than a plaything of the deities. At the climax of every pro-

Juction, an actor portraying a deity would be lowered from the heavens to

rvisely put right all that had gone wrong during the course of the play. So

rvidespread was this dramatic structure that even today it bears a name: dezs

exmachina,or "God from a machine." ;
In ancient Rome and Greece, ritual drama was employed in the temples to fi

reenact the springtime rebirth of Kore/Persephone, who had spent the previ- E
cus six months in the underworld. In Egypt, the life cycles of many deities A
rvere honored in sacred drama, most notably the resurrection of the death C
God Osiris. In east Asia today, many spiritual dramas are used both in and out ;
rf temples. The Passion Plays of Easteq depicting the death and resurrection ;
rf Jesus, are direct descendants of the ancient ritual drama' C

Ritual drama does not appear to have had a strong Celtic following, but my F
Celtic coven used to create quite elaborate ritual dramas, all to good affect' U
Jnce we began working with these on a regular basis and had produced a Q
:epertoire of both semi-freeform and well-planned scripts, we added the ele- 

=nentofinvocation,andsuddenlyourdramaswerenotjustforofferinghonor>
-.r praise to the deities, but they were leaming experiences as well.
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Another benefit of ritual drama is the way it allows us to incorporate desir-
able archetypes into our personalities as we act out their mythic themes. In
the safety of an all-female environment, we can take on the persona of strong
feminine figures and play "superheroes," as our brothers did while growing up.
By using this role playing in a ritual setting, and by teaching it to the young
girls in our care, we can see to it that tomorrow's women grow up accepting
these strong feminine archetypes as integral parts of their total being. This is

especially important for women who have not felt they had the freedom to
express themselves in heroic roles-usually true for the majority of today's
adult women. This lack is seen most vividly in adolescence, a period during
which developmental psychologists say female self-esteem and self-confidence
take a dramatic plunge.

Properly defined, invocation is a theurgical art, the art of drawing the
essence of a deity into the physical self. The widely practiced ritual of Draw-
ing Down the Moon, in which a priestess takes on the persona of the mother
Goddess during the full moon, is a good example of a modern usage of invo-
cation.3 I once was of the belief that only women should invoke female deities
and men invoke male deities, but I learned some years ago how limiting this
is. \7e all possess the strengths of the other gender within us and, just like we
have to acknowledge all aspects of the inner Tliple Goddess to be whole, we
also have to acknowledge our gender-opposite aspects.

One of the greatest eye-openers for my coven in using ritual drama was

how quickly and clearly it showed us which deities shared compatible ener-
gies, which worked well together, which clashed, which were nor so powerful
as we had been led to believe, which are not comfortable with humans, and
which were just not interested in being part of us. It was a profound learning
experience, one that I still employ in solitary pracrice.

Yes, a solitary can work ritual drama almost as well as a group. lfhat you
lose out on is some of the interaction of energies you get when an entire group
has taken the time to ritually invoke individual deities one at a time. But, in
some ways, all the players are still present. Recall when you were a child, play-
acting alone in your room or backyard. You were literally in another world-
at least as far as your mind was concemed. All around you were other charac-
ters with whom you interacted. At the time you were playing they were all
very real to you. So deep into your own character were you that, if you were

interrupted to come in to lunch, very often you did not hear your mundane
name being called. You might even have rushed breathlessly around telling
your caregiver all about your recent adventure.
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The key to successful solitary ritual drama is to recapture that youthful ex-
citement and lose yourself in the inner world that you create within your cir-
cle, just as the child you once were could do so easily. This can be done either
physically or through guided meditation (see Appendlx E;.+ Which method
works best for you will depend on your prevailing mood and your skill level in
eyes-open altered state of consciousness work. Some solitaries do better to
keep their eyes closed and work solely on the inner plane rarher than try and
engage in physical action that, admittedly, can be jarring.

Guidelines for Creating Ritual Dramas
teat all ritual drama as a sacred rite. cast your circle, call your quarters, and
honor your deities (see Appendix c). This is especially advised if you will be
invoking divine energies rather than just "acting" them out. The divine is sa-
cred and requires sacred space. During invocation you will be opening your-
self up to allow outside energies to merge with your own, and you will want
to be absolurely sure the area around you is friendly only ro the highest spiri-
tual beings. It has been shown that negative or lower level spirits .urr.ro,
enrer space where the spiritual vibrations are ar a high level. The two are just
not compatible. Anger, illness, or negative intent can cause the vibrational
level of your sacred space to drop, which is why a circle should only be cast
after you are purified in mind and body and are focused solely on the purpose
of your ritual.

If you are in a group, decide well ahead of time if you want to invoke deities
or not. Some people are uncomfortable with this process, and it should not be
required for anyone. The ritual will work as well without invocation, though
', 
ou will miss out on some deeper interaction between deities.

There are numerous ways to invoke a deity,5 and you may need to experi-
ment both to find the one that works best for you and to build the relation-
ship with the divine that allows full merging of energies. Three of the meth-
.-,ds you can use to begin your experimentation are:

Directing a Wand or Blade to the Point of Origin
This is the same method usually used for Drawing Down the Moon, in which
a projective ritual tool is aimed at the place where the Goddess is imagined
:o be. The energy is invited into the tool, then transferred through visualiza-
:ion and will into the body via a chakra point such as the forehead, solar
:lexus, or navel.
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Mental Merging
This method involves the eyes-closed visualization of the Goddess coming
toward you from the Otherworld. 'Vfhen you are face to face, turn your back
to the Goddess and allow her to step into your physical self.

Drawing the Energy IJp or Down
While standing straight, visualize the energy of the Goddess as dwelling either
in the upperworld directly above you or the underworld directly below you.
Visualize a beam of pure light energy coming from that place and entering
you, engulfing you with its power. Invite the Goddess along that beam of light
and into yourself.

Groups often like to have one or more persons assist the one who is invok-
ing, either by drawing in the energy through their own tools or by verbally di-
recting the course of the merging visualizations.

For best results, whether you are alone or with a group, make sure to pre-
plan certain aspects of your ritual drama. You do not have to follow a blow-by-
blow script but you do have to have some markers for what you will be doing.
If people are wondering what they are supposed ro do next, they will not be
participating in a spiritual rite as much as trying to "upstage" others.

If you are in a group, give everyone who will be present a part and decide
who will lead the drama. Call this person the director if you like; she will be
the one who keeps things going, cues the actors for their parts, and gets things
back on track after they have taken offon tangents.

Both solitary and group ritual dramas should allow for rangents. This is not
a stage play, where the {loor beneath you is marked with tape to lead your
every step. There are no drama critics around the circle. You should certainly
allow for flexibility and spontaneity, for this is when you are most likely to
learn how the deities interacr with one another. These tangenrs will happen
most often when you are in a group and have invoked a number of deities.
They are realbeings, not stage characters, and they will not hesitate to take
things in a new direction if they feel it is needed.

It is most important to carefully choose the myth you wish ro work with. In
a ritually cast circle, all energies are naturally magnified, and you don't want a
random negative aspect creating havoc within your circle. If you are in a

group, you all need to agree beforehand on which version of the myth you
want to work with: old, new, revisionist, or some other text. This is why some
preplanning is necessary-to keep each individual from trying to force her

wn interpretation of the myth to come into the foreground.
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Some of the myths that make good beginning ritual dramas for Celtic
women are those surrounding Brighid (the creation of keening), Blodeuwedd

(her trickery of Llew and her transformation into an owl), and Rhiannon (her

being accused of killing her son, and her punishment as servant outside the

gates of her husband's kingdom) and in the heroic tales of warriors such as

Boudicca (who fought and won against the Romans). These tales are easy to

find in almost any book on Celtic myths or folklore. (See the Bibliography for

some specific titles.) You might want to look into several of these to compare

versions and interpretations.

If no one wishes to take on a male role, you should feel free to rewrite the

myths or arrange the scenes so that all women get female parts. T[lk about the

events in which men participated, rather than acting them out, and you may

flnd that the feminine viewpoint on them becomes much clearer'

Allow your feminine intuition to guide your ritual dramas' Recall once

more your inner child, who could practice this art so well. When you work

alone you will flnd this easy, but it can also be achieved in group efforts.

!7hen I was thirteen I often played at dramas with three best girlfriends.

Many of these were based on our personal fantasies and dreams for the future,

or involved either famous actors or local boys on whom we had crushes.

Sometimes we used the dramas to deal with problems at school that seemed

insurmountable. Often the dramas showed us solutions we might not other-

rvise have found. We knew our basic storyline beforehand, and we allowed our

inner selves to guide the direction of what became very complex "soap op'

eras." So vivid and real did these become that when I look back on them

today, I can recall entire sequences, and admit to having trouble separating

rhe three of us from the many imaginary figures who populated our dramas.

When your ritual drama is complete, release the invoked energy by revers'

ing the process you used to invoke. It is best to use the same process coming

and going to help keep the conscious mind, which loves logic and often resists

dre spiritual, happy with the process. After the invoked energy is released, you

may dismiss the quarters and close the circle'
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Notes
cekic Folklore: welsh andManx (oxford: crarendon press, 1901).
vonFranz, Marie-Louise . creationMyths (Boston: shambhala pubrications,
Inc., 1995 ; originally published 1922).

For a detailed ritual script of a Drawing Down the Moon ritual, please see my
earlier work, Lady of the N,gfu; A Handbook of MoonMagick ad Rituar (St. paul,
Minn.: Llewellln, 1995).

I refer you to my earlier work, certicMyth E Magick, which gives detailed
instructions for creating guided meditations with divine archetypes, and
provides three pre'written paths with which you can begin to experiment.
I wrote in detail about hoth invocarion and evocarion (the art of inviting the
presence of the divine without bringing it within you) in cehic Myth E Magrck.
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THE DIVINE
SOVEREIGN

he Goddess as the personification of the
land, who is wedded to the sacred king

who rules over it, is at the heart of the Celtic
concept of the divine. The land was the true
sovereign. It provided everything needed by

humanity. It nurtured and it taughr. The land
was ever faithful. It was only when people

failed to remember to honor the land that na-
ture appeared to turn against them.

Unfortunately, this ancient belief, one of
the few unifying elements among the Celts,
took a beating in the intervening centuries
and is only now being restored to its rightful
place as a central feature of Celtic Paganism.

But even among those who seek to restore this
aspect, it occasionally remains misunderstood.

One of my first exposures to this concept
and its perversion came when I was only fif-
teen, reading Thomas tyon's bestselling

novel Haruest Home,l about an old fertility
cult in modern New England. The cult mem-

bers kept alive the practice of hallowing and

sacrificing the sacred king by forcing unwilling
young men to play this role. The result was

something of a horror novel that kept all the
death imagery but failed to show the eternal
rebirth aspects of the sacred king.

t19



Shortly after I read this book, the movie version of the stage musical
Canelot was released, a show about King Arthur and Guinevere. One rnan
who had seen the show remarked to me, "See that? It was a woman who
brought down the perfect kingdom." The comment srung. More than thar, on
some intuitive level I knew that was not the message I was supposed to be get.

ting from this legend. Here was Guinevere, married to an aging king, yet

wanting the sffong, youthful knight. Her reward? Charges of treason.

Treason? It just didn't quite make sense. There was definitely something
amiss in both the book and the musical, but it would be many more years be-

fore I could figure it all out.

The idea that the land is the Goddess, sovereign and supreme, and that
there was a king who was wedded to the land, is an ancient one that still
echoes through the lands the Celts inhabited. Over the centuries the process

by which the king has been wed, or hallowed, has altered, but the concept re-

mains the same. The king becomes the God incarnate, marries the Goddess

and, like her consort, must die so that she may give him rebirth and begin

anew the cycles of life. It is through her gift of sacred marriage that consent is

given to him to rule. \fhen she withdraws from the marriage, as Guinevere

did with Arthuq then he is no longer able to remain king. A ne% younger,

stronger king must be chosen to replace him so that the land and its people

can remain strong and healthy.

So intricately wedded to the land was the king that, in old Ireland, it was

decreed that the king must be "blemishfree."2 Any weakness, scar, or disfig-

urement, no matter how small, disqualified one for kingship. This was because

the king so deeply represented the land that what befell him would befall the

land. If he was blighted, so would be the land, its people, and its animals.3 It
was the duty of the Goddess/queen, who was the land, to do what was best for

it by mating with the ne% younger king, and discarding the old.

It is only within this framework that the charge of treason against Guine-

vere makes any sense. Can you imagine a queen today being accused of trea'

son because she chose to sleep with another man? Guinevere's "crime" was

not her infidelity to a man but her fidelity to the land she represented. \fhen
she turned to another man she was, in fact, granting him the right to rule

Camelor, to replace the old king, Arthur. A woman did not bring down the

perfect kingdom but saved it by granting her sacred marriage to the one best

suited to represent the land. Guinevere was accused of treason only because,

through her, Arthur would lose his throne.

A similar ghtch in interpreting Celtic history dates to first-century Britain

lZ0 when the woman warrior and chieftain Cartimandua left her chieftain
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husband and made another man her lover. The result of this was an inrer.
tribal war similar to that presented ro us in the camelot legends.4

Since when do people go to war because the wife of a head of state chooses
to sleep with another man? If this were common pracrice, the world would be
even more constantly at war than it is now. This dissension among Celtic tribes
can only be adequately explained when the leaders are assuming the ancient
roles of sovereign Goddess and sacred king. The Celtic myths clearly show us
ghat troubles in paradise ensue no1_rr,'he41!ie Gm

'"', but when lhE{cl-God/king fights the inevitableihange in leadership.
That this conc" ln

many cultures, women's mysteries and power cycles suffered similar blows.
Most notable is the use of the menstrual lodges of the tribes of the Native
North Americans. The menstrual period was once viewed as a time when
women were ar their most powerful and it was for this reason only that they
separated from the men of the tribe during this time, to enter a sacred space in
order to take part in the women's mysteries with other *orn..r.6 Over time
the separation began to be viewed as something to protect men, not from the
Goddess-like power of women, but from the "evilness" of their blood.

celtic myths are rife with reGrences to sacred kings, though many have
been buried under centuries of patriarchal debris that paint the woman/God-
dess in the role of temptress or whore who leads her mate to destruction due
to her infidelities. Again, this fear goes back to the image of woman as the de-
vourer, the one who consumes life as freely as she gives it. From blood men
are born, and in blood they die.

such triangular arrangements are popular features in celtic myth. some-
rimes it is rwo male lovers who fight for the sovereign Goddess; at other times
it is a father who is fighting with a son or a potential son-in-law, the new
God/king destined to replace him. But in all rhe myths rwo themes remain:
the concept of the one of action creatlon,
and the concept that and that only she can grant a
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ng
rish secawchai, or storytellers, differentiated between love stories of

wooing and elopements and love stories involving these sacred trios. These
latter were called secra, or tales of "Loves" in which two men eternally con-
tested over one woman and the powers she brought to the victor. One uniting
feature of these secrais that most of them take place in May, th" *6iGTith"

talne festival when the sac lAgq_qf the God and Goddess is cele-
the culmination of the tale was made to fit rhe"."--i,.'J][Tffiffi

rvho represents the dark lord aspect, or underworld, is victorious at Samhain, rzt
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the point in aurumn rvhen the dark part of the year begins and the land lies
barren. The dark lord takes the sovereign Goddess to his underworld realm
where she cannot bless the land with her fertility until she is won or stolen
back by the light or bright lord in the spring (or at the festival of Bealtaine,
the point opposite Samhain on the Celtic solar calendar).

Among these sacred Celtic trios are:

. Isolde with King Mark of cornwall and Tiistan (uncle and nephew)

. Guinevere with King Arthur and Lancelot (king and warrior)

. Morgan LeFay with King Arthur and Modred (father and son)

' creiddylad with Gwythyr Ap Greidawl (a solar deity/warrior) and
Gwyn Ap Nuad (an underworld ruler and leader of the "\yild Hunt,"
a nighttime quest for souls for the underworld)

' Grainne with Fionn Maccumhal and Diarmuid (old warrior and
young warrior)

. olwen with Ysbadadden and culwch (woman's father and his potential
son-in-law)

. Queen Maeve with King Ailell and several other men (king and
warriors of their kingdom)

. Blodeuwedd with Llew and Grown (uncle and nephew)

. Deirdre with King cormac and Naoise (older king and young warrior)

. Dubh Lacha with Bradubh (an Ulster king whose name means
"black raven" and who represents the dark half of the year and death)
and Mongan (a warrior who represenrs the sun and the right half .
of the year)

. Blathnat with cuRoi (a Fianna warrior) and cuchulain (an Ulster
warrior who took many wives and lovers)

. Rhiannon with Gwawl (a warrior whose name means ,,light) 
and

Pwyll (a king of the underworld), represenring two halves of the
year with "ownership" of Rhiannon as their turning point

. Branwen with Mathowch (a Welsh king) and Bran (a war chief
and a deity who represented protection and divinatory powers)

. Edain and King Eochaid (a mortal king) and Midhir (a,,faery', king
who represents the underworld)

. Goewin with Math Ap Mathowch and several other men (king and
warriors of his kingdom), and with the twins Gwydion and Gilfaethwy.
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Not all sacred kings fought the inevitable change in kingship. In numerous

fairy tales, many of which are Celtic in origin, we see kings who offer their

daughters to men in their kingdom for some display of great bravery' This of-

fering has been interpreted by modem feminists as showing the man's owner-

ship of the women of his household when, in truth, it is the king's way of se-

lecting his own successof. By giving a royal woman' he was offering not just a

mate but the gift of sovereignty, the right to rule the land'

lfhen the king was wed to the land he became a God of fertility' able like

the Goddess to pass along his powers of fruitfulness to his people. This is likely

the rationale behind an old Irish law known by the French term droit de

seignew,T allowing the king first right to bed a new bride on her wedding night.

This image of the old Godiking being replaced over and over again is

echoed in the myths concerning the turning of the wheel of the year. At the

two solstices we are presented with the symbolic struggle between two forces,

one representing waxing energies and another representing waning energies'

At these turning points in time, one aspect is victorious and the other "dies,"

then the battle is picked up again in six months with the former loser becom-

ing the victor. The Oak King (waxing year) and Holly King (waning year),

the Red Dragon (waxing year) and white Dragon (waning year), and the

eternal battle of Gwythyr (waxing year) and Pwyll, Lord of the Underworld

(waning year), are prominent examples whose battles are often reenacted in

Pagan circles at the changing points of the year. \Thenevef a woman is in'

volved in the battle myth, she is undeniably representing the sovereign spirit

of the land. She does not choose the younger, stronger man for selfish reasons

but because it is her duty to select the best ruler to be joined with her in sa-

cred marriage. The most fit ruler makes the most fit land.

In many Celtic myths the older, outgoing king does not struggle physically

with another man but against the inevitable tide of time, and puts up a fight

ro keep his sovereignty. One example of this is in the Welsh myth surround-

ing Olwen. Olwen wants to marfy Culwch, but her father, King Ysbadadden,

sets up obstacles of nearly insurmountable proportions because it has been

foretold to him that a grandson of his would slay him and take his throne'

This is clearly meant in the context of the sacred king, yet the old king fights

to keep his place. Another grandfather and grandson sacred duo of battlers are

Lugh and Balor, both sun Gods. Lugh slays Balor and represents not only a

change in sacred kingship but the turning of the wheel of the solar year from

dark half (waning sun) to bright half (waxing sun)'
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Hallowing the Sacred King
Unlike the hapless young man called'worthy in Tryon's HaruestHome,the sa-
cred king of Celtic lore meets his sacrificial death willingly and with full
awareness that it is for this duty that he was bom and to this end that he took
his vows of office. Even in the modem-day British coronation ceremony, many
aspects of hallowing, of wedding the monarch to the land, remain intact.

one did not become a sacred king by accident. The best man for the land
got the job, which may be one of the reasons why the early celts did not ad-
here to the custom of primogeniture, where the eldest son inherited every-
thing, including a rhrone. one had to prove one's worth and then be made sa-
cred through symbolic wedding of the Goddess of the land. At various stages
in celtic history, and in different parts of the celtic world, thi, pro..r, ,'u,
handled in slightly different ways.

In general, all the celtic legends involve the hallowingof the king, or mak-
ing him sacred by giving him an oblect or ralisman of empowerment that he is
to use and guard.S This item most often-but not ulr""yr-hus its origins ei-
ther in stone, which is symbolic of the earth element, or in water. Both water
and stone, as representatives of the earth element, are symbols of the divine
feminine and of the sovereign essence of the earth itself.g At other times, the
object is a gift from the sovereign Goddess herself.

symbols of hallowing found in celtic myth include banners, shields, caul-
drons, chalices, grails, cloaks, mantles, crystals, stones, spheres, scepters,
drums, blades, swords, game boards, harps, lances, spears, lu-pr, crane bags
(magickal pouches similar to Native American medicine bags), ,.rrr.r, ,.ub-
bards, staves, and wands.

'weapons 
are the most often seen hallows, and are among the most widely

known in terms of popular legends. Ulster's greatest hero, cuchulain, though
not a king, was hallowed by the gi{t of an invincible spear from his reacher
Scathach of the Gae Bolg. lfhen thrown ar an enemy, its barbed edges dealt
a painful death. Like the sacred kings, cuchulain was impervious to many
spells and other maledictions impressed upon others. In his case, he was im-
mune to the curse of Macha (discussed in chapter 10) that affected the other
Ulster warriors. He died at the hands of the forces of eueen Maeve, and his
blood was spilled on the earth.

Bran the Blessed of welsh myrhology is given a cauldron that gives life,
one of the most pervasive and important of the celtic hallows, and one inti-
mately associated with the Goddess. Also from the welsh tradition is Gwyd-
diw Garanhir, who has a cauldron, or basket, that provides a neverending
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supply of food. Nuada of the Silver Hand is given a sword that, like the Gae

Bolg, never fails to kill the enemy.

Probably the most famous of the hallows is Excalibur, the sword of sover-

eignty given to young King Arthur. Thanks to the book The Once andFuane

Krng by T. H. \7hite10 and to Walt Disney's animated movie The Swordin the

Stone, most people are aware of the legend telling of the young Arthur being

able to extract the sacred sword from a large stone after all the warriors of the

kingdom had failed. Though these two presentations preserve the essence of
the legend, they carefully worked around the Goddess's role. It is doubtful that
this was intentional, but was merely the result of their creators using medieval

texts, such as those of Mallory and Geoffrey of Monmouth, which had already

created popular versions of the ancient legend that either eliminated, down-
played, or diabolized the Goddess.

In these "Christianized" versions, the stone from which Arthur pulled the

sword was found in a churchyard. The idea is still that a divinity granted sov-

ereignty, but in this case the focus has shifted from the ancient Goddess who

was the sovereign of the land to the Christian God. This is where the modem

concept of the "divine right of kings" comes from. In the original Arthurian
myths, Excalibur was presented to Arthur by the Lady of the Lake, a Goddess

who embodies the spirit of the land and the essence of the water element. Ex-

calibur was embedded in a stone that either rested in her lap or floated on her

lake, and ir was from this that Arthur extracted his hallows.

The belief that a stone can be sovereign and has the right to bestow legiti-
macy of rulership is ancient. The most famous sovereign stone is without a

doubt Ireland's Lia Fail, or Stone of Destiny, that was said to roar when the
rightful ruler stepped onto her.ll Another Lia Fail (or perhaps the same one,

only stolen) was used in Scotland until the thirteenth century, when it was in
turn stolen by England's Edward l. In London's Westminster Abbey, the stone

that sits under the throne of the British monarch is said to be the same Lia

Fail, still granting the gift of sovereignty to kings and queens.

Another famous stone that once had spiritual links is Ireland's Blarney

Stone. If one can kiss the stone while leaning over backwards, it will bestow

the gift of glib rpeech.12 This was once likely a sovereignty stone that "gave

life" to rulers the same way other cauldrons took away speech when used as a

portal between worlds. This is seen in the myth of the battle between Ireland

and Wales, in which the Welsh used the Cauldron of Rebirth to restore life to

their warriors, though they came back to life minus their powers of speech.

All over the Celtic lands table-like stone formations, called dolmens, exist

that likely served as altars in the past. Again, the symbology is that of
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earth/Goddessfemale as the grantor of sovereign power. It was the use of
stone as embodiment of the Goddess that gave rise ro the use of human
women-priestesses-as alGrs. Several references to old Pagan practices talk
about using the body of a woman as the altar, a practice that has been per-
verted by those who do not understand its sacred significance and see it only
as another opportunity to degrade the female body.

In some myths and legends, the hallows are known as the ,,four hallows.,'
They relate to the four elements central to pagan pracrice: earth (stone),
water (chalice), fire (spear), and air (sword).13 Sometimes only one element
is presenr, such as that of air (or fire by some interpretations) symbolized in
the Gae Bolg or Excalibur; at other times there are two or more hallows, each
representing a different element. One excellent example of a four.fold hallows
given to one man is the Four-Sided cup of Tiuth presenred to Ireland's High
King cormac MacArt. Myths vary on exactly who presented this cup to him,
but at least one cires an Otherworld Goddess on one of his many trips there.
In still other myths, there is a "palace" of the four hallows, eirher impiied or
actual, through which a potential sacred king must navigate and prove his
worth while artaining his hallows and healing the scarred land.14

Sometimes the marriage of king to land is more sexually symbolic than the
mere acceprance of a hallowing tool. The Irish kings at Emain Macha, the
stronghold of the Ulster kings in presenr,day Counry Armagh, were ar one
time required to symbolically mate with the Goddess in her white horse
guise.15 \7e have already discussed the many Goddesses who took a horse
form and, as such, symbolized the power of the sovereign. In Gaul they were
important both in the economy and for war, as well as in a religious context.16
when a king ritually mated with a horse who was a representation of the sov-
ereign Goddess, it made him the sacred king, the mating act taking the place
of his being offered a physical hallowing symbol. This union of Goddess and
God is irrevocable, ending only with death, which is why a symbolic com-
memoration of this union, known as the Great Rite, is an integral part of
modern Pagan practice. In the Great Rite symbols, or hallows, of the Goddess
and God are united in ceremony to reenact their etemal sacred marriage. This
is usually done by ritually placing an athame, or ritual blade (representing the
phallus) into rhe chalice (represenring the womb area of the Goddess). The
ceremonies are quite moving and, when performed correctly, the energy they
produce can be a tangible presence in the circle.17

It is not only the act of the Goddess mating wirh another man thar re-
moves sovereignty from the old king, but that of wirhholding sex as well. In a
Breton legend we read of Princess Marcassa,lS who refuses to sleep with atz6
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dying king. Only engaging in sex with her can cure his "disease." The Princess

refuses and "hibemates" until the king dies, possibly a meAphor for going

through a crone period until she is a sovereign virgin again in spring. When

she awakens, she weds the young warrior of her choice'

The Sacred King as Sacrificial God

In keeping with the eternal cycles of birth, death, and rebirth that the Celtic

God undergoes, the sacred king who accepts the role of God incarnate must

also endure periodic sacrifices in order to keep the land fertile and healthy.

Like a great cosmic father, his seed, in the form of blood, must be spilled on

the land to fertilize it. To die a sacred death, the old king must shed his blood

on the earth in a fertility rite so ancient that its origins are not pinpointable.

As he performs rhis lasr act of love for his land, Goddess, and people, he dies

so that his younger, more fit, self may step in and assume his place.

This concept-that it is the male who must die through a sexual act, one

either symbolic or de facto-is part of what gave rise to the fearful myths of

the devouring female examined in Chapter 2. But the symbolism is clear.

After sexual intercourse, the women bears the seed of the man (sperm) and

then contains within herself the potential for procreation. There are no scars

and usually no outward evidence on the female body that a sexual act has

taken place. For her, the process is internalized, the power taken within and

turned into potential life. On the other hand, the male body shows evidence

of spent sexual energy in the form of a detumescing penis that has voided it-

self of life-giving qualities and, to the naked eye, appears to be "dying'" The

same idea is present in the spilling of the blood of the sacred king on the earth

u'hich functions as the womb of the Goddess.

As time went on, the oral legends became even more perverted, casting all

\\'omen in the devourer role, until much of the original meaning of the sover'

eign Goddess was forgotten. One such example is the Goddess Nair' a sover'

.-ign who came to personify regicide. Old Irish legends tell us that all kings

-,,,-ho slept with Nair would die, but neglect to mention for what pufpose'

The precise extent of the practice of sacred regicide, or king-kllling' has

:een hotly debated for many decades, though in lreland there is evidence that

.: may have persisted until at least the seventeenth century.19 At the heart of

ie reign of the sacred king is the knowledge that he will also be called upon to

:re for the land in a sacred acr in which his blood is spilled upon it, fertilizing

re Goddess so that she can give birth anew to crops, animals, people, and-
:tJSt importantly-so that she can mate with a stronger, younger sacred king.
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In Margaret A. Murray's controversial book The God of theWitches,z0 she

traces several kingly deaths to what she believed were sacred murders, thus
building a case for the survival of Paganism in Britain and lreland. That these
religions have survived is a given, though her assertions that British mon-
archs, or their chosen substitutes, are still dying in sacred rites is open for de-

bate. One intriguing look at this concepr is presenred by science fiction au.
thor Katherine Kurtz in her novel Lammas Nighr,2l in which she builds on
Murray's hypothesis to create a compelling tale surrounding ancient rites in
World War II England. Though it downplays the Goddess elemenr, it is a
novel I highly recommend.

In modern Paganism we commemorate rhe death of the God/sacred king
during the harvest season, usuaily at the sabbat, or solar festival known as

Lughnasadh or Lammas. This coincides with the harvesting of first grains in
much of the northern hemisphere, and ir is in this harvest that the king is em-
bodied. 'Vfhen the king weds the land, he shares its fate. lfhen a plant gives

up its fruit at the harvest, it begins to die, symbolically sacrificing itself for the
good of the people. The sacred king also begins the dying process, one rhar is

seen in many Pagan traditions as being completed in the late aurumn when
the last of the harvest has been taken in. In many Pagan traditions, Celtic or
otherwise, the last sheaf harvested is kept and honored throughout the re-

mainder of the year as a symbol of this sacrifice, of rhe living legacy of the
deities. In other traditions it is woven into the form of a female, sometimes
called the Corn Dolly, who represents the sovereign spirit of the land.

Even after death the sacred king's role as guardian of the land on behalf of
the Goddess and her people does not come to an end. Brarr the Blessed in-
sisted that his head be buried near the presenr-day site of the Tower of Lon-
don.72 It was to face south to guard and warn against invasion. And King
Arthur is said to be sleeping in a hldden cave with his warrior legions, await-
ing the call of his people in need so he can rise again to defend them.

These legends of sleeping sacred kings are tied to the many legends of the
wounded land, or wasteland, that only the restored, healthy king can cure.

This is seen clearly in the Fisher King of Arthurian myths, in which a sacred

king hes wounded ("blemished")o waiting to be healed by the rerurn of his
hallowing symbol. His wounds separate him from the power of sovereignty,z3

presumably because of the misuse of his power, and only the continuation of
the sacred cycle of death, rebirth, and his rehallowing can resrore him and the
land he protects on the Goddess' behalf.Z4

IzB



Identifying the Sovereign Goddess

The Goddess of sovereignty comes in many guises, but learning to identify her

Ls easy. In Celtic myth she is the one who symbolizes either the land or the

right to rule over it. In some Celtic myths many of the sovereign Goddesses

are hard for the uninitiatedz5 to readily recognize, since many seem to play a

lesser role than the males in the stories. Yet when examined with a knowl-

edgeable eye it is clear that these Goddesses are at the very heart of the

myrhs, for they represent the land and all that has befallen or shall befall it.

Not all sovereign Goddesses are involved in romantic triangles. Some sim-

r1y embody the power of the land through their name, or by some aclion or

i.iace of association. These Goddesses belie their sovereign nature by being

leities of places on earth: of streams, of stones, or of other natural landmarks.

\ll these so-dubbed "minor" Goddesses of land features and water at one time

unctioned in sovereign roles for the clans or tribes that lived near them. In

:i-ie Celtic traditions there are hundreds of these Goddesses, many of their

.- ames lost to us today. Occasionally male deities ruled some of these sites, but

:r'far the female predominated.

Though she was never part of a romantic triangle, Eire, for whom Ireland is
-a,rr"d,26 is the supreme sovereign of that island. She has been worshiped by
'.-.,rJern Pagans as both a sovereign and Goddess of protection. In the earliest

:.rl traditions, Eire was created along with the land. (Though the myths do

'r say who or what did the creatingl) In later myths, Eire was said to be a

-..ughter of Dagda and Delbaeth, a virgin aspect of a Tiiple Goddess that in'

- .led her sisters Banbha and Foldha, whose names are also used poetically as

:--onyms for lreland. Eire's magick was so potent that she was able to toss F.l

-l balls, which became living warriors, down on the Milesian (Celtic) in- E
,-lers. She won the initial battle, but still lost the island to the Milesians. t-n

.: of respect for her display of power, the bard, Amergin, agreed to name the g
.rJ in her honor. S
: rre's symbol was the harp, an emblem that still stands as a proud symbol of 

=
-..:.r-Ld's sovereign spirit. The harp has graced lrish flags and coinage, and the e.)
- .:-. have defended this symbol with the same ferocity that modern soldiers q

:.av in honor of the flags of their respective nations. ;
--:tothef sovereign whose fame is honored in the name of a country is the H

- . ,-.-Celtic Goddess Brigantia, also known as Brittania, symbol of the sov. 6
.:'r spirit of Grear Britain. She was also a Goddess of fire, crafting, and in- Z

' : I rr)11, like her lrish counterparr Brighi d. In 1667 , King Charles II revived
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an old Romano-Celtic custom and had Brittania's face put back on Enghsh
coinage, where it remains today.

\Uhen nations attempt to chronicle the achievements of the first human to
set foot on their lands, they often look to the story of a man, a foreign ex,
plorer or warrior, whether or not indigenous people had already lived there.
Columbus and his "discovery" of the Americas is one such example. The in-
digenous people o{ the Americas already knew it was there, so technically it
had already been discovered many centuries earlier. Ireland's first human was
a woman named cessair, who led her people, the Partholans, through a great
deluge that left only three women and fifty men alive. As such, she is consid-
ered lreland's first ruler and sovereign. Some scholars hypothesize that she was
once a pre-Celtic mother Goddess, since her myth credits her literally as
being a source of life's regeneration and renewal.

Another famous sovereign of the land is Taillte, a Goddess of the earrh,
competition, harvest, first grains, and particularly of wheat, which is a femi-
nine fertility symbol. She has been called "the foster mother of light," which
has been interpreted by some as meaning she is the mother of the sun, indi-
cating thar she may be parr of an old, losr creation myth in which the God-
dess gives birth to rhe sun before creating anything else. Similar rhemes are
echoed in both the oral and written creation myths of several other cultures.
Many of lreland's famous year-and-a'day trial marriages (see chapter 1) were
celebrated on the great playing field she had cleared near Thra.

one sovereign Goddess who was never directly connected with the land,
yet was clearly a sovereign, was Goewin, the official "footholder" of wales,
King Math. He was permitted to rule only so long as he kept his feet planted
in her lap. The only excuse for removing them was going to war. Goewin also
stood up for herself when Math attempted to make her a slave, and she was at
the heart of several barrles and stories of rape,zT all of which tell us she was a
sovereign, and that mating with her was a must for any man who wished to
rule \fales.

Queen Maeve, and the other women of legend who splinrered from her
myths, served many archetypal functions, including rhat of sovereign.28 Thls
connacht Goddess, made into a queen by the ffanscribers of the myths, per-
sonifies the heights of feminine power. Some texrs present Maeve as "promis-
cuous," a necessary attribute for a sovereign who must mate with the men who
are best able to rule the land. Her warrior and sexual aspects are quite strong,
and some legends record that she often boasted rhat she could sexually ex-
haust thirty men in a night. Borh of rhese rvere part of how she protected the
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1and.29 Her husband, King Aillel, who plays only a passing role in hr. ''.::=.
myths, always seemed to understand that it was Maeve's duty to take .-ir.:
lovers from among their warriors. One myth records his saying lhat thts ..r':s

something she "has to do." Whether this is an open admission acknou'ledsLns

her sovereignty or a casual acceptance of her infidelity is open for debate. in
any case, Aillel did not try very hard to keep Maeve from taking lovers.

A Leinster queen named Maeve Lethderag, or "Half Red," likely a splin.

tered version of Connacht's Maeve, was the wife of nine different High Kings

in succession. Note here the use of the sacred three times three. This Maeve

would allow no king to sit at Thra without her as his wife.

In \7ales and Cornwall, an archetypal guardian of the feminine mysteries

and Goddess of sovereignty is Condwiranmur, wife of Sir Percival of the

Arthurian myths. After he marries and has sex u'ith her, he returns to the

sealed Grail Castle for the second time, and this time is admitted. When
blessed by her sovereignty, he becomes one of the three knights who achieves

rhe quest of flnding the grail, another feminine symbol of sovereignty.

The search for the grail is ultimately a search for the sovereign. Only when

she is brought back to the "wounded land" can it be healed and made whole

again. Like the Goddess in the underworld, the missing grail represents a peo-

ple cut off from the fertile and life-giving powers of the sovereign Goddess of
rhe land. The grail myths serve as a warning of what happens when we forget

ro honor the land, and nature turns against us, as it has in our modern world.

Goddesses who return to a virgin state upon having sexual relations with
:nen are also sovereigns. In Chapter 6 I mentioned Flaithius, who made this

:ansformation, decreeing that her iover, Niall of the Nine Hostages, would

:ecome a great High King. Since many of the Goddess myths have been de-

alued into o'faery tales," a great many of these transformative deities are

. rund within Celtic folk legends surrounding faery women. Nearly all of them

l-olve female figures who are intimately associated in some way with the

-...nd, making their identity as sovereigns unmistakable.

One of these faery tale women is the lrish Goddess Becuna, who became

:--e faery misLress of High King Conn. She felt she was not being treated with
:-.e respect her station deserved and decided to seek vengeance by bringing

,Lss infertility to Ireland's people, animals, and land. ln this aspect she repre-

'::rrs the crone of winter, a lime when the land lies fallow and the animals

:::r. In the myth, another faery woman of the same name' representing Be-

- -ra's virgin/spring and sovereignty aspects, banishes the crone faery aspect

,--l restores the fertility to ireland.
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Numerous other heroines and Goddesses have sovereign attributes, and the
old myths need only be read to ferret them out. Many times the imagery is
quite evident, but at other times it must be looked for more closely.

Building on these legends, many modern Celtic Pagans still hallow sacred
kings in the form of their priests, and it is still women who hold the key to his
leadership.

Using Modern Ritual to Hallow the Sacred King
Rituals in which a woman is made the earth sovereign who hallows a man as

sacred king are fairly common in modern Celtic-based covens. My mixed-
gender Irish coven in Texas did this each August. !7e would select one
woman to act as sovereign. Then the eight female members of the coven
would do a private ritual with her, in which we established her connection to
the earth through meditation and symbolically invest her as the earth's queen.
This was done by having her lie prone on the earth and guiding her through a
meditation in which she melded her energies with the earth's. She was di-
rected to visualize the condition of the land, to allow its spirits to speak with
her, to watch them acknowledge her as a holy part of itself. \7e would anoinr
her as one would a queen, and we would remind her of her responsibility to
the coven in the coming year. It would be her duty to look out for the land on
which we met, ro prorect it and make sure it was being used in a fitting man-
ner. She would also be called upon to serve the coven at times when gaps in
leadership or communication had to be filled.

After we had created our sovereign we would meet with the rest of the
coven: the four men. Together we selected a willing man to be our sacred
king. Remember that to be valid the sacred king must take on his responsibil-
ity willingly.

With the women assisting the sovereign and the men acting as pages to the
sacred king, we offered him the hallows of the four directions that formally
connected him with the spirit of the earth. During the year ro come he was
required to serve the coven in any reasonable way needed. At the end of his
year he would offer a symbolic sacrifice to the earth, usually a gift of food or a
ritual object, and then we would mourn his symbolic death and hallow our
new king.

I have known of women's covens who use a stalk of ripe grain, such as a
corn stalk, to represent the king. They first seek out a stalk thar seems willing
to perform this task for them. If possible, the ritual is done in the field where
the stalk is growing. They perform the hallowing ceremony in the same way as

they would if,
fice him by rit
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they would if a human man were present. After this is done it is easy to sacri-
fice him by ritually severing the stalk from the earth.

Even if you are working alone you can use a grain stalk or small patch of
garden to represent the sacred king. The important thing is that the item you
select feels to you as if it truly represents the spirit of the land. Spend time
meditating with the earth and its spirits, and feel yourself sovereign over your
own area of land. Then do the same for the grain you have chosen to be the
sacred king. Offer it the hallows, the symbols of the four elemenrs. The tradi-
tional Celtic hallows are listed below, but feel free to substitute where needed:

Earth: Stone

Water: Chalice

Fire: Spear

Air: Wand

when the ritual is done, sacrifice the willing sacred king to the good of the
land and its people.

1

2
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MAGICKAND
WITCHCRAFT

ff"lief in magick is one of the defining
I-f tenets of Pagan fairhs, the Celtic ones in-
cluded. By "magick," we mean that we recog-
nize in ourselves the ability to alter our reality
as we will. The methods and catalysts used ro
make these changes-or spellcrafting, as it is

often called-are many, and each one is a par-
ticular favorite of someone. But no matter
which outside sources are tapped-oils, herbs,
stones, or other materials-the true magick re.
mains within. Only by our will, visualiza[ion,
and effort do we find our s.rcc"rr.1

The power of magick was recognized but
denied by the early church which thoroughly
condemned it and those who pracrice it. On
the one hand, they claimed there was no mag-

ick; on the other, they were swift to punish
those caught doing it. If there was no power
in magick, the grand effort to eradicate it
would make no sense. To overcome this prob-
1em, the church decreed that no human could
possess magickal powers, only supernatural
beings. Therefore only God or his anti-self,
Satan, could work magick or grant the power

to do so to orhers.Z And since God was un-
likely to do this-with the exception of a few
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church-approved miracles here and there-then those who made magick
must be in league with Satan and should be destroyed for the good of the en-
tire community.

The name applied ro these magickians who worked outside the bounds of
church approval was Witch. Even today the words "'witch" and "Witchcraft"
are what we might call "loaded terms," even among many Pagans. Tossing
them out into a conversation is sure to create havoc, no matter what the
venue. The route by whlch "\7itch" came into the English language has been
argued ad nauseum, but it is likely that it came from one of two sources, or a
blending of both. One source is the Old Enghsh word wyk, meaning "ro bend
or shape," a term that speaks clearly of a \Uitch's magickal abilities to create
change. It is also where the word \Ylicca comes from. originally the religion
known as Wicca was an Anglo-Welsh version of Paganism, codified in the
early part of the rwentieth century, but the term is now liberally applied to a
variety of Pagan traditions with roots in western Europe. The other source of
"\fitch" is the Anglo-Saxon edt, meaning "to have knowledge or wisdom,"
which is where the country term for Witch, "wise woman," came from.

Today a \7itch is a follower of one of the old Pagan religions of western Eu-
rope, and'VTitchcraft is both her religion and her 

"rt.3 
Many Pagans are not

\Uitches, and it is a label they do not like for a variety of reasons. \7hen it
comes to Celtic Paganism rhere seems to be a fairly even split in this prefer-
ence. Many women who have found their way back to religions where the
Goddess is supreme have reclaimed the wordWitch as a title of honor, using it,
along with hag, harridan, virago, and others, to make statements about our-
selves and our beliefs that are truly positive, even though the rest of the world
conceptualizes them in a negative way.

The diabolization of the word \f,4tch came during rhe Middle Ages, when
the church sought to tighten its grip on rhe lives of Europeans by formally
condemning anyone who practiced any art that could be construed as Pagan.

Considering that vestiges of the old faiths are srill with us today, and that
many modern church and synagogue celebrations were forced to adopt ele-
ments of Pagan practice to make them acceptable to the masses, this must
have been a daunting task for the churchmen. Among the offenses that were

considered evidence of lTitchcraft were any form of natural healing, taking
walks in the woods, harvesting non-culinary herbs, and celebrating any part of
the old cherished festivals.

The traditional healers at this rime were the women who used herbs and
plants to make their curatives. Healing became a crime under church law, a
deliberate attempt to thwart the will of God. Using a misrranslation of an old
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Hebrew word, the churchman labeled these women witches and, using a host
of fabricated or ridiculous bodies of "evidence,', condemned them ro die. The
Biblical authority they cited for this right to break the "thou shalt not kill,'
commandment was a passage in Exodus that said, ,,Thou shalt not suffer a
Witch to live."

It is popular knowledge among Pagans today that this is a misrranslation. The
original word in the old Hebrew texts was m'ra-ay-lnh, meaning ,,poisoner.,, poi-
soning was a dreadful crime in the centuries before forensic medicine could fer-
ret out even the faintest traces of toxins in the body, and history is littered wirh
the names of famous people thought to have been poisoning victims, but whose
murders cannot be proven. It has been assumed that this mistranslation was
done during the reign of England's King James r (1603-1625), simply because
he had many other subtle alterations performed on his Bible (rhe ever-popular
King James version) to make points he wished to make, or to aurhorir" aggr"s-
sion against vestiges of the old religion.

As i was writing this chaprer I asked my husband, Mark, to look up this
passage in a Hebrew Bible and tell me what word he found there. I was so sure
he would find m'ra-ay-lah. He came back from his search wirh a puzzled frown
and told me the word he found wasm'khashayfah, one that means sorceress,
but is often translated as Witch.

By then I was upset. I had always rrusred in the original Hebrew and in
rvhat I had been told my whole life-rhat the original Hebrew word was ,,poi-

soner." what could have happened? At first I simply assumed that the u.l.p-
rance of this translarion was so widespread that it had somehow found it, ,ay
rnto the Hebrew rexts, but that just didn't correlate with the care I know had
been taken by Hebrew scholars in rranslating and commenting on their Bible.
i managed to find a few commentaries, mostly in very recent sources, that al-
iuded ro the fact that this passage had undergone some alterations over time,
:ut still could find no source that would make a definitive sratemenr.

Finally Mark sat down with a piece of paper and began doing some enlight-
:ning manipulations with the Hebrew alphabet. This manipulation is an old
l{aballistic art known as gematria, usually a practice hnked to numerology, but
rany variations on the manipulation exist. Mark did graduate work at the-ervish 

Theological Seminary, and is an amateur Kaballist, who remembers
:eing in a class where he had learned how some of the old Jewish laws were
-e rived through gematria. one he specifically recalled was how the early Jew-
.,r leaders had disliked the bloody sort of justice they found in the ,,eye for an
.'.'e" passage, so they took the Hebrew word for eye and scrolled down one let-
.=r in the alphabet and found the word for money. This was how the idea of
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monetary compensation for injuries began. lfhen Mark used a similar gema-

tric maneuver or'm'ra-ay-lnhhe got-surprise!- m'khashayfah.a We can only
surmise that, caught up in the same frenzy to diabolize the old ways as the
church, some Jewish scribe once felt free to manipulate m'ra,ay.lah into a sor-
ceress and then into a Witch.5

There is no more evil in \Titchcraft than there is in any orher religion. Its
followers are just people, vulnerable to human failing. Like all other religions,
Paganism/Witchcraft is based on a set of ethics, one that teaches us that we
may do as we like so long as we harm no living person or thing.6 We can only
do our best to live up to that tenet, and I think more PaganslVitches make a
conscious effort to do so than the followers of many other faiths who are of-
fered weekly absolution for their transgressions. Pagans/Witches know that
they must assume responsibility for their own failings, and that no absolution
(short of having their harm come back ro rhem threefold) is possible.T

Most people today, Pagan or not, are well aware of the flimsy evidence
once used to convict Witches. In almost all cases, merely an accusation was

the same as a conviction. Very few escaped the charges with their lives. In the
Middle Ages, when true justice was a rarer commodity than it is today, the
Witch trials were deliberately created so that ir was impossible ro get an ac-

quittal. As in much of Europe from the thirteenth to the eighteenth cenruries,

Witch hunts and trials were a common occurrence in the old Celtic lands.
These communal purges served four major purposes. First, they asserted the
authority of the church over the people. Second, the fear they engendered
helped keep people living and acting in church-approved ways. Third, they
increased the wealth of the church since, in most cases, the property of one
convicted of Witchcraft reverted to the church. Finally, they allowed a com-
munity to eliminate drains on its charity, particularly elderly women, or the
independent woman who was perceived as a threat to family structures. It was

these women who became the primary targets of the hunts.8

A Legacy of Celtic Witches

Most of the well-known Celtic Witches of both history and legend were heal-
ers in the old country tradition. They were the wise women, the midwives,
and the herbalists to whom their neighbors turned for medical assistance and,

occasionally, for a love spell or protection charm. An amazing number of
these women had links to the faery realms.

In Celtic terms the word faery carries the burden of multiple levels of
meaning. On the one hand, the faeries are the nature spirits of the land; on
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the other, they are the vestiges of the old Gods and Goddesses who, according

to legend, went underground to live when they could no longer dwell side by

side with the humans. For the modern Celt, the world of faery is both the
Otherworld and the underworld, the natural world and the inner world.
These apparent dichotomies create a rich, though often confusing, backdrop

for magickal exploration.9
One of the famous Celtic \Titches of legend is Scotland's Meg the Healer,

who was so adept at her craft that it is said the faery folk came to her when
faced with illnesses they were unable to cure. If we perceive the world of faery

as being an unseen part of the natural world, Meg was one of the very few hu-
mans allowed to walk freely into the realm of faery and back again. If we 1,V
choose to think of this world as an Otherworld inhabited by orher spirits, 

*,1 
J 

-$
then Meg became a shaman, able to travel between worlds and bring back the p - "rp ,

knowledge of one realm to aid those dwelling in the other. A.i h{"*{
Scottish folklore tells us that Meg would occasionally come across hu*u^rii {JA

held captive in faeryland, and would ask a local wizardr" hJ;;;;;h"*t.{fl
them. Again, the concept is a cloudy one. Were these trapped souls merelt {\f 

-

metaphors for those caught in an altered state of mind from which rhey could \-
not escape, or were they spirits of the dead who were unable to reincarnate? A
case for both Celtic concepts of faery can be successfully made here. The
crafters of this bit of folklore may have meant for us to view this faery world as

an Otherworld of the dead and deities because it says that when Meg died, she

went there to stay permanently.

Another Scottish Witch was Stine Bheag O'trbat, an old woman from ?
Tarbat Ness who was believed to possess the secrets of weather magick. Con- ;
trol of the weather is both a power given to many faeries and to rhe crone as !
u'ell. In some of her legends she is referred to as "Mother Thrbar," indicaring A
rhat she may have once been a mother Goddess or priestess of some sort. e

ln Innishark, Ireland, midwife named Biddy Mamionn had a gift for heal- Z
rng. It was said that the faeries took her into their world to heal a sick child. U
-\fter that, the faeries and Biddy were believed to be on good terms, and ex- €
changed much healing lore. ;

This idea that Witches were on good terms with the faeries was a strong as- ?
;ect of Celtic \7itch lore, and in Celtic countries, seeing a woman approach a 6
:aery rath or brrrghl0 was admissible evidence against her in court. Old Celtic E
.e gends say that the faeries shared their healing knowledge with those who 3
:.onorably interacted with them,l1 a thread that runs through almost all the l

.:gends concerning famous Celtic Witches.
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Probably the most famous of all Celtic \Titches is Biddy Early, a woman
who lived in the mid-nineteenth century in Ireland's County Clare, who has

been the subject of several books by those seeking to separare fact from fic-
tion. Biddy was allowed to practice her craft with little harassmenr from au-

thorities, though several entertaining stories exist about how she routed angn
priests. The anti-\Titchcraft laws of Ireland, drafted in 1586, were srill on rhe
books and quite enforceable at the time Biddy lirred,l2 yer no one ever made a

move to arrest her. Her neighbors appear to have looked upon her with a

combination of fear and pride, and both hlghborn and low beat a path to her
doorway seeking cures and spells.

Biddy's claim to fame was a blue glass bottle that was ly a gift fron
the faeries, t lust wny they gl er in this way is open for debate. T.
flnd a cure or spell, or to divine the future, she needed only to peer into tht
depths of the bottle and reporr to rhe seeker what she had seen.l3 Thr.
method of scrying for magickal answers found its way into Irish folk practice
If a woman wants to find a missing person or object, she will make a cylinde:
with her hands and peer into it for answers. Clare legends say thar befoi.
Biddy died, she tossed her famous bottle into a nearby lake, where ir still rests

Another interesting account of an Irish Witch, one that shows that the ac.

cused may have actually had some working knowledge of the old Religion. r:
at least of folk magick, is that of Dame Alice Kyreler. Alice was a four-tin:.
widow who lived in fourteenth-century Kilkenny. Very late one nighr. _.

neighbor man saw her outside her home, sweeping the dust from the stre=.
into her home. As she swept she chanted a rhyming coupler, something to Lr:
effect that all the wealth of the town would come ro the home of her s.:
William.14 The use of the broom, or besom, for magick is well known, anj --

a popular device today. The image of sweeping roward her home while char-:-
ing a spell for wealth is a very accurate folk magickal practice.

The neighbor reported the incident, and then the local bishop took up r:.
case. Before it was over, Alice's children had all accused her of using sorcr-
to kill their fathers,l5 and the various eyewitnesses claimed to have seen i---:

cavorting with demons, divining with entrails, and making living sacrifice.
Alice was able to escape to England, and the wrath of Kilkenny fell upon : =:
maid, Patronilla, who died in her stead.

During this period, the folklore surrounding Witches became increasingh- ',

cious, always allying the Witch with Satan, an entity who is wholly a consr.*:
of Christian theology and not accepted by Paganism. The physical imas. . -
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the Witch grew ugly as well, the result being the modern crone-like Hal-
loween Witch who eats children and brews noxious potions in what was once

the great cauldron of life and wisdom.

Hallmarks of Celtic Magick and Witchcraft
Celtic-style magick has several distinguishing aspects. You might want to
think of it as folk magick and spell-casting with a brogue. These aspects are:

. The use of the sacred number three

. Using the power of places "in between"

. Power raising through traditional dance and music

. The use of magickal positions, gestures, or actions

. The unbinding of hair (for women) when casting a spell

. taveling to and from the Otherworld

The last aspect, traveling to and from the Otherworld, is more a practice of
Celtic shamanism than it is of any single Celtic Pagan tradition, and it will be

Jiscussed in detail in Chapter 17.

The number three as a special and sacred number to the Celts has already

been discussed. It appears frequently in Celtic spells, either in the number of
rimes a chant or gesture is repeated, in the number of catalysts used, or in the
number of deities called upon. In many "modern" folk spells, especially from

Catholic Brittany and Ireland, the old evocation of the tiple Goddess to seal

a spell has been replaced by the summoning of the Christian trinity of Fatheq 
=Son, and Holy Ghost. This Celtic reliance on the number three is also re- X

sponsible for the popular saying, "Three's the charm," meaning it takes three X
'.torkings of a spell to make it "take." ( r

The power found in "in between" places or times is another hallmark of e
Jeltic magick, and is reflected in the casting of our circle, which puts us in a 

=:lace that is neither fully in this world nor fully in another. It is also seen in the Y
:opular term for midnight, "The Witching Hour," a moment in neither day, yet 

=.r both. In-between times and places are many, and include midnight and E
iarvn, sunset and year's end, seashores and cave mouths, burial grounds and tree E
-,.ps. A11 are fluid places, whose exact locations in time and space are indefin- A
,:le, and contain mutable energies that we can tap into for magickal purposes. F

Music was also a form of magick itself, used by poets to level curses, create i
,,:ires, or sing praises. A11 of these things produced magickal consequences

:- the lives of the ones to whom the music was directed. An example was
r4r
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when the bard Cairbre MacEtan sought ro rernove Bres from the High King-
ship of Ireland, and dld so by crearing a satire so biting that it caused the
king to become blemished and, under old Irish law, unable to remain king.
Another king blemished through music was Connacht's King Caier, who was

deposed musically by his chief bard, Nede MacAdnai, when he was unable ro
keep a promise.

\fhen r,ve make magick we attempt to manipuiate and shape the energies
surrounding us. \7e do not want to expend a great deal of our own precious
energy. These in-be[ween times and places are great sources of magickai ener.
gies because they are on borders where worlds collide and we have access to
the universal flow of power that we often see as ultimateiy coming from the
Otherworid.

We can also raise energies to use for magick, and a favorite way of doing
this for magical peoples the world over is through drumming, dance, and
music. Celtic music is regaining popularity today, and the traditionalgoatskin
drum, known in Irish as rhe bodhran, is more readily available rhan ever.

Recorded and prinred Celtic music is also easy ro find. If you cannot find ex-
amples in your local music store, see Appendix C for places from which in-
struments and music can be ordered, or Appendix G for scores of some tradi-
tional Celtic music.

If i were to tell you to "assume the position" in a magickal sense, I would
not be asking you to bend over to receive corporal punishment, i would be

asking you to make a gesture/posture associated r.vith the transference of mag-
ickal energy. Such gestures/postures have been known in other cultures as

r.vell, particularly in eastern mysric schools, and they are also known in the
Celtic traditions.

Magickal gestures for releasing positive energies include the famous salmon
leap used in battle by Cuchulain, a rechnique perfected under his tutor, the
Goddess Scathach, and the cross-legged sitting position seen in old Celtic
renderings of poetslT and of the Horned God on the Gundestrap Cauldron.l8
This latter position would be an acceptable posture to use for reaching, bless-

ing, or sending out other positive energies to someone who is with you at the
time, such as a student.

There is also a Celtic tradition of women unbinding their hair in ritual or
when sending out magickal energy. This image is seen in the original rexrs of
several myths and legends, and it is an accepted part of Celtic women's oral
traditions. I have been personally acquainted with covens, sorne Celtic and
some not, that ask their female members to wear *reir hair loose when com-
ing into the circle.

-
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one of the more curious magickal postures is that of closing one eye, and
placing one arm and leg behind vou so that ir is rrnusable. thistTsaffire- 

ing of curses, or the ffansference of
negative energy. Experienced Pagans know that negative energy can have
positive consequences if that which you seek to destroy is negative, such as a
bad hablt or illness. But in rhis case, the uses for which we have extant mythic
reference do not seem to have this end, or else the end result is neither clearly
positive nor negative, such as when the Formorians fought the partholans in
early Ireland, or when a woman who was refused hospitality cursed the Da
Derga's household.l9 A disagreeable Scottish faery, calied the Fachan or
Leg Jack, has one eye, one arm, one ear, antiJIEE

tree, to stretch the self from underworld to upperworld and everywhere in be-
tween to act as a channel for magickal energy. This theory is a good one, es-
pecially since it has a history of similar use in ceremonial magick for a protec-
tion ritual known as the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the pentagram. But the
telling aspect of this posture really comes through when the sun God Lugh
uses it in his battle againsr his grandfather Balor. The original myths t"ll ,r,
that when he assumed this posture he resembled a bent, old woman. Ah ha!
Crone powerl It doesn't take too much reading between those proverbial lines\\----l
to sEEThat the power of the crone is being emulated here.

A Sampler of Celtic-Style Spells
The following spells all employ some distinguishing aspecr of celtic magick. I
make no claim for their antiquity. Like most spells found in print today, they
are modern in origin, but contain ancient concepts and imagery and work
very well.

Making a Biddy Bottle

I made a scrying bottle in the style of Biddy Early's, and though crystal scrying
has never been one of my strengths, I find it works very well. To repeat my ef-
forts you will need a small blue glass bottle, preferably with some type of stop-
per-style cap (like a cork). These are fairly easy to find in gift shops, o, ,hop,
that sell country decorations or antique reproductions. Mine is small, o.rly ri*
inches high, and cost about $z.so. You will also need a,,faery oil," a scent that
is traditionally one that the faeries like. I recommend ffying lilac, primrose,
tuberose (a costly one!), or cedar. If you have already had experience with the
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faery world you may have your own ideas about this and should use them.
Blends that combine faery-related elements in oils are also nice.

Take the blue bottle and psychically cleanse it by holding it under cleaq

running water, all the while visualizing all the previous programming that
might have come into contact with it being washed away. Spend at least three

nights with the bottle, holding it, stroking it, allowing your own energies ro
merge with it as much as possible. Many feminine mystery schools advocate
r4ixing a few drops of your menstrual

p_osmG

Goddess and, done with the proper attitude and visualization (i.e., noiGin!
......................----

it as "yucky"), it can be a great spell boosrer for you._ ---,-,-_-----
LJn tne lourtn nlgnt, Degln vlsuarrzrnfffilrogramming of the bot-

tle-that of it being a scrying tool for you. At this point you should ask the
blessing of the faery world on your endeavor, regardless of how you visualize

these beings. Anoint the bottle with the faery oil, stroking from the outer
edges in to symbolize your bringing power into the bottle.

Wrap your bottle in a white cloth and bury your bottle on a hill, set it in a
garden, or put it in any other place that you feel faeries would enjoy, for three

nigirts. The white cloth will prevent the bottle's new energies from being
grounded and lost while it connects with the world of faery. It is also custoln-

ary, and courteous, to leave the faeries a gift of food. Milk, honey, and bread

are favorites.

After you retrieve the bottle, discard the cloth and unstop the top. Think
of a question or issue you have, and peer into its depths for the answer.

The Wishing Stone

Stones have played a large role in the spiritual life of the Celts. The pre-

Celtic standing stones, the dolmens, and the Lia Fail (see Chapter 12) are all
examples of this. Stones have aiso been used in wishing magick, which is es-

sentially how the Blarney Stone is used today.

Another interesting wishing stone, known as the Deer Stone, can still be

found at the Christian pilgrimage site of Glendalough in Ireland. Though this
site is sacred to the new religion's St. Kevin, its Pagan and Goddess origins are

clear. To activate the power of the stone (related to the feminine earth ele-

ment), you sit on it facing west (the direction of the Celtic Otherworld) and

lean backward untii yor,rr hands touch the water (the other feminine element)

behind yor.z0 Thus you are facing the home of the Goddess, while connect-
ing yourself simultaneously to her two manifest elements. lf you can manage

this feat you may make three wishes.
144
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To make a wishing stone of your own, take a long walk in a wild place and

find one that speaks to you. Thke it home and place it in a glass jar with earth

and water. Leave it there for three days. Every day spend some time projecting

your desire or wish into the jar, toward the stone. After three days, release the

stone backwards into the wild so that it can carry your wish to the Otherworld.

Song Spells

Songs play a huge role in Celtic magick. They have been used so frequently to

preserve history and to pass along teachings that the Irish word for teach ac-

tually means "to sing over." They have also been used to satirize someone in
power to the point of abdication, as was mentioned earlier in this chapter.

Today, as in the past, we have leaders whose blemishes need to come to light.

W'e've all had a boss, club president, committee chairperson, or local politi-
cian whom we sometimes realize is a problem. If you have such a person in
your life, composing a song in satire will expose his or her weaknesses, and

then the natural law of "what goes around comes around" can take its course.

Making a Protection Charm

The Celts were big on offering blessings, a custom that has persisted into the

modern era in rural Scotland and Ireland. Several collections of popular bless-

ings are in print no% many of them copyright-free because they are of un-

known origin ar-td age.21 In modern Celtic Pagan traditions these are often

used in conjunction with talismans to increase their efficacy.

To make a protective charm for yourself, take three leaves from trees that
speak to you of having protective energies. Oak and other hardwoods or trees

rvith prickly spikes are always good choices. Wrap these up in a cloth of gold

or white (colors of protection) and tie them with a red thread (a color of
rvarning and defense). Bless the charm in the name of the Triple Goddess,

employing a traditional Celtic blessing or one you have adapted from an-

other source.

To make the charm more Celtic, and to further imbue it with your personal

energies, you may want to write or embroider a traditional Celtic or Celtic-

sryle blessing on the cloth before wrapping it around the leaves.

Irish Folk Healing

The Irish shared a belief with many ancient people that the creator put no i11-

ness on the earth for which there was not also a cure. It was the job of healers

ro find these cures and pass them along for the good of the people they served.

The Irish have a plethora of Goddesses related to healing. The most well

known is Airmid, daughter of the Tiratha De Dannan's God of medicine,
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Diancecht. She and her brother, Miach, crafred the silver hand of rhe Tiratha
king Nuada of the Silver Arm so that this blemish would nor keep him from
ruling. After rhis, Diancecht killed Miach in a fit of jealousy. Airmid tended
her brother's grave by harvesting on it all the world's herbs. There she "spoke"
with the herbs to catalog their healing properries, and they told her rhe cures

for all the earth's illnesses. One by one, she placed them on her spread cioak,
in an order that would cause her to remember their properties. 'When jealous

Diancecht saw this display, he shook our the cloak and scattered away the
healing knowledge. Legends tell us that there was no illness for which Airmid
had not found a cure, and that those cures for all our ills are still out there
somewhere, waiting to be rediscovered.

Goddesses who are hnked with the imagery of regenerative symbols of
snakes or eggs are also good candidates for healing Goddesses, as well as being
fertiliry deities.22 The two functions are closely hnked.'vfhat was the replace-
ment of Nuada's arm but a healing that involrred regeneration? One such
Goddess who embodies all these images is Sirona, an earrh Goddess often de-
picted with snakes and eggs.23

Before attempting any self-healing regimen, it is wise ro seek the advice of
a physician. With some effort you can find a good one who practices a holistic
form of medicine and is sympathetic to including natural remedies in her pre-

scriptions. Make sure both you and your doctor are aware of how any sub-

stance(s) will react (interact) with your body chemistry or other medicines
you are taking. Unfortunately, most meml:ers of the modern medical estab-
lishment are something like Diancechr, outwardly scorning rhe use of the old
natural medicines while instinctively recognizing their u'orth. Until they can
find a way to patent these natural remedies and make a vulgarly large profit
from their use, don't count on them being found on pharmacy shelves any
time soon.24

Many popular Irish healing charrns show links to the old religions with
their emphasis on the nurnber three, the evocation of a triple deity-though
usually now the Christian trinity rather than the Tiiple Goddess-and ele-
ments of animals and the earth. Following are some of the more inreresting,
or, if you prefer, more entertaining of these healing charms, which were in ac-

tive use until at ieast the early twentieth century.

. Toothaches can be cured by crawling to a holy well on your knees while
praying to the Goddess. Once at the well, immerse your face three
times, then leave a small white stone at the rvell before you leave.
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' To help heal a broken bone, rake a black thread and wrap it fully
around the break three times. Sprinkle the tie with holy warer-one
Pagan version of this is lightly salted blessed w21s1-in rhe name of the
trinity of your choice. Do this every morning upon waking for three
days, then discard the thread.

' To break a fever, write the name of a deity on a piece of paper nine
times and feed it ro a wild animal who will carry it away,

. cramps of all sorts can be cured by taking three hairs from the tail of a
black cat and three from the tail of a white horse, and weaving them
into your belt. \7ear this until the pain subsides, or wear it overnight to
prevent midnight leg cramping.

. Remove warts, moles, blemishes, and other skin abrasions by rubbing
them with mud made from the earth under whlch an unburied coffin
has lain.

' Any pain can be removed by rubbing it with a turnip that has been cut
in half. chanting a prayer to the Goddess may be done in tandem with
this. when the pain is in the turnip, pin the two halves back together
and bury it. Make a large 'X' over the spot where it is buried and the
pain should be buried with it.

. To cure a stomachache, take some scrapings from the horn of a black
cow, and some from a white cow, and put these into a tea.

' Passing your body nine rimes through a large hole in a srone is
supposed to cure a large number of ailments, including infertility.

Augury and Divination

- :,..rnation is the art of reading either the future or the unknown past with
, .-Js, crystals, stones, sticks/wands, or other objects. Augury is the art of using
- .rur€'S signs-birds'flight, cloud formations, tree limb movements, and so
---to do the same. More precisely, augury was a method of deciding a spe-

, .c course of action that would be revealed through these signs, and was an
: at which women were believed to excel.Z5 Argrry was popular among the
'. -v celts, who had a priestly class of men and women who eventually mas-":::l these arts. Divination is probably the more popular of the two today
:-.-.ng Pagans, thanks to the easy accessibility of tarot cards and rune stones.
leltic priestesses were thought to possess prophetic gifts, which made au-

- -- '' come naturally to rhem,z6 and several myths show us women who gave
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word of impending battles or dearh, such as rhe women/faeries who foretold
for Queen Maeve her victory over Ulster and her own demise.

Anything in nature can be taken as a sign that foretells the future, speaks of
the past, points us in the right direction, or underscores a current concern.
There are no set ground rules for any of these signs, whlch is what makes au-
gury a personal art thar can only be mastered with time and careful caraloging
of results. While many symbols can be called archetypes, universal patterns
that have similar meanings for all people, a great many others can only be ac-

curately interpreted by the person seeing them.
To begin your study of augury, select a part of nature you wish to study more

closely. Sorne suggestions are:

Cloud formations

Birds in flight

Tree movements in the wind

The behavior of burrowing animals

Animal tracks in the wild

The growth pattern of your own garden

The nighttime sounds of animals

Get a spiralbound notebook and, each time you go out to gaze at your chosen
natural phenomenon, make notes about what you see and how you think this
ought to be interpreted. Sometimes rhese associarions will be readily appar-
ent, but at other times they will take closer examinarion.

For example, reading cloud formations, an art known as nephomancy, is as

popular today as it-i'm-i -to 
liel)opurar roqay as ir w?srrrrrre-pasr;-rEuprsslmply enloy nawngTTfrte to lte

about gazing at the clouds and looking for symbols within them. The move-
ments, coloring, and changes in the clouds can also have meanings. I find that
the sudden silvering of a dark cloud is a sure sign of impending victory or suc-

cess, lr'hile rising clouds mean that the siruation I am concerned about has

moved out of my hands.

Lots of Celtic lore surrounds animals. Their movements, noises, and ap-
pearance can be taken as omens about the future. Howling dogs at night have
always been seen as harbingers of death or illness, and owls, once sacred as

blrds of the crone Goddess, are viewed today as omens of bad luck. Carefully
making records of your own observations will shorv you how these sounds and
movements are to be interpreted by you.

Whichever nature sign(s) you choose for your own venture into augury, you

wili notice that over time, and with consistenr effort, you will have written in148
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your book the causes and effects noted after each observation and will be able
to compile a detailed listing of what each symbol, movement, formarion, or
other occurrence means. If you need a jump-start for doing this, try glancing
through a book on symbolic dream interpretation, bur please don't rely on
this for the long term. These books are just roo general to do you much good.

In terms of general divination, or of using non-naturally occurring forma-
tions to foretell the future, one of the most controversial among the Celts is

that of using entrails or blood ritually taken from an animal. The most likely
uses of these types of divination were to predict the outcome of battles, or to
help judge the guilt or innocence of someone. Thar the Druids practiced some

forms of divination using living sacrifices is pretty much a given; that we
modem Pagans dc, not want to use living sacrifices is another. We can use the
tbrm of these old divination pracrices without actually harrning living things
by making creative alterations-that's what we women are best at!

For blood we can substitute water. The water can be dyed red with food
coloring or wine if you desire so rhat it has the appearance of blood. This div-
rnation works best when attempting to reveal the identity of an unknown per-
son who has done some known harm to someone you care about. While it can
help you discover the identity of an offender, it should nor replace the crimi,
na1 justice system. If you have been the victim of a criminal act, consult a
ia'rryer or call the police. Never attempt to right these matters on your own or
'' ou will only make the situation worse. Magick can certainly help assist you
,n gaining justice through the proper channels, but it is not a cure-all.

For this divination you will need to be outdoors, in a dry area where you ?
;, ill be able to see your water markings. Dry soil or sandy areas are both good, t
:ut don't discount using the ugly and toxic blacktop of your driveway. While 3
-::e surface isn't very magickal, it makes a good background for reading water C
,:ots. You will also need a shallow bowl a little larger than the palm of your ;
:-:nd, and some sidewalk chalk or water.soluble paint. 2

When you have chosen your working surface, draw on it a circle about tt
:,ree feet in diameter. In the center draw a smaller circle about four inches in {
:,rmeter. The smaller circle represents the person whose guiit or innocence 

=. r are trying to determine, and the larger circle represents the complete sit- ?
-':ion, both the known and unknown elements. Further divide the circle into E
, -arrers to represent the divisions of truths, lies, the sel( and orhers. Finallv, P
.:: und the outer perimeter make several more four-inch circles to represen, fi

-:.ers who may be guilty and are unknown. Feel free to name one or two of 
Fl

---..e if other suspects are known to you.
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Sit in front of this circle with the bowl of warer held in front of you, resring

in the palm of one hand. Hold the other hand over the water and focus on
the water being the caralyst for finding answers. 'V7hen you feel you are prop-
erly focused on rhe issue, rake your free hand and slam it down into rhe warer,
allowing it to splatter where it may. This is as close as you can ger to mimick-
ing the action of slicing the jugular vein.

when the spray settles, set the bowl to the side and examine the water
droplets: where in the area they land, how many drops there are in each sec-

tion, and how big the drops are. All these details help to form a picrure of the
truth. For example, if the majority of the water lands in or near the suspect's
circle, it may indicate guilt. However, if a large amount of water falls in the
"truth" quarter, it could just as easily indicate innocence. \fhen the drops
land everywhere but on the suspect, it likely signifies innocence. However, if
a copious amount of water is also sitting in the "self' quarter, it may suggest
complicity or foreknowledge in the incident in question. Warer concentrared
principally inside the three-foot circle probably means that you are on the
right track with your general suspicion. If most of the liquid lies outside the
perimeter, then it is an excellent sign that none of those you suspect is at fault
in the matter at hand.

Notes
There are many good books on the market that discuss magickal theory and physics
in detail. Marion weinstein's Positiue Magic (custer, !7A: Phoenix, 1981) is almost
a modern

classic. I also wrote a detailed book on natural magick called Makrng Magck (St.
Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1997). Many of the books by Scott Cunningham, Raymond
Buckland, and Doreen Valiente are also good for beginners of magick.

Condren, Mary. The Serpent andthe Goddess: Women, Religlon andPower inCekic
Irekmd (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1989), 80-81.

A \7itch may be either female or male. I use the feminine here, as I have tended
to do throughout this book, because I am primarily addressing women.

The twenty-two-character Hebrew alphabet does nor include vowels. Vowel
markings that indicate what sounds the consonants are linked to are inserted
above or below the characrers in modern Hebrew. Biblical Hebrew does not use

these markings at all, which accounts for the discrepancy in character counr
between these two transliterated words.
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Modern Pagans usually draw a distinction between lTitchcraft and sorcery.
witchcraft is a religion and a magickal art form that seeks to be positive in nature
sorcery is not a religion, but a magickar practice that usually seeks to be negative
in nature.

In modern Paganism this ethic is knnwn as the rviccan or pagan Rede th
"As it harms none, do what you will." /
In modem Paganisrn this is known as the Threefold Law, a karmic
rells us that the energy we send out, both the positive and the ne
to us in meaningful ways.

For a more detailed discussion of the crone's demise, see Barbara !7aiker,s The
crone: woman of Age,wisdom, and'power (San Franciscor Harperco'ins, 1985),
Chapter 5, "The Crone Tums \7itch,,, IZ5_144.
Two books that present divergent viewpoints that occasionally overrap are Hugh
Mynne's The Faerie Way (St. paul, Minn., Llewellyn, 1996) forthe deityffaery con-
cept' and my own AWitch's Guide to Faery FoIk (St. paur, Minn.: Lleweilyn, 1994)
for the narure spiritfaery concept.

A rath is a stone formation, and a burgh is a hillock usually covered in grass or rrees,
under which faeries were beiieved to dweli.
Mynne,41.

Unlike the English anti-szitchcraft laws rhat were repeared in the earry 1950s,
ireland's may still be on the books. No source seems to be abie to give me a
definite answer on this one, and I would greatiy appreciate whatever information
anyone has on this matter.

If you are interested in reading more ab.ut Biddy, I recommend Edward Lenihan,s
In Search of Biddy Early (Dublin: Mercier press, 19gZ).
Ashley, Leonard R. N. The comprete Book of Magtc andwitchcraft(New york:
Barricade Books, Inc., 1986),84.

seymour' St. John D. Irish witchcraft and.Demonologre (New york: Dorset press,
t992),28.

rbid,27*79.

Matthews, caidin' The Elements of the certic Tiadition (Longmeade, Shaftsbury,
Dorset: Element Books, 1989), 50.

A gold cauldron discovered in a Danish bog near rhe town of Gundestrap that is
clearly celtic in design and bears the image of a horned animar/nature deity.
Matthews, 50-51.

Rodgers, Michael and Marcus Losack. Grendarough: A certic pilgrimage (Biackrock,
Co. Dublin: The Columbia press, t9g6),77.
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21 The CarmirwGadelica, a collection of Christo.Celtic blessings collected by a

musicologist and folklorist named Alexander Carmichael in the late nineteenth

century, is a treasure trove of ancient blessings. Also look for various Irish blessing

books to appear in bookstores around St. Patrick's Day (March 17)'

27 Green, Miranda J. Symbol md Image in C elac Religious Arr ( London: Routledge

and Kegan Paul, 1992), 43 and 61.

23 lbid,63.

24 I wantto amend this statement by saying that a growing number of modem

physicians are recognizing the importance of mental outlook to recovery. Many

are employing techniques of positive visualization and total body relaxation, but

most are a long way from actually prescribing so-called "new age" cures, such as

herbal medicine, auric cleansing, or healing touch'

25 Jones, Noragh. Power of Rauen,\xlisdom of Serpent: cehic\Yomen's Spinanlity

(Edinburgh: Floris Books, 1994)' 120.

26 Green, Miranda J. cehic G oddesses : wmriors, Virglns and Mothers (London:

British Museum Press, 1995 ), 147.
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FEMINIINE
CELTIC

SHAMANISM

hamanism is not a religion, bur a spiritual
practice that has been a part of all ancient

religions. In fact, it is likely the oldest of all
spiritual disciplines.l That shamanism is uni-
versal often comes as a surprise to many people
who tend to rhink of this term only within a
Native American framework. The word itself
comes from an extinct Asiatic language called
Tirngus and means, roughly, "one who walks
between the worlds."

A shaman was the tribal healer, seer, vision-
ary, and intermediary with the deities, a role
modern-day shamans fulfill ln today's tribal
cultures. Pagans of all traditions are rediscover-
ing these powerful roots of their own cultural
heritage, and are actively reclaiming them as a
valid part of modern spiritual pracrices.2

The shaman has to have a special vision,
one that can recognize the interconnectedness
of all things. She does not balk when an animal
often considered lowly by other people comes
to lead her on her way. She not does hesirate to
send her consciousness into unknown realms to
help reclaim a lost soul, and she knows how to
navigate the Otherworld and return with new
knowledge that she is not afraid to implement.
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She does these things by leaming to enter an altered state of consciousness al-
most at will, a talent expected of priestesses past and present.

The shaman knows that occasionally a sacrifice will be asked for in ex-
change for her skills. in the Celtic tradition, we see this thread in rhe stories of
the wise woman Biddy Early. Though she was a famous healer and seer in her
native County Clare, she was said to be tormented often by the faery beings
who had reputedly given her the gift of prophecy and healing in rhe first place.

Shamanism is not an area into which all women wish to travel, simply be-
cause the practice has been associated with cults of male priests. Yet women also
functioned as shamans. In some cultures, the word for a female shaman is

shnrnrntka, but this term is in disfavor among modern women who tend to find
it sexist.

Female shamans frequently journeyed into the otherworld, a deeply woven
theme in Celtic shamanic practices. With the coming of patriarchy came a re-
pression of the crone. She and other dark images of rhe feminine, which are
an inherent part of the Otherworld, were deemed unhealthy, even danger-
o,-,r.3 Men were taught to fear them and, as a result, certain Otherworld ad-
ventures fell into the hands of women-when they were still allowed to
openly practice this art. 'sThere women were cut off from practicing this art,
the memory of the Goddesses slowly died, repleced by male Gods oq in some

cases, one supreme male deity.
Throughout history, shamans could defy time. They could work their won.

ders in the future or in the pasr ro affect the present. They could do this be-
cause ancient people knew what modern Pagans and scientists have only re-
cently rediscovered: that time is not a linear event, but an omnipresent no$..
a concept also understood by the Celts. The acceptance of omnipresent time
does not mean that you will suddenly experience your life in a non-linear
framework, but that you will find traversing the wheel of time easier. This is

the essence of the shaman's journey.

Aspects of Celtic Shamanism

Celtic shamanism has its own cultural hallmarks that make it srand our as

having a unique perspective. Some are shared with other forms of shamanism.

but are accented with a unique Celtic voice. This is due in parr ro the fac:
that the Celtic culture was flourishing well into the period when history r,r'as

being recorded, and to the efforts of modern Celtic Pagan researchers, whc
have been making efforts to piece together the special parts of our spiritua-
past. Celtic shamanism features the following concepts and practices:
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Otherworld Journeys

Journeying into the Otherworld to retrieve information is a basic shamanic
art for which the Celts had their own unique rwisrs. Above all else, the Celrs
saw rhe Otherworld as their original or spirit home, a place to which rhey
would return upon death.4 while there, shamans could meet with ancestors,
comrnune with deities, take personai challenges, mend broken souls, gather
healing knowledge, or correcr problems in the physical world. The many
facets of the Celtic Otherworld wiil be discussed at length larer on in this
chapter, and in Chapters 15 and 16.

Soul Healing

In no Celric language is there a native term for "soul" as we generally define
that word today, yet rhere was a belief in the eternal aspecrs of a spiritual
essence. All Celtic languages have words for ghost or spirir, parts of the whole
person that can be lost before death, and that need to be reconnected in order
for wholeness ro conrinue. The idea that illness of the body or spirit can be
caused by soul matter that has escaped the body is a common feati_rre of world-
wide shamanism. This is often called rhe ',shartered soul."5

One of the shaman's medical duties is to retrieve these shatrered soul parts
from whatever otherworld realm they have flown off roo, and ro bring the
soul back ro reinregrate with its earthly hosr. This is done only at rhe request
of the ill person" Paganism acknowledges the free will of all and the right of
every individual ro live as they choose, as iong as their choices do nor impinge
on the freedom of others. The Celm were great lovers of personal freedom,
and took great pains to identify their freeborn people.

Sometimes the person in need of healing is near dearh, and the iines of free
'"r'ill versus manipulation are unclear. ln the old rribal societies, the shaman
rvould still try ro rnake rhis effort ro rerrieve the soui. but would let go if the
soul made it clear to the shaman that ir wanted to move on.

Use of Animal spirits as catalysts and the Art of shapeshifting
Where mosl shamanic practices rely on animal spirits as allies and assistants,
the Celtic focus is more on using the animals as cataLysts for a specific prac-
rice, or as transportation to a specific Otherworld realm. For example, rather
rhan expecting a bird to show up as a guide to take you ro the otherworld,
','ou would be more likely to transform into the bird and ffavel there yourself.

This is part of the art of shapeshifting, another universal shamanic practice
:hat has its own Celtic flavor. Often the shifting occurs in order to achieve
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some personal task, such as an initiation rite or to celebrate a change in the
seasons, or to serve a communal purpose.

The celts saw their women/Goddesses as natural shapeshifters. The major-
ity of the celtic myrhs about shapeshifting involve women (Cerridwen,
Blodeuwedd, Liban, and others), while a few involve male-female couples
(Edain-Midhir, Saba-ossian, cerridwen-Taliesin, and so on). The fewest
myths depict men alone as shapeshifters, though these stories do exist.

Shapeshifting can be done through visualization while in an akered stare of
consciousness' or by taking on the attributes of a spirit or animal while in the
ritual circle. Both methods are employed today, and both work equally well.
which one you choose depends on your ultimate goal in taking on another
shape. For instance, if you are seeking entrance to the Otherworld, visualiza-
tion will work best, while if you want to take on the spirit power of a certain
animal to use in your physical reality, then the ritual alignment would be your
best choice. Animals one works with on a regular basis, who seem to share ar-
tributes with you, are known as your totem animals. Totem is a Native Amer.
ican word Celtic Pagans often use because it fits the concept so well, and rs

readily understood by most wesrerners on magickai paths.
Taking on an animal attribute was part of the famous Celtic ceremonv

known as the tarbhfeis, or "bull conrest," in which the magickians of the com-
munity would feasr on a ritually slaughtered bull, after which one meribe:
would wrap up in the skin and allow visions to come via rhe bull's spirit.T Th,,
was one way in which kings were selected by communities.

In the Celtic world, certain animals are considered the ,,oldest animals
They are highly sacred and were believed to have once been in the sole pc,.
session of the deities in the Otherworld. Their mears were featured at Orhe :.
world banquets such as the Feasr of Age. lfhen one consumed rhe pc:,
served there, it would prevent aging.

The welsh mythic poem known as The Battle of theTiees, or cadGodd"e.., .

welsh,B relates how these sacred animals came to earth through a war. Sc- .

deities felt that humans needed four animals: the dog, the deeq the pig. -.: -
the lapwing, all animals said at one time to be in sole possession of the c:: . -

world inhabitants.

Specific Tools Native to Celtic Culture

Each culture or tradition has its own variation on ritual tools. Some are ,:,
cific to shamanic practices. In Celtic culture, the basic shaman's rool ,: :- ,

silver branch.g The branch, a wand cut from an ash or yew tree, is paini.:
ver, and apples that ring like bells are tied on it. Celtic myth refers to rl-. . .. , ,r56
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"chiming fruits."10 They were believed to have come from the orchard known
as Emain Ablach,11 whlch serves as a portal to rhe Otherworld.

The branch was jingled in a rhythmic beat that could help lull the shaman
into an altered state of consciousness, very similar to the way drums are em-
ployed in most other shamanic cultures. The Celts also used this branch to
bless and protect.

Finding chiming apples ro make your own silver branch might ar firsr seem
like an impossible challenge-the sort of otherworld challenge that Celtic
myth is famous for-but if you look around at Christmas rime you can easily
find silver and gold bells shaped like small apples rhat seem custom-made for
making the silver branch.

Union with the Shadow.self or Co.Walker

The Celts believed that a part of rhemselves dwelled within each world. The
otherworld self was known as the shadow-self or co-walke r (coimimeadh in
Irish), and was a double of the living person. This belief gave rise to the con-
cept of the "fetch," or spirit-double, who appears to people a few weeks prior
to their death in order to fetch them to the Otherworld for union with the
rest of the selves.

The shadow-self is not a polar image of the physical seli bad where the
physical self is good, and good where it is bad, but rather an accurate mirror of
rhe true self. Union with this shadow-self can immediately show us our good
rraits and bad, and can help us find ways to overcome fear blockages that hold
back our spiritual progress. In this respect it is also a guardian spirit.

The shadow-self is intimately linked to the crone Goddess and to her caul-
lron of transformarion in the Otherworld. Only by union with the seli and

'iliingness to enter the cauldron, can we hope to become whole beings while
,till in an earthly incarnation.

Seeking the Ancestors' Assistance

lhe Celtic spin on approaching ancestors for assistance is that many of the
:cities themselves were seen as ancestors, or as beings with special connec-

. -rns to the divine. The art of seeking the assistance of the dead, known gen-
.:aLiy as necromancy, was usually practiced near a burial site.12 Celtic burial
,.-es tended to be lavish stone edifices with doors that symbolized the portal
-:i\\'een worlds. The door was closed when the two worlds needed to be sepa.
".:e , and could open wide to allow for free travel between them. standing on

rn one of these cairns was a right reserved for shamans and priestesses, and
- .rr,folk legends tell about people who did so, with a variery of interesting
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results. Some came away blessed with powers of dubious worth; others were
attacked by protective faery spirirs. Others, hke the famous Irish harper
O'Carolan, were given the gift of music.

The human head was often the focus of Celtic necromanric acrivities. The
head assumes great importance in many celtic myths; it was a trophy to be
taken when the Celts did battle, and an object of battle games that involved
beheadings. It was believed to be the seat of the animating spirit, a connec-
tion to the wisdom of the Otherworld.

Use of a Crane Bag

Medicine bags, or po\,ver pouches, are a feature in virtually all tribal cultures"
The Celts called rhese "crane bags" because they were made of the hide of a
crane, a bird who, in myth, freely travels between the worlds. There are even
myths of Goddesses who can transform themselves into cranes, such as Scot-
land's Corra and lreland's Munanna.

Today, many Pagans balk ar rhe idea of kllling an animal for magickal pur-
poses. They feel that people not livirig off the land, and in total harmony with
it, do not have this right. They substitute cloth pouches for the crane bag,
perhaps made of silk. whichever way you choose Lo make your crane bag, you
should place inside it objects you wish to wear near you at all times: amulets
of protection, a small magickal tool, a special stone, or similar precious items.
These objects help connect you to the power of the C)therworld and its deities
and totems. Many believe that being separated from your crane bag will lessen
the quality of your magickal efforts.

The Otherworld Challenge

A test or trial, in which the shaman must prove her worth to enter the circles
of the sacred, is a feature of the otherworld journey that makes up a grear parr
of a shaman's experience. She will be given guidance, or perhaps warnings, br-

allies and enemies alike, but the path must ultimately be treaded alone.13
Fear is one of the greatest impediments to spiritual progress, especially in

the fluid otherworld, and irc banishrnent is essential to being able to move on
and grow This blockage, which can occur ar any stage of spiritual develop-
ment, is usually called by the generic term "Terror of the Threshold." Usuallr
it stops you until you can either face up to the feaq meet some challenge, or
fight off the terror with your warrior self. Only after the challenge is overcome
will you be allowed to venrure further inro rhe mysteries of the Otherworld.

An example of an unusual challenge is seen in the myth of the Irish Other-
world Goddess-come-faery queen, Creide. She lived all alone in the other-
world, vowing never to sleep until she found a man who could create for her .:
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special poem. That man would not only be admitted to her heavily guarded

Otherworld home, but would become her mate. The poem had to be perfectly

crafted, and had to describe in minute detail her home and all its contents.

Coll, one of the Fianna warriors, was able to achieve this miraculous feat and

was taken into Creide's Otherworld home as her mate.

Seeking Union with the Divine on Behalf of a Group

ln any culture, the ultimate role of shamans was to impart divine favor on the

people they served. Though all these shamanic arts took the practitioner

along different roads, all paths eventually led to the deities. Sacrifices, gifts,

and knowledge-seeking were done more on behalf of the community than for

the individual. Modern Celtic shamanism has put more emphasis on the role

of the individual, but the type of knowledge gained can be used to help others

as well as the self.

The Land of Women

Unlike most cultures, which have only one name for their Otherworld, or

Land of the Dead and Deities, the Celts have many. The Otherworld is not
just Heaven, Paradise, or Hell, but is a multi-faceted realm divided roughly

into three parts: the upperworld, the middleworld, and the underworld. Each

section contains a host of special worlds with their own unique claim to the

Otherworld experience. These areas are called by literally dozens of names,

including the Land of the Ever Young, The Land of Promise, Land Under the
'!7aves, Land of Mirrors, The Castle of Glass, and so on. All represent specific

aspects of the Otherworld, a rich repository of archetypal power virtually un-

equaled in any other spiritual system.

One of the most intriguing of these realms is the one known as Tir na

mBar, or the Land of Women. This world has been the destination of three

separate mythic voyages, two that are Pagan, and one Christian, adapted from

these older sources. The Voyage of Maelduin and The Voyage of Bran

MacFerbal are the two Pagan versions. The story of Bran is the newer of the

two, and formed the basis for the Voyage of St. Brendan in Christian times.

The written transcripts of these ancient myths, at least the parts that still
exist, serve a similar function for Celtic people as the Egyptian and Tibetan

Book of the Dead serve in those cultures. They provide a framework for un-

Jerstanding the afterlife and knowing what to expect. The primary difference

is that no "final judgment" aspect, in which a supreme being passes sentence

-.r hands out rewards to the soul based on the events of one lifetime, is pre-

.enr.14 This absence highlights the Celtic Pagan belief in both self-responsi-

:ility and the cycles of rebirth.
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In both of the Pagan myths, the adventurers and their ships' crew venture
to thirty-rhree separare Otherworld islands, but in each story it is the Land of
Women that stands our as one of rhe mosr challenging and detailed. This fas-
cination with the Land of 

'Women 
hearkens back ro ancient beliefs in the all-

powerful mother Goddess, and an acceptance that one would go to the home
of an ancestor deity after death.15 Becnrrse the Celts were originally a ,,mother

blood" society, one in which clans were identified by rheir descenr from the
same woman, this ancestor deiry was also a woman. Celtic mythology further
teaches that all dead souls musr go back to rheir source at death, and this is

sometimes portrayed as rhe botromless Cauldron of Rebirth, a symbol of the
womb of the Goddess. Upon physical death, a soul was reabsorbed into the
womb of the Great Mother, or into some other woman form, to await rebirth.

In the story of Bran and, later, of St. Brendan, the part of the voyage that
takes them ro the Land of Women has a slightly sinisrer cast. The queen of
this island lirerally reels Bran's boat into her harbor by casring out what
amounts to a web, which catches thern and draws them in. The men are
feasted and petted, and for all the years they sray do nor age even one single
day. They are allowed ro remain rhere, enjoying themseives, unril they liter-
ally forger time has passed and that they had anorher life somewhere else. In
this respect the women are depicted as duplicitous, deceiving the men for
their own selflsh aims of keeping thern in the Land of 'v7omen. 

The men fi-
nally have to escape by trickery and violence to return to the earth.

This aspect of flghting to leave the Land of women is at odds with what we
know the celts believed about rebirth. one did not have to fight his or her
way back to life. Rebirth was offered by rhe Goddess and taken as one willed.
The traditional Orherworld challenge is, after all, one of admittance, not of
escape. it also begs the question of why Bran and his men would want to leave
a perfect exisrence to return to an earthly realm where they would only age
and die. one of the most popular names for the celtic otherworld is'I:rr na
nog, or Land of the Ever-Young, referring to the belief that, in the other-
worid, no one grows older. It is also telling that on this voyage, when a perfect
world was sought, it was to a land of women thar they were taken.16

Working with the Land of Women
This realm is special ro women, a place in which our power is never ques-
tioned and the challenges ro us only make us stronger. The next two chapters
wiil explore these archetypes in greater detail, teaching you how to venture
safely there and back, able to return with the knowledge you need for spiritual
advancement.
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Some women believe that the Otherworld is also the land of dreams. For

women seeking to work with dreams, getting to know this world can be espe-

cially important. And because there is little as frustrating to the growing spir-

itual self as a dream that cannot be remembered or cannot be completed, the

guided mediation in Chapter 16 will give instructions for dream retrieval.
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Entering the Otherworld

\ /aking an Otherworld joumey is a rela-
lV ltively easy rask, but locating what needs

to be found in that world, perhaps fighting for
it, then bringing back and implementing it in
the physical world, is a lot harder.

The Irish language distinguishes between
Otherworld "voyages," called irnmrama, and
other adventures, called echtrai. This suggests

that one'is a deliberately planned excursion,
and the other is fallen into as a result of
chance or accident. By far you have the great-
est chance of having your Otherworld adven-
tures making a lasting impact on your life if
you plan ahead somewhar. Granted, the Oth-
erworld will always be full of surprises. That is

its nature, and that is how it best teaches and
initiates us into new levels of spiritual growth.
But if we go in already having some idea of
what we hope to achieve, we are more likely
to find it. Compare it to starting a shopping
trip when you have no idea what you need to
buy. You are much more likely to waste too
much time, spend too much money, and come
home without that which you need most. Your
Otherworld joumeys are rhe same.

There is only one reason to enter the Oth-
erworld-to grow Along with )/our growth,
other benefits will surely accrue. You will leam
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to overcome unheaithy and inhibiting fears, you will connect more intimately
with the divine, you will improve your divinarion skills, and you will build
upon your warrior self.

Mythologist Joseph Campbeli repeatedly wrote of the universal mythic
theme of a human venturer who sucldenly finds herself in an Otherworldly sit-

uation, triumphs over the obstacles placed on her path, and then returns to
the physical existence u'ith special gifts.l Each time you return from an Oth-
erworld experience, you should bring back with you something of value. This
can be something intangible, such as knowledge given, or an amulet or talis-
man that was given into your care. Though this object may not be visible to
you once you are back in the physical rvorld, it still exists, and will remain
with you until the time you return it to the Otherworld, either by choice or

request. Learn what 7ou can from this gift while you have it, and share it as

you are at,le.

The Blood Journey
It has been suggested by many people who practice a Celtic-based spirituality
that men and women on shamanic journeys will find that their ultimate ex-

periences are different based solely on their gender. Such a concept raises the
hackles of feminists who do not want to believe that any gender-based dls-

abilities exist in any realm, but precedents for this division exist in rhe Celtic
traditions. Rest assured that, ih the end, both rnen and women end up in the

same place spiritually, it's just that their pathways for getting there must nec-

essarily diverge at certain points.

According to one r.vriter, a man's ultinate Otherworld journey takes him
to a semen-colored world,2 a "white" place of bliss and union with the God
For women it rnakes sense that the approach is one of a biood journey. Manr
times the imagery here is not just of a red world of blood, but one that fea-

tures a horse, a sacred animal intirnately ilnked to the feminine that men Lr.

Celtic myth often found hard to capture. The horse Goddess Rhiannon r.

one such example of a u'oman on horseback who could not be caught, nc

matter holv hard her pursuers rode. Because the horse is linked to the darker

reaches of the Otherworld and of the rnother aspect of the Goddess, it is also

linked with blood.

These journeys into semen and blood worlds are not aspects of the Other-
world journey that can be planned. They are a gift given in recognition of
your efTorts. The blood journey is likely to take a woman by surprise, suddenly

catapulting her into an ecstatic realm of feminine mysteries where she finds
herself at the source of all creation. \fhen she emerges from this world, she
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*'i1l have been rehorn in the spirituar sense. Being someone who is ,,twice
born" is of importance to certic spirituality, in a way simirar to how christianiundamentalists today view their .or-r."p, of being ,,born 

again.,, Both indicatean initiation into spiritual mysreries, oi,,k.,orlr.,g,, and in;; ; deeper connec_rion with the divine.
In spite of the celtic beliefs in rebirth, you are unique in rhe here and nowYour precise body, spirit, and mental self are in this on., 

"o.,r,gr-rration onlyonce, and then you wil never be this form again. you get only one chance atbeing the current you. The nexr time around you wilibe someone crifferent.Being twice born is believed ro prepare you to make your next-life ffansfor-mations in a better way, with fuil awareness of rhe meaning of your death anrlthe world(s) you choose ro explore after this life ends.

Playing by the Otherworld,s Rules
Yo, should never make the mistake of thinking that your experiences in thectherworld are nor real, simply because th"y t"l" ph;;;1iou, mind. pagans,
magickians, and other occultists have rong recognized rhe regitimacy of theseinner-world experiences, and have l""r.r"d 

"or"r. ,. *.'in",' in a poorlyprepared frame of mind, or for sport. They h"rr" r"am"d from centuries of ex-perience that this attitude only reads to blockager, ,pi.iruui"nd physical sec-backs' Ultimarely, you find you are unwelcome i" rr.," oil;you mosr wish tor-isit, and the Terror of Threshorc{ cannot b" orr*r.o-e so that you may passthrough and cornplete your journey.
You should approach an otherworrd journey as you wourd any other ritual,

"r'irh reverence and intenr. creanse both your b.dy 
"^J;ur spirit before-rand. Allow any anger, hatred, or other emotional upheavars to be set asirle.Remember that on the great wheel of time *h"t go", around comes around,rnd taking any negarive emorion into the otherworid wirl onlv rebound on'.'ou sooner or later.

when in the otherworld, respect the privacy of others you meet there,r hether they are spirits of rhe dead, deities, or orher hr_rman travelers rike'or-rrseif. If someone clearly is not i.terestecl in having a conversation or be-:oming your teacher or ftavering companion, don't trfto for." a bond.The celtic otherworld is govemed by many of the same rules of hospirarityhat governed the certic physical worrd in times past. one of the srrictest of:hese was the expectations of someone who had ,.o"pt"d the hospirarity of a' ousehold at which they stopped ro rest during a journey. This was called the:rotecrion of bread and salt." once food was offered_as it was required tcr:e-and accepted, the guest was under obiigation to live at peace while

?
?
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there, and the host could not ask the guest to leave for a least a year and a
day. This was an important feature of Celtic life, when traveling warriors
could create a quick crisis in someone's home. If you are offered food and
drink in the Otherworld, choose to accept it with caution. Many times such a

gift has been portrayed in folklore as a metaphor for trapping unsuspecting
humans in certain areas of the Otherworld, particularly in the faery realms. If
you do accept the offering, keep in mind the obligations you have just com-
mitted yourself to.

Be cautious about time in the Otherworld. Anyone who has ever practiced
simple meditation knows about the phenomenon of time distortion. \7hen
you are in the Otherworld, you are outside the boundaries of time and space

as we know it, and even scientists will tell you that time has no meaning out-
side the known universe. It is not unusual on an Otherworld joumey to return
only to find out that a great deal more or less time has passed than you ex-
pected. Many legends abound about people being stuck in the Otherworld,
particularly in the faery realrns, who are unable ro get back, or who find it ex-
tremely difficult to do so. In most cases, the persons are not really stuck,
merely unaware of the passage of time. Willing the self to move on or to re-
tum to your physical consciousness should always free you.

Another aspect of the Celtic Otherworld is that, since it is a place of re-
birth, a deity or teacher there might place you under a geis. A geis is a taboo,
a personal restriction usually placed upon someone at birth.3 Sometimes this
geis may apply to the non-physical you and have to be observed only in the
Otherworld. At other times it will apply to your physical life as well. As seen

many, many times in the Celtic myths, breaking the geis, knowingly or un-
knowingly, has severe repercussions. If you are going to make this commit-
ment to spiritual advancement, be aware that you may have to accept its
harsher side as well. It is all part of those Otherworld challenges whose intent
is to help us grow

One example of a geis laid upon someone while in the Otherworld, and of
a severe case of time distortion, is seen in the myth of Niamh of the Golden
Hair, who took the young hero Ossian to her Otherworld home for a visit.
They were very happy there, and even had a son and a daughter together.
More than nine hundred years passed, of which Ossian remained blissfully un-
aware. \7hen he finally realized the great passage of time, he asked Niamh if
he could go back and visit earth once before returning to sray with her and
their children forever. She gave him her horse and told him he was free ro go,

but that he was under a geis not to dismount for any reason. Once back in Ire-
land Ossian quickly forgot the geis, and carelessly dismounted. He immedi-
ately aged, and tumed to dust.
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Methods of Entering the Otherworld
Today's celtic Pagans have a' entire arsenal of methods to crack open the
otherworld's doors. The four primary ways in whrch the otherworlci can be
entered contain some overlap between them. These are:

Dream incubation

Through a symbolic portal

Through guided meditation

Through astral projection

Dream Incubation

It is an old doggerel that says our dreams are made of imagination, and your
own power of creative imagination is one factor that will determine the ease
u'ith which you are able ro enter rhe Otherworld.4 Learning to trust what we
rmagine, or think we imagine, will aliow us to follow its lead into other realms
of reality.

Dream incubation, or creating conditions conducive to prophetic dream-
ing, is one of the oldest shamanic tricks. It uses the narural openness of the
ir-rind during the alpha and theta cycles of sleep ro connecr with otherworld
beings and receive messages or guidance from them. (see Appendix E for a
chart of the four sleep stages and how they relare to meditation.) It is also a
rurethod for meeting with the ancesrors or other spirits of the deceased. one
rld Celtic practice was for sharnans to sleep atop burial cairns to receive mes-
-,rges form rhe Otherworld.5

Many ancienr cultures set aside specific slpep temples to induce propheric
jreaming. T'he Greeks were especially noted for this pracrice, ancl both men
,.nd women priests slept in the incubare.s, or "sleep sanctuaries.,' \7omen were
:onsidered in many cultures to be the true masrers of the art of prophetic
jreaming due to the connection of the feminine with the night and the
:roon. The only thread we have of this among the Celts is the aforemen-
,loned practice of sleeping on burial cairns, sacred stones, in oak groves, and
,,' on. Presumably, some sort of rituai preparation and prayer was a prerequi-
."re to incubating these dreams so that the messages could be taken seriously
-', the dreamer or her clan.

The magickal repertoire of modern Paganism is full of tricks to help induce
:ophetic dreaming. These include the burning of jasmine incense in the

,,ceping room, or the consumption of jasmine tea just prior to falling asleep.
,smine is also an herb iinked ro death rituals, and makes a good incense ro
,e if obtaining messages from ancestors is of interest to you. Dream pillows
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are also popular devices. These are small cloth pouches stuffed with herbs

such as jasmine, mugwort, lemon balm, or patchouly, hand-sewn by the

dreamer, then placed under the "regular" pillow at night. The dream pillows

are usually charged to their task with strict visualization, perhaps a chanted

blessing, or by anointing them with a special oil. Each of the popular dream

pillow herbs imparts its own unique character to the dreams. Patchouly is re-

lated to the earth and is most likely to take you into the underworld realms or

connect with your underworld spirits. Mugwort is an herb used frequently in
traveling spells or for assisting in astral projection, and is the one most likely

to help you travel-via astral projection-in your dreams into the Other.

world. Lemon balm and jasmine are both related to the dream world and to

prophecy, and will be likely to help your dreams include visions of the future.

Lavender was considered a potent magickal aid to curing insomnia, and

adding it to any pillow may help you fall asleep faster.

You are by no means limited to these old standards. Knowledgeable cre-

ativity will do more for your shamanic activities than following formulas. For

example, if viewing the past is your interest, try using lilac. Past in this case

does not refer only to past lives, but to unresolved present-life issues. If you

seek dreams pertaining to your romantic situation, try rose.

Hot teas made with herbs that are known to magickally induce dreams can

also help. Try jasmine, rosemary, eucalyptus, or sage. For banishing night-

mares, use anise. Place about one teaspoon of the herb into a tea ball or

cheese cloth for each single cup you wish to make, and steep it for about five

minutes. Drink this just prior to falling asleep, while keeping your purpose

firmly in mind.
After you have lit your incense, put your dream pillow in place, and con-

sumed your dreaming tea, it is best to shf into bed (or wherever else you plan

to sleep) as soon as possible. If you have any rituals you wish to do at this

point to help bring on dreams, keep them brief. You do not want to jar your'

self out of the receptive state you have lulled yourself into by having to think
about complex rituals.

Though a lot of people balk at the idea of keeping a dream diary simply be'

cause of the time and effort it takes, they can be very useful, and are certainly

entertaining to look back on over the years. When recording dreams, women

of child-bearing age should make a note of their menstrual cycle, as well as

recording any weather or astrological data you feel is important. The impact

the cycle has on your psyche is not to be underestimated. Menopausal women

may norice that they feel certain "womb rhythms" still at work in their bodies
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long after their periods cease, and if you are one of these, you should record
these impressions as well. over rime, you will notice a clear patrern showing
at the point in your cycle your dreams are most psychic, or when you 

"r" 
b"ri

able to enter rhe otherworld, contacr rhe dead, or achieve other goals. This
can be useful information to have when you are looking for assistance in any
of these areas later on.

Entering Through a Symbolic portal

Understanding the meanings of otherworld symbols is essential ro ensuring
that your joumey follows the right path. Think of these symbols as the Other-
world's road signs. symbols can also be r-rsed to conclition the deep mind with
your desire for the otherworld journey, by setting up sympathetic connecrions
between your deep mind and the energies of the other.orid. The key to using
them is in unlocking their mysteries, understanding their deepest rneanings,
and then using them on a regular basis. The t*o b"rt ,y-bols a celtic shaman
can use for the journey are the triskele and the labyrinth.

The triskele, or triple spiral (see Fig. A) is a very old ceiric symbor rhat rep-
resents the sacred number of the celts and all its correlationsr6 the three ,r"g",
of exisrence (birth, death, and rebirth); the Tiiple Goddess (virgin, ,,'oth"r,
and crone); the three levels of rhe orherworld (unclerworld, rnicldleworld, and
upperworld); and so on.

Several explanations have been put forth for the meanings of the individual
spirals, based on the direction it spins and its placemenr uguir-rr, other ancient
symbols on celtic relics and sacred sites. one of the mor" irrt"r"sting of these is
that the rwo botrom spirals (see Fig.
A) represent the equinoxes, rhe times
of balance in the solar year,7 one spiral
heading into darkness and one inro
the lighr. Nore thar the spiral on the
left moves counterclockwise. Both the
direction of left and the anri-clock-
wise movement are related to the
Otherworld. Note also thar the spiral
on the right moves clockwise, both di-
rections associated with the upper-
world oq sometimes, with the middle-
world, which is viewed as an unseen
realm parallel to and penetraring the
physical worid. The very design of this
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Fig. B: Otherworld RoadMap Spiral

ancient symbol ofrers us a road

map into the Otherworld. Though
few think about its meaning, this
"figure 8 on its side" design is pre-

sent in many magickally symbolic
situations. It often appears over
the head of "The Magician" in
tarot decks ro represent the ability
to take ideas in spirit and ffanslate
them into physical reality.

I have used this road map myself and flnd that it is nothing short of miracu-
lous in the way it works. It makes all otherworld journeys much easier to get
into and out of. Before arrempting any form of Otherworld journey, meditate
on this symbol, scrying into it for insights. Then close your eyes and allow
yourself to feel as if you are following this road map from the center point of its
right spiral. Feel your inner self tuming clockwise ro reach the point where the
two worlds meet, then feel your self moving counterclockwise as you follow the
spiral into the very cenrer of the left spiral. \fhen you are ready to leave the
Otherworld, you simply close your mental eyes and reverse the process (see the
guided meditation in Chapter 16).

A similar device is the labyrinth. Though we tend to think of the classic
labyrinthian pattem as being Greek in origin, it is a symbol of Otherworld and
Goddess mysteries found throughout Europe. That the Celts recognized and
used this symbol is obvious, since extant carvings of it can be found at many
old sacred sites, including those near

the sacred site now dedicated to St.
Kevin at Glendalough, Ireland.8

Other variations on the labyrinth
are also found, and since a labyrinth
dlffers from a maze in being a pat-

tern where there are no dead ends to

fr taveling the labyrinth is a trans.

: formative experience. It is symbolic
2

birth into a new life. Its center rep-

resents the womb of the Goddess
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from which all things are bom and reborn. I
have been told that some English covens pos-

sessing enough land to create large labyrinths
using hedgerows used the pattern to enclose

their circle site, making it truly a space out of
time, a place for creating change.

It is no accident that the feminist Pagan

path known as the Dianic Tradition has

adopted the labrys as its symbol. The labrys is

a double-headed axe. Note that the classic

labyrinth pattem is divided in the center and

round on the edges, much like the double-
headed axe.

Entering Through Guided Meditation or Astral Projection

Although these two methods of entering the Otherworld were mentioned

separately, they are going to be treated together because they share much
more in common than those who have not worked with them extensively
might realize. The guided meditations presented in Chapters 3 and 16 offer
prepared pathways into the inner worlds. Over time, and with your own ex-

perimentation, you can venture away from these paths and ffaverse the Oth-
erworld on your own. In effect, you will be astral projecting.

The astral world, or asffal plane as it is sometimes called, is conceptualized

as an invisible realm that parallels and interpenetrates our physical world. It is
around us and in us at all times, but remains unseen by us when we are in our

normal state of consciousness. Astral projection is a means by which we de-

liberately expel our consciousness, or astral bodies, into the astral plane. In
this fluid state we can travel anywhere. Time and space offer no barriers.9

Astral magick has been widely misunderstood, but was clearly popular

among the Celts, or at least among their priestly classes. The Druids were

reputed to have spells called fithfath that rendered them invisible. This was

probably a metaphor for an astrally projected state, which enabled them to es-

cape the bonds of linear time and work magick backwards and forwards in
time to change present situations.
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\Thether you are astral projecting, or simply taking off on your own from a

guided meditation, there are three ways to make your jump into the Other-
world easier:

By shapeshifting

By following a trusted guide

By entering through a known place or time portal

I have heard lots of horror stories about Pagans who have allowed themselves
to take on animal shapes during Otherworld journeys; mosr I have dismissed

as scare tactics designed to prevent others from discovering these power tech.
niques. It is true that you do not want to dwell overly long in another form.
Doing so will eventually hinder rather than help you, because you will be re-
lying on energies outside yourself rather than developing your own skills. But
taking on the form of an animal known to be skilled at traveling the path be-
tween this world and the Otherworld is useful as a tool for learning, or for as-

sistance when you have occasional difficulties.
Birds and horses are the two primary animals who possess this power.

Horses are symbolic of the divine feminine, of death and transition,l0 and
make an excellent choice for your shapeshifting efforts. Goddesses such as

Rhiannon, Macha, Mare, and Epona all had a horse form. In Cekic mythol-
ogy, it is common for both people and deities to take on bird shapes ar the
moment of death, such as when Blodeuwedd was turned into an owl when she

was killed. Other well-known bird Goddesses are lreland's Cliodna, who often
took the form of a sea bird, and Scotland's Corra, a Goddess of prophecy who
usually appeared in the form of a crane.

In the physical world, some intense ritual effort is needed to shapeshift into
other forms, and the result will be a psychic rather than a physical ransforma-
tion. You will see the change, and so will anyone with the ability ro view you

with psychic vision, but to the rest of the world you will appear to be only play-

acting. In the astral world, all thought is action, and that which you will be-

comes real. This allows you to alter your form almost at will. Still, making rhese

changes should have a purpose, and not be done just for sport. Abusing the
power is a good way to either lose it or have it rebound to teach you a lesson.

To shapeshift in the astral world, simply allow your outer self to take on an.
other shell, while recognizing your inner self as the real you, protected inside.

Watch it happen slowly, allowing each individual part of you to make the
complete change. If you find you are having trouble doing this, it may be be-

cause this animal's spirit is not willing to merge with you at this time, or be-

cause you have an inner fear of the process that is blocking your efforts. Once
the change is complete, will yourself to travel in that form to the Otherworld.

E
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lUhen you reach your destination, take back your own outer form, changing ir
again for the rerurn rrip.

Do not woffy about being "stuck," either in another form or in the other-
world. Always keep in mind the "thought is action" principle and, if you do
feel afraid, simply will yourself back ro your physical self in rhe physical world.

You can also allow yourself to be met by a trusted guide and escorted in and
then out again when you are ready to go. A guide can be a deity, the spirit of
someone you know who has died, or an animal guide. popular sacred animals in
the Celtic world were dogs, traditional guardians of the gates of the Otherworld;
salmon, who function like serpents in other culturerl l a, symbols of knowledge
and transformation; boars, symbols of abundance and the warrior; bears, linked
to strength and images of royalty; cartle and bulls, symbols of wealth; and sows,
symbols of abundance, youth, Goddesses, and the Orherworld.

The old celts believed there were numerous natural rimes and places at
whlch the otherworld became accessible. A^y of the ,,times in berween" are
prime for beginning otherworld journeys. These are rimes not easily distin-
guished as being in one time frame or anorher, such as midnight, noon, dusk,
dawn, New Year's Eve, and so on. The most favored of these times was dusk,
when day is not day and night is not night, but hovers somewhere in between
while the world of dark mysteries encroaches.l2

There were also places that were thought to be natural gateways to the
Otherworld, all of which are easy to summon in guided meditations or asrral
projection. This is unlike the practice of other cultures, in which the shaman
had to have some physical representation of her traveling powers nearby. The
idea of the shaman possessing a pole or other symbol of the ,,world tree,, is
common worldwide.i3 Thir world tree represented a connection between the
three levels of the otherworld, all intersecting at the center of the universe,
wherever the shaman had erected his pole. Bur the Ceks saw space as being
just as omnipresent as was time; therefore, they had numerous entry points to
the Otherworld. Many mythic tales tell us of accidental ventures into the
Ctherworld when one of these places was approached wrongly.

Other narural entry points include sacred standing stones, cairns and other
sacred sites,14 shorelines, caves, hearths (especially those sacred to fire God-
desses like Brighid),15 and rhe center points of srructures such as labyrinrhs.

Beginning Your Otherworld Explorations
Understanding the Otherworld is so central to undersranding Celtic spirituality,
and to uncovering the deeper feminine mysteries, that its importance cannot
be overstated. Certainly it is not a venrure thar should be rushed bv those who
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do not yet feel ready for it. Nor should it be avoided indefinitely if you hope to
grow on your chosen path.

Most people tend to feel most comfortable if their initial explorarions are
guided. The meditation in the next chapter will provide a beginning path for
you to follow. Once you have gained experience, use it as a jumping-off point
for venturing out on your own.
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VOYAGE TO
TIRNA MBAN

Quided Meditation

fhis medimtion will help open the doors of
I llr namBan, the Land of Women, to you.

If you have already had experience in this

area, please continue to use whatever method

of entering and exiting the Otherworld that
works best for you. Your deep mind is already

conditioned to these cues; to try to make

major changes now will only hinder your

progress. If your experience in the Otherworld
has not been specifically in Tir na mBan, you
may want to incorporate archetypes from this
guided meditation to help yourself into this
particular Otherworld realm without altering
your basic format.

Remember that the sections in the medita-

tion marked offby brackets [] are either clarifi-

cations of terms and words used in the text, or

are instructions to the one who is reading the

meditation aloud: either with you reading into
a recorder, or a partner reading to you. These

sections are not to be read aloud to the jour-

neyer, nor are they to be considered part of the

body of the actual meditation. If you are unfa-

miliar with the practice of guided meditation,

or are unsure of how to achieve the altered

state of consciousness necessary for successful
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inner-world work, or how to ground yourself afterward, please refer to Appen-
dix E for a full discussion, instructions, and tips.

Tir na mBan Meditation
Close your eyes and slow your thoughts; breathe rhythmically and deeply,
center your spirit, relax, and let go. Focus inward and outward, drawing your
consciousness away from the physical world.

Know that you are protected by your own inner powers and by the love of
your Goddess. If you wish, at this time you may mentally call out to your God-
dess and ask her for help and assistance, or you may wish to weave some other
mental magick for the protection of your physical body as you start to become
unaware of it. You may also ask her for protection and guidance in your spiri-
tual travels. [A five-minute pause should suffice.]

Know that you are always in control and that you have the power to return
to full, waking consciousness at any time you choose. If you wish to retum at
any point in your journey, you can do so by thinking the words "l AM
HOME." Thought is action on the astral plane, and this simple act of will,
constructed in a cohesive thoughtform, will trigger both your subconscious
and conscious minds that you wish to return immediately to your normal con-
sciousness, and it will immediately happen. You can then open your eyes and
go about your daily life.

Knowing that you are protecred and in conrrol, you can fully relax. Thke
one more deep breath and release yourself to the experience that Tir na mBut
has in store for you at this time.

Will yourself free of the confines of your normal consciousness and allow your-
self to pass through the void that separates what we think of as "reality" from the
Otherworld. [Pause for a moment to allow this visualization to take place.]

when your inner vision clears, you find that you are standing at the center
point of the right half of a large double spiral. Cautiously you put one foot for-
ward, and you begin to follow the spiral's path.

You are aware that the Otherworld is a limitless place with an almost infinite
number of realms to explore. As you work your way out, you feel the need to
tal9on a form, or find a guide that will specifically help you into flr nnmBmr.

lAt this point you must decide how to proceed. You can find a small silver
boat waiting for you, or a white horse or black blrd. Or, if you like, you can
shapeshift yourself into the horse or bird form. If you choose the shapeshifting
option (A), begin to feel the changes in your outer form now. If you wish to
have a guide (B) or a boat (C), see ir starr ro form for you now.)t(
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As you wait at the point where the two spirals connect, you feel a change
in the atmosphere. The world has become more fluid and light. standing on
either side of the path are two large dogs, one red and one white. These are

the guardians of the gate of the Celtic Otherworld.l Th"y are fearsome crea-
tures, yet they regard you passively, as if they have been expecting you, and
they make no move to stop your progress.

1A rc* times I have been stopped at this point, either by rhe dogs or by some

other spirit being, and either ordered or advised not to continue. If you are un-
well, angry poorly motivated, or are carrying any other negative emotion that
would make an Otherworld journey unadvisable at rhis rime, you may also be

stopped, or at least advised to turn back and try again later. This choice is usu.
ally left up to you, though these guardians can rurn into rrue terrors of the
threshold and make continuing on very difficult. At other rimes, you may be

allowed to leam this lesson the hard way, permitted to forge ahead to your own
detriment. I have had thls happen as well. You must decide for yourself if,
when stopped and asked to go back, you are receiving an otherworld challenge
or simply being ably guided by those who know more rhan you|fr)B

[The Otherworld challenge, somerimes known in generalffinismas the
"terror of the threshold," is a deeply recurring theme in Celtic practice, ap-
pearing in both ancient myth and modern rirual. Its purpose is twofold: 1) It
forces the unprepared to either turn back or risk having to leam their lessons

the hard way, and 2) It permits rhe worthy candidate who passes the tesr of
the challenge to gain new knowledge and a renewed self-confidence as she
passes on into the greater mysteries.]

[Now follow option A, B, or C, depegding on which ourer form you have
chosen to gain access to Tir na ^8o"./
A: Shapeshi{ting

Feel your outer self becoming as fluid as the world around you, changing ro a
very feminine form. Feel your arms becoming (insert the word hooues or
wlngs), and sense their power as the real you is enfolded in this tl"ilSlp".
lAllow about three minutes for this to take place.]

You continue along the other spiral, moving clockwise through a counter-
clockwise world of water and mist. Inward you travel in an ever-tightening
circle, until you come to a halt on the shores o{Tir namBan.

As you step out onto the beach, you feel your old form rerurning. The (in-
sert the word hooc,e,s or feathers) melt into your skin, and you look out of your
own eyes once mofe.
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.ffi: Horce or Bird Guide

/
From out of the mist in front of you comes a guide to take you rhe rest of the
way to Tir na mBa't. A beautiful (insert white mare or large black she-raven)
comes to stand majestically in front of you, beckoning you to mount her. You
climb willingly onto rhe creature's back.

You continue along the other spiral, moving clockwise through a counter-
clockwise world of water and mist. Inward you travel in an ever-rightening
circle until you come to a halt on rhe shores ol Tir na mBan.

You step out onto the beach, and dismount your friend. You sense she will
be waiting for you when you return to this spot again on your return trip.

C: Silver Boat

From out of the mist comes a small silver boat to take you the resr of way to
Tir na mBam. You willingly ciimb into the boat, knowing it has been senr ro
you from the Otherworld.

You continue along the other spiral, moving clockwise through a counter-
clockwise world of water and mist. Inward you travel in an ever-tightening
circle until you come to a halt on the shores of'lir na mBu-t.

You step out onto the beach, and beach the boat. You know that it will be
here waiting for you when you return to this spot again on your return trip.

Z#^ this place on the shore you see you are at the meeting point of two

f *orlds. Behin,l you the world is misty and it is hard to see through rhe murky
veil, but ahead of you in Tir na mBan it is summer, lush and green. A huge
primeval forest spreads out endlessly before you. The only easy access to it

Z seems to be a small pathway right in front of you. The sides of the path are

; marked by two small cauldrons. As you approach you see they contain a dark
: red liquid. The path itself is dark red, as if stained in blood from thousands of

5 years of women's bleeding cycles. These are the cycles of the womb, of per-

: sonalpain, of misogynism, and of joy ar being female. They are rhe rivers of

= 
blood shed in agony, in violence, in happiness, and in unity. They are all here,

^ 
all part of this Otherworld. You can feel the collective pulse of rhe universal

F feminine all around you. The whole area radiates a sacredness, and throbs

H wirh the porential of life, and you feel your own hearr bear in sync with it.

Y You follow along this blood path deep into the forest until you come ro a

X grotto. ln the middle of the grotLo is a siiver and gold throne, and on it is

; seated a Goddess-like woman clothed in flowing green robes. Upon her
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blonde head is a crowrr of gold that radiates like the sun, and in the center of
it sits the largest, clearest red ruby you have ever seen. She exudes serenity

and quiet power, and she seems at one with her natural surroundings.

A11 around her are the astral forms of women like yourself who have come

seeking the wisdom of Tir na mBan. At first it makes you sad to see how few

women are lined up before heq waiting their tum to drink from the large,

jewel-encrusted chalice this Goddess-queen offer5, them.Z In .omparison to all
the women in the world, their numbers are f"tfh. cup is probably being of-

fered by Scotland's Queen of Elphane, and is presented to women as an invi-
tation to seek her wisdom. In the past few hundred years this Goddess has be-

come a faery queen, a sovereign associated with Bealtaine. Thomas the

Rhymer, a seventh-century visionary, claimed she appeared to him on a May

eve all dressed in diaphanous green silks, riding a white mare with fifty-nine
silver bells entwined in her manel,l/

When it is your tum to drink,'you approach the throne. The queen smiles

at you with motherly pride, and you take the heavy chalice and drink deeply

from it. The potion inside tastes a little like milk and honey, but it has a light,
otherworldly texture and flavor that you have never experienced before.

You hand the heavy chalice back to the queen.

"Welcome to Tir n& mBd'n," she says. "This realm belongs to you. Go and

seek your wisdom, my sister."

With that command you are free to explore this world at will. You move

into the forest again, noting as you travel along how rich the landscape is in
feminine imagery. Chalices, cauldrons, hares, does, horses, ravens, and pools

of;2cred blood liberally enhance your surroundings.

4At this point you may explore any part of the Land of Women you like.

You maylvisit your ancestor mothers, seek a personal vision in the cauldron of
knowledge6seek out the !7e11 of Segais (knowledge) that is traditionally
guarded by a stag in the underworld, opseek your shadow self in the darker

reaches of Tir na mBut.3 Your shadow self will have all your same fears, loves,

hopes, joys, strengths, and failings. It will be neither good nor evil, strong nor

weak. It will just be you. This discovery can be the most daunting aspect of
the Otherworld experience, but it is one that will ultimately make you whole

and give you spiritual insights you are not able to get otherwise. As it has

been taught to Pagans for centuries, you are your own best teacher. That
which you cannot find within yourself, you will never findwithoul")t
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VfrtUts addendum to the guided meditation takes you through the process of
/dream retrieval, one of the most respected of shamanic arts. This optional sec-

tion may be used if you have had a dream that you cannor remember and
want to, or if you have one that was unfinished and you feel it is importanr to
see it through to its conclusion.] ,'
Knowing that you rnust find your missing or unconcluded dream, you allow
your intuition to lead you ro the cave of dreams. You are led through a misty
iand populated by fantastic creatures and images. In the center of a clear blue
lake you see the mouth of the cave of dreams. The cave appears to be made of
pure silver, and it giistens in the half-light of this dream world. Inside are all
the dream irnages that have ever been made by women.

There is no boat nearby, or any apparenrly easy way ro cross the lake to the
cave. Then, knou'ing that in the dream world you can do anything, you step
out onto the lake and find you are able to walk on the surface of the water.
You walk toward the cave entrance and note that it has no guardian; its only
protection seems to be the lake, an obstacle you discovered you could so eas-

ily overcome.

You step inside, and see that the cave of dreams is not dark inside, as you
would expect a normal cave ro be. Many pathways lead away from this central
chamber. Because you have been contemplating retrieving this particular
dream while in your waking state, you decide to follow your instinct and se-

lect a pathwav.

You walk through the narrow chamber, which contains an infinite number
of closed doorways. Most of the markings upon them do not look familiar, and
you realize those rooms do not contain the dream you are seeking. Finally you
come upon a doorway that you know rvithout a doubt is yours. As you grasp

the doorknob you vividly recall eirher the point at which your dream left off,
or the feeling you had upon awakening from the dream you could not remem-
ber.-You open the door, and step into the dream secluence.

,. [When you are satisfied that you have rerrieved all of the dream informa-
tion that is possible for noq you should begin walking back toward the mouth
of the silver cave, following the same pathway you used to enrer the dream.
Then you may continue with the process of returning to your normal con-
sciousness, which follows.]

When you are ready to leave Tir na mBan, you come back to the biood path
and follor.v it back to the shoreline. [if it cannot be found, mentaliy will your-
self to it.l ,/

/
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A: Shapeshifting

As you stand on the shore, you feel the animal form that you took on to come

here reasserting itself, and you allow the transformation. Then you step off the
shore and back onto the left-hand side of the spiral path, following ir ever
outward to where it connects with the right-hand spiral. At this point your
fonpAtanges again to your own physical body.

d,]Horr"or Bird Guide

Waiting for you on the shore is the (horse or raven) that brought you here.
You climb again on her back and she starts carrying you out onro the left-
hand side of the spiral path, following it ever outward to where it connects
with the right-hand spiral. At this point you dismounr, thank the crearure,
and continue walking.

C: Silver Boat
'Vfaiting for you on the shore is the silver boat that broughr you here. You

climb into it again and it easily slips back our onto the left-hand side of the
spiral path, following it ever outward to where it connects with the right-
hand spiral. At this point the boat stops, and you ger out. The boat retrears

back into the mist, where you know it will be waiting for you on your next
trip to Tir namBal.

You joyfully continue moving into the center of the right-hand spiral, feeling
Tr namBan growing farther away from you as the atmosphere loses its fluidity.

/ Feeling as if you have truly been born aneq and have received another level
of initiation into the Celtic women's tradition, you reach the center of the
right-hand spiral. You feel yourself suddenly fading away from the astral world
as a gentle veil of space and time closes off your world from this one, and you
say to yourself, "l am home."

Gently your consciousness transfers itself back to your physical body. Feel

now the awareness of your physical self retuming to your legs, arms, back, stom-

ach, and neck. Flex them and relish the joy of being a living human being.
You are once again part of the waking physical world. You open your

eyes and feel exhilarated, energized, and glad to be home with your new
wisdom. Do not forget to ground yourself [see Appendix C if you are unfa-

miliar with this concept]. Touch the earth, eat, scream, or do anything else

that firmly roots you in the present. Then be sure to record this experience in
your Book of Shadows, or other magickal journal, for later reference.
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Notes
Mynne, Hugh. The FaerieWay (St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1996),3I.
Matthews, Caitlin. The Celic Book of Days: A Guide n Celic Spirituality

ardVlisdom (Rochester, Vt.: Destiny Books, 1995),lZO.

A lengthy guided meditation specifically designed to unite you with your shadow
self, and to extract a talisman of power from this union, can be found in my earlier
work, Celtic Myth utdMagick (St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1995).
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A CELTIC
WOIVt\N'S

WHEEL
OF THE YEAR

he traditional \Ticcan wheel of the year
(see diagram) is very well known, and

takes the majority of its festivals and symbol-
ism from old Anglo-Celtic practices. These
eight festivals, known as sabbats from the
Greek sabatu, meaning "to rest," are divided
into two categories: the Greater Sabbats and
the Lesser Sabbats.l The Greater Sabbats are
those thought to be Celtic originally:
Samhain, Imbolg, Bealtaine, and Lughnasadh.

The Solar Year

The solar wheel of the year was the basic
framework on which the Celts hung their eter-
nal Goddess and the reborn/dying God. The
Goddess moves through the year from the vir-
gin who gives birth to the God in winteq to
the time she mates with him in spring, ro
birthing him/his son ar the harvest, to watch-
ing him die at Samhain.

Though the solar cycle dominates the mod-
ern Celtic wheel of the year, I have read many
arguments about which of the solar sabbats
were original to it and which were later addi-
tions. Later in this case is a relative term, with
some sabbats being added to the calendar in
Ireland rather than Gaul. Each time I think I
have it all figured out, I read a new study that183
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A CELTIC
WOMAN,S

WHEEL
OF THE YEAR

-l-he traditional Wiccan wheel of the year

I (r"" diagram) is very well known, and

takes the majority of its festivals and symbol-

ism from old Anglo-Celtic practices. These

eight festivals, known as sabbats from the

Greek sabatu, meaning "to rest," are divided

into two categories: the Greater Sabbats and

rhe Lesser Sabbats.l The Greater Sabbats are

those thought to be Celtic originally:
Samhain, Imbolg, Bealtaine, and Lughnasadh.

The Solar Year

The solar wheel of the year was the basic

framework on which the Celts hung their eter-

nal Goddess and the rebornidying God. The
Goddess moves through the year from the vir-
gin who gives birth to the God in winter, to

the time she mates with him in spring, to
birthing him/his son at the harvest, to watch-

ing him die at Samhain.

Though the solar cycle dominates the mod-

em Celtic wheel of the year, I have read many

arguments about which of the solar sabbats

were original to it and which were later addi-

tions. Later in this case is a relative term, with
some sabbats being added to the calendar in
Ireland rather than Gaul. Each time i think I
have it all figured out, I read a new study that183
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Lughnasadh Bealtaine

Midsummer
(Solstice)

T he Tr aditional WeeI of the Ye ar

presents good evidence for another version, and feel compelled to change my
mind. I have read that in Gaul only Imbolg, Bealtaine, and Lughnasadh were
used. But since Lugh was a God of the Tuatha De Danaan, and not part of the
Celtic pantheon until the Celts reached lreland, this assertion seems suspecr.

It is also assumed by many scholars and Pagans that the solstices and
equinoxes were not part of the Celtic wheel of the year until the invading
Norse and Normans made it so. This too is suspect. The two solstices are eas-

ily the oldest solar festival dates known to humankind, recognized in some

form by virtually every ancient culture and by many modern ones. The fact
that we call these solstices by the names Midsummer and Midwinter tell us

that these were placed at some point into the Celtic year, or these designa-

tions make no sense. On our modem calendars they serve as the starting point
for the summer and winter seasons, not as "mid" points. Midsummer is

halfway between Bealtaine and Lughnasadh, and Midwinter is halfway be-

tween Samhain and Imbolg. Only when placed in the conrext of the Celtic
year do they become true halfway points in the seasons.

Today we have set firm-or fairly firm--dates for the Grearer Sabbats. This
too is a modern affectation. The original festival dates were based on agricul-
tural times. For example, Samhain would have been celebrated when the last

\Y
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of the harvest was in, and Bealtaine would have been celebrated when the

planting was done and the cattle were ready to be taken to summer pasture.

Sometime in the early middle ages these dates were fixed according to astro-

logical phenomena, criteria that would push forward the date of each Greater

Sabbat by five to seven days if it were used today.

Having precise dates set aside for holidays seems to be important to our

modern minds. We are so removed from agricultural cycles that we need these

firm markers in place. We have conceptualized these festivals into what we

call a wheel of the year, a paradigm of the eternal cycies of life, death, and re'

birth. There are two basic schemes used by Celtic Pagans to symbolize the

wheel of the year, one a perfect circle and the other a rough rendering of
Brighid's Cross (see diagrams).
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Samhain

N
Autumn

Color: Gray
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Midsummer
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(lieht) C

The Great Sabbats in Ireland were once hnked to special sites and to G
desses who were sovereign over those landscapes.2 Samhain festivals .,,,

held on earth sacred to Tlachtga, an underworld Goddess; Imbolg was he .:
Tara, on earth sacred to Tea, a founder and guardian of this strongholdr F 

=

taine rituals were held on ground sacred to Eire, the Goddess for u,hci- -

land is named; and Lughnasadh was held near Thra, on ground sac:::
Taillte, a Goddess of competition, on whose land special games of skr--

held each year.

The Celtic emphasis on the solar year has led some researchers tc :.
that this meant the male deities were more important to the meanr:.:
festivals. While this is true in several European cultures, it is not tr-.
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Celts, who did not neatly divide their divine archetypes neatly into male :
sun, female = moon categories. There were numerous Celtic Goddesses asso-

ciated with the sun or with fire, a solar attribute. In Ireland, several bear the

name Grainne or Greine, which roughly means "sunny." One Grainne was

the mother of nine daughters, who each lived in shelters called griannon, or
"sun houses." She was probably a twin of Aine, a sun Goddess who repre-

sented the waning year, while Grainne was the deity of the waxing year, in
much the same way we celebrate the Holly and Oak Kings today.3 Even in
modern Irish the word for sun, gndn, is a feminine noun.

The Lunar Year

The machinations of the lunar year are not without their controversies.

Today, many Pagans are aware of the Celtic Tree Calendar, based on lunar cy-

cles, each cycle being given a tree name that represents its energies. Some say

that this calendar was originated by the Druids, others say it was the inven-

tion of author Robert Graves for his book The |X/hite Goddess.4 The truth
probably lies somewhere between these two extreme viewpoints.

We have evidence of a lunar year being observed in Romano-Celtic Gaul.

This is known today as the Coligny Calendar, because the bronze plate on

which the calendar was engraved was unearthed near the present-day French

town of Coligny in 1897 .5 The year was divided into twelve or thirteen units,

which we assume to be lunar. The fact that one of the months, Mid Sarnonios,

appears to be on standby in case it is needed6 further underscores this since

they are more than twelve, but less than thirteen, lunar cycles in the standard

365-day year. A solar year can have either twelve or thirteen lunations.

With or without MidSamonios, the Coligny Calendar still does not break

down into handy uni$ when compared with solar time. Complex mathemat-

ical calculations bring it in at about 363 days, leaving the solar year about one

and a quarter days short. Other scholars have tried to make a case for a 366-

day Celtic year, to correspond with the Celtic year and day unit of magickal

time, but none of these have matched our solar year any better than other

lunar calendars have done.

The arguments may go on forever. All we are certain of now is that the

Coligny Calendar began its year in October with a moon that bears the same

root word, sarn, of the festival of Samhain, the solar festival that begins the

Celtic year. The Coligny months are:
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Month Name
Samonios

Dumannios

Riuros

Anagantios

Orgronios

Cutios

Giamonios

Simivisonios

Equos

Elembios

Edrinos

Cantlos

Mid Samonios

Tianslation
Seed Time

Time of Darkness

Cold Time

Unable to Get Out Time
Time of lce

Time of the lUinds
Sprouting Time

Time of Brightness

Horse Time

Claiming Time

Time of Justice
Time of Song

Center of Seed Time

Modern celtic Pagans enjoy their lunar tree calendar in spite of its contro_
versy, which is as it should be. Many of the festivals that have been added to
Pagan calendars are not ancienr, though the concepts behind them are. The
Tree calendar has two forms, one that begins its fe"r at Samhain, and the
other at Midwinter. Midwinter became the new solar new year due to the
influence of the Norse berween zo0-1100 cp. The order of the Tiee calendar
also varies slightly due to different interpretations of the ogham Alphabet, a
system of lines and slashes that made up an old form of celtic writing. That
the oghams relate to trees and bear tree names is a given, but whether they
were applied to months of the year before very recent times is likely an issue
that will never cease to be debated.i Th" ftee month names are included in
the listing of celtic festivals and holidays in this chapter for those of you who
wish to begin using them this way.

A Celtic Woman's Calendar of Festivals
The model I suggest for a celtic 'woman's !7heel of the year may not appeal
to all women on the celtic path. I can only suggesr the festivals I feel have
the greatest meaning for women, and offer my own ideas of creative ways to
celebrate them. Some of these ways are ancient, others are based on ancient
concepts, and some are modern interpretations,

Some of the festivals in this model are wholly modem in origin. I have seen
them listed on Pagan calendars, often with conflicting dates. !7e can begin to
work with these to create meaningful celtic festivals for women, and we
should always feel free to create our own festivals, either for our own use, or
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for that of our family or women's spirituality groups'

I can hear the traditionalists among you shudder in horror at the thought of

us mere mortals creating new festivals. But the fact remains that someone,

somerime, had to creare the old ones. Tiust that our deities did not hand them

down to us on stone tablets, as the Gods of some other religions were wont to

do. The Greater Sabbats we celebrate today do not follow the same format

they did two thousand years ago. Spirituality just doesn't thrive in that sofi of

static environment. Spirituality and its expression has to evolve and grow

with the people it serves, and who serve it, in order to keep it meaningful.

True, many of the deeper aspects of these festivals have remained intact, and

that has been their strength, but their outer forms have changed'

An Irish proverb says, "Neither make nor break a custom."8 Yet in the

course of only a century we can see changes in Irish celebrations. The old fes'

tivals, where everyone stopped working to join in the communal celebration,

are on the wane. Some old customs are kept alive even though the original

meaning is no longer clear to those who follow the customs; this is the perfect

way to ensure their further demise or alteration. Only by making a concerted

efforttoembracemeaningfu1ce1ebrations,o1dornew,wil1theycontinueto>
be an inherent part of Pagan spirituality. O

My scheme for a Celtic woman's wheel of the year embraces nearly thirty F
solar and lunar festivals. For each of the major festivals discussed in this chap- 

=ter, I offer some practical suggestions for its observance. But please don't let my ?
concept inhibit you. That is not my intent. You should always feel free and 

=able to try your own hand at creating special rituals and celebratory ideas, and I
you should nevef feel that you cannot add to or subffact from this wheel t
model as you see fit. Any idea given for group work can be adapted to solitary 4
practice, and solitary ideas can be made workable for groups. If you are still un' 2
familiar with Pagan ritual forms, you can either look at the other rituals in this ;
book for guidance, at Appendix C on circle casting and closing' or obtain one E
of the other books on the market that delve into this subject in more depth. F
While there are not too many ways you can go wrong' there are certain ritual O
markers that are inherently a paft of Pagan practice, and their observance is FTI

important for helping impress the purpose of specific rituals on our psyches'g ;
As you will see by this listing, we can find women's mysteries in most any rn

Celtic festival, old or modern. Feel free to adapt others or create your own as #
the spirit moves you. There are no limits other than those of your imagination f
and desire to stretch your porential as a woman and as u Coai"rr;;;;;t F

As it harms none, do what You will!
189
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Samhain

October 31

So much has been written about this popular festival that it seems redundant,
as well as daunting, to try to compress it all into a brief description emphasiz-
ing the women's aspecr. This is primarily a celebration of the new year and a
feast of the harvest's ending, and a reaffirmation of our beliefs in the eternal
cycles of death and rebirth. On Samhain we celebrate the spirit world and
honor our ancestors. This festival may even have roots far back into pre-his-
tory, to a time when unity through mother blood bound tribes together, and
worship of female ancestors formed the basis of their spirirual orientation.l0

There are two possible sources for the origin of the word Scunhain. The most
remote is that it is derived from rhe name of an Aryan death God called
Samana; another is that it is from the Irish Gaelic word scnnhraidtweadh, which
literally means "the summer's end." Still another is that the word may have
originally meant "one together,"l1 which would accurately echo the meaning
of this festival as a rime when the veil separating the world of the living from
that of the dead is parted, and our ancestors are permitted to walk among us.

The crone, as Goddess and ancestor, is the supreme deity of this festival.
Samhain is the night when the old God, her son and lover, dies, and she goes
into mourning for him until she can transform herself into the virgin who
gives him rebirth. The image of her as the Halloween hag stirring her bub-
bling cauldron comes from the Celtic belief that all dead souls return, like the
God, to her cauldron of life, death, and rebirth to await reincarnation.

To celebrate this sabbat you can follow an old Irish custom and place can-
dles in your windows to illuminate the spirits' travels; host a Dumb Supper, a
meal eaten in total silence, which the spirits of the dead are invited to; or
make and give away Soul Cakes. These trears made to nourish the wandering
spirits were handed out ro Scottish and English children who came begging
for them door to door, one of the origins of our modern trick-or-rreat custom.
You might also consider hosting a costume party to which women must come
dressed as women of great strength and power from the past.

Because the doors to other times and places are wide open on this night, it
is a good time to rry some past-life work. This can be done alone or with a
group. If you are not familiar with any of the methods for doing this, now is
the season for discovery.l2

Your Samhain rituals can fearure Soul Cakes. They're not just for trick-or-
treat anymorel Pass them out and have everyone make a wish on them for the
new year. The communal breaking of bread was considered an act of good
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faith in many cultures, and can serve to help strengthen the bonds of your

Celtic women's spirituality group.

You can also mourn the dead God with the traditional women's keening

wail, and offer comfort to the grieving Goddess.

Bring photos or mementos of your female ancestors to your circle and

honor their memories. Call upon the crone to assist the spirits of the newly

dead to the Otherworld. Allow all present to share memories of passed-over

*o-.rr.13 You might even want to host a memorial ceremony for all the

women executed as Witches.

It is also a nice touch to allow part of the ritual to honor a crone within
your group, a woman who is wise or who has recently entered menopause. Or
take time to honor the crone within yourself.

The Day of the Banshees

Nwember 7

This festival, which appears occasionally on Pagan calendars, is neither
wholly modern nor wholly ancient. The banshee, or beansidhe, is a spirit from

the Otherworld who is attached to a particular Celtic family. On the night be-

fore a death is to occur, her lamentations are heard over the countryside.

Many do not find the wail of the banshee to be disturbing at all, but find it
strangely comforting.

The banshee represents the Otherworld realm of women, known asTr na

mBan, or the Land of \fomen, a world where all dead souls must go in order

to be reborn. The womb of the Goddess, as represented by the bottomless

cauldron, is the essence of this realm.

The precise origins of the banshee have been lost in time, but it is reason-

able to assume that she represents a mother-form from the Otherworld. She

may also be derived from the keening of the Goddess Brighid, who was said to

wail uncontrollably and fearfully about the death of her son, Ruadhan.

You can celebrate this festival by following an old Irish equinox custom,

now practiced in some rural areas as Garland Sunday, and place apples on the

graves of loved ones. Apples represent the Celtic Otherworld, rebirth, etemal

life, and the crone Goddess. Alone or in a group you can meditate on the

meaning of the wordbutshee (ban = woman, sidhe = faery). Though this word

is Irish, the banshee is known in other Celtic countries as well, usually by

names that roughly mean "one who keens."

Consider creating a ritual to honor the spirit guardians of your family, or

host an all-women memorial ritual for passed over loved ones and engage in
lots of banshee-like keening.
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Birch Moon
N oqt ember or D ecemb er FulI Moon

Called the Moon of Inception on the Celtic tree calendar, this is a lunar cycle
in which to celebrate new beginnings and fresh starts. Think of this as a
bonus New Year's Day.

The Feast of Potential
Noqtember 23

This festival is another that appears on modern Pagan calendars for which I
can find no ancient roots, yet the concept is appealing. The holiday is some-
times referred to as the Secret of the Unhewn Stone, referring to the potential
inherent in all that is yet unformed.

More specifically, to hew something means to srrike it repeatedly with an
axe' or other cutting or shaping tool, to make it take on a desired form. An-
other meaning of "hew" is to force something to conform, particularly in re-
gard to abstractions such as ideas or principles.

This holiday is a solemn one for me, a time for the solitary to force herself to

d introspection and face what is not easy to face. It is a day for examining diffi-

t cult ideas, mulling over changes, and eliminating the root causes of our resis-
I tance to them, a day to hack away, blow by blow, at our fears and insecurities.

H It is a day for facing those blockages to our spiritual progress that are spoken of
F and written about repeatedly, but for which few actually meet the challenge:
Iri the terror of the threshold, the shadow self, and the co-walker (see Chapters

? 13-15). Decide now to define as a blockage to spiritual progress anything that
r.r keeps you separated from fully knowing and connecting with the divine.

H Prior to any feasting, force yourself to face up to something you do not want

3 to think about. This can be a spiritual goal, a personal hurdle, or a currenr
? problem you must work through. Allow the feasting afterward to be your re-

7 ward. \7ork a ritual, meditation, or guided journey that has always been diffi-
j cult for you, perhaps one with imagery you have always found disturbing.
C Allow yourself to face this terror of the threshold and move past it. If you can-
3 not face it' make an attempt to get closer than you have before. Call upon your
U warrior self for courage (see Chapters 4 and 5). Or take a guided meditarion or

= 
astral project into a world where you must face the shadow self or co-walker.

|.'i Perhaps you might wanr to make a list of all the things you know in your

: heart you have the abihty to do but have not done either out of fear or lack of\ confidence. Pick at least one and vow to accomplish it by the end of winter. If
your women's spirituality group is having intemal difficulties, take this time ro

lg| retreat together to discuss the potential within the group as a whole and how
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each woman contributes to this. Consider using this untapped potential to

take your group into new and more satisfying directions.

Consider creating a solitary ritual to honor and give thanks for your own

will power and talents. Align yourself with a powerful Goddess and allow her

strength and resolve to blend with yours. If you are in a group situation, go

around the circle and allow everyone to tell each woman about her strengths.

Sometimes we display them to others but are unaware of them ourselves.

A{ter this, you may want to chant each other's name out loud to make a vef-

bal chain of power linking your group members to one another.

Rowan Moon
December FullMoon

Sometimes called the Moon of Vision in the Celtic tree calendar, this is a

moon on which to ffavel inward to bring out inner strengths. This has also

been called the Astral Moon, a good time to try your hand at the art of astral

projection, or to try to contact the spirit world.

Midwinter
Winter Solstice

The winter solstice is the oldest of all the sabbats, perhaps as much as 12,000

to 2O,OOO years old. In the distant past, when winter was much more danger-

ous than it is now, this holiday marked the rebirth of the sun as it began to

wax again, and it was greeted with joy and relief. Many legends abound of

Celtic priestesses and Druids who arose early so as to be able to gfeet the sun

as it rose. Most assuredly this reverence carried over into Midwinter, the day

on which she again began to grow stronger and more powerful.

In most Pagan traditions, Midwinter is seen as the birthday of a male

God/son/lover from the virgin Goddess. This is true within modern Celtic tra-

ditions as well, and thete are many, many rituals to be found in print to give

you ideas for celebrating from this perspective. Yet, with the preponderance of

female Celtic sun deities, there is no reason that Celtic women should not

mark this date as the retum of the Goddess of sun and fire'

At this sabbat most \(/iccans enact or pay tribute to the eternal battle be-

tween the waxing and waning forces of the year. Celtic mythology and folklore

gives us many names for these archetypes: the Holly King and Oak King, the

Red Dragon and the \fhite Dragon, and others. All represent a reversal of uni-

versal energy pattems toward their polarities. The battling figures are usually

portrayed as male, though occasionally they battle over a sovereign Goddess,

like Wales'Creiddylad, who was fought over by the Gods Gotry.t and Gwyrthur.
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Though the idea of Goddesses battling for rulership of the year is not a
common image, the idea that one would rule and the other vanish-or go to
the underworld-for half the year is nor unheard of. Aine, who has a festival
occurring just after Midsummeq and Grian, whose name means "sunny," are
likely the same Goddess showing a different face during different halves of the
year. During the "dark half' of the yeaq Irish folk legends say that Grian lives
under a hill called Pallas Green (underworld?) in County Tipperary. Therefore
ir can be said that Grian rules the light half of the year (Midwinter to Mid-
summer) and Aine rules the dark (Midsummer to Midwinter).

In your Midwinter rituals, consider enacting Grian's return from the under-
world to rule over rhe waxing half of the year, rather than focusing on the bat-
tling of two male archerypes, or srage a birthing ritual to welcome back the
newborn sun/son as a daughter.

To further celebrate this sabbat, consider rising before dawn and going out-
side to greet the rising sun on the day it srarts ro wax again. Or host a Mid-
winter party and bring inro it Christmas customs, most all of which were bor-
rowed from European Pagan traditions. Decorate your home with ivy,
evergreens, holly, and misrletoe, as the old Celts once did. If you have chil-
dren or pets you may want to consider artificial decorations, since many parts
of these plants are highly toxic. Show your faith in the waxing year by making
some tentative plans for summer.

Hogmanay
December 31

This Scottish New Year's Eve festival was once called Hagmenai, or Moon of
the Hag, and honored the crone Goddess in the depth of her winrer time
mourning for her lost God. Though the modern festival is celebrated with
divinations and sweet treats, much as in the past, the Goddess links have
been forgotten.

Festival of the Threefold Goddess

January 6

I have seen this festival listed under several dares, including one in April and
one in July. The January dare corresponds to Twelfth Night on the common
era calendar, a holiday taken from the Teutonic Pagan traditions that marked
the end of the twelve-day Midwinter celebration that focuses on their morher
Goddess. April and July have no orher sabbats or major festivals within them.
and moving this holiday could spice up an otherwise ritually dull period of
time. The day is not as important as the intent.
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clearly the Festival of the Threefold Goddess is modern in origin, the
brainchild of someone or some group who wanted a special day set aside to
honor the tiple Goddess. Celtic women should be especially interested in
celebrating this Goddess who is so intimately connected with us.14

Because there is no ancient precedent set for celebrating this holiday, there
should be no conflicts-within yourself or a group-about observing it, and
there is lots of room for experimentation. Enjoyl

The Feast of the Morrigan
January 7

A feast day to celebrate the power and majesty of the Triple Goddess of death
and destruction. Remember that with death there is rebirth, and that what
she destroys, she revives.

Ash Moon
Januery FullMoon

A lunar cycle for connecting with the flow of all life and crafting magickal
tools. Ash wands are often used in healing magick.

Imbolg
February 2

Imbolg is one of the Greater Sabbats, a fire festival that celebrates the
strengthening of the young sun and his waiting bride, the earth Goddess. It is
also a festival that honors Brighid,15 a Goddess with many attributes and cor-
respondences, including fire. The fact that fire is linked to rhe heat of the
sun makes Brighid a natural focus of this festival. Her festival was so deeply a
part of Irish culture that the church could not banish it, and was forced to
name it as St. Brighid's Day, in honor of an apocryphal saint who is in reality
the old Goddess.l6

Imbolg has also been referred to as a festival of women's mysteries, with
many ritual practices having been reserved for .o*en,17 or at least for the
leadership of women. This acceptance is probably modern in origin-modem
here being a relative term-having to do with Brighid's female followers, who
became the nuns who guarded her sacred flame ar her shrine at Kildare for
hundreds of years. The rites that took place within that cloister were a blend
of Pagan and Christian ways whose precise forms remain a mystery.

As late as the early twentieth century it was customary for young women in
Irish villages to dress themselves as Brighid/St. Brighid in old clothing and
carry her image with them through rhe streets. The girls would go from door to
door begging alms for "poor Biddy," a nickname for Brighid. A good share of
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the money or food collected wenr inro the community, either through the
local parish church or directly from the girls or their families. Giving to Brighid
was thought to bring good luck, particularly in matters of the coming harvest.

On Imbolg you can honor Brighid in the old way, by making a bed for her
in a small doll's cradle, and dressing her as the waiting bride of the sun or as

the young sun itself. You can follow another old Irish magickal custom by
leavi ite cloth, called Brighid's cloak, our overnight to co
When the nexTffifi i-FGli eveTto conta in he al i

Wear it during the coming year w you ealing, or when you are

doing healing magick for others.18

This is also a traditional time for augury pracrices, or divining the future by
reading naturally occurring signs. Birds, wolves, and snakesl9 ha,re been used

as February divination devices. The use of birds and wolves came to western
Europe from Rome, where they are associated with the mating festival known
as Lupercalia (Februarv r4-r5). Snakes are more in keeping with the Celtic
world view, and represent a hnk between our world and the underworld, a

symbol of the renewal of the earth in spring.

In your rituals you can honor Brighid or any other sunfire Goddess you feel
moved to honor. The Christianized name for this festival is Candlemas, a
name taken from the old Pagan practice of lighting many candles on this fes-

tival to symbolize the growing power of the young sun.

The Feast o{ St. Blaize

February 2

ln France, particularly in Celtic Brittany, the Goddess Brighid, or Brigindo, be-
came a minor saint known as St. Blaize. She is a parron of healers and a source
of protection through bad winters. The name Blaize is a cognate of our English
wordbl.aze, clearly underscoring her place as an old fire and sun Goddess.

Alder Moon
F ebruary or March FulI Moon

A moon of action as spring nears. This lunar cycle quickens with the awak-
ening earth.

Whuppity Scoorie

March 7-3

The festive rituals designed to awaken mother earth from her long winter's
nap are a much cherished part of Pagan practice today as they were in the
past. In Scotland this celebration was known as \Thuppity Scoorie, the very
name vaguely suggesting the sort of racket inherent in the holiday.Zo Both
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Anglo-Saxon and Celtic custom teaches that we musr go out and ritually tap
the earth three times with a staff or wand, then call out ro mother earth by
name, telling her it is time to stir from her slumber.

Bonfires were lit at random sites around villages and farms, symbolizing the
rewarming of the earth. As the communal procession of flame bearers passed

from fire site to fire site, lots of drinking and rowdy merrymaking accompa-
nied them. Noise was everywhere-pan banging, drum beating, chanting, and
so on, all designed to stir mother earth awake again.

To celebrate this festival on your own tur{ take your staff or other long
stick and move from place to place, tapping mother earth while entreating
her to awaken. Pay special attention to areas in need of rejtivenation: fields,
gardens, or places where the earth has been ravaged.

The Feast of Rhiannon
March4

Honors the \7elsh horse, moon, and ancestor Goddess. Celebrate with horse

imagery, lunar rites, and the honoring of your foremothers. The horse also

symbolizes the ability to move at will berween worlds, making this feast day a
prime time to shamanically explore other worlds.

Rhiannon shares many similarities with two other horse Goddesses: Epona
and Mare. Mare is the bringer of dreams and Epona a Goddess of transforma-
tive power. Libations offered to them may bring them into your dreams.

An old folk custom from western Ireland says thar if you light fires just be-

fore dawn at each corner of a perfectly oriented crossroad (one that runs di-
rectly east, west and north, south), then sit down quietly at its side, you can
see Epona ride by, fleeing west from the approaching sunrise.

Day of Sheila.na-Gig
March 18

This festival is another that occasionally appears on Pagan calendars, but for
which no ancient source can be found. It honors the mysterious Goddess of
thresholds and women's mysteries. This is a good day to scry into or meditate
on her image, allowing her to open the portal to her secrets for you (see

Chapters Z and 3).

Eostre
Spring Equinox

This Teutonic festival is celebrated in modem lficca and in many Celtic trad!
tions as a day of balance and sexual awakening. Eostre is a Gutonic Goddess of
spring and fertility who has been welcomed into the modem Celtic pantheon.
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Tea and Tephi Day
Spring Equinox

The origins of this festival are hazy, and no clear case can be made for its an-
tiquity. It is a celebration of the twin Goddesses of Thra, the old physical and
spiritual stronghold of the Irish High Kings. Tea and Tephi were women of the
Tuatha De Dannan who, as sovereigns, blessed Thra with protecrion and legit-
imized its king to rule over lreland.

Lady Day
March 25

Lady Day, a festival from cornwall and southern'wales, has been linked to
several Pagan spring festivals and, occasionally, to Lughnasadh. Some sources

date the festival to April 24, and orhers to mid-July, though the spring dates
seem to dominate.

Like whuppity scoorie, Lady Day celebrates the return of the Goddess,
"our Lady," from her winter slumbers. Even in modern cornwall many old
Pagan practices are still observed on this day, including burying eggs to fertil-
ize fields, decorating with spring flowers, and dancing and feasting. Any
woman who gives birth on this day is thought to be blessed of the
Goddessfy'irgin Mary, and rhe afterbirth from this evenr was treared as a sa-

cred object, often used as a sacrificial offering back to the Goddess.
For Cornish women who were having trouble conceiving, Lady Day pro-

vided a perfect opportunity to go to the famous standing stone formation
known as the Men-an-Tol This consists of a large, circular stone through
which a natural hole had been formed (representative of the Goddess/woman)
and one tall, upright, phallic stone (represenrarive of the God/man). It was
customary for the women to pass themselves nine times clockwise through the
holed stone while weaving magick for their own fertility.

Modern Pagans often view Lady Day as a time of sexual awakening, when
the virgin Goddess goes in search of her mate, the young God. This concept
has roots in older Pagan beliefs about predestined matings, of the physical re-
union of the two gender-halves of the divine in human form, which is why
divination concerning romance is traditionally a part of this festival. Scrying
for the face of one's future mate in pools of rainwater while drinking fresh
milk is one popular exercise. As with most of the Celtic spring festivals, dairy
products are a main feature of the ritual feast.

Like many Pagan holidays, Lady Day has been given its sinister aspects as

well by the modern world. During the Middle Ages in southem England, Lady
Day was moved to April 4 and renamed in honor of St. Mark, a saint who is
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often portrayed as shepherding souls to the Christian heaven. In southern
England, rhere was once a folk custom that taught that if you sit inside the
front door of a church at midnight on St. Mark's Eve, all the souls of those
destined to die within rhe coming year will stroll past from east ro west, to-
wards the Otherworld.

Willow Moon
MarchFullMoon

Because willow is a feminine tree that thrives on the feminine element of
water, and because its boughs were traditionally used to make magickal tools,
this cycle of the celtic tree calendar has been called the Witches, Moon.

Hawthorn Moon
AprilFullMoon

Blooming hawthorn is a faery flower, one said to have been gathered by sov-
ereigns such as Guinevere on Bealtaine moming.

Bealtaine

May 7

The Bealtaine sabbat is one of the most popular festivals of the wiccan year.
In modern Celtic traditions, it has become the traditional time for handfast-
ings (Pagan marriage rites). This comes from the sabbat's main purpose: rhe
celebration of the sexual union or marriage of the Goddess and God. In truth,
Bealtaine was rhe traditional time for divorce in old Ireland (known as hand-
parting in modern Wicca), and marriages were made in November.zl Thi,
makes sense in a herding culture. In November the cattle would all have been
brought back to the village or tribal stronghold from their summer pasrure,
and the women who had gone with them to see ro their care would be back
with their clan.

As with Samhain, there is a great deal of controversy about how this sab-
bat got its name. one possibility is that it was named for an Irish death God
called Beltene (probably a spurious addition to the pantheon). Another is
that it came from the name of a Scottish God called Bel, or a Gaulish fire
God called Belanos. The most likely etymology of the festival is that it sim-
ply derives from the wordbalefire, meaning a sacred bonfire. Even in modern
times balefires are lit all over Britain and Ireland on May Eve. In lreland,
these fires were lit only afrer the one at Thra was ignited. In Scorland, each
community lit its own from a source known as the tein-eigin, or,,need-fire.,,
This was a small fire kept burning out of necessity, either for home heat or
for cooking. Because all winter fires had to be extinguished before this first
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official day of summer, felighting these fires was a sacred task, one often

given to a highly ranking priestess or Druid. \Tithin their own homes, it was

women who had the honor of relighting the household fire, and it was

women who would tend to it all year long.

To celebrate Bealtaine on your own, look into the many books on basic

Wiccan/Pagan practice that provide either raw outlines or complete texrc of

rituals. The union of the male and female principles-an act known as the

Great Rite-will be at the center of all of them. Light fires as you choose, set-

ting aside a piece of burned wood as a talisman of protection against un-

wanted spirits.

You can also purify yourself before your rituals by anointing your body with

morning dew from a hawthorn tree. Ritual purification was and is an impor-

tant part of Pagan ritual practice, one that seems to have a healthy following

in women's traditions. The Arthurian legends tell us that Queen Guinevere

rode out early on Bealtaine morning with her handmaidens to gather white

hawthom, but if hawthom is not available to you' any dewy tree whose ener-

gies you enjoy can work as well.

In a group setting, you can dance the May Pole, another old custom from

Britain and Ireland whose roots afe shrouded in mystery. (See Appendix G for

dance tunes appropriate for the May Pole dance.) The May Pole has had three

periods of popularity, a number modern Celts can appreciate. The first was in

the years prior to the outbreak of the Black Plague in Europe (early fourteenth

century), the second was after the plague and before England's Common-

wealth period (1648-1660) when all Pagan practices were banned, and the

last was in the post-Commonwealth period when the old customs were re-

vived with joy.

White and red ribbons are attached to the pole's top. There are two inter-

pretarions of these traditional colors. One is that the white represents the vir-

gin Goddess and red represents the God, the other is that the white stands for

the virgin Goddess and the red is for the mother. The May Pole is a phallic

symbol that symbolically impregnates the birth canal being woven around it
by the dancers weaving in and out with their ribbons. Again, there are two in-

terpretations of this symbolism. One is that the blending of white and red rep'

resents the union of Goddess and God, and the other is that it represents the

virgin passing into the mother aspect by her union with the God.
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Veneration of the Thorn
MoY +

This is yet another Gstival for which no ancient origination can be pin-pointed, though it was likely part of an older festivar kio*., as the Night ofthe Lunantisidhe (see later in this chapter), which honored the old faeryguardians of the thorn rrees.
Many Irish holy wells were once Pagan sacred sites, and thsrn ffgss-rlsuallywhitethom-are stiil found around them in rarger numbers. Many modemIrish still believe that these rrees are protected by faeries, and are not to bedisturbed for any reason not in keeping with the holy traditions of the well

site.2z when near holy welrs, we ur.r"ily find sma[ ,.r"0, .r.,"rrite cloth tiedto the trees, to symbolize wishes made by pilgrims at the ,ite.z3
The blackthorn is another type of thor., tr"", orr" ,h", has two uses. InEnglish traditions, it is a wood used to lever curses. In Irish tradition, it is oneof blessings, the same wood used to make shilrer^a,ghs, or walking sticks, by theIrish faeries known as the Leprechauns.

Night of the Lunantisidhe
May 76

Because the date of this celebration is so close to that of the Venerarion of theThorn, they were probabry once rhe same holiday. since thom trees are usedto make petitions to rhe deities in modem Irish pilgrimages to holy well sites,it can be surmised that the veneration of the Tho.ri.*.", i-re christian versionand the Night of the Lunantisidhe the older, pagan one.
This is a night to pay homage to rhese fearful guardians of the Irish black-thorn tree. The Lunantisidhe have a wizened appearance, like stick figures,

and possess long arms and fingers so they may easiry climb through the brack_thorn trees in which they live. Modern folkrore says these faeries hate hu-mans' but this may be a guilt projection for the way we have treated nature.one legend says that they leave the trees only on the nights of the furl moon.
Oak Moon

May or JuneFullMoon
on the celtic tree calendar this is a tree of strength associated with Midsum_
mer rituals. It is also a mascurine energy ffee, but its symbol of strength and
endurance is one women can share.
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Midsummer
Summer Solstice

In Celtic Paganism we are usually taught that Midsummer marks the time of
the sun at its peak, and that image is one of a male deity. As menrioned when
discussing Midwinter, the Celts have many, many sun Goddesses, as well as

Goddesses who have sun imagery within their archetypes. All of thesgcan be

used to create Midsummer rites meaningful to Celtic women.
Celebrate the fulIflower of woman-power at Midsummer: dedicate yourself

as warrioq learn more about Celtic sun Goddesses, host a feast featuring hot
foods, and revel in her warm face at its zenith.

The Feast of Aine
June 25

This fire festival was once a part of Midsummer rites. Aine is an Irish fire and
cattle Goddess whose day has been taken over by St. John. Holy well pilgrim-
ages are popular features of her festival. Aine's name has been linked to Mid-
summer Eve torchlight processions in her native Munster which took place
well into the twentieth century. It was once an old Irish custom to wave her
torches over growing fields of crops at Midsummer to bless and protect them.

Festival of Cerridwen
July 3

This is another festival with varying dates; July 3 is the one given by author
Zsuzsanna Budapest.z4 Cerridwen is a sow Goddess of knowledge, wisdom,
and plenty. Use her holiday to celebrate all you have learned.

Holly Moon
JuIy FullMoon

A lunar cycle that emphasizes polarities, particularly that between male
and female.

Rowena

Jub 15

Author Nigel Pennick25 says this holiday was created in honor of Rowena, a

Cornish Goddess of knowledge. In the Celtic traditions, the rowan rree has

protective powers, and amulets of protection made from its bark and leaves

were crafted on this day.

Amulets can be made in any number of ways. One simple method is to tie
up some leaves and bark in a cloth of white or gold while visualizing the goal

of the spell, then tying it off with red thread. White and gold are traditional

colors c,
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colors of protection and red is a color of warning and defense. Carry it with
you, or keep it in a prominent place in your home.

Lughnasadh

August 7

Lughnasadh is an old Irish word rhat now simply refers ro the monrh of August
in modern lreland. The old Irish word may have meant ,,Lugh,s wedding,"z6
which links Lugh, as a harvest lord, to the land or Goddess. This festival,
which celebrates the first fruits of the harvest, is also known as Lammas (,,loaf
mass") in Wicca. The first harvest sets in motion rhe events that will lead to
the sacrifice of the sacred king (see Chapter 1z). This acceptance of the God-
dess as his mate, her giving him the authority to be the harvest lord, makes
him a sacred king.

In many Pagan tradirions, this is the sabbat on which the king is slain, sym-
bolically cut down with the harvest. In others it is the wedding of the sacred
king only, and his sacrifice will come at samhain, when the last of the grain
harvest is taken in.

Celebrate Lughnasadh with a harvesr or wedding feast. Focus your energies
on the power of the feminine to bring forth the harvesr from her womb (rhe
land) and to grant sacred status to her harvest lord.

Thillte's Day
Early toMid.August

The myths surrounding this Goddess of competition were the inspiration for
Irish games of sklll and endurance similar to rhe Greek olympics. These were
held annually in Ireland for several centuries, and had some successful revivals
in the late ninereenrh century. Celebrate Thillte's Day by hosting your own
games, or by testing the limits of your own physical endurance.

Hazel Moon
August or September FullMoon

This is a lunar cycle to honor the crone and to celebrate wisdom.

Mabon
AutwrtrtEquinox

Though many argue that the equinox was not celebrated by the Celts until
the coming of the Saxons and Norse, today the sabbat bears the name of the
Welsh God, Mabon, the "young son" of Modron, the ,,great mother."

The sabbat is the second of the three harvesr festivals, Lughnasadh being
the first and Samhain the last. It is primarily the harvest of berries and a time 
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for making wines. Irish custom says that blackberries, sacred to Brighid, must
be picked between now and Samhain, or left on the bushes for the pookas,
the nasty cloven-hooved faeries who lay claim to unharvested foods after
November 1.

Mabon is the time when the Goddess enters cronehood, and when it is

proper to adorn graves with symbols of rebirth. It is also a time of balance,
when light and darkness are equal, but after which the dark is dominanr. Rir-
uals that celebrate sacred burial space, the croning of the Goddess, and hopes
for regeneration are appropriate.

Vine Moon
September FullMoon

A celebration of the harvest, particularly of products used to make alco-
holic beverages.

The Feast of Brewing
September 28

Celebrates the making of alcoholic beverages for festivals and sacred purposes.
This is a good time to honor the Breton Goddess of heather and heather
wine, tJroica.

Garland Sunday

Late August or Early September

An old communal celebration in which people took garlands adorned with
apples to local cemeteries. There they tossed the apples about and mourned
the dead, then repaired to a communal garhering spot for dancing, drinking,
and feasting. For the Celts, apples are symbols of the crone, and of both death
and eternal life. one of the \7elsh names for the otherworld is Avalon,
meaning "land of apples."

Ivy Moon
October FullMoon

Called the Moon of Resilience, which addresses our beliefs in rebirth, our tri-
umph over death.

Reed Moon
October orNoqtember

A cycle of completeness, of home and hearth and looking inward.
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Notes
1 The sabbats are explored in depth in several books, including Laurie Cabot's Cele-

brate the Eath (New York: Delta, 1994), Pauline and Dan Campanelli's Ancient

V/ays (St. Paul, Minn.r Llewellyn, 1991), Janet and Stewart Farrar's EightSabbats

For Witches (Custer, \7A: Phoenix, 1988), and my own The Sabba* (St. Paul,

Minn.: Llewellyn, 1994).

2 Matthews, John and Caitlin. TheEncyclopaedia of CebicWisdom (Shaftsbury,

Dorset: Element Books, 1994), I98-f99.
3 These figures represent the waning and waxing halves of the year respectively. They

are conceptualized as two halves of the same being. At the two major tuming points
of the year they battle, with one emerging victorious.

4 New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1966.

5 Rees, Alwyn and Brinley Rees. Celtic Heritage: AncientTraditioninlreland and\Yales
(New York: Thames and Hudson, 196I),84.

6 Matthews, Caitlin. The Elements of the Cehic Tradition (Longmeade, Shaftsbury
Dorset: Element Books, 1989),92.

7 There have been numerous books exploring these connections. Three that can get

you started in this study are Robert Graves' The Wite Goddess (New York: Farrar,

Straus and Giroux, 1966); Pattalee Glass.Keontop's Yeor of Moons, Season of Trees
(St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1991); and Edred Thorsson's The Book of Oghrnn (St.
Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1992).

8 Delaney, Mary Murray. Of Irish Ways (New York: Harper and Row, 1973),149.

9 For those unfamiliar with ritual format and purpose, I highly recommend Lady

Sabrinat Reclaiming the Power (St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn, 1992) which explores

Pagan ritual practices in depth.

10 \7alker, Barbara G.Women'sRinrals: ASowcebook (San Francisco: HarperCollins,
1990),116.

11 Raftery Joseph, ed. The Celcs (Dublin: Mercier Press, 1964), 89.

12 Try Raymond Buckland's Doors to Other Worlds (St. Paul, Minn.: Llewellyn,
1992), or any books published by the Spiritualist Churches for a beginner's
overview of these arts.

13 The term "passed over" is synonymous with "deceased." In Wicca, it refers to
our belief that the soul has passed on inro the Otherworld.

14 This is not to imply that the Goddess is not connected with men, or that the God
is not connected with women in any way. But no matter how much we feel

connected, or how many invocation rituals we do, there will always be some

barriers, some large and some small, to fully understanding someone/something of
another gender while we are locked into a physical incamation of a member of the
opposite sex. Making the effort is important in Paganism, or any tradition, because

it helps make us whole beings better able to contact the universal divine which is,

ultimately, genderless.
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Brighid is her Irish name. In England and Wales she was Brigantia or Brittania, and

in Gaul she was Brigindo.

See Seamas o,cathain's The Festiual of Brigit: cekic Goddess and HoIy woman

(Dublin: DBA Publications, 1995).

Blamires, Steve. Glamourl: Magic of the Celtic GreenWorld (St. Paul, Minn.:

Llewellyn, 1995),244.

Delaney, 150.

Blamires, 238.

In Comwall, this festival was put on hold until after the passing of these "Blind

Days," the first three days of March when it was considered unlucky to do any work'

These are also called the "Borrowed Days," and their confusion probably comes

from changes in the calendar made in the eighteenth century. In Comwall, and in

some parts of Scotland, this is celebrated on March 23.

Power, Patrick c. Sex andMmriage in Ancientlrelana (Dublin: Mercier Press, 1976),

27.

MacManus, Dermot. The Middlz Kingdom: The F aerie worlA of Ireland (Gerrards

Cross, Buckinghamshire: Smythe, 1973)' 52-57 .

Pennick, Nigel. Tfu PagatBookof Days (Rochestet Vt.: Destiny, 1992)'67'

Budapest, Zsuzsanna. The Grandmother of Time (san Franciscor Harper & Row,

1989), 14i.

Pennick,89.
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BECOMING
PRIESTESS

fif all the roles women have played

\-r'throughout history, none was so vigi-
lantly and violently attacked as our position as

priestesses among our people. As the patri-
archy closed ranks with the church in Europe,

the attack on all things feminine took a para-

noid turn. Women who were spiritual leaders

and teachers were feared as being too powerful
to be safe. That some men still fear women's
power today is evident by their continuing et
forts to fight the Pagan revival. They have
good reason to fear. \7hen any disenfranchised
group of people have their innermost expres-

sions of the self routinely repressed, they find
other ways to express themselves outside of
the status quo, and they forge new paths to
power that lie outside the boundaries of cur-

rent law and custom.

\7hen misogynists and other detractors of
women's right to worship as they choose say

that restoring women to their role as priestess

would overturn life as we know it, they are

right. Women who recognize that they have

the power to contact and work with deity on
their own, and who realize they are in control
of themselves, cannot be controlled by others,

especially by faceless authoritarian organiza-

tions like the church. The power of the divine
is much stronger than that of any institution207
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seeking to block people out' Pagan history has shown us over and over that

the olJ r."ays find a way to survive no matter what is thrown against them'

Tfuat r,vomen have fought and died for their right to serve as spiritual lead-

ers is well recorded lr, -"ny parts of the worid' In Celtic records it is sketchier'

but still presenr. This is one of the hardest areas of Celtic studies to delve into'

because the chronlclers of history were men. lt is a fact that history is written

bythewinners,theconquerors;theyplacetheirviewofeventsbeforeuswith
no one to refute them or provide another point of view. Thus it should not be

surprising that when pfiestesses ale mentioned at all in Celtic literature, it is

usually ii u ,tory about how they abused their powers and met their down-

falls.l One such legend surrounds three hundred Irish women' presumably

priestesses, who were slain at Tara by a king to whom they refused to swear

iheir alleglance. Author Mary Condren2 hypothesizes that these women may

huue b"en temple priesresses, similar to lhe vestal Virgins of Rome, who re-

fused to mate with the sacred king, thereby denying him the legitimacy of his

ktngship under the old celtic laws. By killing them, the king severed his ties

with the sacred spirit of the land personified by the Goddess of sovereignty'

and the unbroken chain of sacred kingship that extended back thousands of

years was severed for good' Kings no longer needed queens to be whole'

The expectarions Jf u pri"rt"rs within a religious setting have likely not al-

t","dd,a,ticailyovermanythousandsofyears.Whenherpositionisac.
ceptecl by those she serves, we can surmise that her role remains the same

simply because the basic functions of spiritual leadership have not changed

much over time.

The Modern Pagan Priestess

Do you want to serve as Priestess?

Thinkabotrtthephrasingofthatquestion.Wheneverwerefertosomeone
who functions as a religious leader, we almost always refer to their role as one

of a servant. This semantic truth cuts across all religious lines, and remains

true whether that leader is male or female'

Simplydefined,apriestessisonewhoservesbothherpeopleandher
deities. k is not a managerial position in which you get to give orders to olh-

ers, and it is not ur-, 
"gl-.rrhun.irrg 

office designed to allow you to feel set

aborre the others in your circle. A priestess is a mediator, a facilitator, and a

teacher. Pagan priestesshood is a life-long commitment to sefvice, one that Ie-

quires humility, good ludgment, and self-responslbility to fulfill'

Theconceptofserviceisechoedinancientmythology'Thatthecauldron
or grail is symbolic of the divine feminine, especially in the celtic traditions'?NR



is a given. They also symbolize the priestess as rhe Goddess incarnate. In the
grail legends of the Arthurian myths, we have three quesrions being posed to
those who seek the sacred grail. The first is, "Who does the grail servel" The
answer, of course, turns out to be, "lt serves humanity."3 Therefore, a priestess

who has accepted the earthly mantle of the Goddess musr serve humanity as

she would the Goddess.

In Paganism, a priestess does not have exclusive rights to the divine, nor is
she the only one who can successfully contact the deities, cast spells, or reach
out to the Pagan community. Once anyone-male or female-is initiated into
Pagan life, he or she is looked upon as a type of priest or priestess, able to con-
nect with the divine and needing no inrermediary.

A modern priestess is likely a woman of sound judgment, even tempera-
ment, good at working with others, and at home with the energies of the cir-
cle and of nature. She is someone who has put time and effort into her stud-
ies, and who realizes that this initiation into priestesshood is a new beginning,
not an ending. Her learning will always continue.'V7hen she allows ir to srop,
the Goddess is likely to rry ro take back that honor that she bestowed-that
of the priestess as her connection [o nature rituals.

The precise route a modern woman takes to priestesshood, and the duties
of this role, vary from tradition to tradition. There are two basic tradirion
structures: the hierarchical and the priestly. Which style a woman follows, or
prefers, often determines her route to priestesshood and the title she is re-
ferred to by others.

Hierarchical traditions are those that have degree systems, or a hierarchy of
initiations one must undergo in order to progress from one level to another.
These types of groups, or covens as they are sometimes called, are popular
among those who practice in Celtic traditions, though they are clearly less

popular in women's spirituality settings. Usually priestesshood is granted with
a second degree in a three-degree system; the title "high priestess" is usually
granted upon completion of third degree studies. In hierarchical traditions,
usually only those who have achieved a third-degree initiation or higher are

permitted to lead rituals and teach newcomers. Those who achieve fie high
priestess rank are often referred to by others in their traditions by the courtesy
title, Lady.

In a priestly tradition, there are no degrees to work through and no hierar-
chical ladders to climb. Everyone within the group is encouraged to achieve
priestesshood for herself. No ritual is ever leaderless, but leadership roles are

usually passed around or shared among members. A newcomer is generally
initiated after at least a year and day of study. This is a rerm of magickal time
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mentioned frequently in Celtic myths and legends, and it has come into west-

ern Paganism as an accepted time frame in which a newcomer can study and
prepare herself for dedication to the Pagan path. ln my tradition, new initiates
are encouraged to begin a study that leads them to initiation as priestess (or as

priest, since this is not a women-only tradition) after a year and a day has

passed. In this time the new initiate is expected to learn to deepen her con-

nection with deity, hone her magickal and shamanic skills, and to take on
leadership roles within the circle. I was lnitiated into an Irish-based priestly

tradition in 1986, and as a priestess in 1987, a year and a day later.

Though a specific tradition might have other specific duties outlined for
priestesses, they all share three common functions. 'Women's spirituality
groups, no matter how eclectic, share these as well. The three functions are:

Facilitator

Mediator

Teacher

The Priestess as Facilitator

Even in the most egalitarian of circles, someone who knows something about

what they are doing must lead. There must be a plan of action and a common
purpose or the ritual disintegrates into a stage show-all image, but no sub-

stance. A priestess is the facilitator of ritual. In the hierarchical traditions she

may work only with one or two others on these matters and then announce

them to the others as a fait accompli, while in a priestly tradition she may work
with the entire group, serving as a moderator and coordinator rather than
making all the key decisions herself.

Once the circle has been cast, the priestess is the primary leader. Even

though everyone else may have large parts to play-maybe even larger than
the role of the priestess-it is she who cr.res participants to what is coming.

She decides when raised magickal energy has reached its peak, she decides

when the deities have come to the circle, and she watches carefully for breaks

in the energy patterns of the circle and repairs them as needed.

If your coven is actively seeking to expand, it is likely the priestess who will
be asked to meet first with the prospective new member to assess if her ener-

gies and interests match those of the group.

Priestesses were also facilitators who safely brought newcomers into the
spiritual community of the Celts, both by adoption and by birth. Until well
into the nineteenth century "knee-women," or midwives, routinely "baptized"

newborn babies. Unlike the Christian baptisms that would take place at a

later date, the women's baptisms offered a child protection from faeries and
7t0
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other ill-meaning spirits.4 The power of three was evoked in as many ways as
possible: three sprinklings of water, blessings of three elements, triple deity (of
old or new religion), and so on. This type of birth blessing has ancient roors,
and was once the function of Celtic priestesses.

Today, Celtic priestesses are still the ones most likely to offer newcomers a way
into the Pagan spiritual community through their teaching and initiation riruals.

The Priestess as Mediator

Pagans have always rejected the idea that specifically ordained persons are rhe
only ones who can contact the divine. !7e firmly believe that we all have the
ability to pray and be heard, to call upon the divine, and even to bring the di-
vine essence within ourselves. But we also recognize that doing so successfully
takes study and practice. A link with the divine must be formed before ritual
can succeed on the deeper level we all presumably aspire to, which is why we
often ask an experienced woman to serve as priestess within a group. The
whole purpose of religion is to link ourselves with the divine. A priestess who
has leamed ro view the divine both inside and outside of herself (,,as above, so
below") can easily act as a channel for the Goddess within ritual, and can
teach others to be one as well.

our belief that the outer and inner world reflect each orher was also a
Celtic concept' The Celts saw no difference between inner and outer worlds.
They believed each had its areas of separation, but that they also blended and
overlapped. !7here they met, great reservoirs of power waited to be tapped.
Again, we see the acceptance of places "in between', as being sacred and pow-
erful. In ritual, the priestess becomes that place in between as she provides a
meeting point between deity and humanity, between the otherworld and the
physical realm.

The popular'wiccan ritual known as Drawing Down the Moon is one in
which the full moon as mother Goddess is brought into the body of a priestess
for the duration of a lunar-centered ritual. The priestess then becomes the
Goddess incarnare. Less is heard about the ritual of Drawing Down the Sun,
which is a similar ritual, except that it is solar,based and almost always in-
volves pulling the sun as God inro a priest. There has always been less em-
phasis placed on this solar ritual, perhaps because women have always been
seen as the natural shapeshifters. This ability is almost exclusive to women in
celtic myths, including initiation themes, transmigration themes, and mag-
ickal and otherworldly adventures. This is not ro say that men cannot draw
in the moon, and women the sun. It is merely that these are not vet wide-
spread practices within our collective priesthood.
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A priestess may also be a mediator among the larger community. She can

apply to her government (state, provincial, or other) to be legally recognized

as someone who can perform civil ceremonies like marriages, known among

modem Pagans as handfasting.

The Priestess as Teacher

Many covens enjoy teaching Paganism/Wicca to newcomers. Some teach

general Pagan/'VTiccan ways and expect the student to strike out on her own

afterwards. Others teach newcomers their own tradition, and may or may not
expect the student to join their group when they have finished a specific

course of srudy.

I was once part ofa very good teaching coven, and know from experience

how well organized this type of group must be. Someone has to coordinate the

efforts, make sure every student is getting the attention she needs, and that no

one who shows great skill in a particular area is left with a teacher who cannot

help fully develop that talent. After all, we cannot all be talented in every

Pagan art. It is usually the priestess who is expected to make sure the teaching
group runs smoothly, and that each student is paired with the best possible

teacher for her.

The priestess' role as teacher may also make the priestess a counselor, an ar-

bitrator of disputes among members, and a contact person in community rela-

tions. More and more often, schools and law enforcement agencies are asking

for accurate information about Paganism.

\fhat a priestess is not is a know-it-all. If she is to be an effective teacher,

she must understand her limitations and not be afraid to say, "l don't know," if
the need arises. unfortunately, those who look to you as their personal guru

get very upset when you don't have ail the answers; but it is best that they

learn this now and not later, when they are the teachers sttuggling for answers

they do not have. The best teachers are also students, who recognize that
Paganism is a never-ending path of study, and that there is always something

new to leam and to ponder.

The Solitary Priestess

Pagans don't expect others to carry their ritual burden for them. Part of what

many of us found attractive about Paganism in the first place was the fact that

we were all we needed to have a satisfying and personal relationship with the

divine. This has been especially important for women, who have been kept

on the outside of the mainstream religions, where our function has often been

to serve as brood mares for creating more followers of the farth, rather than as

rhinking beings created in the image of the divine.7tz
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The solitary priesress may obtain her title through orhers or through self-
initiation. In the Pagan world as a whole, either way is valid. Be aware rhat
your self-initiation will not be accepted among all traditions. Many traditions
require that you work within their framework, and take their initiations, in
order to be considered a member of that particular tradition. Many of these
traditionalists sriil recognize the validity of those on orher parhs, including
the solitary one. Those who don't are not worth worrying over.

Always remember that any time someone argues about the validity of your
solitary initiation as a Pagan/'Wiccan or a priesress, they are likely operating
with an ulterior motive. A few traditionalists balk ar rhe idea that someone
can be solitary at all, much less a priestess. Usually issues of ego are involved.
These people fear an erosion of their power base in the same way the main-
stream churches do. These are battles I have never understood. Certainly in
the heart of the Goddess there is room for all of us who wish to serve her.

I have a friend who has been a self-initiated Wiccan priestess for nearly
eight years. Her knowledge and skills are extensive, and she is often compli-
mented on the excellence of the rituals in her small, eclectic circle. A few
months ago she was called to question by a large Pagan group in another part
of our state who wanted to know on whose authority she was priestess and if
she had been "properly trained and ordained." They insistecl they weren't try-
ing to be ugly about it, they jusr rvanted ro "help" her" She had not asked for
any help, and told them in no uncertain rerms thar the running of her circle
was none of their business, and I applauded her stand.

Group work can be tiring for a priestess, especially if she is burdened with
running the show month after month. Many times this happens when others
shirk their duties or do nor wanr to be leaders. This burden can make the
solitary path look very arrractive. A priesress will often choose a solitary
path if she feels it will benefit her spirirual growth ro do so. A solitary priest-
ess can still petition her government for legal recognirion ro perform hand-
fastings, she can still teach orhers, and she can still be a part of the larger
Pagan community. She can serve both others and her Goddess without the
pressures of operating a coven on a daily basis. For those of you who have
done it, I don't have to tell you what a big iob it is.

As a solitary priestess, you will feel an enhancement of your ritual, a
connection with the Goddess thar runs much deeper than before. you may
even find yourself choosing or being chosen by a deity who will become
your patron. This is a very comlnon occurrence, especially among solitaries
and in non-hierarchical traditions.
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The Priestess as Shaman

Another function of the priestess is as shaman, and though shamanistic

events are of[en thought of as being for the benefit of the community, they

have their solitary aspects as well. Even when the results of the effort are for

the community, the actual working is a solitary experience'

Shamanism is probably the oldest spiritual discipline on earth. It is not part

of any one religion or culture, but was found at the heart of them all. A
shaman is sometimes referred to as a medicine man or woman. This person

was someone described as a "walker between the worlds," who could trance

journey in an instant into other realms to heal, divine the future, correct the

past, fepatriate a shattered soul, retrieve dreams, or seek out information of

importance to the tribe (see Chapter 13).

Celtic shamanism has become a popular area of study in recent years, and

several good books devoted to the topic have been published.5 Women have

been attracted to the shamanic arts because, once maslered, they can increase

feelings of personal power in situations where one can feel very impotent.

They also directly connect the practitioner to the Otherworld, the realm of

deity and the spirits. Shamanism can be practiced almost without anyone else

knowing it is taking place, and requires no assistance from others. No wonder

it was an art that the church viciously sought to stamp out.

Shamanism requires a priestess skllled in meditative arts, someone who is

balanced and whole, whose intentions are not harmful (if they are, then the

visions they seek out will eventually become tormenting), and who can read

symbolic language with little trouble. These are skills and attributes most

priestesses seek, but only the sincere fully succeed.

Choosing or Being Chosen by a Patron Goddess

In many traditions, a priestess is expected to dedicate herself as the priestess of

a ceftain Goddess, who functions as her patron. This practice is ancient and,

though it is not known if it was Celtic, it has a traceable history throughout

orher parrs of the world. For example, in the Middle East priestesses lost their

birth names and were called by the name of the patron to whom they were

dedicated.T

A patron Goddess is one who actively becomes a part of you, who links you

ro rhe Otherworld and the other deities, and with whom you can align your

energies for more successful magick and ritual. She is also someone who hears

your prayerful petitions and can show you the way to achieve your desires.

There afe some who argue that you cannot choose a Celtic deity as a pa-

tron, but that they must choose you. I once argued vociferously with this
2r4
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stance, but have since softened in my vehemence. In my tradition, a priest or
priestess is always dedicated as the servant of his or her patron. \fhen I began

my study for the priestesshood, I was convinced that I would have Maeve as

my patron. I love that ladyl She is fiery, resolute, arrogant, and wholly inde-
pendent. ln short, she was too much like the part of me that I had worked

hard to overcome. I did not need a patron who embodied what I knew were

the worst tendencies of a Leonine nature. Tiy as I might, the inner-clicking
that would have told me she wanted to be my patron never happened.

In the meantime, I was being gently courted by another Goddess, though I

tried hard to ignore the fact. This Goddess was Brighid, the primary Goddess

of my tradition and the patron of the majority of those in my tradition. I
wanted to be different, unique, so I fought her. I was lucky she didn't just

smack me down and forget me.

During this time I found my skills and talents beginning to wane. These

were not just my magickal talents, but mundane ones as well. I was having

trouble studying, I was having trouble writing, my fingers faltered over the
piano keys where before they had flown with confidence. Recognizing Brighid
as a deity of wisdom and creative inspiration, I was forced to petition her for
help. When I allowed myself to flow with her energies, everything was fine.

At this point I still did not recognize what she was saying to me, and I con-

tinued my quest for Maeve. I soon found I was being bombarded by symbols of
Brighid, particularly her equal-armed cross. I also found that I was dreaming

images of her and that I was most at ease with my life when in our coven's cir-
cle to which Brighid had been evoked. Our coven developed an elaborate set

of ritual dramas using invocation, a process by which deity is brought into the
self. I soon found that the role of Brighid was being assigned to me because

everyone thought it felt right. 'V7hen I insisted on being Maeve, or someone 

=else, things did not work out as they were supposed to. O
Dense as I was, it finally occurred to me that Brighid was reaching out and 9

telling me that she wanted to be my patron. W'hen I stopped fighting her I -
found a fulfllling relationship of patron and servant, one I have been de' 7
lighted with for many years. I still use Maeve when I want to work with my ;
warrior aspect, and for this she obliges me, but for day'to-day living, I serve Z.
Brighid and she patrons me. rn

\fhen you are looking for your patron, whether as a priestess or an initiate 
=of Celtic women's ways, allow yourself to be open to her overtures. Z

. Be aware of symbols that might give you clues as to the Goddess who is

offering her patronage. These can come in sleep, while walking out-

doors, in meditation, or through books or art you feel drawn to. / I t
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. Keep a dream diary in which you record unusual symbolism.

. Be aware of any entities who approach you while you are astral project-
ing or meditating. These may be your patron Goddess or her emissaries.

. Study as many Celtic myrhs as you can ger hold of, and read not just
with your mind, but with your hearr. \fho interests you most? Who
calls out to you?

. Meditate on those Goddesses who seem to be reaching out to you.
Make notes afrerwards on those who seemed to be in sync with your
own energy patterns.

. Make a list of your positive and negative qualities. If you find you cannor
be objective about these, consuk an astrology book that lists the negarive
and positive qualities of each sun sign, and work with those. You may dis-
cover, as I did, that the Goddesses who are most like you in terms of your
solar-self are not the best ones with whom to find paffonage.

'Vfhen your patron has found you, you will know it pretty quickly. This is also
one of the signs that you are being offered the mantle of priestesshood by a spe-
cific Goddess. Any ritual you do from this point on to confirm your acceprance
of priestesshood is merely an ourward afrirmarion of what the Goddess has al-
ready bestowed upon you. No human being can make you a priestess; only the
Goddess can do this. Therefore, no human can ever take away your title.

over time, other patrons may seek you out, and some of these may be Gods
as well as Goddesses. If you are like me, you were raughr that some pretty silly
gender divisions exist in terms of the divine, and that women cannot have
male patrons or successfully invoke a God. While it may be true that, while in
a woman's body, you cannot fully comprehend maleness, you can connect
with this part of your inner self and integrate it into your wholeness of being.

Accepting Priestesshood

if you have studied and worked and dedicated yourself to a Pagan path, it will
probably only be a matter of time before you recognize your inner priestess.
Once you become a part of any Pagan path, you are automatically accepted as

someone who can commune with the deities, whether or not they or you are

comfortable yet with your functioning in leadership roles. \Uhen you feel
ready to make an official dedication of yourself as priestess, let no one sway
you otherwise or attempt to invalidate your efforts by telling you that your
self-initiation is not acceptable. It is every bit as right to initiate yourself as a

priestess as it is to initiate yourself as a Pagan. Borh are gifts from the Goddess,

not something that can be conferred by humanity. An initiation ritual into
zr6



What do I expect from the Pagan community

priestesshood, whether done by yourself or others, is no more than an outward
statement of what has already taken place inside you. What the Goddess has

bestowed upon you no human can take away.

If you were harshly tested by the deities upon your initiation into Paganism
or into the Celtic women's tradition, think long and seriously about your
commitment to your oath and your Goddess before committing yourself to
her service as priestess. \7hen you take on more responsibility, such as that of
a priestess, you will get more challenges.

Questions for the Potential Celtic Priestess

The following questions address the priestesshood as it applies to you. As with
the other questions that have been presented in this text, there are no right or
wrong answers, only those that will help you see the issue more clearly and
make the right choices as they apply to you. Answer them honestly, and any
others that come to mind, before making your formal dedication as priestess.

How do I define the term priestess, and what do I see as her role in
modem Paganism?

\7hy do I want to be a priestess?
\for^)
Har*e many members of the clergy have I known well, both in and out

of Paganism?

\7hat do I know about the day-to-day life of clergy?

What do I see as the greatest benefit to me of being a priestess?

What do I see as the greatest benefit to orhers of my being a priestess?

retum for my service?

\X/hat can I give to the Pagan community in return?

Do I feel I can effectively minister to men, children, the elderly, gays,

lesbians, polyamorous people, conservatives, liberals, and others,
as well as to women like myself?

How long have I been Pagan? A Celtic Pagan? How long involved in
women's spirituality? Is it long enough that my skills can be of value
to others?

!7hat things do I still feel I need to learn?

!7hat things do I feel secure in teaching?

Do others look up to me?
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Is my ego healthy? Is it inflated? Do I suffer from low self-esteem?

Do I feel I need others to look up to me in order to validate my chosen
spiritual path?

How well do I know the women's mysteries? Do I feel I can effectively
lead others to seek them?

How many times have I been challenged by the guardians of the
threshold? W.hat has happened each time? How can rhis experience
help me as a priestess?

If I choose not to dedicate myself as a priestess at this time, how will this
affect my spirituality?

If l-'do choose to dedicate myself at rhis time, how will it affect my
spirituality?

Do I have a patron Goddess/God? How will this help/harm my ministry?

Do I wish to seek the status of legal minister in my stare or province?
\7hy or why not/

Do I plan to study other Pagan or Celtic Pagan paths and pursue
priestesshood through them as well?
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SELF-INITIATION
OF THE CELTIC

PRIESTESS
Solitary Ritual

Th" ritual in this chapter is nor an initia-
I tion inro a specific Pagan tradition or to

Paganism/\7icca in general. Celtic women's
spirituality is not a tradition per se, but a spe.

cial or additional aspect of a woman's Pagan
life. There probably are some Celtic-based tra-
ditions out there that appeal mostly to women,
but if so, I have not yet been made aware of
them. No doubt they will become more popu-
lar and public with the passage of rime.

thillnitiation is for a woman who is al-

.
feels ready to dedicate herself as a Celtic

Goddess. As mentioned in the preiiors cffi-
ter, we-l?e all priestesses in some sense after we
have been initiated into Paganism, either by
ourselves or by someone else, meaning that we
need no intermediaries between ourselves and
our deities. But this ritual takes that commit-
ment a step further, by affirming it through rit-
ual vows.

It is best to wait until you have been a part
of Paganism for a least a year and day before
trying to make yourself a priestess. A year and
a day is the customary length of time a new-
comer to the Craft/Paganism is expected to
study in order to undergo initiation. Solitaries
are usually cautioned to wait this amount of



timeaswellbeforemakingaformaloathofcommitmenttotheirchosenpath'
Ayearandaday*"o",,"u"ofmagickaltimeinmanyCelticmythsandfolk
legends, and represents a cycle of completion and change'

?nou h",re already been involved in spiritual studies for more than a year

and a day, or t u"" 
"tr"uav 

been initiar"J i.,,o the craft/Paganism through a

self-initiation or by someone else, then you will still have to decide if the role

ofpriestessisoneyouwanttofulfill'Aspreviouslymentioned'itisnotapo-
sitionofease,butoneofservicetoothersandtoone'sGoddess.Ifyouhave
thoughtlongand.u,"r,,ttnaboutthisroleandfeelchosenbytheGoddessand
readytoaccepthe"hall""ges'thenthisritualwillnomorethanformalize
something the Goddess has already given you'
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The Meaning and Challenge of Initiation

YourrealinitiationiSnotaphysicalactorevent-itiswhatcomesafter.The
wordinitiarionmeans..tobegqr,.'andspeaksofthenewlifethatawaitsyou:'"'" ';'"- r : f."" ,il"" 

"nd 
the circle closed. When you begin this

once the vows have

newphaseinyourlife,yo.,acceptwlthlnewchallengesandresponsibilities,
andyouwillfindyo'"""lftestedbytheGoddesstowhomyouhavededicated
yourspiritualself.Ifthiswasnotsomethingyouweletoldwhenyouwerefirst
initiated, it was titt"ty 

'o'ntthing 
you learned for yourself rather soon after'

This is why no orr" 
"1r" 

can tell fou which initiation is valid and which isn't;

;;i; u"", ir,.t", ,"lf and your deities know what is "real" and what is a game'

andtheywillatsomepointmakethepretenderawareofhertransgressions.
Those who argue ngulrrrt the validity of self-initiation are usually those who

fear losing ,oln" por:"r.base they have built for themselves. It is true that

thereare*ur-ryr"lf-rtyled,,gurus,,inmodernpaganism,vastlysoinceltictra'
ditions. Many of th"* jusJdecided that being a priesress sounded like fun, a

good way ro ger 
" 

[, 
"n 

on orhers. They abuse their office simply because

they do not know u"f b"t'"'' However' this does not mean that we must look

down upon "ll 
relf-ir-ritiares as prerenders. The majority are good-hearted' sin'

cerepeopletryingtodothebesttheycanontheitchosenpath.TheGoddess
makes a witch, and the Goddess makes a priestess; it is not done by the bless-

ings of another person, no matter how long she has been Pagan' The two

questionswehavetoaskofthosewhoinsistthatsomeonebeinitiatedbyan.
other initiated Person are:

By what right do you claim the power to tell me what I am?

Who do you think initiated the first Witch to begin with?
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An initiation ritual is an outward expression of something you already possess'

a gift of the Goddess that no one else can bestow by mere words and gestures'

The event is designed to open yourself to the true initiation when it comes to

you. This serues two purposes: it humbles you, and it shows you areas in which

you need more study. Being a priestess does not mark the end of your study,

but "initiates" a new phase of it. Shortly after my initiation into the Craft, I

found myself in a magickal battle with someone on a negative path. I imme'

diately wenr running for help, only to find that the power to deal with the

problem was within me all the time. But the challenges do not stop. After I

was initiated as a Priestess of Brighid, my creative side was challenged until I

recognized and acted upon what the Goddess was trying to tel| me.

There is an old metaphysical adage that says, "When you change' every-

thing around you changes." Initiation awakens aspects of the inner self once

left sleeping, and alerts the outer world to interact with you in new ways. This

is why you afe challenged upon any spiritual initiation, whether a first, second,

priestess, elder, or any othef. The energy patterns attracted to the new you are

narurally going to be different, and you will need time to adapt to them.

Expect these trials and challenges to continue throughout your spiritual

life. They are not a one-time event, but an ongoing process of learning and

growing, the very thing you declared you wanted when you dedicated your life

to a deity. All are a part of the ongoing initiation process' which will take you

further and further into the mysteries of the Goddess. The purpose is always

for your benefit, even though it may not always seem that way at the time.

The deeper you go, the more you learn, the more you will be expected to

prove yourself, and the more you will be expected to give back. The universe

seeks balance, and reciprocity for things given and taken is part of that bal'

ance. So be very sure that you are doing the right thing for you, for once the

ritual of initiation is complete and you have aligned your energies with those

of the Otherworld, there is no turning back. To resist later on will only make

the challenges quite dreadful.

Occasionally one funs across someone who claims they have never been

challenged in their spiritual life. Nothing ever appeared to test them, and

nothing that had to be overcome challenged them. ln these cases I am forced

ro believe that they are either lying, or simply did not recognize the challenge

for what it was. A friend of mine, a priestess who operates a small study circle,

questions if those people made a sincere commitment to Paganism, or if their

initiation was just a lot of words and ceremony with no substance. ln any case,

if more than a year passes without any circumstances or forces coming upon

)rou that cause you to grow spiritually, you need to rethink what you did and

where you are going.
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Preparing for the Ritual

As with the warrior dedication ritual in Chapter 5, you should prepare for this

ritual with a spiritual and physical cleansing. For an initiation into priestess-

hood, some women choose to add fasting and long periods of meditation to

this prerequisite.

Both fasting and feasting have been important to women's spirituality.

These two opposing approaches lowards our food have been called by some

feminists the only area of their lives that women have always had under their

complete control. They could choose what they put into their stomachs.
'Women were the hunter-gatherers and the food preparers. Food availability

was under their jurisdiction. Sometimes her cook fire or kitchen was the only

place where a woman could make a decision on her own. Little wonder food

became a preoccupation. This obsession with food, and our association of it
with personal conffol, is still evident by the frightening fact that nearly

ninety-nine percent of people with eating disorders are women. If you choose

a pre-ritual fast, do it for spiritual reasons, not appearance-related ones. It is

not a diet aid.

This ritual will follow this format;

Blessing of the self

Vows of service

Vows to the Goddess

Announcement of your priestess name

Anointing by oil and "blood"

The bestowing of the symbol of office

The sacrifice

The libation

The items that will be required are:

Two chalices or small cauldrons
'Water

Salt

Soot

Olive oil

A symbol of office

A token of sacrifice

Optional: Celtic mood music and/or incense277
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The chalice or cauldron has already been discussed at length as a symbol of the

womb of the Goddess. You should place some water in the bottom of it before

the ritual begins. The olive oil will be used to anoint your skin later on, and

should be placed in the other chalice or cauldron. Olive oil has been used as a

substance for anointing royalty and priestesses for several millennia. It is non'

irritating to the skin, which is not the case with some oils, and serves well as a

base for other oil or herbal blends. It is best to avoid adding olher essential oils

to the olive oil, unless you know for certain how they will react on your skin.

If there is a special herb you like or one you often work with, and you would

like to include this in your olive oil, powder it well and add some to the oil be'

fore the ritual begins. Be sure as you do this to visualize the purpose for which

you are using it: to seal your dedication as a priestess of a Goddess'

Soot is made up of carbon deposits, and these can be obtained from a fire-

place, a lamp globe, or by holding a heat-resistant glass or plate over a candle's

flame until you have enough soot to scrape into a small pile suitable for

anointing yourself and for representing your blood'

Blood initiations were once an accepted part of spiritual initiations in 3
many cultures. The shedding of blood was often prerequisite to "joining a se- E
cret society" such as the priestesshood.l The magical nature of soot, its ap- i
pearance during a time of transformation 

=f.rk, i, to the archetvpal f.r.tilion of blood--Sottt. f"*i"itt t"t"archers also be- 
=lGG rh;rh"ffiny old flying ointmentsZ and magickal I

formulas was no more than a metaphor for a woman's blood.3 5
The most common symbol of investiture is a necklace or gartef' Having a Z

necklace holding a pendant symbolizing some aspect of spirituality is common O
enough in Pagan circles. The necklace repfesents lhe unbroken circle in t1

which we work, that place that is at the center of the universe. By wearing it, ;
a priestess makes the statement that she is in command of the circle' able to trr

direct the energies that join at this sacred juncture' The pendant may be a 3
pentagram, Brighid's Cross, triskele, moon symbol, astrological glyph, or other 

=representation, but it will have meaning to you as a Pagan, and to the tradi- 6
tion you have chosen to follow '!

The garter has a noble history among priestesses in the Anglo-Celtic tradi' 
=tions and in what is known as British Tiaditional Witchcraft. lt is a descen' V,

dant of the hip belt or girdle worn by priestesses in ancient times. With the -l
coming of the new religion in Europe, such obvious outward expressions of in- Z
volvement with Witchcraft were dangerous, and priestesses began to wear

garters that could be discreetly tucked up under their clothing. Modern cus'

tom in the British traditions says that whenever a new coven "hives off'from 773



the primary one run by a priestess, she is to add a new buckle to her garter to
mark that distinction. In some traditions, having more than three buckles
makes you a "queen Witch."

The garter as a Pagan symbol was immortalized in the mid-fourteenth cen-
tury during the creation of England's prestigious Order of the Garrer. Ar a court
ball in 1349, Klng Edward III was dancing vigorously with the Counress of Sal-
isbury when her garter slipped off The wearing of garters was so deeply associ-
ated with \X/itchcraft that the fair countess was ar risk of arrest, but the King
picked it up and declared aloud that evil should be visited on rhose who would
think evil of the garter. The King may have been well aware of the role of his
sacred kingship, and he felt compelled to protecr rhe Witches. From this inci.
dent formed the elite Order of the Garter, a fraternity still inracr today. These
knights-thirteen in numberl-are the only ones permitted to observe certain
parts of the coronation ceremonies (the hallowing?) of English monarchs.

You can make or buy a garter almost anywhere, though if you want one
with a buckle you may have to purchase a nice dog collar. Fortunately, these

2 come in many styles from simple to "jeweled." I chose a necklace for my

F priestess symbol, and the garrer I keep in my magickal cabinet was a gag gift
n from a coven member. He was browsing in one of those mall outlet stores rhat

A specializes in sexy women's lingerie-he never did tell us why-when he saw
.- a tabletop covered with black satin garters, decorared with little red satin
9 roses' on sale for only fifty cents each. He couldn't resist buying one for every-

= 
one in the coven-the four men includedl 'V7e 

acrually wore them from time

i'j [o rime, and they came to symbolize our unity and friendship.
\J

; Another symbol of power that you mighr wanr ro adopt is the mantle.
E These cloaks were worn regularly by the Celts. Their color, fabric, and condi.L<

; tion were an outward sign of the wearer's rank in society. It was also a vest-

C ment of personal significance that denoted a clan chieftain or king, hence the

Z expression, "inheriting the mantle," used to refer to the passing of authority

I from one person to another.

1 If neither the necklace, garter, nor mantle appeals to you as a symbol of of-

- fice, feel free to be creative. Choose a ring, a crown, a sash, a bracelet or any
! other item that, to you, symbolizes your office and your duty to your Goddess.

7 .You 
will also need to have on hand a token of sacrifice to show that you are

I willing to accept the challenges of the Goddess as you rake on this new life

2 and leave a great part of the old behind. This should be some symbol of your
past: an icon from your old religion, a page of notes from your initial lessons in
Paganism, or a similarly significant object.
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As you discard this item you will also take on yet another name' your

priestess name. Some women like to simply add the title "Lady" to the front of

their old Craft name. Lady is a designation by which priestesses in many tra-

ditions are known ("Lord" is used for priests). Or you may simply add a second

name or word to your current Craft name. Because I see the role of priestess as

being a lamp lighting the path for others, I simply added the Irish word solzs

to the front of my Craft name, the way some women would add "Lady." Solus

means "light."
Long before this ritual begins, you will need to spend time meditating on

the Goddesses to whom you feel closest, to see which one you wish to serve as

her priestess. If you have made a choice the Goddess agrees with, you will
know it. If not, that inner connection you want to feel will be missing and you

will realize it fairly soon. In some cases you will feel that your Goddess has

chosen you. This was certainly true in my case' I wanted very much to be a

priestess of Maeve, and i set out on my year and a day study of priestesshood

with that goal in mind. But nothing in that direction seemed to go right for

me. Instead it was Brighid whose image, archetype' and correspondences kept

asserting themselves. I fought Brighid's offering mostly out of a need to be dif-

ferent. Brighid and Lugh are the principal deities of my tradition, and the ma-

jority of people within it have one of them as a patron.

I am not the first Pagan to find that when we do not want what is best for

us, we are made uncomfortable until we do realize the right path and start tak-

ing steps to walk it. While I was resisting her, all the aspects of my life under

Brighid's jurisdiction-creativity, inspiration, mental prowess' transforma-

tional abilities-waned until I was forced to petition her help. Somewhere

during this process i realized what I had been fighting, and accepted Brighid

as my patron. I have never regretted it.

The S elf -Initiation Ritual
Open your circle and call your quarters as usual. As you call upon the deities

to come to the circle, be sure to call upon the particular Goddess whom you

have chosen to serve.

When the circle is cast, take the chalice/cauldron of water and bless it,

saying:

Blessed Be the water, the blood of the Goddess from which all

life emerges, from which I was created and to which I shall

someday return.
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Then take the salt and bless it saying:

Blessed Be the sak, symbol of the earrh, the body of the
Goddess, the earth mother who nourishes and sustains me.

Put the salt into the water and stir it three times counterclockwise. Bless this
mixture by saying:

'Water 
and salt. Blood and earth. By these she blesses those

who serve her.

Using the ritual found in Chapter 7, offer yourself the Threefold Blessing on
behaif of the Goddess.

The next step is to make your first vows. These should be vows of service,
not to the Goddess but to others and, if appropriate, to your chosen tradition.
In the Celtic tradition, this is your adberto.s, an old Gauhsh rvord rhar literally
means "a sacrifice." Adbertos was a positive part of the Celtic religious and
community world view, in spite of its negative English translation. It refers to
giving to others, to the tribe and clan-sacrificing your needs to put them
first. The Celts saw the giving or receiving of personal sacrifice as being an in-
herent part of every living moment, as a symbol of the interplay and oneness
of all things.

If you intend to teach others in your role as priestess, you should declare
that you will do this erhically and with only the highest of intentions. Since
the Irish word for "teach" also means "to sing over," you may wish to chant.
sing this portion of your vows. All the words should come from your heart and
be written by you. No one can make promises on your behalf.

Next you will stand and face the direction where you perceive your patron
Goddess-to-be, and you will make your vows ro her. These should also come
from your own heart and should include the following elemenrs:

. Address your Goddess by name

. Vow to serve her

. Vow to be receptive to the gifts she will bring you

. Vow to be ready to accept her challenges

. Vow to grow and learn

. Vow to live a iife she will be proud of

' An oath that if these vows are not kept that your tools wirr rurn
against you and your powers desert you
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You will end your vows by declaring them holy
Say something like:

From now on I am known as (insert priestess name here),

Priestess of (insert name of your patron Goddess here). \7e
have chosen one another, we shall serve one another; in honor,

in ffuth, for all positive ends, until she takes me ro Tir na mBan

to be with her again. By being spoken in the sacred space my

words are holy, and by my name I seal these vows. So mote

they be.

When you have made your promises, you will seal

Thke the soot and mix it in the oil with words such

By the blood of the womb all things of the earth are made holy.

Place one finger in the olive oil4 and say:

Oil of the earth, of the tree of Life,-Blood of the womb, sacred

and holy-seal the vows I make in this sacred place. From me

to the Goddess, from this world to rhe Otherworld, the link is
forged, ever to stay. So mote it be.

Place the oil on your forehead and say:

My vows are sealed, never to be revoked. My mind will ever

turn to my Goddess.

Place the oil on your lips and say:

My vows are sealed, never to be revoked. My mouth will know

when to speak and when to keep silent.

Place the oil on your heart area and say:

My vows are sealed, never to be revoked. I will love under will.

Place the oil on your womb area and say:

My vows are sealed, never to be revoked. I will create in beauty.

Place the oil on your knees and say:

My vows are sealed, never to be revoked. I will kneel to no one,

yet I honor my Goddess, and like the willow I can bend.

your new pflestess name.

with an anointing.
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Place the oil on your feet and say:

My vows are sealed, never to be revoked. In beauty i willwalk
all rhe days of my life.

Next take your symbol of office and anoint it with the oir blend saying:

By the donning of this (insert name of object) I decrare myself a
Priestess of (insert name of Goddess). If I ever shame the office
I seek, or cause my Goddess embarrassment, may this symbol

Put the item on and say:
t\4 i.nl"f N# ko* W ,rnlofurJ,

So mote it be.

Next make your sacrifice. Explain to rhe Goddess why this irem represents a
part of your old life that you are now leaving behind. you may either bury it or
burn it (lf it is safe to do so), or set ir aside to be buried or burned later. Cast
the ashes onto the bare earth.

Close your circle whenever you are ready.
After you have closed the circle, make a food and/or drink offering to the

Goddess and her creatures that can safely be left outdoors.

3

4

Notes
shuttle, Penelope and Peter Redgrove. Thewisewound: Myrfu, Rearities, anrMeon-
ings of Menstruarion (New york: Bantam Books, lggo),7?._73.
These are ointments rubbed on the body to help facilitate astral experiences.
They are still in use today, usually without the baneful ingredients listed in
the old formulas.

Shuttle and Redgrov e,248.

The olive tree was seen as a tfee of life in the Middle East, and was sacred ro several
Middle Eastem Goddesses. Addng the crushed bark from a more ,,celtic,, 

tree, such
as the oak, willow, eldeq alder, hazel, apple, or birch is appropriate for this ritual.
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OF SOI-JLFRIENDS
Ritual for Two

Th" Celtic concept of the anamchara, or
I soulfriend, is both a spiritual and an emo-

tional obligation. Unlike the usual hierarchi-
cal relationships that characrerized Celtic so-
ciety, the soulfriends were partners, equals.
She was your teacher and student, your depen-
dent and your solace, your confessor and your
leader, a person with whom you shared wis-
dom and spiritual teachings.l This was some-
one you rrusred with your life and with your
soul, and who trusted you in return. So in-
grained and special was this practice that it
was adopted as an integral part of monastic life
in the early Celtic church in lreland.2 Though
this practice is not very widely known, ir is
still very much a part of the living tradirion of
Celtic Paganism, and is growing in popularity,
especially among women.

The soulfriend is a concepr foreign to the
mindset of most modern religious leaders, who
are used to thinking only in rerms of
leaderfollower. While in many ways the soul-
friend functions like a godparent in modern
Christianiry, it is primarily a bonding of two
equals on the same spiritual journey. Soul-
friends balance out each other,s strengths and
weaknesses. They want what you want for
yourself, rhey give without jealousy, and they
take as they give.

zz9



It is not hard to see why such a concept is finding favor with modern Pagan
women. Women are the ones most likely to eschew hierarchies and seek co-
leaders on equal t..-r.3 It is no accident that the majority of covens (at least

those that I know of) that operate in an egalitarian manner are made up ei-
ther of all women, mostly women, or are operated primarily by women.
Women seek to bond and, as the popular books that discuss the language dif-
ferences between men and women have pointed out, we are inclined to use

interaction to find parity and common ground, not to seek rank.

\7omen enjoy the "best friend" status, a relationship that many men have a
great deal of trouble fully understanding. Best friends are admitted into the
court of the ffue inner self. A woman's best friend is often closer to her in
many ways than is her mate, and is privy to thoughts and feelings, hopes and
dreams, that are frequently withheld from the mate. It is a relationship of give
and take. Sometimes one woman is the stronger; sometimes the roles are re-
versed. We are not ashamed to bare our souls to our best friends. \7e are not
lessened by our tears and anxieties, nor is our pride or sense of our inherent
femininity impaired by displaying weak moments. In the Celtic spiritual tra-
dition, this makes two women on the same spiritual path naturals for the role
of soulfriends.

By ritualizing this soulfriend commitment, we acknowledge to each other
and to our Goddesses that we understand this dual role of mentorfollower,

3 teacher/student, godparent/child, strong/weak, and so on. We outwardly make

Z the commitment to what we have been committed inwardly all along. We are

= 
now conscious of our obligation to, and our dependence on, one another.

* 
'Vfhen this commitment is ritually made, it grows deeper as rhe meaning of the

i ritual becomes impressed on our psyches and we become consciously aware of
-O the depth of our bonding. This takes the soul of two friends into the realm of('' 

wholeness and of the divine, as the unity of two souls has been seen in many
t-L

O cultures as symbolic of the union of Goddess and God-a totality of being.

O What a soulfriend is not is a crutch. She is not someone who bears all your
Z burdens, but who shares them so that your load is lightened. She does not
E have the answers to all your problems, but will lend a sympathetic ear and a

1 shoulder to cry on, and will help you seek out the best answers for yourself.
A
; Soulfriends are, above all, equals. This cannot be stressed enough. The rit-
F! ual is not an excuse for divvying up the workload caused by newcomers to

I your coven so that you can pair them off with your more experienced people.
' The soulfriend relationship is a consensual union of eqtnls who are on the same

spiritual path, at about the same level of experience, who choose to help each

230 other and to ritually make a commitment to deepen their already tight bonds.
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Preparing for the Ritual
The ritual in this chapter may be used or adapted as you like. Your bonding

ritual can be joyous or solemn, or contain elements of both. It should symbol-

ize your unity and your commitment, but should also have personal meaning

based on the common ground you already share. If you wish to include a pri-
vate joke or a symbol that doesn't mean anything to anyone but the two of
you, go ahead. This will make your ritual more meaningful.

Do not be tempted to use binding spells in your ritual that will literally tie
your souls together. Though this union should be thought of as a relationship

that will endure throughout this lifetime, more permanent and stable than
most marriages, you are each there of your own free will, and nothing should

interfere with that. In the same way that you might ask yourself how much

satisfaction there is in having a lover who is with you because she came to you

and stayed with you under the influence of binding magick, ask yourself how

satisfying a soulfriend would be who was coerced in the same way. The Celts

cherished their freedom, and so should you.

Prior to the ritual, you both should spend lots of time in meditation, apart

and together, considering the implications of formalizing your bonds of friend-

ship. Il at this point, either party wishes to cancel or postpone this ritual, that
decision should be respected. Many people get nervous about ritual commit-
ments at the last minute. This only shows that your potential soulfriend is

taking her obligation seriously, and her hesitation should not alter your close

friendship in any way.

For the ritual in this chapter you will need the following items:

. Three taper candles; one to represent each ofyou, and one to represent

your union. You may choose any colors you like, but it is nice if the col-

ors have a theme of unity. For instance, if your individual candles are

blue and red, you might want to make the unity candle violet. Mixing
blue and red make violet, a color related to the soul in magickal spells.

. Three candleholders that fit your chosen candles and that are wide

enough at the base to keep wax drippings off the floor.

. A chalice to represent your unity, and two other smaller chalices, cups,

or drinking glasses to represent each of you as individuals. The two

smaller cups should be filled about one-third full with water or some

other liquid (which you will be drinking) before the ritual begins.

. Acrylic paints in assorted colors.

. Paint brushes in assorted sizes.
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Two three-foot dowel rods (unfinished) about I to l% inches wide.
These are inexpensive and very easy to find in craft or hardware stores.
Prepare them for the ritual by sanding the ends until they are gently
rounded. As you do this, you should be visualizing the wand as a chan-
nel of power for future rituals done in your unity.

A gift or spiritual token for your soulfriend. It should remain your secret
until it is presented during the ritual.

An altar cloth or floor covering (optional).

A box of tissues. This ritual can be very emotional!

The Anarnchar a Bonding Ritual
Gather all your needed items and go, at the appropriate time, to the place you
have chosen for your ritual.

Do not plan to use a traditional altar for this, but instead place all the items
on the ground or floor in the center of the circle (in a manner similar to the
drawing shown in this chapter). If you are of the belief that your magickal im-
plements will be lessened or their power grounded by this contact, you may
use some type of floor covering or altar cloth.

cast your circle together, sharing all duties equally (see Appendix c for

t/) guidance if you are unfamiliar with this practice). \Uhen the circle is cast, sit
n down near the middle facing one another, orienting yourselves in any direc-
Z tions you feel comfortable with. This face-to-face posture has been tradition-LLI

?, ally used in \ficca for passing information and teachings, and is believed to

= 
promote the efficient flow of power of teacher to student and back again.

5 At this point you should both pick up the cups thar represent you as indi-

9 viduals. Starting with whichever one of you that you chose (this will be you

rrr in this example), take a sip of the liquid and make this or a similar statement:

O I drink deep from the cup of the Goddess. Her blood is mine and I am

Z hers. She who knows every secret of my heart blesses you who shares

d this knowledge. Drink deep of my spirit.

z
C The concept that drink-sharing can bond people and seal vows is an ancient
Fa one still seen used in the marriage ceremonies of east Asia and the Middle

H East. The often-heard phrase, "Let's have a drink on it," has its origins in
F these beliefs.

Pass the cup across the circle to the other woman and allow her to drink
from the cup. When she is done, she should set it down ar her side and lift her
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own cup. The ritual of drinking, speaking, and passing the cup should be re-
peated by her. 'V7hen you are both finished drinking, take your cups and
slowly pour their contents-in unison-into the larger center chalice, which
represents your unity. As you pour the liquid together, make a prepared state-

ment in unison such as:

Two bodies sharing one soul. Two hearts beating in unison. Two lives

striving to know, to teach, to learn, to take, and to give. In you I have

found my soulfriend.

The other woman should lift the chalice and hold it to your lips for you ro
drink and say:

By this I acknowledge before our Goddess what I have given you all

along-myself. I am your friend. I am your teacher. I am your student. I

am your dependent. I am your solace and comfort. I am your shield and

your rock, your child and your mother, your sister and your mentor.

After you have taken a drink, hold the cup for your soulfriend and make the
same pledge to her. Then allow her to drink from the chalice.

Starting with the one who was not the first to speak over the cups (the
other woman in this example), that woman should take a match and light the
individual candle sitting at her right hand. As she does this she should make
a statement about it representing her spiritual self. After she is done you
should do the same.

The unlit candle that sits in between you and your soulfriend represents

not only your unity, but the greater potential of two spirits on the same jour-
ney, each encouraging and helping the other. As you move to join your flames

over the wick of the center candle, make a prepared unison statement such as:

By this ritual I am bound to you as your friend of the soul-your
anamchara. See our flames shine brightly, burning hotter and stronger

together than they can separately. As we continue on the Celtic path,

on the way of the Goddess, I vow by earth and air, by fire and warer,

by moon and sun, to be your teacher and student. I am your shoulder

for crying upon, and I am the lamp that lights the path of your feet. I

am the one whose eyes eagerly seek you out in a crowded world. I am

your child, to be nurtured and taught, to be cared for and cherished. I

am your shield and your sword, your book and your circle-part of
your center of being, as you are mine. All my wisdom and all my se-

crets I share with you for as long as this life endures. Until we meer in

Tir namBar, so mote it be.
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At this point you may each have a chance to speak about other feelings you
have. Tiust that at this moment your emotions will be running very high,
which is why you have that box of tissues nearby!

You may at this time present to each other the gift or token you have
brought to seal the soulfriend ritual. I suggest that you select something that
can be used in a ritual setting. A piece of Celtic-style jewelry such as a torque
(neckpiece) or aniam-linn (headband) is very appropriate. So are other pieces

of ritual jewelry special stones, divination devices, or magickal tools.
\7hen you have exchanged gifts, set all your other materials aside leaving

only the unity candle buming between you and your soulfriend. Thke the
dowels and paints and begin making a soulfriend wand for the other woman.
This will be a tool that represents your spiritual unity, and is to be used in sit-
uations where the two of you are working together or doing magick or healing
for one another. Don't feel these have to be made seriously. You may add
touches of merriment or symbols of private jokes to the wand. A sense of
humor is a cherished thing in a friend, and laughter can be as bonding as any
formal ritual. Feel free to keep talking as you work, basking in your bond, your
memories, and your newfound soul-status with each other.

When you are both done, pass the wand to your new soulfriend and explain
anything painted on it that has not already been explained during the course
of its creation. Allow the time for both of you to add your own touches to
your new wands.

'V7hen you feel ready, extinguish the unity candle and close the circle.
Lastly, take the liquid from your unity chalice outside and, together, pour it

onto mother earth as a libation to her. As you do this, visualize your commin-
gled spirits becoming a part of the great mother from whom you came.

Notes
1 Matthews, Caitlin. The Elemen* of the CehicTiadition (Longmeade, Shaftsbury

Dorset: Element Books, 1989), 104.

2 Rodgers, Michael and Marcus Losack. Glenlalough: ACelicPilgrimage (Blackrock,

Co. Dublin: The Columba Press, 1996),97.

3 Actual "traditions" (as opposed to eclectic groups) that are egalitarian in narure

are also called "priestly traditions" because they encourage everyone to seek out the
priest or priestess within. In a priestly coven everyone can be, and sometimes is, a

leader and a priest or priestess.
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LIVING AS A
CELTIC WOMAN

-l-h" modem Celtic woman has many roles,

I shows many faces, has many interests, and

is involved in a wide variety of activities. But
in her heart she is invincible; she wears her
warrior-self like a second skin. The power she

has is one of power-with, not power-over. She

recognizes her spiritual links to all living
things, and seeks to wield her power harmo-
niously, not to hold it above others like a

weapon. Her true weapons are her wisdom and

self-confidence. Her strength is in her willing-
ness to leam and grow. Her inner peace comes

from her sense of place in creation, and her
recognition that she carries a spark of the
Goddess within her at all times.

This warrior woman knows when to fight
like a lion and when to flee like a rabbit;when
to speak, and when to be silent. The courage

of her convictions is her shield, her soul is her

spear, and her will is her cauldlsn-1hg limit-
less womb from which she can birth anything
she desires.

The Celtic woman is a mother and a crone

but, most importantly, she is a virgin, one who

is complete unto herself, and who needs no

one else to satisfactorily practice her spiritual-

ity. \7hen she gathers with other women or
with mixed gender groups to worship her God-

dess, she does so to enhance those rituals and237



expand her spiritual horizons, not because she needs anyone else to make her

rituals meaningful or to help her connect with the divine.

It

Making Connections

is hard for modern people to fully appreciate the importance of community
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en ove act that strong individuals make for st munltles.

r tne sa communal strength that the Celts fostered their young

in a way that would
good of all.

bring out their talents-12lsn1s that could be used for the

Group or coven workings fulfill this same need in modern Celtic Paganism.

No one ever said making satisfying connections within the Pagan commu-

nity was easy, but it can be done. if and when you do seek contact with other

women who share your spiritual interests, you will find several books on the

market that can help guide youf steps. They can also provide glimpses into

what a good working group-coven, study circle, discussion group' network,

and so on-is like. Some books I recommend are:

TheWitches' Circl,e by Maria Kay Simms (Llewellyn, 1996) looks at a

network of hierarchical covens, their rituals, and their organization.

Very interesting and entertaining book.

CreatingCircles of Magic andPower by Caitlin Libera (Crossing Press,

1994) describes how one women's study group evolved into a working

coven. This book follows their group's evolution, from first meeting to

networking with other women's groups and the community.

Inside AWitches' Couen by Edain McCoy (Llewellyn, 1997) looks at the

way one coven works, and gives extensive tips and instructions for

finding, organizing, and running a coven. Also goes into networking

with other groups.

Circle Guide to Pagwt Groups by Circle Sanctuary. First published in 1970,

this guide had been updated every few years evef since. It is far from

complere, bur each issue has more listings than the one before. If you

have a Pagan gathering place, occult store, open circle, or similar

organizarion, please consider being listed in their next edition.

See Appendix F for the address'

CircLeNetworkNeous, Summer 1986: "Group Dynamics." As of this

writing, back issues of this periodical are still available. Please see
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Appendix F for the address, or check out a current copy of the paper

for information on ordering this back issue.

The Phoenix From the Flnme by Vivianne Crowley (Aquarian, 1994)

contains a whole chapter of good networking tips, and an appendix

called "Pagan Resources Guide."

PositiueMagic by Marion'W'einstein (Phoenix, 1981) has a chapter on
group dynamics called "Widening the Circle." This book also provides

an excellent introduction to natural magick.

To Ride aSiluer Broomstick by Silver Raven'Vfolf (Llewellyn, 1993) has a

chapter called "Webweaving" that focuses on ideas for making safe

Pagan/\Ticcan contacts. This is also an excellent introduction to

eclectic Wicca.

\X/iccanResornces: A Guide to theWiechcraft Community by Michael Thom
(self-published,1997) seeks to be a guide to the entire North American
PaganfWiccan community.'Sfrite for current price with self-addressed,

stamped envelope (SASE) to Michael Thom, P. O. Box 408, Shirley,

NY 11967-0408.

Women's Rituals by Barbara G. Walker (HarperCollins, 1990) is a

collection ofrituals and group celebration ideas from an eclectic

women's spirituality viewpoint. This is a great book for generating

fresh ideas for any Pagan group. 
_

Casnng the Circle: AWomen's Book of Riaml by Diane Stein (Crossing ?
Press, 1990) is a collection of rituals for eclectic women's spirituality 2
groups. It also contains rituals for women's rites of passage. O

Also be sure to check out other Celtic, PaganfWiccan, and women's spiritual- Z
ity journals for ads about contacts (see Appendix F). If you run your own ad, :
be as specific as possible about what you're looking for while still sounding i;
flexible. If someone perceives you as too rigid, or thinks that you might be dif- 

=ficult to work with, they will ignore your ad and look elsewhere. 5
Above all, use common sense about when, where, and how you meet peo- 5

ple for the first time. Don't put yourself in danger. Don't rush, and don't push. O
T}ust that, with effort, the right women will make themselves known to you. 

=Then enjoy whatever relationship develops. 2
The eight women with whom I explored facets of Celtic women's spiritual-

ity all came together almost by accident. No one ever expected that we would

really meet again after our first contact. My friend Avi and I had placed an ad 239
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in an alternative publication seeking women interested in exploring women's

spirituality in an eclectic setting. We got one response from a woman named

Pam; u'e met her fbr the first time at a well-lit coffee shop. Though she was

then practicing as an eclectic solitary, Pam had once been part of a Celtic
coven and had taught herself to read Irish Gaelic. This fit in nicely with both
my Irish focus and with Avi's Scottish one. Needless to say, the three of us got

along great, and agreed to meet again.

Pam was so enthused about our second meeting, at which the three of us

talked until nearly dawn, that she asked if we wanted to meet some other

women she knew-not with the idea of starting a coven, but just to have a

women's network for the benefit of us all. Avi and I agreed and, three weeks

later, the other five women met with us on a sunny Sunday afternoon in a

northeast San Antonio park.

Like Avi and myself, three of the other women were already involved in
another coven. To our delight it turned out to be the very large, active coven

that had grown out of the one in which Avi and I had been initiated seven

years before, and we found we knew several people in common. The other

two women had previously worked only with one another and weren't really

interested in changing that pattem. They had lots of experience in Paganism,

but had been hesirant about meeting with others, and came to Pam's im-

promptu gathering very reluctantly.

As we all began to talk about our spiritual backgrounds and current inter-

ests, a decidedly Celtic theme began to emerge. The two hesitant women,

Cheryi and Karen, had been defining themselves as general Goddess worship-

pers who had once focused on Middle Eastern and Polynesian Goddesses, but
had recentiy been looking into the spiritual traditions of their Celtic heritage.

The other three, a mother and daughter and the mother's best friend, were

part of an eclectic coven, but were centered on the Celtic in their personal

practices. The mother, Donna, was a Priestess of Cerridwen. Her daughter,

Tracey, was only seventeen, but was impressively knowledgeable about the

Arthurian traditions. Donna's best friend, Joanne, had Rhiannon as her pa-

tron Goddess.

Though we never developed into a fully working coven, we got along great

and enjoyecl exploring women's spirituaiity with a Celtic focus. We had no

fights or ego wars, we respected each other's traditions, and we always re-

mained free to work within our own covens.

Those seven women represented some of the best attributes of the modern

Celtic woman. They were self-possessed and giving, curious and wise.
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Questions About Qhoups for the CehicWotnorr
The following questions are among the many you should ask of yourself before
seriously looking for a group or coven to work with. After a group is contacted
you will think of many more quesrions to ask yourself--questions that should
be dictated by common sense rather than your deep-felt desire to be a part of
a group. Being part of the wrong group can be a hellish experience, even
when there is nothing inherently wrong with the women you have connected
with, or with their spiritual philosophy. Sometimes energies just don't blend
well; this is no one's fault. Paganism differs from most religions in that one
person is not asked to carry the ritual load. Everyone must do her part, and
this requires a consensus from all concemed, a commonality of belief and a
similar view of the purpose and meaning of what is being undertaken. Think
carefully before taking this step.

Do I classifii myself as a Celtic eclectic, or is there one special Celtic
tradition in which I am most interested?

Is there a special cultural focus I lean toward? Irish? Scottish? Welsh?

How would I feel if the women in my group or coven decided they wanted
to open the group to men?

How many women, at most, would I feel comfortable working with in a
group?

Do I want a group that is egalitarian, or do I prefer a hierarchical
structure?

What do I want to contribute to a group?

What do I expect a group to give to me? What do I expect to get out of
our efforts?

How often do I want to meet with these women? Do I want coven-mates I
see once a month, or do I want deeper connections with them?

How would I feel if a woman in the group was a lesbian? Straight?
Polyamorous ? A mother ? A grandmother? A teenager? A transsexual I

What do I know about covens? Have I been in one or known someone

who has?

What are the basic ingredients I feel I must have in a group in order to be

huppy with it? On what issues do I feel I can compromise?
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Would I feel the need to start a new group if I cannot find one in which
I can be content? Do I know how to go about doing this safely,

effectively, and for the good of all concerned?

The Celtic woman walks in peace, but unobtrusively carries her battle
weapons; she sees herself as part of the web of all creation, but also as a unique
individual of great worth. She loves and respects her family, friends, and com-
munity, but also finds inspiration in her solitude. She is a leader, but knows
when it is time to let others show the way. She strives to learn and to teach,
to share and to keep secrets, to change and yet to remain herself, to be human
and be Goddess.

The planet needs more Celtic women, whose bottomless cauldron of inner
strength serves as a womb from which a new and better world may be bom.
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Celtic Qoddesses
andWomen of Power

n this appendix are listed many-but by no

means all-Celtic Goddesses and heroic fig-

ures, along with the Celtic sub-culture in
which they were known or worshiped. The
body of extant myths about some of them is

quite large and a complete discussion of them

cannot hope to be covered here. If any of
these Goddesses/women appeal strongly to
you, it is recommended that you seek out the

myths and legends surrounding them. The
Bibliography in the back of this book will pro-

vide references for beginning this study.

Achall. (lrish) The sister of a young warrior who
was killed in battle. V4-ren he died, she grieved

so intensely that she died as well. The Hill of
Achall near Thra is named for her.

Achtland. (Pan-Celtic) A Goddess/queen whom
no mortal man could sexually satisfy, so she

took a giant from the faery realm as her mate.

Adsullata. (Continental) A Goddess of hot
springs, possibly the prototype of the Anglo.
Celtic sun/hot springs Goddess, Sul. Possibly

once a sun Goddess.

Aerten. (Cornish, Anglo-Celtic, Welsh) A
Goddess of fate who presided over the out-

come of a series of wars fought between rival
clans.
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Aeval. (lrish) A Munster queen who, according to legend, held a midnight court
to hear a debate on whether the men of her province were keeping their women
sexually satisfied or not. After hearing the evidence, she proclaimed the men of
Munster to be prudish and lazy, and commanded that they keep their women
satisfied.

Aibheaog. (lrish) A fire Goddess from County Donegal. Her sacred well contained
great healing power, especially for toothaches.

Aife. (lrish, Scottish) A Goddess/queen/warrior who commanded a legion of fierce
and expert horsewomen on the Isle of Shadow (sometimes said to be in the He-
brides). She and her sister, scathach, ran a school in which they trained male
warriors in battle skills.

Ailbhe. (lrish) A daughter of King Cormac MacArt, famous for her brilliance and
clever wit.

Ailinn. (lrish) A Leinster princess and Irish Juliet. She and her lover, Baile of the
l{oneyed Speech, were wrongly informed of the other's death. They both died of
grief, and were buried in adjoining graves where two trees, an apple and a yew,
grew and entwined.

Aille. (lrish) Succeeded her husband, Meargach of the Green spear, as clan chief
after he was killed in battle.

Aimend. (lrish, Scottish) A sun Goddess.

Ain and laine. (lrish) Princesses who married their brothers so that no other fam-
ily would be able to rule their island. They are also credited with inventing war
in order to lay claim to the rest of Ireland for their clan.

Aine. (lrish) A waning year, fertility, cattle, sun, and fire Goddess, still very popu,
lar in her narive Munster. A torchlight procession was held in her honor at Mid-
summer until well into the twentieth century in both Munster and Donegal.

.dine. (lrish) A Goddess of love, who may or may not be one and the same as the
more famous cattie Goddess.

Airmid. (lrish) A daughter of the God of medicine, Diancecht, who was a skilled
healer in her own right. She cultivated all the herbs of the world on the grave of
her brother, the healer Miach, who was killed by their jealous father. The father
scarrered the herbs and lost for humankind the knowledge of many kinds of heal-
ing. Airmid was also a silversmith and helped forge the famed silver hand of King
Nuad.

Amerach. (Irish) An Ulster Druid who was able to cast spells of agelessness (prob.
ably a metaphor for time manipulation).

Andraste. (Anglo-Celtic, Continental) A Goddess whose presence was evoked on
the eve of battle to curry favor. Queen Boudicca of the Iceni offered sacrifices to
her in her sacred grove before going to battle against the invading Romans.

Anu. (lrish) The virgin aspecr of one of the many tiple Goddesses of lreland,
linked to the functions of prosperity and abundance. Her mother aspect is244
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Dana/Danu, and her crone aspect is often cited as Badb (one of the Morrigan). In
modern Celtic practice she is sometimes invoked as a moon deity.

Ardwinna. (Breton, Continental) A woodland Goddess who wandered the forests
of the Ardennes riding a wild boar.

Argante. (Welsh, Cornish, Breton) A healer from Avalon, probably a Druid.

Arianrhod. (\7elsh) A Goddess of reincarnation, the wheel of the Year, the full
moon' sex, weaving (possibly a link to a lost Celtic creation myth), fertility, and
the stars (particularly the corona Borealis); a primal figure of female power.

Arnamentia. (Anglo-celtic) A Goddess of spring warers, healing, and purification.

Artio. (Continental) A bear Goddess of abundance, strength, and the harvest.

Badb. (lrish, continental) A war Goddess, part of the Morrigan, a tiple Goddess
(usually of three crones, but not always) associated with death, destruction, and
battle who helped drive the Formorians from Ireland. She appeared over battle-
fields as a hooded croq or ran alongside warriors disguised as a wolf. She is also a
deity of rebirth who watches over the otherworld cauldron of regeneration.

Ban,Chuideachaidh Moire. (lrish) A Goddess of childbtrth.

Banbha. (lrish) A musician, warrior, Goddess, and sovereign who protected Ireland
from invaders. She is part of a Tiiple Goddess with her sisters Eire and Fodhta.

Bean Naomha. (Irish) A sun and well Goddess, seen in the form of a trout swim-
ming in its shining waters. In celtic lore, the salmon is a fish of great knowledge

' and prophecy' The salmon of Knowledge, usually perceived as being a male
deity, may have at one time been linked to her as consort.

Becuma. (lrish) A Goddess of boats.

Belisama. (Anglo-Celtic) The Goddess of the Mersey River.

Bellah Postil. (Breton) A woman who traveled to aid her fiance by riding a staff,
probably a metaphor for astral projection.

Bellona. (Scottish) A Goddess of battlefields.

Birog. (lrish) A Druid who helped rhe warrior Cian defeat Balor.

Blathnat. (lrish) A daughter of the faery King Midhir, she helped Cuchulain steal
her fathert magick cauldron. she traveled with three white and red cows, and
demanded that warriors she met perform battle feats for her entertainmenr.

Blodeuwedd. (\felsh) A woman who was created from the flowers of oak, broom,
and meadowsweet by Gwyddion and Math to be a wife for Gwyddion's nephew
Llew. Blodeuwedd failed to be the biddable little woman they intended her to be,
and succeeded ln helplng her lover slay Llew.

Bo Find. (lrish) This ancient Goddess' name means "whire cow." one of lreland's
earliest legends says she appeared on its barren face with her sisters Bo Ruadh ("red
cow") and Bo Dhu ("black cow") and created the trees, animals, and grass. This
Tiiple Goddess is the earliest known example using the three colors of the Celtic
Tliple Goddess, which are still used in many modem celtic Pagan traditions.
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Boann. (lrish) Goddess for whom the River Boyne was named after she was

drowned in a flood surge.

Boudicca of the Inceni. (Anglo-Celtic) A warrior queen of the first century who

led a successful rebellion against the occupying forces of Rome. The war Goddess

Andraste was her patron deity; Boudicca offered sacrifices to her. Her totem ani-

mal was the hare, whlch she released from her cloak to alert her followers to re-

bellion and to help divine the outcome of the conflict.

Branwyn. (Welsh) Married to Mathowch, an Irish king who fought a battle with
her brother Bran after a wedding feast insult.

Brighid. (lrish, Continental) One of the most pervasive divine images in the west.

Her Gaulish name is Brigindo and her Anglo-Saxon name Brittania. All versions

come from a root word meaning "power." She probably derived from Dana/Danu,

the principal mother Goddess of the Celts. She is a deity of fire, fertility,
smithing, childbirth, protection, livestock (particularly sheep), healing, and cre-

ativity. Her sacred site at Kildare, where a perpetual flame was tended by her
priestesses, was overtaken by the new tradition, and the fire tended by nuns. In
patriarchal times she became St. Brighid.

Caer lbormeith. (lrish) A Goddess of sleep, dreams, and love. She frequently took
the form of a swan adorned in necklaces of silver and gold.

Cailleach, The. (Scottish, Irish, Manx) Cailleach is a label, not a name; it means

"old woman" or "hag." It is one of the many ways in which the crone Goddess of
the Gaelic-speaking Celts is identified. In modern folklore she has become the

old blue faery woman of winter who can turn into a beautiful young virgin with
the coming of spring.

Caireen. (lrish) A protector of children, probably a protective mother Goddess in
now-forgotten myths.

Campestres. (Continental) The Roman name of a Celtic Gaulish Goddess of
fields, fertility, and the harvest.

Canola. (lrish) This very ancient Goddess is credited with being the inventor of
Ireland's enduring symbol, the harp. While dreaming at seaside she heard beauti-

ful music, and awakened to discover that its source was the wind playing across

the sinews of a gutted whale. She re-created the music in the harp.

Caolainn. (lrish) A queen who became the guardian of a magickal well in County
Roscommon where wishes are granted. These wishes teach the wisher what she

really does and does not want.

Carravogue. (lrish, Continental) A crone Goddess once popular in County
Meath.

Cartimandua. (Anglo-Celtic) A warrior queen of the Brigantes tribe who fought

against the Roman invaders. Her name is sometimes translated as "silken pony,"

which links her to the archetype of the horse Goddesses.

Cebhfhionn. (lrish) A Goddess of inspiration who was seen at the Well of Knowl'
edge, from which she fllled an endless vessel. To taste these waters was to be be-
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stowed with great knowledge, wisdom, and divine inspiration, but cebhfhionn
kept this water from humans because she felt they could not handle its gifts.

cerridwen. (\Uelsh) A sow, dark moon, grain, and crone/mother Goddess. she
possessed a great cauldron of knowledge, and a knowledge potion that had to
simmer for a year and a day; when her servant spilred 

"rrJturt"d 
some, he acci-

dentally acquired all the world's knowredge. He fled, and she chased him down
by shapeshifting into forms best suited to capture the shapeshifted forms he as-
sumed. \7hen she consumed him, he was reborn ro her as th. burd Thliesin.

Cessair. (lrish) An ancestor deity, considered to be the first ruler of Ireland.
cliodna. (lrish) A sea and otherworld Goddess who frequently took the form of a

sea bird (an image of transition to the Otherworld). Sh" rl,'u, the ,,ruler of the
waves," personified in the "ninth wave," the traditional distance of exile from
Ireland.

Clota. (Scottish) A healer and Goddess of the River Clyde.
condwiramur. (\felsh, cornish) The guardian of the Gminine mysreries, and

Goddess of sovereignty.

Corchen. (lrish, Manx) A serpent Goddess.

corra. (Scottish) A Goddess of prophecy who can appear in the form of a crane.
Coventina. (Anglo'Celtic, Scottish) Goddess to whom shrines were erected and

offerings left along Hadrian's !7all, the Roman fortification that separated an-
cient Scotland from England.

Creiddylad. (\7elsh) A Goddess of sovereignty.

cymidei cymeinfoll. (\7elsh) A war Goddess who, with her mate, owned a mag-
ickal cauldron into whlch they could cast and regenerate their warriors killed in
battle.

Dahud'Ahes. (Breton) Her undersea island off the coasr of Brittany was built for
her by her father, King Gradion of cornwalr, so that she could escape the perse-
cution of the monks who declared her to be a witch. Her crime? oppositi,on to
their bringing Christianity to her kingdom.

Damara. (Anglo-celtic) A fertility Goddess celebrated at Bealtaine.
Damona. (Continental) A cow and fertility Goddess.

DaneiDanu/Don. (Pan-Celtic) Dana was the first great mother Goddess of Ireland,
the namesake of the Irish deities known as the Tuatha De Dannan. In modern
Celtic Paganism, she often fulfills the role of tribal ancestor and the sovereign.
Many European rivers that flow through rands once occupied by the celts, such
as the Danube, bear traces of her name. The Mabinogion hrr, irer famo.rs chil-
dren' one of whom is the popular and powerfur Goddess Arianrhod.

Deae Matres. (continental) A triple mother Goddess whose name survived only
through numerous inscriptions and sculptures. The Goddesses are usually de,
picted holding flowers, grains, and fruit, which show them as fertility, harvest,
and seasonal deities; flowers in spring, grain in summer, and fruit in autumn.
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Dechtere. (Irish) In her myths, Dechtere plays a triple role of virgin, mother, and
crone. She is the mother of Ulster hero Cuchulain. Described as a "large" woman,
she was likely once a fertility or ancestor Goddess. Dechtere possessed the inter-
esting gift of transforming herself and her haidmaidens into a flock of birds.

Deirdre of the sorrows. (lrish) The heroine of a popular folktale known as
"Deirdre of the Sorrows." Several versions of her legend still exist, most of them
written to condemn her for being born beautiful and causing men to war with
each other over her.

Domnu. (Irish) A mother Goddess of the sea.

Drem. (\7elsh) A prophetess employed at the welsh court, she had the power ro
foresee any aggression plotted against her homeland.

Druantia. (Breton) A fir tree Goddess and patron of tree faeries.

Dwyvach. (\felsh) An ancesror Goddess who built an "ark" to survive the great
floods with her husband, Dwyvan.

Eadon. (Irish) Likely a bard who became a Goddess of poetry.

Early, Biddy. (lrish) A "wise woman" of nineteenrh century Ireland whose legends
continue to grow and be retold. She was able to find cures and foretell the future
by looking into a blue bottle supposedly given to her by the faeries. Before she
died, it is believed she tossed it into a lake near her home, where it remains to
this day.

Ebha Ruadh Ni Murchu. (lrish) A warrior queen.

Ebhlinne. (Irish) A Goddess of midsummer and fire native ro Munster.

Edain/Etain. (lrish) Edain's triple form is a personification of reincarnation. She
lived as a mortal and as a faery queen.

Eire/Eriu. (lrish) The Goddess for whom the land of Ireland is named. She serves
today as a deity of protection, sovereignty, and the land itself.

Elphane, Queen of. (Anglo-celtic, Scottish) A faery Goddess whose name is
likely a corruption of the world 'elfland." Also a Goddess of death and disease in
patriarchal times. In sixteenth-century Scotland, it was a capital offense, under
charges of Witchcraft, to be accused of consorting with her. Her association with
Bealtaine and with death carry her image through the "wheel of the year," mak-
ing her a Tiiple Goddess.

Emer. (lrish) A beautiful, intelligent, and multi-talented woman, transformed by
myth into a mere consort for the hero Cuchulain. She was an excellent harpist
and a seer who accurarely predicted her husband's death.

Epona/The Eponae. (Pan-celtic) This horse Goddess was so powerful an image
that she was adopted by the invading Roman forces in Celtic Gaul. She is seen as

an intermediary between this world and the otherworld, as a bringer of night-
mares, and as a potent feminine archetype. Epona is also a Goddess of fertility,
sex, and wealth.
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Ernmas. (Irish) The sometimes-mother of many famous Goddesses, including Anu,

Badb, Macha, and Erie. Her name is translated as both "murderer" and "she-

farmer," and she was once likely a strong ancestor deity whose myths have been

forgotten.

Ethne. (lrish) To retaliate for her near-rape at the hands of love God Aengus -
whom she escaped by turning herself into pure hght - 

she took from her people

the famous Veil of Invisibility which had once protected Ireland from the invad-

ing Milesians (the first Celts in lreland).

Fachea. (lrish) A Goddess of poetry, probably once a patron deity of bards.

Fand. (lrish, Manx) A faery queen once married to the sea God Manann. She is

also a Goddess of the sea in her own right, and a deity of earthly pleasures.

Fedelma. (Irish) A faery queen of Connacht, she accurately prophesied Queen
Maeve's victory over Ulster and the death of their hero Cuchulain.

Finchoem. (lrish) She swallowed a worm she found crawling on the rim of a mag-

ickal well and conceived the hero Conall of the Victories. A Goddess of weils

and fertility.

Fionnuala. (Irish) The tragic heroine in the folklore "The Sorrows of the Children

of Lir." She and her three brothers were turned into swans by her jealous step-

mother. \7hl1e swimming, they made beautiful singing together; when changed

back to human form nine hundred years later, they turned to dust.

Flaithius. (lrish) A prophet and "old hag" (crone) who would transform herself

into a young and beautiful woman if she could persuade a heroic young man to

kiss her. In this form she is a Goddess of sovereignty, who bestows the right to

rule on the man she kisses.

Fleachta of Meath. (lrish) A moon Goddess associated with the Irish stronghold at

Tara, possibly a fertility deity of the High Kings and Goddess of divination for

the Druids.

Flidais. (lrish) A chariot-riding, shapeshifting Goddess of the woodlands and animals.

Franconian.Die-Drud. (lrish) A Druid whose name is sometimes linked with that

of the horse Goddess Mare, the bringer of dreams, making her a possible Goddess

of prophetic dreams.

Garbh Ogh. (lrish) A giant who was a Goddess of the hunt. She drove a chariot

pulled by elks. She lived on deer milk and eagle meat and, when ready to die,

built herself a triple cairn.

Genovefa. (Welsh, Cornish, Breton) A sovereign Goddess who rode her white

deer in a land competition with her brother Edern. \7hen she saw she was losing,

she caused a cock to crow to halt the contest.

Gillagriene. (Irish, Scottish) The daughter of a sunbeam and a human man. When

she learned of her unorthodox pafentage, she threw herself into Lough Griene

(The Lake of the Sun). She drifted along until she beached near an oak grove,

where she died.
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Godiva, Lady. (Anglo-celtic) A sovereign deity whose legends became attached
to those of a human woman who rode naked through the streets of coventry
until her corrupt husband agreed to lower raxes.

Goewin. (\7elsh) A Goddess of sovereignty who held the feet of Math while he
reigned as king. she was only exempt from doing so when he went to war.

Goleuddydd. (\7elsh) A sow, mother, and woodlands Goddess who made a mad
dash into the forest to give birth to her son.

Grainne. (lrish) once a sun Goddess, her myths now center on her betrothal to
Fionn Mccumhal and her jilting of him for Diarmuid of the Love Spot. Grainne
also has sovereign aspects.

Grainne Ni Malley. (lrish) A pirate who preyed on English ships during the Eliza-
bethan age. Legends say that Queen Elizabeth I invited Grainne to her court and
offered her expensive bribes to secure a promise that she would cease ro prey on
Engllsh vessels. Grainne refused the offer and rerurned to Ireland where she cap-
tured an English noblewoman and held her hostage until the British admlraliy
acknowledged her sovereignty over the Irish seas.

Grian. (lrish) A faery Goddess from county Tipperary probably once a solar deity.
she had nine daughters who lived in homes called griannon, or sun houses.

Guinevere, Queen. (welsh, cornish) The sovereign power behind the throne of
King Arthur. The oldest Welsh legends list three different queens for Arthur, all
of them named Guinevere.

Gwendydd. (\felsh, cornish) The sister of Merlin, magician of Arthurian legends,
she was the only person who could approach him after he had gone to live in the
woods. He supposedly taught her the art of divination.

Gwennolaik. (Breton) A heroine who shapeshifted into a bird to fly to the rescue
of her beloved foster brotheE Nola.

Gwyar. (welsh) Her name translates as both "shedding blood" and',gore," perhaps
an indication of her former role as a Goddess of regeneration.

Henwen. (Anglo-celtic) A sow Goddess who broughr abundance to the land by
giving birth to litters of different animals at various locations.

Igraine. (Welsh, Cornish) King Arthur's mother.

Inghean Bhuidhe. (Irish) One of a Triple Goddess with her two sisters, Lassair and
Latiaran. She was a deity of Bealtaine, the personification of the start of summer.

Isolde. (Pan'Celtic) Famous Irish heroine who functions as a sovereign Goddess
between King Mark of Cornwall and his nephew Tiistan.

Kele-De. (lrish) Ancient Goddess steeped in mystery, she was at the cenrer of an
all-female spiritual order known as the Kelles. Among other practices, her high
priestesses reserved the right to take any and all lovers they chose. The Catholic
order known as the Culdees probably has its origin in the worship of this Goddess.
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Kyteler, Dame Alice. (lrish) A fourteenth-century Irishwoman who was tried and

condemned as a Witch. A neighbor had caught her outside at night, sweeping

towards her door while chanting a spell to bring in prosperity.

Lady of the Lake, The. (\felsh, Cornish, Breton) A sovereign Goddess who is also

a deity of life, death, and regeneration. It was she who bestowed the famous

sword Excalibur upon King Arthur, and to whom it was returned at his death.

Lassair. (lrish) A Goddess of fire and Midsummer, part of a Tiiple Goddess with

her sisters Latiaran and Inghean Bhuidhe.

Latiaran. (lrish) The youngest of three sisters who made up a Triple Goddess. La- 
/

tiaran was the Goddess of the harvest festival Lughnasadh. Also a Goddess of the l

forge.

Latis. (Ang1o-Celtic) A lake Goddess who became a Goddess of ale and meade.

Lavercam. (Irish) Born a slave, she became a poet and bard at the court of King

Conor MacNessa. She was a famous runner, and the assigned guardian of Deirdre

of the Sorrows.

LeFay. (Welsh, cornish) A Goddess of healing, rhe sea, and the Isle of Avalon.

Liban. (lrish, Manx) She and her sister Fand were the twin Goddesses of health

and earthly pleasures.

Liban. (Irish, Manx) A faery queen/Goddess who was the guardian spirit of lre-

land's holy wells. One day she forgot to guard the well, and the ensuing flood

formed Lough Neath. She was able to take the form of a salmon, a fish symboliz-

ing great knowledge.

Luaths Lurgann. (lrish) A warrior Goddess known as Ireland's fastest runner.

Luned. (Welsh) An "enchantress" (Witch? Druid?) from Arthurian legend who

frees Sir Owain from the Black Knight by granting him the power of invisibility.

Later he rescued her from being burned at the stake.

Macha. (lrish) One of the Morrigan, a Triple Goddess of death, battle, and de'

struction. Also a horse deity who cursed tfre male Red Branch warriors to suffer

nine days of birth pangs when Ulster needed them the most. The famous Ulster

fortress, Emain Macha, is named for her'

Maer. (lrish) A Druid who attempted to entrap Fionn McCumhal with a love spell.

Maeve,Queen.(Irish)AwarriorqueenofConnachtwhowascertainlyoncea>
powerful Goddess. She is a deity of sovereignty who embodies the highest attain- E
ment of feminine Power. rn

Magog. (Anglo-Cettic)Thefemalehalf of adivineteamof mountaindeities,-de' 3
picted as a four-breasted woman astride a horse. Probably once an earth, fertility, ;
a.rd/o, mother Goddess. In patriarchal times she became England's St. Margaret 

;
Maire Ni Ciaragain. (Irish) A warrior queen'

Mamionn, Biddy. (Irish) This Innishshark midwife was a healer of great repute

who was once said to have been taken into the faery world to cure their children. Z5l
For her assistance she was granted access to their healing knowledge.
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Marcassa, Princess. (Breton) she possessed the power to cure an old king of a
deadly disease if only she would sleep with him. The Princess refused to help him
and went into "hibernation" until he dled. when she woke up she -urri.d u
younger man of her own choice.

Mare. (lrish) A horse Goddess; the bringer of dreams, especially nightmares.

Meg the Healer. (Scottish) A healer so famous that the faery folk came ro her for
assistance. One of the few humans allowed to walk freely in and out of the world
of faery, she helped trapped mortals escape the faery ream and, upon her death,
was taken there ro be with the faery folk.

Melusine. (Breton, Scottish) A serpent Goddess banished from her father's king-
dom (with her two sisters) when her father, the king, discovered she was 

" 
fu"r!,.

They staged a mock sacrifice of him for revenge. Their mother retaliated by tum-
ing her into a serpent from the waist down on Saturdays.

Modron. (\felsh) Means "great Mother." Likely an ancestor Goddess. Also a deity
of fertility, childbirth, sex, and the harvest.

Moingfhion. (lrish) A Goddess of death and regeneration honored at Samhain.

Momu. (Scottish) A Highland Goddess of wells and hillsides.

Morgan LeFay. (welsh, comish, Breton) A half-sister of King ArthuE possibly once
a Goddess of Glastonbury Tor, the sacred Pagan site associated with the Arthurian
myths which functions as a gateway to the otherworld. Also a sea Goddess.

Morrigan, The. (Pan-celtic) A Triple Goddess composed of the three Goddesses
of war, battle, death, and destruction: Badb, Macha, and Neman. At battlefields
the Morrigan took the form of a crow or raven and flew shrieking overhead,
often calling upon the spirits of slain warriors. celtic ,", trophi., (severed
heads) were offered to her and were ',the Morrigan's acom crop."

Muireartach. (lrish, Scottish) A battle Goddess who was the personification of the
storm-tossed seas between Ireland and Scotland.

Nair. (lrish) A sovereign who personified the concept of regicide, the king-killing
rites of the Anglo'Celts. Legends foretold that all kings who slept with her would
dle. (See Chapter 12.)

Nantosuelta. (Continental) A river Goddess from celtic Gaul, sometimes de-
picted cradling a cornucopia in her lap. Probably a fertility/prosperity Goddess,
and a personification of the great waters of the cauldron of rebirth.

Nehalennia. (Anglo-Celtic, continental) A dog Goddess who was a patron of sea
traders. Many statues and reliefs still exist which bear her inscription. These
show her as a Goddess of harvest, fertility, sun, water, and prosperity.

Neman. (lrish) One of the Morrigan.

Nemetona. (Anglo-celtic, continental) Her name contains the Gaulish word
nemeton, meaning "sacred space." A deity of all sacred places.

Nessa. (lrish) A scholar and warrior who arranged to make her son, conor, the
High King of Ireland.
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Niamh of the Golden Hair. (lrish) A Goddess who leads warriors to the Other-
world when they die.

Olwen. (Welsh) A sovereign Goddess fought over by her father and her lover.

Plur Na mBan. (lrish) A flower Goddess.

Princess of the Sun, The. (Breton) Cursed by some evil faeries to appear as a swan

except for a short time at sundown, she got a warrior to help her escape her en-

chantment, then carried him away in a fiery chariot.

Ratis. (Anglo-Celtic) Goddess of protective fortifications and boundaries.

Rhiannon. (\felsh, Cornish) A Goddess of death, the Otherworld, magick, music,

and the moon; a bringer of dreams who is symbolized by a white horse. She was

accused of killing her child by devouring him and, as punishment, forced to carry

travelers on her back through the gates of her kingdom. Her horse form also

shows her to be a mediator between the earth plane and the Otherworld.

Rosmerta. (Anglo-Celtic, Continental) A Goddess of healing and hot springs,

worshiped by both the Celts and Romans in Gaul.

Saba. (lrish) She was lured into the forest while pregnant and became lost. Faeries

tumed her into a deer, and it was in this form that she gave birth to her son, Os-

sian. She became a Goddess of the deer and the woodlands.

Sabrina. (Anglo-Celtic) She became Goddess of the River Sevem when she was

drowned there.

Scathach. (lrish, Scottish) Famous warrior Goddess who ran a battle school that
trained some of the greatest Celtic warriors. She was famous for her magickal bat-

tle leap and war cry. She passed along an invincible sword to the Ulster hero,

Cuchulain, making her a Lady of the Lake of Irish lore.

Sequana. (Anglo-Ce1tic, Continental) Earth Goddess who lived beneath the
rivers. She was sometimes depicted as a duck, and at her festival offerings was

tossed into the rivers.

Sheila.Na.Gig. (lrish) Called a Goddess, though her origins are shadowy. She is a

pervasive image found carved on Irish doorways and stones, a squatting feminine

figure who invitingly holds open her vulva in a triangular pattern.

Sin. (lrish) Goddess of war and wine.

Sionann. (lrish) Namesake of the River Shannon. She approached the sacred \Uell

of Knowledge (Well of Segais) in an irreverent manner and was washed away as

punishment for her disrespect.

Sirona. (Breton, Continental) A Goddess of the hot springs whose name means
ttstar.tt

Stine Bheag O' Tarbat. (Scottish) A beautiful Witch with a talent for weather

magick. Patriarchal legend reduced her to a hag or baneful faery who uses her

powers for evil.

Sul. (Continental) A Goddess of hot springs and healing. The root of her name 753
means "eye," which archetypally also links to the sun.
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Thillte. (lrish) A Goddess of fertility and first grains of the harvesr. She was also an
earth Goddess' a patron deity of games competition, and the deity in whose
name trial marriages (handfastings) were consecrated. The famous Telltown
games were held in her honor until the twelfth cenrury.

Tamara. (cornish) Goddess of the River Tamar, which divides the Duchy of corn-
wall from the rest of England.

Thnit. (cornish) A Phoenician moon and fertility Goddess. Many scholars and
mythologists believe she came into the certic pantheon as Dana or Don, both
mother Goddesses. Thnit was worshiped as Thnat in comwall on Bealtaine.

Thranis. (continental) A death Goddess to whom human sacrifices were once
offered.

Tea and Gphi. (Irish) co-founders and protectors of the sacred site at Thra.
Tlachtga. (lrish) A magician (Druid?) of Meath who died giving birth to triplets

who each had different fathers. Also a Goddess of sacrificel hon"ored at Samhain.
Triduana. (scottish) A Goddess who chose to pluck out her eyes and destroy her

beauty rather than submit to marriage with Nechtan, a king of the picts.

Tiiple Goddess, The. (Pan-celtic) The three-in-one archetype of the feminine di-
vine which is part of not only celtic culture, but many orh"r, as well. she is an
exceptionally sffong image in celtic lore. she is symbolized by the three faces of
the moon, and the colors white, red, and black.

Turrean. (lrish) A beautiful dog Goddess.

Uairebhuidhe. (Irish) A bird Goddess.

uathach. (Irish, scottish) A daughter of battle reacher scathach. She is also a
warrior/Goddess who taught male warriors magickal battle skills. Her name
means "specter," which may link her to sovereignty archetypes.

LJroica. (Breton) A Goddess of heather and heather wine.
Veleda. (continental) A warrior queen of a continental celtic people called the

Bructeri.

vennolandua. (cornish) A High eueen of cornwall who killed her husband and
drowned his mistress. she then held the throne until her son came of age and she
could turn it over to him.

VivianneAr{imue. (welsh, cornish, Breton) The lover of Merlin of Arthurian
myth, sometimes associated with the Lady of the Lake who gave Arthur his fa-
mous sword, Excalibur. A potent magickian and shapeshifter whose powerful
image has been reduced to one of peftiness in patriarchal times.

Vivionn. (\7elsh) A giantess who dwelt in the otherworld realm known as the
Land of Women.
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C eltic Qodde.ss Symbolism,
Fwtctiorxs, arJd

Correspondences

he Celts did not divide their deities into
clear spheres of predominance, as men-

tioned earlier. For instance, a Goddess of fire
could also be a Goddess of childbirth. For this
reason, the listings in this appendix contain
much overlap. As much as possible, I have
tried to include all aspects of the Celtic femi-
nine figures covered within this book: their
areas of control, their symbols, and other cor-
respondences.

Abundance, Prosperity, Harvest
Anu

Artio

Bo Find

Campestres

Deae Matres

Godiva, Lady

Henwen

Latiaran

Nantosuelta

Thillte
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Ancestor Goddesses of Celts
Arianrhod

Cessair

Dana

Dwyvach

Emmas

Modron

Animals, general

Ardwinna

Flidais

Henwen

Apples
Ailinn
Badb

Cailleach, the

Astral Proj ection/Invisibility
Bellah Postil

Ethne

Luned

Battlefields
Bellona

Morrigan, the

Bears

Artio

Beauty/Physical Fitness

M Aife

5 Deirdre

O Luathslurgann

7 Scathach

t Thillte
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Bees

Derbforgaille

Birds
Aife

Briehid (lark)

Caer Ibermeith (swan)

Cliodna (sea bird)

Corra (crane)

Dechtere

Derbforgaille

Edain (swan)

Fionnuala (swan)

Garbh Ogh (eagle)

Gwennolaik

Gwenddoleu

Princess of the Sun (swan)

Rhiannon

Sequana (duck)

Uairebhuidhe

Blackberries

Brtghid

Boars

Ardwinna

Boats/Ships/Shipping

Becuma

Grainne ni Malley

Boundaries

Coventina

Ratis

Thmara

Butterflies
Edain

Cattle

AN

Bla

Bo

Dil

Cauldro
Bad

Bla

Cer

cyu

Mq

Chalicei
C_on

Chariots
Fli&

Gat
Priff

Childrco/
Bm-(

Brigb

Cairc

Mo&

Courage a

fudo
l-aven

Tailftr

Craftsma
Airmi
Bridti

Creativiq/
B.i$i
Canot

CebM



Cattle
Aine

Blathnat

Bo Find

Damona

Cauldron
Badb

Blathnat

Cerridwen

Cymidei Cymeinfoll

Morrigan, the

Chalice/Grail
Condwiramur

Chariots
Flidais

Garbh Ogh

Princess of the Sun

Childrery'Childbirth
Ban-Chuideachaidh Moire

Brighid

Caireen

Modron

Courage and Strength

Artio

Lavercam

Taillte

Craf tsmanship/Smithing
Airmid

Brighid

Creativityfinspiration
Brighid

Canola

Cebhfhlonn

Crones
Badb

Cailleach, the

Carravogue

Cerridwen

Gwyar

Morrigan, the

Macha

Neman

Crows
Badb

Cailleach, the

Dawn
Genovefa

Deattr/Otherworld/Regeneration
Badb

Cliodna

Cymidei Cymeinfoll

Dahud-Ahes

Elphane, Queen of

Gwyar

Lady of the Lake

LeFay

Macha

Moingfhion

Morgan LeFay

Morrigan, the

Nantosuelta

Neman

Niamh

Rhiannon

Thranis

Vivionn
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Deer
Garbh Ogh

Genovefa

Saba

Divination/Prophecy
Andraste

Corra

Drem

Emer

Fedelma

Fleachta of Meath

Franconian-die-Drud

Gwendydd

Destructive Magick/Banishing
Badb

Elphane, Queen of

Macha

Morrigan, the

Neman

Disease (giving and curing)
Airmid

Elphane, Queen of

Dogs

Nehalennia

Turrean

Dreams

Caer Ibermeith

Canola

Franconian.die-Drud

Mare

Rhiannon

Druids
Amerach

Argante

Birog

Drem

Eadon

Franconian-die-Drud

Luned

Maer

Tlachtga

Ducks
Sequana

Earth
Achall

Bo Find

Campestres

Eire

Magog

Sequana

Thillte

Eels

Morrigan, the

Equal Armed Cross
Brighid

Faery World
Achtland

Beansidhe, the

Biddy Early

Biddy Mamionn

Blathnat

Caer Ibermeith

Cailleach, the

Cliodna

Credz5B



Faery World (continued)

Druantia

Edain

Elphane, Queen of

Fand

Fedelma

Feithline

Grian

Lady of the Lake, the

Liban

Meg the Healer

Feminine Mysteries
Kele-De

Sheila-Na-Gig

Fertility
Aine

Anu

Arianrhod

Bo Find

Brighid

Campestres

Damara

Damona

Deae Matres

Epona

Finchoem

Fleachta of Meath

Magog

Modron

Nantosuelta

Tanit

Taillte

Fire
Adsullata

Aine

Brighid

Ebhlinne

Inghean Bhuidhe

Lassair

Princess of the Sun

Rosemerta

Sul

Fish
Bean Naomha (trout)

Liban (salmon)

Flowers

Aine (meadowsweet)

Blodeuwedd

Deae Matres

Guinevere (hawthome)

Plur na mBan

Fortifications
Macha

Ratis

Tea and Gphi

Giants
Garbh Ogh

Vivionn

Ha"p
Canola

Eire

Hawthorne
Guinevere
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Healing/Herbalism
Airmid

Aibheaog

Airmid

Argante

Amamentia

Biddy Early

Biddy Mamionn

Brighid

Clota

lefay

Liban

Marcassa, Princess

Meg the Healer

Rosemerta

Sul

Heather
Uroica

Hens

Cerridwen

Horses

Aife

Caer Ibormeith

Cartimandua

Edain

Epona

Franconian.die-Drud

Godiva, Lady

Macha

Mare

Rhiannon

Hot Springs

Adsullata

Rosemerta

Sirona

Sul

Hunting
Flidais

Garbh Ogh

Justice
Aerten

Love
Ailinn
Aine

Deirdre

Magick (general)

Biddy Early

Caolainn

Gwendydd

Luned

Morgan LeFay

Rhiannon

Tlachtga

Vivianne

Milk
Brighid

Moon
Anu

Arianrhod

Fleachta of Meath

Rhiannon

Thnit

Moon, dark
Cerridwen

Moon, waning
Cailleach, the

Badb
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Doo

D*yt
I atia

Mact

Mry
Mo&
Tailh

Mounl"irr
Aine

Magq

Mom

Music
Banbh

CanoL

Eirc

Emer

Fionm

Rhim

Otters
Libm

Pleasure/Di
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Fand

Libm

Taillrc



Mother Goddesses

Brighid

Caireen

Cerridwen

Cessair

Dana

Deae Matres

Dechtere

Domnu

Dwyvach

Latiaran

Macha

Magog

Modron

Thillte

Mountains or Hillsides
Aine

Magog

Momu

Music
Banbha

Canola

Eire

Emer

Fionnuala

Rhiannon

Otters
Liban

Pleasure/Diversion/
Games/Competition

Fand

Liban

Thillte

Poetry
Brighid

Eadon

Fachea

Lavercam

Precious Gems

Fand

Protectiory'Guardianship
Aine

Badb

Brighid

Caolainn

Eire

Ethne

Ratis

Tea and Tephi

Puri{ication
Amamentia

Queens/Clan Chiefs
Aeval

Aife

Aille
Ain and Iaine

Boudicca

Caolainn

Cartimandua

Ebha Ruagh ni Murchu

Maeve, Queen

Maire ni Ciaragain

Veleda

Vennolandua
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Ravens

Cailleach, the

Morrigan, the

Regicide

Nair

Reincarnation
Arianrhod

Edain

Sacred Sites

Nemetona

Tea and Tephi

Salmon

Liban

Seasonal Rites
Aine

Arianrhod

Damara

Ebhlinne

Inghean Bhuidhe

Lassair

Latiaran

Moingfhion

Tlachtga

Tanit

Serpents

Corchen

Melusine

Severed Heads

Morrigan, the

Sex

Achtland

Aeval

Arianrhod

Epona

Fand

Maeve, Queen

Modron

Shapeshifters

Badb

Cerridwen

Dechtere

Edain

Flidaid

Flaithius

Liban

Melusine

Morrigan, the

Gwennolaik

Sheep

Brighid

Shields

Badb

Brighid

Derbforgaille

Maeve, Queen

Scathach

Sleep

Caer lbermeith

Fionnuala

Staff
Arianrhod

Cailleach, the

767,

Sta

Sts
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Stars

Arianrhod

Sirona

Storms

Cailleach, the

Muireartach

Sovereignty
Achall

Ain and Iaine

Condwiramur

Creiddylad

Deirdre

Eire

Flaithius

Genovefa

Godiva, Lady

Goewin

Grainne

Guinevere

Isolde

Lady of the Lake

Maeve, Queen

Nair

Olwen

Scathach

Vivianne

Sows

Cerridwen

Goleuddydd

Henwen

Sun
Adsullata

Aimend

Aine

Bean Naomha

Gillagriene

Grainne

Grian

Princess of the Sun

Sul

Swans

Caer Ibermeith

Edain

Fionnuala

Princess of the Sun

Teachers

Aife

Scathach

Uathach

Tiees
Druantia

Gillagriene

TiefoiVShamrocks
Brighid

Olwen

Time Manipulation
Amerach
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Triple Goddesses

Anu/Dana/Badb

Badb/MachaAJeman

Bo Find/Bo Dhu/Bo Ruadh

Brighid

Deae Matres

Dechtere

Edain

Eire/Fodhla/Banbha

Elphane, Queen of

Epona

Fiongalla

Flaithius

Garbh Ogh

Guinevere

Latiaran/lnghean Bhuidhefl-esair

Melusine/Melior/Palatina

Morrigan, the

Olwen

Tiiskele
All Tiiple Goddesses

Turnips
Cailleach, the

Victory
Andraste

Virgin Goddesses

Anu

Isolde

Nemain

Tiiduana

Warriors/TVarfare
Aerten

Aife

Ain and Iaine

Andraste

Badb

Banbha

Boudicca

Cartimandua

Cymidei Cymeinfoll

Ebha Ruagh ni Murchu

Grainne ni Malley

Luaths Lurgann

Macha

Maeve, Queen

Maire ni Ciaragain

Muireartach

Nessa

Scathach

Sin

Uathach

Veleda

Water/Seas/Lakes/Rivers
Adsullata

Amamentia

Boann

Cebhfhionn

Cliodna

Clota

Dahud-Ahes

Domnu

Fand

Lady of the Lake
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Water/S eas/Lake slRivers
(continued)

Lefay

Latis

Liban

Melusine

Morgan LeFay

Muireartach

Nantosuelta

Nehalennia

Sabrina

Sequana

Sionnan

Thmara

Waves

Cliodna

Weather Magick
Stine Bheag

Weaving
Arianrhod

Wells
Aibheaog

Brighid

BeanNaomha

Caolainn

Cebhfhionn

Finchoem

Liban

Momu

Wine/AleA\deade

Latis

Sin

Uroica

Winter
the Cailleach

Wisdom, Intellect,
Knowledge, and Wit

Atlbhe

Bean Naomha

Cebhfhionn

Nessa

Wolves
Badb

the Morrigan

Woodlands
Ardwinna

Flidais

Garbh Ogh

Saba
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Opening and Closing
the Ritual Circle

as d Cehic Solitary

or those unfamiliar with the art of opening
and closing a ritual circle, this appendix

provides a detailed outline for a solitary
woman to follow for beginning and ending her

Celtic women's spirituality rites. This formula
follows the basic format found in many \Vic-
can/Pagan traditions, but you should be aware

that this is not the only correct way to open
(or "cast") and close (or "ground") a circle. Ex-

perienced practitioners often devise their own

unique and meaningful methods, especially

when they are working alone or with a long-es-

tablished group. If you are experienced at the
process, or have yet to find a method you like,
this will offer a starting point for exploration.

The circle has three functions:

1. To protect the person(s) inside from

uninvited outside forces that may be at-

tracted to the energies raised

2. To contain raised energy until it is

needed and can be properly and delib-

erately directed towards its

magickafritual goal

3. To open a space between the worlds of
form (the earth plane) and spirit (the

Otherworld), at which they meet and

blend
267



Circles are cast with the power of the mind and the projection of personal
energy. They usually remain unseen, except to the psychic ".y"," but they are
very real, and their boundaries should always be respected. Some traditions
permit doorways to be cut in the "wall" of the circle should someone find it
necessary to pass in and out, but such comings and goings are wisely kept to a
minimum. Before you cast a circle, you should have everything you will need
for your ritual inside the working area. This does not mean that you need lav.
ish accouterments. Many rituals work just as well without them, and in most
cases their use is a personal choice and not a requirement. The same holds
true if you wish to use an altar as a place to arrange your tools and equipment,
and as a focus for your devotions. Although an altar is not required, it can
make for a smoother ritual and can help you keep your direcrional alignments
straight. No matter what Pagan tradition one works in, each of the four cardi-
nal directions is designated as the realm of a particular element and has its
own elemental beings and rulers. In mosr of the Wiccan traditions these di-
rectional attributes are:

Water to the west

Earth to the norrh

Air to the east

Fire to the south

The example in this book had to adopt some standard in order ro be under-
standable, and so it uses the common Wiccan attributes, but you should al-
ways feel free to change these to suit your personal world view or that of your
own Celtic tradition. If you have a ritual tool for each of the directions and
you are using an altar, it is customary to place the tools at the four edges of the
altar that correspond to those directions. The following is a list of common
Celtic tools, and the element with which they are thought to share an affin-
ity. You will note some overlap among the elements. This is because traditions
occasionally assign their tool correspondences differently. it should be re.
membered that each system serves its followers very well, and that none is in-
herently right or wrong.

Earth
Shield, stones, clay, wood, soil, salt, sand, wheel, club, drum,
bronze, bow

Water

) 6R Chalice, cauldron, hollow horn, bowl, trident, any cool liquid,
silver, convex shield, sea shells, sickle
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Fire
Candle, athame and sword (and all blades forged in fire), wand, iron (not
usually used in Celtic paths that refer to themselves as "faery" traditions,
due to a belief that faeries cannot come into contact with iron), claymore,
flint, torch, solar disk (equilateral cross within a circle), broom or besom,
gold, spear

Air
Staff, trident, athame and sword, wand, feather, incense, claymore, broom
or besom, dirk, spear, broach, horn, smoking pipe, arrow, flint

You will need to open your circle in a private, uncluttered place at least
four feet in diameter (for freedom of movement), in a location where you are
not likely to be disturbed. You may choose to use a ritual tool, such as an
athame or wand, to help project the energy that will create the circle, but the
energy from your own hand will work just as well. Pinpoint the cardinal di-
rections - west, north, south, and east - and mark them so that they will be

easy for you to recognize. Candles and stones are commonly used for this, but
as a solitary woman, you might consider chalices or bowls, which are feminine
symbols. These could all be different colors, or be filled with various colored
waters (using food coloring or juices) to differentiate between directions. For
example, you might use blue water for west, green for north, yellow for east,
and red for south. You should take some time to purifii the circle area first, dri-
ving away any negative energies that are lingering there, and raising the vi-
brational rate of the area to higher spiritual levels incompatible with those of
any lower level entities who may be attracted to your working. Salt water and
incense are commonly used for this, and should be accompanied by clear visu-
alization as well. Thking your broom, or besom, and sweeping the unwanted
entities away is another common practice, especially with women. Remember
Dame Alice Kyteler! (See Chapter 13.)

Stand in the center of what will be your circle, close your eyes, and center
yourenergies'Then,whenyouareready,raiseyourchosentooloryourarmS>
skyward and feel yourself filling with energy-either drawn down from the E
Otherworld, or drawn up from inside mother earth. Fill yourself and the area 2
where you are working with this positive force. Next, walk to the edge of your U
circle in the direction that you or the Celtic tradition you follow has deemed X
to be the proper place to begin casting the circle. Sometimes these are fixed O
points; at other times they change with the turning of the wheel of the year.

This example uses the westem quarter as a starting point because that is the
one my tradition uses. West is the direction of the Otherworld, the home of 7'69
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the Celtic deities. Point your finger or [ool at the ground-it does not actually

have to touch the ground-and begin visualizing energy coming from the end

of your fingertip or tool, creating a wall of intense protective energy. You may

choose to see your circle either as a wall, a dome, or a sphere, but its power will
remain the same.'V7alk slowly sunwise around the circle, the traditional direc-

tion associated with growth, increase, construction, and so on, until you have

reached your starting point again. Project as much energy into the creation of
your circle as possible. Make it real and respect its reality. Most circles are cast

in the sunwise direction and then closed by moving anti-sunwise. But keep in
mind that, in some cases, the opposite is true. Some rituals are best cast anti-
sunwise and closed sunwise. An example of this would be any type of ritual in
which you want to cultivate the energies of decrease, destruction, or loss, in
order for the circle to be more compatible with the ultimate goal of the rite.
This does not mean that the ritual to take place will be negative. Negative rit-
uals can just as easily take place in a circle cast clockwise. The intent of the rit-
ual, not its outer form, determines whether it is negative or positive.

You may wish to walk the perimeters two more times to invoke the mag-

ickal power of the Celtic sacred number three. This is not an uncommon
practice among Celtic Pagans, and is a standard if you will be working with
tiple Goddess energies. (See Chapter 6.)

After the circle is cast, the elemental powers of each direction are called
upon to witness and lend support to the ritual. This practice is known by a va-

riety of terms, including calling the quarters, summoning the elementals, in-
voking the watchtowers, evoking the elements, calling the elemental rulers,

or summoning the guardians. Custom also dictates that the elemental rulers

must heed your call, at least in their most basic forms. If they feel insulted by

your invitation, or if you are a beginner and your powers of evocation are still
weak, you may not get the full benefit of elemental presences. Begin calling
your quarters at your original starting point (in this example in the west). If
you have a tool designed to correspond to each element, it is customary to

carry it from the altar to the quarter as you make the call. This helps

strengthen your connection to the eiemenl, and forges a stronger sympathelic

link between your tool and the element it represents in order to make it a bet-

ter working tool for you. This sample ritual is written without the use of tools,

so that it can be immediately usable by a greater number of women, but feel

free to incorporate them if you have them present.

Facing the west, prepare to summon that quarter. Visualize your voice

reaching out to the farthest reaches of that direction, covering the vastness of
time and space, and connecting you with the powers of the west and the ele-

ment of water. Maklng a verbal statement solidifies your purpose in your
270
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mind, and helps you to begin to connect with the energies and beings who
want to help you succeed. Thinking things through carefully may work as well
in some cases, but only if you have fully thought out all elements of your rit-
ual first. If for any reason you cannot speak aloud (privacy issues, illness, or
other concems), you may wish to write out your words at this point. You can

bum the paper later to reinforce the idea that your words have power and that
they have been taken into the Otherworld to maniGst. But, please, work out
each word carefully in advance, just to make sure any ritual is exactly what
you want it to be. 'We have all had the experience of announcing that we

have just gotten a great idea and then someone asks us to tell them about it; it
is then, as we put it into words, that we suddenly see all its faults.

Since your rites in this case are those of Celtic women's spirituality, as you

call out to the western quarter think of the spirits you are calling upon as

being feminine in character, even when that element is a masculine one (air

and fire are the masculine elements). Everything in creation has both a mas-

culine and a feminine side, regardless of which one is physically dominant.
Though the elemental rulers of the directions are often characterized as mas-

culine, there are many elemental and faery beings who reside in these worlds

and can fill these roles just as well. Many of these are feminine in character.

To call the west, say the following:

Powers of the west-undines, guardians, spirits, elementals,

and feminine spirits of the watery realms-hear and heed my

invitation to you. Fertile powers of the west and of water, I call
you from the Otherworld and ask your presence at this circle

this eve ["eve" is used here for its poetic sound only, and you

may use the words dny, night, afternoon, fuIL moon, equinox, and

so on, as fits the occasion]. Join me in this place which is out of
places, at this time which is outside of time, the sacred circle

wherein (state purpose of your ritual). Lend balance to this

sacred space as you protect, witness, and worship with me this

eve, adding your powers and blessings to this rite. By the power

of three, and in the name of Virgin, Mother, and Crone, I

welcome the powers of water. Blessed Be.

You may opt to use a ritual gesture to reinforce your intent when calling
the quarters, such as an invoking pentagram. This is a five-pointed star de-

signed to symbolize the drawing in or drawing down of certain energies. The
choice to use it or not is yours to make.
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Remain facing the west for a minute or two and allow yourself to feel the
presence and power of water and her attendant spirits.

\fhen you feel ready, walk to the north and begin the process of evoking

that quarter. (lf you are using tools to represent each element, do not forget to

return to the altar each time to get the corresponding tool!)

Powers of the north, elemental home of the mother who sus-

tains us-gnomes, guardians, spirits, elementals, and feminine

spirits of the earth realm-hear and heed my invitation to you.

Stabilizing powers of the north and earth, I call you from the

Otherworld and ask your presence at this circle this eve ["eve"

is used here for its poetic sound only, and you may use the words

dny, night, afternoon, fuLI moon, equinox, or other word that fits

the occasion]. Join me in this place which is out of place, at this

time which is outside of time, the sacred circle wherein (state

purpose ofyour ritual). Lend balance to this sacred space as you

7.72 Invoking Pentagram
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protect, witness, and worship with me this eve, adding your

powers and blessings to this rite. By the power of three, and in
the name of Virgin, Mother, and Crone, I welcome the powers

of earth. Blessed Be.

Remain facing the north for a minute or two and allow yourself to feel the
presence and power of earth and her attendant spirits.

lfalk next to the eastern quarter.

Powers of the east-sylphs, guardians, spirits, elementals, and

feminine spirits of the airy realms-hear and heed my invita-
tion to you. Thinking powers of the east and of air, I call you

from the Otherworld and ask your presence at this circle this

eve [or other word that fits the occasion]. Join me in this place

which is out of place, at this time which is outside of time, the

sacred circle wherein (state purpose of your ritual). Lend bal-

ance to this sacred space as you protect, witness, and worship

with me this eve, adding your powers and blessings ro this rite.

By the power of three, and in the name of Virgin, Mother, and

Crone, I welcome the powers of air. Blessed Be.

Remain facing the east for a minute or two and allow yourself to feel the pres-

ence and power of air and its attendant spirits.

Finally, walk to the south quarter.

Powers of the south-salamander, guardians, spirits, elementals,

and feminine spirits of the fiery realms-hear and heed my invi-
tation to you. Passionate powers of the south and of fire, I call

you from the Otherworld and ask your presence at this circle

this eve [or other word that fits the occasion]. Join me in this

place which is out of place, at this time which is outside of time,

the sacred circle wherein (state purpose of your ritual). Lend

balance to this sacred space as you protect, witness, and worship

with me this eve, adding your powers and blessings to this rite.

By the power of three, and in the name of Virgin, Motheq and

Crone, I welcome the powers of fire. Blessed Be.

Remain facing the south for a minute or two and allow yourself to feel the
presence and power of fire and its attendant spirits.
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Before you continue on with the invitation to the Goddess(es), you should

walk to the west quarter again, the one in which you began your quarter calls,

to symbolically complete the cycle. Remember that symbolism is the essence

of ritual-every gesture and word you use should be intended to affect your
inner self in positive ways in conformity to the overall goal of the ritual. Thke

advantage of every chance you get to strengthen these symbolic links.
It is customary at this point to invite both the God and Goddess into your

circle. The two together represent balance. However, in women's spirituality,
more often than not, only a Goddess, or several Goddesses, are asked to wit-
ness and bless the proceedings. You may either call on the universal spirit of
the feminine creator by her titles Goddess, Lady, Mother, and so on, or use

the name of Goddess who is your patron, or who is important to the ritual at

hand. You can offer this invitation at your altar, or by facing whatever direc-
tion you perceive to be her home.

The invitations should be just that-invitations-and the words should

come from your heart, sincerely felt and expressed. They can be spoken with
a Goddess symbol in hand, such as a chalice or shield, or with your arms open

to symbolize your welcoming and embracing of the Goddess. The following
example uses the mother/ancestor Goddess Danu:

Blessed Danu, mother of our tribe, originator of all creation,

giver of life, of death, and rebirth, I, your warrior and child, ask

your presence at this circle this eve (or whatever time of day or

whatever event best expresses the moment). Witness my ritual
of (insert purpose of ritual here). Lend your creative energies

and bless my efforts to your glory.'STelcome to you from whom

all blessings flow.

If you wish you may light a candle to honor the Goddess and allow it to burn
as tangible evidence of her presence within your circle. This is another com-
mon practice in many Pagan traditions. It symbolizes the light that is the

U Goddess being present within your circle.

X In many Celtic traditions, it is considered a must to "feed" any being who

E has been called from the Otherworld with a ritual portion known as a liba-

Z tion. Usually bread or some other grain product, and wine or juice is offered.
L!
E However, you may offer whatever you feel is right and appropriate for the ritual
O.
? you are doing. Place the items either on a plate on your altar or near the west

quarter. You may want to verbalize your offering, or choose not to; what is im-
portant is making the offer in the first place. After the ritual, this libation
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For some Celtic Pagan rites you may need
or want to cast other inner circles within
your primary circle. The three most common
styles of Celtic inner circles are:

The Concentric Circles
This is easily the mosr commonly used inner-
circle pattern. It involves the casting of two
more circles inside your primary one for a

total of three, the Celtic sacred number.

The Figure Eight
This pattern casts two inner circles, one
above the other, in a rough figure eight
pattern. The lower one may represent the
physical plane and the upper one represents

the Otherworld or underworld, or one may
represent the divine realm and the other the
human realm.

The Tiiskele Pattern
This pattern uses three inner circles in a tri-
angular pattern in a rough representation of
the triskele. The three circles can represenr
the three faces of the tiple Goddess; or the
underworld or faery realm, the middleworld
or physical plane, and the upperworld or Oth-
erworld.

Trisl<'ele Pattern 
After ail your circles are cast, you may start

to work the body of your ritual. This means doing wharever it is you creared
the sacted space to do. This may include magickal efforts, honoring of the
Goddess, rites of passage, seasonal celebrations, or many other activities.
\7hen your ritual purpose has been completed, the circle(s) must be closed
and grounded. The reasons for this are fourfold:

Concentric Circles
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1. To allow you to thank and say farewell to the spirits who have come to

assist You

2. To follow a long'standing custom of exiting a deliberate change in

consciousness by the same route you took to enter' creating a sense of

order that keeps your conscious mind huppy and cooperative

3. To keep the sense of ritual' which is important to the success of

your effort

4. To prevent unstructured energies from

to feel frazzledor "haunted'"

running wild and causing You

Close any inner circles first, doing so in the opposite

they *"r" cast. Then prepare to close the primary circle

manner from which

by reversing all the

processes used to oPen it'

Some women prefer to say thank you and good-bye to the Goddess(es) first'

and then do the quarrer dismissals; others pr.f", the opposite format' For the

Goddess, saying u ,i-pi. ,rrunk you with added blessings is sufficient' You can

dothisstanding".yo,,altar'orfacingwhateverdirectionyouperceivetobe
her home. If you rru". u lit a candle in her honor, extinguish it as you finish

your farewell, to ,y*boii'" th" light of the Goddess leaving the circle area'
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You will formally close the circle by the same method you cast it, doing

everything in reverse order. Begin by walking to the last quarter you called

(the south in this example) to begin dismissing them. The word dismiss is tra-

ditionally used to refer to the practice of releasing the quarters, but its impli-

cation of command can sometimes be confusing. You are really thanking and

saying goodbye to the energies that have so graciously come to assist you. The

wordreleasewould probably be a better term. As before, if you have a tool that

corresponds to each quarter, you may retum to the altar each time to get it be'

fore going to the quarter of your circle.

Thank you, powers of the south and fire for your presence here

this eve [or other appropriate time], for lending your passionate

energies to this ritual, and for blessing me with your presence'

Thank you and farewell.

You may wish to incorporate a ritual gesture of dismissal, such as a banishing

pentagram, as you release each of the quarters. The choice is yours.

Continue walking anti-sunwise (counterclockwise) around the circle to the

eastem quartef. Counterclockwise does not mean that the gesture is negative

in any way, only that the intent of the ritual or spell requires the symbolism of

decrease or banishment. In modern Irish covens, this is sometimes referred to

as moving tuathnil. This term contains in it a word that means "of the country

or backwoods," and is construed as being a slur by some. They feel it is like

saying country people are backwards, and that it puts of value judgment on

the counterclockwise movement. Another etymology says that this word only

means "going left." In the circle, where time and space have no meaning, re'

member that there is really no backwards or forward, any more than there is

good or evil if no evil intent is present. There is just power to be manipulated

as a means to an end.

Thank you, powers of the east and air for your presence here

this eve (or other appropriate time), for lending your thinking

energies to this ritual, and for blessing me with your presence.

Thank you and farewell.

Then go to the north.

Thank you, powers of the north and earth for your presence

here this eve (or other appropriate time), for lending your

stabilizing energies to this ritual, and for blessing me with your

presence. Thank you and farewell.
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Go finally to the wesr, the place where you first began.

Thank you, powers of the west and water for your presence here
this eve (or other appropriate time), for lending your purifying
energies to this ritual, and for blessing me with your presence.

Thank you and farewell.

Starting in the sourh again, take your rool or forefinger and begin walking the
perimeter of the circle anti-sunwise. By this action you ground or close the
circle. As you walk, visualize the energy you raised to create the circle either
being sent deep into the lap of mother earth or being reabsorbed into your
hand or tool. You may walk the perimeter of the circle only once, or you may
walk the circle three times as you did ro cast ir.

Once the circle is closed, you may wish to make a statement acknowledg-
ing this. This helps all levels of your mind, body, and spirit to know that the
open portal between the worlds is now closed, and that you are once again
ready to function on the earth plane. To just walk away can leave some people
feeling "spacy" or ungrounded, and it can be a very frustrating experience
until you recognize the source of the problem and discover how easy it is to
overcome. To help root yourself in the physical world, try making a loud noise
or uttering a simple phrase such as, "The rite is done, the circle is closed," or
the traditional Wiccan closing: "Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet
again." If you still feel spaced out and unable to concentrate, try eating. This
very physical action is a sure remedy to those residual feelings that can occa-
sionally follow you home from a ritual. Foods heavy in salt are especially use-
ful for thls.
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Basic Ritual Format

-l-h" following outline can be used to help
I create your own rituals. It is a framework

only, which combines the accepted general

practices of both eclectic Wiccan and Celtic
traditions. Within this framework there is al-

ways room for individual interpretation, alter-
ation, deletion, and augmentation.

Know the purpose of your ritual. It need

not be a lofty goal, but you must know why
you want to do a ritual in order for it to be

meaningful and successful.

Have all items you will need for the ritual,
or for any spells you wish to do, with you

before the circle is cast. This includes am-

biance items such as music and decora-

tions. Make notes beforehand if you need

to, and check them over. If you do forget

something, decide now whether you want
to improvise without it, or stop the pro-

ceedings, cut a doorway in the circle, and

go searching.

Ground and center your energies, both
mentally and physically preparing yourself

to be inside sacred space. Personal

meditation, purification rites, and so

on are encouraged.

Cast your circle. (See Appendix C.)

Call your quarters. (See Appendix C.)
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6' Invite, but never command, any friendly spirits, faeries or other
elementals you wish to have join you. In Celtic traditions it is common
practice to invite ancesror spirits to join you as well, especially during
the dark days from samhain to imbolg when it is berie;ed that the
portal between our dimensions is at its thinnest.

7' Invite any deities you wish ro have presenr. Many traditions right a
candle to honor the presence of each one invited.

8. It is customary in celtic traditions to feed beings you calr from the
otherworld. Feed them with energy, offerings, food, or drink. At the end
of rhe ritual, these items shourd be buried or refr for animals, if the items
are safu for them to eat and will not draw unwanted critters to your home.
They generally are not earen by those who performed the ritual.

9' If you wish to cast an inner circle-a figure eight, a triskele, or other
variarion-for a special working, do so now. (See Appendix C.)

10. State out loud, or write out, the purpose of your ritual to help your
energies align with your goal.

1 1. If you are working with invoked energies-those that you draw into
yourself-invoke them now.

12. Begin the body of your ritual work. you can improvise here as much
as you like. The words, gestures, tools, drummlng, dances, drama,
messages from the invoked deity, rires of passage, sabbat/esbat
enactments, and so on can be uniquely yours, or those of your
group. Celtic ritual dramas are nice to do with groups.

13' If you are planning on working magick during your rirual, do so now
14. Raise and send magicka[healing energy.

15. Release any invoked energy.

16. Close any inner circles that have been casr.
17. Thank and bid farewell ro any deities you invited, and extinguish

their candles.

18. when you are ready to close the circle, thank the elementals and
spirits who have joined you and rerease them in the opposite order
in which rhey were called.

19. Close the circle. (See Appendix C.)
20. Ground your energy and record your experience.
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The Art of
Suided Meditation

fluided meditation is the art of going into
LJ"n altered or meditative state of con-

sciousness, then mentally following along a

prepared (written, read, or orally planned-

out) inner-world journey with the purpose of
gaining knowledge, personal insights, or

transformation. The process is also known as

pathworking, a name derived from Ceremo'

nial Magick, and guided journeying. The term

"altered" in this case is not a synonym for

something dangerous or aberrant, it simply

refers to a deliberately slowed level of brain

activity unlike that associated with routine

waking consciousness.

All types of meditation have their practical

occult applications, and guided meditation is

no exception. Having detailed prepared im-

agery available can help the mind stay in its
altered state focused on the meditation. This is

an excellent way for beginners to the medita'

tive arts to help train the mind to achieve and

stay in an altered state. In any altered state,

the mind is more receptive to ideas and sym-

bols, and you are much more likely to discover

interesting insights than you would be with

straight meditation alone. You will also find
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that as you reach inward you can more easily reach outward. In other words,
what takes place in guided meditation is in the mind, but that does not make
it unreal. Remember that in magickal faiths such as paganism, we recognize
that our thoughts have tremendous power. As you journey, you will truly be
creating a new reality for yourself, and the beings you meet in this inner world
can help or hinder you in ways they would be unable to in the physical world.

Guided meditation allows you to rry on other personalities, meet with
deities, and visit environments and magickal sites that are usually unavailable
to you in physical form. It is also a grear way to discipline your mind.

The combination of structure and free thought, which is the nature of
guided meditation, allows you ro place your right and left brain hemispheres
in sync so that they can better work together, both during the meditation and
after it has ended' The right brain is the seat of intuition and crearivity, the
left brain is the sear of reason and analytical thought. \fhen they work in tan-
dem, they borh function at peak efficiency. This increases rhe strength of the
corpus collosum, the tissue that connects the two hemispheres-a connection
that is already sftonger in women than in men. Therefore, the monadic expe-
rience your brain gains from guided meditation can be carried over into all as-
pects of your life in which you need and wanr to be thinking and intuiting at
optimum levels.

Achieving an Altered State
Achieving an altered state of consciousness is not a mysterious or difficult
process. It happens naturally to everyone, every day. you may not always rec-
ognize it for what is is, but you cannot stop it from happening. when you
sleep, read, watch television, or daydreamr |our brain waves slow and the
space between their cycles increases. This can be measured on an EEG (elec-
troencephalograph), a machine that monitors brain activity. The only differ-
ence between these natural altered states and those induced in spiritual disci-
plines is that your are bringing the process under conscious control.

A rough chart of brain wave levels and their corresponding physical condi-
tions appears on page 283.

Attaining at least the upper levels of alpha is necessary for successful inner
world/astral world work, including guided meditation. If you already have a
method for inducing an altered srare you like and rhat works for you, it is sug-
gested that you keep it. Part of learning to alter one's consciousness with ease
is to have a rourine practice that alerrs the mind that a change is about to
take place.
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State
Beta

Alpha

Cycles per Second

15-18

8-12

Condition
Normal Wakefulness, Alertness, Study,
Conversational Level (Person is aware of
all physical sensations and bodily needs)

Light to Medium Meditation,
Daydreaming, Focused Concentration,
Drowsiness, Cat-Napping, Some Astral
Projection, Easy Guided Meditations,
Very Light Sleep, Drowsiness (Person

finds waking from this level mildly
annoying, but not difficult)

Deep Meditation, Medium to Deep
Sleep, Complex Astral Projection,
Complex Guided Meditation, Light
lJnconsciousness (Person finds waking
from this level moderately to very
difficult)
Very Deep Sleep, Coma or Deep
lJnconsciousness (Person has little
or no consciousness of physical
sensations or bodily needs)

Theta

Delta 0.5-?..5

4-6

If you are not familiar with altered state work, there are some simple exer-

cises you can try to help gently take you into the alpha levels. Continued
practice will allow you to alter your consciousness almost at will.

For all altered state work, you will need to be in a quiet, private place,

wearing comfortable, loose clothing. You may either sit or lie down, but if you

choose the latter make sure you will not fall asleep, or your effort will be

negated. You should not cross arms or legs; these postures set up stresses that
will become apparent after twenty or thirty minutes of motionlessness. Such

stress will become uncomfortable, possibly even bringing you out of your med-

itative state. You may want to gently play some New Age or environmental
music in the background to mask outside noises. Incense can also help.

Begin your altered state practicing with any of the following methods. Each

practice session should run twenty to thirty minutes.

Counting Your Breaths

As you lie/sit still, count each breath starting from number one. There is no

limit to how high you can count. Each breath you exhale is one count. Focus

on this to the exclusion of all else. When you tire of this, you can modify the

exercise by altering your breathing patterns. For instance, breathe in deeply

for four counts, hold for two, and exhale for four. Many mystery schools teach
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special patterns and what they can do for you, but no such Celtic pattern
seerns to have been used; or, if it was, the method was not preserved.

Counting Down

Starting at any number you like, begin counting slowly and rhythmically
backward. You can coordinate this with your breathing pattern, or not. Start
with 100, 500, or 1,000, depending on how long you wish to practice. when
you reach zero you can start to bring yourself up again.

Using a Mantra

Using one word, sound, or phrase as a focus for your mind is called using a
"mantra," a Sanskrit word derived from the hymns of praise found in the
Hindu sacred wrirings known as rhe RigVedns. Repeat the mantra over and
over in a steady, rhythmic pattern, with or without coordinating it to your
breathing partern.

Focusing on a Symbol

You can use a symbol the same way you use a mantra. This often works better
for those who are more visually oriented. Select something basic to start wirh,
like a simple geomerric form. or you can go for a celtic symbol like a triskele.
Hold its image in your mind to the exclusion of all else for as long as you can.

Daydreaming with a Focus

This type of meditation is the closest to guided meditation, and can have the
added benefit of leading to a state of mind known as divided consciousness,
where you are literally in two places at once. Select an adventure you wish to
explore, then relax and jump into it. Pay ciose attenrion to homing in on
every detail, making each sharp and precise. At this point, rry not to allow
the inner-world adventure to take on a life of its own. That will come even-
tually, and can signal that you have achieved immersion in the inner world,
but for now you want to improve the mental discipline that comes with com-
plete control.

If at any time in your meditation practice you find your mind wandering, sim-
ply bring it back where you want it, and keep working. Even the most experi-
enced meditator will have off days, so don'r be too hard on yourself for not
being perfect.

once you are in a relaxed state of mind you can begin your guided medita-
tion. You can either plan to work with a parrner and have that person read
the meditation aloud to you, or you can read it yourself into a tape recorder
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and play it back whenever you wish. Allow your inner self to follow along

with all the events, seeing and feeling them from the point of view of your

inner self.

Unless there is an emergency to deal with, or you accidentally fall asleep,

always finish a path once you have begun. It is very important to both your

subconscious and conscious minds to make clear the point of separation be-

tween the inner and outer worlds. Failing to do this can make both halves of

your mind feel out of whack. You consciousness will be siuggish, and given to

slight disorientation, and your subconscious will remain wide open to the

inner worlds and become an open portal for anything in the inner or asffal

world to come through and confound your physical reality with its presence.

Sealing this portal is easy and takes no time at all. As soon as you become

cognizant of the physical world again do one or more of the following:

1. Make noise. Shout, sing, clap your hands, or make any other sound

that strikes you as being an expression of your physical manifestation.

2. Make a sratement that tells you the inner world journey has ended

and "regular" life is now resuming.Try something such as, "The rite is

done," or "I am home again," or "The worlds of form and spirit are

separate once more. So mote it be'"

3. Eat. Eating is a very physical action, one highly recommended for

ending any ritual. Because it serves to ground us in the physical world,

this is one of the reasons that feasts in group rituals come at the end

of all the other rites.

4. Engage in physical action. Stomp your feet, dance, work out, run,

shower, have sex (safe sex!), or do anything else that celebrates

your corporealness.

When you are grounded once again, be sure to write down your impressions

in your magickal journal or Book of Shadows so you will have a record for

later study or comparison. If you want to discuss your pathworking experience

with a friend, either one who did or did not do the working with you, it is

best to do it only after you have had time to contemplate all its meanings for

yourself, so that your judgment will not be clouded by comparison to some-

one else's experience.
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Resour ces for
Women's Spirituality

and Cehic Maglckal Liqting

his listing is intended to get you started

with networking, or in seeking out your

own resources; it is not, by any means, a com-

plete listing of all the Celtic or women's spiri-

tuality resources available. Having access to

Pagan organizations and to the major Pagan,

Celtic, and women's spirituality periodicals can

provide you with the information you need on

women's gatherings, products, and festivals,

many of which are seasonal and cannot be ade-

quately listed here. Remember that when re-

questing information from any publisher, re-

tailer, or promoter, it is wise-and polite-to
send along an SASE (self-addressed stamped

envelope), or an IRC (international reply

coupon) with a self-addressed envelope when

soliciting replies outside your own country.

If you are reading this book two years or

more from the date of initial publication, it
would be wise to query contacts with return
postage to check on prices and the availability
of goods and services.
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Women's Spirituality Periodicals

The Beknne Papers

P.O. Box 29694.5W

Bellingham, W A 98228 -169 4

Quarterly "joumal of women's mysteries." sample issue $g.50 U.S., $9.50 else-
where. Subscription $21 in U.S., $35 elsewhere.

Crone Clvonicles

P.O. Box 81-l
Kelly, WY 83011

A quarterly "journal of conscious aging."
tions $18.

Sample issue $6.50. U.S. subscrip,

Daughters o/Nyx
P.O. Box I100

Stevenson, \7A 98648

Quarterly of "Goddess stories, myth-making, and fairy tales." Sample issue $5.

Nec,u Moon

P.O. Box 3587

Duluth, MN 55803

Bimonthly written and edited by and for girls ages B-14. In U.s., $25. A com-
panion guide for parents and teachers is also available. Both subscriptions for
$45 in U.S.

Of ALikeMind
Box 6677

Madison, WI53716

A "newspaper and network for Goddess." Sample issue $4. $ts-935 subscrip-
tion, sliding scale in U.S., bulk mail; $20-$40 first class. Outside U.S.
$2s-945.

Thesmorphia

"'Women's Spirituality Forum"
P.O. Box 11363

Oakland, CA946IL
Small newsletter published by feminist Pagan author and lecturer Zsuzsanna
Budapest. Eight issues, $15.
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SageWomtn

P.O. Box 641

Point Arena, CA95468

An award-winning journal of feminist/Goddess spirituality, "Celebrating the

Goddess in every woman." In U.S., $18; $24 elsewhere. You may charge your

subscription to a major credit card by calling l-7O7 -887.2052.

Woman'sWay

P.O. Box t9614

Boulder, CO 80308

(303) 530.7617

A quarterly encouraging spirituality, creativity, and self-discovery. Sample

issue $3.50. Annual subscription in U.S., $14,

Celtic and General Pagan Periodicals

Bealoideas

Department of Irish Folklore

University College

Dublin, 1

Ireland

The quarterly journal of the Department of Folklore of tinity University.

Write with IRC for subscription information.

Celtic History Reuiew

216 Falls Road

Belfast 12 6AH
Ireland

Published quarterly. Current subscriptions to the U.S. are $15 as of this writ-

ing, but it is best to query first.

Emonia

Department of Archaeology

Queen's University
Belfast

Northem Ireland BT7 1NN

This is the journal of the Navan Fort Research Group, which studies Celtic

prehistory. Write for information.
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The Cauldron

Caemorgan Cottage

Caemorgan Rd.

Cardigan, D),{"d

SA43 1QU, Wales

Send one IRC for updated subscription information on this quarterly which
covers many nature spirituality paths.

Celtic History Review

216 Falls Road

Belfast IZ 6AH
Ireland

Published quarterly. Current subscriptions to rhe U.S. are $15, but it is best to
query first.

Celtic Renewal

P.O. Box 30

Greens Farms, CT 06436-0030

Newsletter for those interested in all Celtic spiritualities. \frite with SASE
for more information.

CircleNetworlc Necrs

P.O. Box 219

Mt. Horeb, WI53572
fax: (608) 924-5961

e-mail: circle@mhtc.net

Request a sample copy of their excellent periodical ($5, paid in U.S. funds)
for more information and current subscription rates. Circle sells printed
and recorded music written by and for Pagans. Also look online for Circle's
web site.

ComingOutPagon

P.O. Box 12842

Tucson, A285732-7942

Quarterly joumal for Gay and Lesbian Pagans. Yearly subscription in U.S.
$13, Canada $17.
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Fireheart

P.O. Box 462

Maynard, MD 01754

This journal of earth spirituality is professionally produced and comes out at
Imbolg and Lughnasadh. Only $7 a yeat. Sample issue $4.

The GreenEg
P.O. Box 1542

Ukiah, CA95482

Very professionally produced and often controversial. Sample copy, $4.95.
Write for other subscription information.

HearthCircles

P.O. Box 95

lTauconda, \7A 98859

e-mail: ArticDawn@aol.com

A bimonthly, family-oriented Pagan zine. Sample issue, $2. u.s. subscrip-
tions, $18; $ZZ in Canada.

Hecate's Loom

Box 5206, Station B
Victoria, BC

Canada V8R 6N4

A quality journal of Paganism, professionally formatted. Yearly rates are $18
u.S., $15 in Canada. \7rite for other information or check out their web site.

History lrelmd
P.O. Box 695

Dublin, S

Eire

From USA: 011 (353) I-453.5730

Scholarly magazine of Irish history. \7rite or call for subscription rates.

Hole in the Stone Joumnl
High Plain Church of \7icca
Zn5W.Evans#286
Denver, CO 78023

Professionally produced quarterly focuses on the central Rocky Mountain
area. U.S. $12, Canada $17.
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Irish American

180 East Central Ave.
P.O. Box 209

Pearl Riveq NY 10965-0209

A bi-monthly joumal for the 44 million Americans of Irish descent. one year
subscription: $19.95.

The lrish AmericutNews

503 S. Oak Park Ave. Suite 204

Oak Park, IL 60303

phone: (708) 445-0700

fax: (708) 445.0784

Another journal for Irish Americans. currenr rates $14 in U.S., $20 in
Canada, and $36 elsewhere.

The lrishEcho

309 Fifth Ave.

New York, NY 10016-6548

phoner (2IZ) 686'1266

fax: (212) 686.1756

A journal for Irish Americans. Q,r.ry for rates.

Kebic Fringe

Box 251 RD *1

Uniondale, PA 18470

A quarterly that approaches celtic studies-which they spell "Keltis"-f16p
many angles. Focus is not only on mythology and culture, but on present-day
issues facing the Celtic narions and their people.

Keltria

P.O. Box 337.84-C

Minneapolis, MN 55433

This popular magazine focuses on Druidism and Celtic magick. \7rite for cur-
rent subscription information.
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Neu Moon Rising

12345 S.E. Fuller Rd., +119

Milwaukie, OF.97222

Quarterly joumal of magick and Paganism. Send SASE for current rares.

Shaluw

School of Scottish Studies

27 Georye Square

Edinburgh, Scotland EH8 9LD

This is the joumal of the Tiaditional Cosmology Society. \Urite with IRC for
information.

Soliu:ry

Box 6091

Madison, WI53716

A quarterly for solitary Wiccans and Pagans. In U.S., $15 to $36 a year on
sliding scale. $3.50 for sample issue.

The\Worll" of Hibemic

ZZ0E.42nd St., Suite 401

New York, NY 10164-2548

A relatively new magazine (1995 premiere) focusing on all things lrish. \7rite
for current subscription rates.

Online Zines

Several of the major Pagan presses, as well as some of the goods and services
providers, now have sites on the World Wide Web that carry some of the arti-
cles to be found in the most recent issues of their magazines. Hecate's Loom
and Connecaons are two of the most recent additions as of this writing. Join-
ing the Wiccan/Pagan Press Alliance (membership info can be found in this
Appendix), or subscribing to any of the major Pagan joumals can keep you
apprised of the latest status of Pagans in cyberspace. In the near future it is

likely that some new Pagan zines will spring up which will serve only online
subscribers.
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Music and Video
As of this writing, a new cable television channel is being introduced in the
United States called "Cekic Vision: The Irish Channel." Currently a toll-free
number has been ser up for inquiries. 1-800-4.Celtic. Or call in Ireland, 353-
r-662-3434.

Anyone Can Whisrle@

P.O. Box 4407

Kingston, NY 12401

This "Catalog of Musical Discovery" carries unique instruments from around
the world, many of which include tapes and/or instruction books for learning
to play. The most recent catalog featured a Celtic pennywhistle, Gregorian
chimes, a German concertina, an Aboriginal digeridoo, and an African rain
drum. Also carries novelty items and some recorded music.'VTrite for catalog.

Celtic Video, Inc.

I4I E.33rd Street

New York, NY 10016

(800) 992.3584

Call or write for current catalog.

Circle Sanctuary

See above under "Pagan and Celtic Periodicals."

Green Linner Records

70 Tirrner Hill
New Canaan, CT 06840

Sells recorded Celtic music. Request free catalog.

Rego Irish Records and Thpes

64 New Hyde Park Rd.

Garden City, NY 11530

CDs, cassettes, and videos of Irish music and dance. Also some Scottish items.
Send $2 for most recent catalog.

Robin Williamson Productions
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BCM 4797

London, England
294 \yc1N 3xx

Producer of Celtic books and musical recordings.
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Soanng Spirir

Valley of the Sun Publishing
P.O. Box 683

Ashland, OR97520-0023

Publishers and sellers of New Age music and of mind/body video and audio
tapes, including tapes to aid meditation, past-life recall, and astral projection.
First copy of their mag-a-log is free upon request, and will continue to be senr
free for up to a year if you order from them.

General Pagan Organizations

Covenant of the Goddess

Box 1226

Berkeley, CA94704

An intemationally known Pagan organization. Very active in politics and ec-
umenical work. Query for membership information. Members receive CoG,s
excellent newsletter.

C.U.U.P.s

(Covenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans)

P.O.Box442
Boyes Hot Springs, CA954l6
(707) 939-7s59

e-mail: CUUPS@aol.com

National headquarters, which can put you in touch wirh nearest c.U.U.p.s
organization to you.

The Fellowship of Isis

Clonegal Castle

Enniscorthy

County Wexford, ireland

This is an international organizarion of Goddess worshipers with a member-
ship of around 10,000. Send one IRC for response to inquiries.
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International Wiccan/Pagan Press Alliance

P.O. Box 1392

Mechanicsburg, PA 17 055

A membership in the WPPA is open to all, not just to writers and publishers'

Current rates are $18 a year U.S., $20 Canada, and $27 elsewhere' The

monthly newsletter, TheMidnightDrive, discusses the trends and news from

the Pagan publishing industry keeps you abreast of the current state of legal

problems and other issues facing the Pagan community, and provides ordering

information for books from small pfesses that are hard to find elsewhere.

Pagan Education Network (PEN)

P.O. Box 1364

Bloomington, IN 47 402-1364

Organizes Pagans in all communities on the local level to shape politics in
favor of religious freedom and to disseminate correct information about our

religion. Information and sample newsletter $3.

The Pagan Federation

BM Box 7097

London WC1N 3XX

England

Founded in 197I, this British-based organization seeks to make itself a forum

for all European Pagan traditions, and to promote understanding, networking,

and exchange of ideas between these diverse groups. Send one SASE or two

IRCs for membership information.

Pagan Spirit Alliance

and

Lady Liberty League
t/" Circle Sanctuary

Box 219

Mt. Horeb, WI53572

For membership application to PSA, send SASE to Circle. LLL involves itself

in aiding Pagans who face legal difficulties due to their religion.
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Witches' Anti-Defamation League

% Celestial Teaching Center

P.O. Box 8706

Kentwood, MI49518
e-mail: lad@grnet.com

Modeled on the very effective Jewish Anti-Defamation League, this group ac-

tively combats discrimination against persons involved in nature religions. In-
clude SASE for response.

\Titches' League for Public Awareness

P.O. Box 8736

Salem, MA 01970

Include a business-sized SASE for response. This organization seeks to educate

the public about nature religions and tackles discrimination issues.

Witches Today

Box22l
Levittown, PA 19059

An organization whose goal is helping to educate the general public about

\Titchcraft and Paganism, and in maintaining religious freedom for everyone.

If you are interested in aiding their efforts, please write.

World Pagan Network

% Chris West

721 N. Hancock Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

e-mail: ceile@aol.com

This network is staffed by volunteers (and always looking for others!) from all
over the world who attempt to locate local contacts for those who request

them. At present there is no charge for this service. Please include a detailed
description of the area in which you are searching. If you would like to be

listed as a contact person or organization in your area, let them know. If con'
tacting by snail mail, send an SASE or IRC to ensure response.
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Odds and Ends

Abyss

RR *1, Box 213 F

Chester, MA 01011

(4r3) 623-2t55

Request this free catalog of magickal supplies. Carries many books and jewelry
with a Celtic flavor.

Alternatives
P.O. Box 433

Arlington Heights, IL 60006

Eclectic catalog full of jewelry, oils, incense, cauldrons, medicine bags, books,
statuary and so on. Alternatives provides a toll-free number ONLY to order,
do book searches, and to take requests to find special items not in their cata-
log (800) 357-2719. All others, please write for currenr catalog price.

Aphrodite's Emporium

628 N. 4th Ave.

Tucson, y''Z85705

Sells books, jewelry oils, candles, and gifts with a Pagan focus. Catalog, $3.50.

Balefire

6504 Vsta Ave.

Wauwatosa,WI53213

This mail order company carries a large stock of brews, oils, and incenses de-
signed for specific Pagan needs such as scrying, spirit contact, and spellwork.
Write for free catalog.

Blamey

373D Route 46 West

Fairfield, NJ 07004-9880
(z)t) 882-t769

Importers of fine Irish goods including \Taterford Crystal, Belleek China,
coats of arms, Claddagh jewelry, and woolen clothing. Some items are costly,
but worth their price. Catalog $4.
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Cash's of Ireland

Mail Order Courier Center

P.O. Box 158

Plainview, NY 11803

Irish imports-clothing, Brighid's Crosses,

items. Request free catalog.

Celtic Heritage Books

P.O. Box 770637

Woodside, NY 1 1377-0637

(718) 478-8162

Send $2 for current catalog.

Claddagh jewelry and similar

Compass Grove

Box 100

Hartland Four Comers, VT 05049

The full-color catalog is worth the $5 asking price. Offers a wide range of
Pagan products.

Co-Op Essentials

5364 Ehlich Rd., Suite 402

Thmpa, FL33625

Sells fine essential oils. Prices vary by demand. Send $1

price 1ist.

Dreaming Spirit
P.O. Box 4263

Danbury CT 06813-47.63

Natural, homemade incenses and resins, oils, and tools

Dreaming Spirit welcomes queries about custom blends of
The $2 for their catalog is refundable with your first order.

Dufour Editions, Inc.

P.O. Box 7

Chester Springs, PA 19425

Publishers and sellers of books about and from Ireland. Includes a good selec-

tion of hard-to-find mythology, children's books, and poetry from ancient

times. Request free catalog.
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incenses or oils.
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The Flame

P.O. Box 117

Korbel, CA 95550

The Flame bills its catalog as "complete." They carry all manner of ritual and

magickal items. Catalog, $2.00.

Gypry Heaven

115 S. Main St.

New Hope, PA 18938

(zrs) 867.525r

Bills itself as "The Witch Shop of New Hope." Request catalog of magickal

supplies, oils, jewelry, statues, cards, and similar items.

Halcyon Herb Company

Box 7153 L
Halcyon, CA9342l

Sells not only magickal herbs, but also staffs, brooms, cloaks, drums, and other

items of interest to Pagan folk. Cunent catalog, $5.

Herb Closet

c/o Osaanyin Herbal Cooperative

P.O. Box 964

Montpelier, VT 05602

Incenses, oils, and extracts. Specializes in rare and exotic plants.

Highlander Soaps

P.O. Box 1521

Plainville, MA07762

Handmade soaps, bath salts, bath oils, dusting powders, and other toiletries

that "celebrate the Celtic heritage." Send SASE for brochure and current

price list.

Indiana Botanical Gardens

P.O. Box 5

Hammond,lN 46325

Sellers of herbs, teas, charcoal blocks, herbal medicines and some books on al-

ternative health care. Request ftee catalog.
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The Institute of Irish Studies
(Institiuid le Leann na hEireann)

6 Holyrood Park

Dublin 4
Ireland

From Europe: (01 ) 269.2491

From U.S.A.: (011) 353-I-269.2491

Offers summer courses in Irish heritage and culture through Dublln's presti-
gious tinity University. Though the courses are presented at a college level,
no prior knowledge of subject matter is presumed. Some classes involve field
trips to historic sites as well as classroom work.

Irish Castle Gift and Mail Order
537 Geary

San Francisco, CA 94115
g$) 474-7432

Sells a large variety of items imported from lreland.

JBL Devotional Statues

P.O. Box 163

Rt. 1, Box 246

Crozet, VA22937

Includes Irish deities. Request free catalog.

Kenny Bookshop of Galway Book Club
High Street

Galway

Ireland

phone: }LI -3 53.91.627 39

faxr 011-353-91.68544

e-mail: queries@kennys.ie

Custom-designed mailing packages sent on approval. Accepts major credit
cards. Fire up your search engines and check out Kenny's web site as well.

Leydet Oils
P.O. Box 2354

Fair Oaks, CA95628

Sellers of fine essential oils. Price list $3.
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Light and Shadows

Catalog Consumer Service

7ZI5-R Market St., Box 801

San Francisco, CA 94t14-1612

\frite for their free metaphysical supply catalog, or fire up your search engines

and check out their web site.

Marah

Box 948

Madison, NJ 07940

Sellers of herbs, incenses, oil blends, and other tools. Catalog, $1.

McNamara's Green

P.O. t58ZZ

Seattle, \7A 98115

This catalog carries art, jewehy, stickers, sun-catchers, and jewelry with a

Celtic flair. Most of it is rather inexpensive. I have ordered from them for
years and have always been huppy with their products. Catalog and annual

supplements, $2.50.

Moon Scents and Magickal Blends, Inc.

P.O. Box 1588-C

Cambridge, MA0ZZ38

Sells all manner of magickal paraphemalia and books. Request free catalog.

Mythic Force

97-734 Nenelea St.

Ewa Beach, HI96707
(808) 672-3988

Jewelry art, t-shirts, glassware, and notecards copied from Pagan designs and

ancient museum pieces-many of them Celtic in origin. Catalog is $1, and

will be credited to your first order.

Nature's Jewelry
27 Industrial Ave.

Chelmsford, MA 0t824 -3692

Sellers of seasonal and nature-oriented jewelry. Designs include moons,

suns, autumn leaves, faeries, snowflakes, cornucopia, jack o' lanterns, dol-

phins, snakes, and holly. Also an excellent source for gift exchange items for
Pagan gatherings and festivals. \7rite to request a free catalog.
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POTO
1 1002 Massachusetts Ave.
'Westwood, CA 90025-35 10

(3r0) 57s.3717

Poro is an acronym for "Procurer of the obscure." Their mail order catalog
features services, and rare books and herbs for those in the magickal life. Spe-
cial orders and requests always welcome. Send $5.00 for current catalog and
ordering information.

Really Wild'n' Mild Ceks
P.O. Box 280114

Dallas, TX75228-1014

Send $1.00 plus an SASE for information on R\rMC's God and Goddess art,
divinations, and other merchandise.

Sacred Spirit Products

P.O. Box 8163

Salem, MA 01971.8163

Sellers of books, magickal tools, herbs, incense, and other occult items.
Catalog, $3.

Shannon

Duty Free Mail Order

c/o Aer Lingus

Building 87, Cargo Plaza

Jamaica, NY 11430-1727

Duty free Irish imports. Request free catalog.

Sidda

1430 Willamette #Il9
Eugene, 0R 97401

Crafters of ritual blades and magick mirrors. Send $ 1.00 for brochure.

Wildwood Fragrances

717 Spruce St.

Boulder, CO 80306

Creates and sells oils, perfumes, potpourris, incenses, oils, and other items,
many constructed to align with the energies of deities or festivals. Also offers
a mail-order course in blending ritual oils, incenses, and so on. Catalog is $2,
refundable with your first order.
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Celtic Folk Tunes

Th. nine scores in this appendix provide
I representative traditional or folk tunes

from Celtic lands. These may be used during
personal or group rituals and/or meditations,
either live or prerecorded by you. Ifyou prefer

to use recorded music by other artists, please

check the Appendix F ("Resources For
'Women's Spirituality and Celtic Magickal
Living") for the addresses of companies that
sell recorded Celtic music, both traditional
and modern.
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The Foggy Foggy Dew (Anglo-Irish)
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The Kildare Hills Aire (Irish)

The Faery Dance (Scottish)



The Eagle's Whistle (lrish)

KingFirmaqtar (Irish)

Up and In and Out Again (Irish)
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Morning Dew (Irish)

Otd Engli.sh Morris Dance (Cornish)
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Adbertos.This old Gaulish word literally means

"a sacrifice." As a spiritual concept, adbertos

was a positive part of the Celtic religious and
community world view, in spite of its negative

English translation. It referred to giving to
others as well as to the deities.

Alignment/Attunement. The art and practice of
placing our spiritual and mentai selves in sync

with the energies of an astronomical event
(i.e., a full moon) or another being (i.e., a God
or Goddess). This can be done through visual-

ization, evocation, invocation, or ritual,

Anti.Sunwise. A term used in many Celtic tra"
ditions to refer to a counterclockwise action.

Archetype. Universally understood symbols de-

fined by Funk and Wagnalls as "standard pat-
tern[s]" or "prototype[s]." They speak to us in
the ecumenical language of the subconscious.

Sometimes the Pagan deities are referred to as

archetypes because they are indwelling, or im-
manent, as well as possessing separate forms.

Astral Plane. A place generally conceptualized

as an invisible parallel world that remains un-
seen from our own solid world of form.

Athame. A ritual knife andior magickal tool
often associated with air and the east, though
sometimes relegated to the realm of the south
and fire. It is usually, though not always, dou-

ble-headed, and set in a handle of natural
wood which is sometimes painted black.
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Balefire. The traditional communal bonfire of the solar festivals. The name is de-
rived from the Anglo-Saxon word boon meaning"a gr{t" or "something extra.',
The modern word "bonfire" is virtually synonymous with balefire, but carries no
religious connotations.

Bards. The Druids known as bards (bqrdoi) were the poers, singers, and historians
who kept alive valuable oral traditions. Their verse, called cetel in Ireland andlay
in Brittany, might also be magickal spells that could curse or bless.

Besom. The traditional Witch's broomstick.

Bless. To bless something or someone is to make it holy or to set it aparr as sacred.
The word is sometimes used synonymously with "consecrate.',

Bodhran. The traditional goatskin drum used in Celtic music.

Book of shadows. A spellbook, diary, and ritual guide used by an individual witch
or coven.

Brehon Laws, The. The law code that governed old lreland. The Irish name for
the laws is Senchas Mor, meaning "the great wisdom." The extant version we
have dates from around the seventh century c.8., and reflects many centuries of
changes from the original. Even with these alterations, which embrace the world
view of Christianity, the Brehon Laws were very thorough at addressing and pro-
tecting the rights of women. They helped prevent the establishment of the Eng-
lish feudal system after England came ro dominate Irish political life.

Brythonic Languages. The celtic languages of Brittany, cornwall, England, and
'!Uales. Also known as the "P" Celtic languages due to the softening of the hard
"k" sound of the Giodelic Celtic languages to a "p/b" sound.

Burgh. The grassy hillocks or stone cairns of Ireland, Scotland, and the Isle of
Man, under which the faeries are said to dwell.

Cairn. The stone burial mounds built by the Celts.

cath. The word carh refers to a type of epic srory or myth conceming war which was
told as an act of sympathetic magick on the eve of battle. In keeping with the
high placement of the art of storytelling in Celtic society, such sessions were re-
ferred to until well into the early rwentieth century as "the blessing of the story."

Celtic Renaissance, The. In the late nineteenth century, a renewed interest in re-
viving celtic culture sparked in celtic lands, particularly Ireland and wales. In
Ireland, this movemenr was fueled by the arts, and writers such as Wilham Butler
Yeats (who was, by the way, a ceremonial magickian) kept this movement flour-
ishing until well into the twentieth cenrury.

Charge. To empower an object or idea with one's own energy and set it aside for a
specific magickal purpose.

Chthonic. Pertaining to the realm of the dead or the underworld.

Circle. The sacred space wherein magick and ritual is enacted. The circle both
contains raised energy until it is needed, and provides protection for those inside. Er310
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Clan. The extended family system of the Celts. originally, clans were united by
being descended from a single female ancestor, but by the first century c.E. they
had become male-oriented. In welsh, the word for clan is plant. Both words
mean "offspring of'or "children of."

Coibche. An Irish word for dowry or marriage porrion.

Coming of Age. A ritual that recognizes a young person as a spirirual adult. For
women, this usually occurs at the onset of menstruation.

Consecrate. To consecrate something is to dedicate it to a higher or sacred pur-
pose. The word is often used synonymously with the term,,bless."

cosmology. A particular (usually culturally based) philosophy about the nature
and origin of creation and nature of the universe.

coven. A group of Pagansfvitchesflviccans who worship and work together. In
celtic circles a coven may also be known as a grove, a touta, or a sept.

Cup and Ring Markings. Ancient chalk-on-srone or carved-in-stone rendering
consisting of meandering lines and circles intersected by lines.

Cyfarwydd. The Welsh word for "sroryteller."

Deosil. The act of moving, working, or dancing in a sunwise or clockwise motion.
This is the traditional direction one works with for creative magick.

Divination. The act of predicting the future by reading potentials currently in
motion.

Dolmen. The standing stones of the Celtic countries, shaped like altars with one
large capstone being upheld by two endstones. Another Gaelic word for dolmen
is cromlech.

Druids. The priestly class of celtic society; the magicians, singers, poets, judges,
priests, and royal advisors. Their power peaked from the second century B.c.E. to
the second century c.E. The wordDruid is sometimes thought to come from the
Greek drus, which means "oak," but most likely comes from the old Indo-Euro-
pean root word dru, which means "steadfast" or ,,forthright.,'

Earth Plane. A metaphor for your normal waking consciousness, or for the every-
day world in which we live.

Eclectic. In Pagan terms, this is a person or tradition who draws from multi-cultural
sources for their practices.

Elements, The. The four alchemical elements once thought to make up the entire O
universe. These are earth, air, fire and water. The fifth element, pure spirit, is sep- 5arate from, yet a part of, them all. e^

Elementals. Archetypal spirir beings associared with one of the four elements. 2
Eremetic. Pertaining to spiritual traditions or religious sects that emphasize a soli- e

tary hermit-like existence in order to achieve true spiritual enlightenment.

Eric. An honor debt that must be paid to the family of a person who has been
wronged or killed. 311
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Evocation. The act of summoning the presence of deities, friendly spirits, or ele-
mentals to your circle.

Fith Fath. This type of magick has been widely misundersrood, although the
Celtic Druids did purport to have spells called fith fathwhich rendered them in-
visible. This is probably a meraphor for astral projection.

Folklore. The traditional sayings, cures, fairy tales, and folk wisdom of a particular
locale which are separate from their mythology.

Geis. An obligation that bound someone to do or not to do something. The word
is often equated with the more familiar Polynesian "taboo," but geis also implied
a sacred bond with magickal, divine ties. To break it brought honible misfortunes
and even death, usually inflicted by the deity in whose name the vow was made.
A geis is often the conflict point in Celtic mythic stories.

Giodelic Languages. The celtic languages of Ireland, scotland, and the Isle of
Mann. The Giodelic languages preceded the Brythonic ones in celtic lands,
with the latter being an offshoot of the former.

The Golden Statute. The first known law declaring universal freedom of religion,
enacted in Ireland sometime around 200 s.c.E.

Great Rite, The. The symbolic sexual union, or sacred marriage, of the Goddess
and God. It symbolizes the primal act of creation from which all tife comes.

Hera. A feminine form of the Greek hero, synonymous with heroine, and preferred
by some over the latter word.

Imminent Deity. A God or Goddess who is seen as living within humanity rather
than outside of it.

Immrama. The name for epic Otherworld adventures, somewhat akin to the after-
death adventures in the mythology of other cukures. Tho very good examples of
an imnwun (the singular) are the stories of the Otherworld voyages of Maelduin
and Bran.

Invocation. The act of drawing the aspect of a particular deig into one's physical seli
Keltoi. The Greek name for the ancient Celts.

Lia Fail. "The Stone of Destiny" used in the crowning of the High Kings of Ireland.
Many regard it as the Irish equivalent of Excalibur in the Arthurian myths.

Libation. A portion of food or drink ritually given to a deity, nature spirit, or ghost.

Lorica. A warrior's breastplate, or a blessing or prayer of protection.

Lunar Calendar. A system of keeping time by the phases of the moon.

Lunation. A single cycle of a lunar month, from the new to dark moon.

Matronymic. A designation in a sumame that denotes bloodlines through the
mother. In lreland it was once popular for women to preface their last names
with the designation ni, meaning "daughter of." By the early medieval period, the
surname had switched from the mother's name ro the father's. Female children3t2
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adopted the more universally recognized patronymics: Mac, Mc, O', Ab, and Ap,
all meaning "son of."

Matriarchy/{atricentric. A matriarchy implies rulership by a woman or a group of
women who have hegemony over men and younger women within their tribe.

Few, if any, early societies can be proven to have lived under such a system. Ma-

tricentric refers to societies in which the central focus of the tribe was a female.

These societies usually had a Goddess as a supreme being, and counted as clan

members those people linked though blood ties to a female ancestor.

Menhirs. The standing stones from Celtic countries, made of single stones or a cir-

cular series of stones. Menhir literally means "long stone." Brittany is famed for

its many menhir circles: some of the stones are as much as 64 feet hlgh.

Monadic. That which becomes a single, indivisible unit, and which functions at its

peak when in this state. The term can be applied to well-run clans or covens, and

the concept was used by the Celts to describe their spiritual unity during battle.

Mysteries. In spiritual terms, this refers to symbols and mythic images whose

deeper meanings are not completely comprehensible to the uninitiated, but that

are readily apparent to those who have studied and worked within a particular

spiritual path. Paganism also recognizes separate male mysteries and women's

mysteries, secret teachings that can often only be fully experienced in this incar-

nation by one gender.

Nementon. A Gaulish word meaning "sacred space."

New Religion, The. A Pagan term used in reference to Christianity; however, it
can also be applied to all other non-Pagan religions. These New Religions are

sometimes referred to as the "patriarchal religions" because of their exclusive, or

nearly exclusive, focus on a male deity.

Niam-Linn. A headband with a jewel or symbol sitting over the center of the fore-

head, often worn by a priestess.

Ogham. The ancient alphabet of the Celtic people, which consists of series of
marks in relationship to a center line. It is used today for both sacred writings

and for divination.

Old Religion, The. Another name for European.based Paganismflficca, denoting

rhat it was a European faith before the advent of the New Religion, Christianity.

Otherworld. A generic term for the Celtic Land of the Dead, which is also the

home of many Celtic deities. Each Celtic culture had its own labels and eu- O
phemisms for the various realms of this place which contains an upperworid, 

=middleworld, and underworld. Tir Na mBan, or the Land of 'Sfomen, is one of Y,
these labels. L/)

Pagan. Generic term for anyone who practices an earth- or nature-based religion. 
e

Pantheon. The major deities in any religious system that make up the "whole"

deity, or the complete power source.
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Passing Over. A term used in modern Paganism to refer either to death itself or to
Pagan funeral rites.

Patronymic. A designation in a surname that denotes bloodlines through the fa-
ther. In celtic countries, Mac, Mc, o', Ab, and Ap serve rhis function; all meanttson of,t'

Patriarchy. A term used to designate a society or political unit dominated by males.
Also a label for the mindset of the modern world.

Pentagram. The five-pointed star, which has come to symbolize western paganism.
As a symbol it is almost always seen with its apex up, though certain rituals re.
quire that it be inverted.

Power Hand. For purposes of magick, this is the hand that is dominanr, usually the
one with which you write.

Pre-celtic. Generally regarded, in the celtic lands, as the time before
though some scholars date the first wave of the celtic "invasion" to
1500 n.c.p.

Rath. A circular earthen fortress sometimes outiined with rocks. These ancient
sites, found all over the Celtic lands, are sacred to the faeries and, even today,
most natives of the region will not disturb them.

Receptive Hand. For purposes of magick, this is the hand which is non-dominant,
usually the one you do not use for writing.

Ritual. A symbolic, systematic, formal or informal, prescribed set of rites whose
purpose is to imprint a lasting change on the life and psyche of the participant.

Sabbat. Any of the eight solar festivals or observances of the \Ticcan/Pagan year.
The word is derived from the Greek word sabatu, meaning "to rest.,,

Seanachai. A Gaelic word meaning "storyteller." The coming of the church to
Celtic lands brought a decline of Druidic Bardic influence. These itinerant
seanachai made storytelling an art form as they took over as the primary keepers
oforal lore.

sept. A term that can loosely describe either one's clan or the clan,s holdings.

Shaman. The word comes from an extinct Ural-Altaic language called Tungus, and
refers to the priest/esses and medicine people of the world's old tribal societies.

Sidhe. Also slrh. Literally means "of peace," and refers to the faery folk of Scotland,
Ireland, and the Isle of Mann. The sidhe go by many euphemisms, including ,,the

people of peace."

Skyclad. Ritual nudity.

Solar Calendar. A system of keeping time based on the movemenrs of the earth in
relation to the sun. Our twelve month common era calendar is a solar calendar.

Torque. A gold or silver neckpiece worn by Celtic warriors and others of high rank.
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Touta. A clan that was, in fact, a small chiefdom. This word is sometimes used in
Celtic and Druidic circles in place of the term "coven." Gchnically, a touta dit
fers from a clan because those in it do not have to be related by blood, marriage,

or adoption as they would be within a clan.

,,So Mote It Be." Tiaditional words for sealing spells. Mote is an antiquated Eng-

lish word for "must," whlch affirms our belief that the results of our magick are

here and now.

Solitary. A Pagan who works and worships alone without the aid of a larger coven'

either by choice or chance. In recent years, the term "solitaire" has also been

used. Solimries can be divided roughly into groups: 1) Solitary by chance, where

the practitioner just happens to work alone, either because she has not yet found

suitable working partners or because she is in between group situations; and 2)

Solitary by choice, where the practitioner chooses to work and worship alone ei-

ther permanently or temporarily.

Soulfriend. Or anamchara in Old lrish. A special friend who shares your spiritual
path and is at about the same level of experience and knowledge as you are. Soul.

friends function as mutual mentors and students, sharing their wisdom.

Spell. A specific magickal ritual designed for the purpose of obtaining, banishing,

or changing one particular thing or condition.

Sunwise. A term used in many Celtic traditions to refer to any clockwise action.

Thra. The County Meath stronghold of lreland's High Kings from about 300 e.c.p.

to 1000 C.t. Only the barest ruins of Thra still remain, and most of what we know

of the site today comes from ancient literature.

Theurgy. A word meaning the magickal union of a human being with a divine

force.

The Threefold Law. A basic teaching of Paganism, it states that any energy we re-

lease, either positive or negative, will return to us three times over.

Tiansmigration. A behef that the life essence of a living thing would pass immedi-

ately from its old vessel into a new lifeform after physical death.

The Celtic Tiee Calendar. A system of reckoning the thirteen lunar months of the

year by assigning each a sacred tree, which represents the character of the

month.

Triple Goddess. The one Goddess in all of her three aspects: virgin, mother, and

cfone,

Triskele. A symbol that represents the sacred number three. It consists of a circle

with three equal-spaced divisions, separated by swirling lines radiating out from

the center point.
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Tirathail. This Irish word has been adopted in some Celtic circles to replace the
more commonly used German word "widdershins" when referring to a counter-
clockwise motion. However, the root word, tuath, means "of the people" or ,,of

the country;" therefore, when used to refer to something that is ,,backward" it is
the equivalent of Americans referring to country people as 

,,bumpkin-like." 
Also,

remember that just because a movement is counterclockwise does not make it
negative. Both good and evil magick can be made no matter what direction one
moves. The movement is pure powet and only the intent of the spellspinner can
determine its character. Author Caitlin Matthews suggests it derives from an old
word meaning "to move left."

wheel of the Year. A conceptualization of the eternal cycre of time.

Wicca. A Pagan tradition based on Anglo-\7elsh and other Celtic forms of spiritu-
ality. Correctly or incorrectly, it has come to be used as a catch-all term for pagan
traditions from western Europe.

wiccan/Pagan Rede. "As it harms none, do what you will." A basic tenet of pa-
ganism which prohibits us from harming any other living thing, or from violating
anyone's free will. Exactly when this tenet became a conscious part of pagan spir-
ituality is unknown.

wiccaning/Paganing. The ritual dedication of a newbom child to the deities.

widdershins. A German word for counterclockwise or against the sun, popular in
many Pagan traditions, Celtic ones included.

witch. usually, but not always, a label reserved for pagans of the Anglo-celtic,
Celtic, and Southern Teutonic traditions.
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246,256.265,299

Brighid's Cross, 22, 56, 96, 185, 223
Brittany/Breton, 14, 81-82, 103, 126, l4l,

196, 204, 745, 247 -254, Zg3, 310, 3r3
broom/besom, I40, l7 4, 245, 269, 300, 3 10

Cartimandua, 2, 41, I20, 246, 260-261, 264
cath, 43, 310
cattle/cow, 4, 15, 31, 49, 65, 68, 147, 17 3,

tg5, r99 , 202, 244-245 , 247 , 257
cauldron, 3, 14, 19, Z5-3I,39, 45-46, 61,

65, 68, 7 3-7 6, 105.106, 109, t24-t75,
t4t-t42,151, 157, 160, t79, 190.t91,
208, 223, 225, 237 , 242, 745, 247 , 252,
257 ,268,290

Cerridwen, 39 -40, 45, 105-106, 156, Z0Z, 240,
247,257,260-263

chalice, 30, 39, 7 4, 8I, 126, 133, 17 9, ZZ3,
225,23t, 234-235, 257 , 268, 27 4

challenge/s, 25-30, 34,40, 89, 106, I55, 157 -
158, 160, t66, t77 , t9Z, ZI7 -718, ZZ0.
221,224,226

chariot/s, 749, 253, 257
church, 17, 14-16, 35, 65, 89, 97, 135-136,

t38, 19 5.196, 199, 207, 214, ZZ9, 29r, 3 14
cncle, 77, 24, 31, 55, 59.62, 64, 72, 7 4, 77,

95, gg, 108, t15.tt7, t26, r4r-t42, r49.
150, t56, 17I, t77 -178, 185, 189, 191,
193, 208-210, 2t3, Zt5, ZZ0.22t, ZZ3,
zz5, 228, 232, 234-235, 238-239 , 767 -280,
290, 294, 296, 310, 3lZ, 315

Coligny Calendar 7 l, 187
community, 5-7, 9, 37, 47, 104, 136, 138, 156,

x 159,196, r99,209.2t4, Zt7, 226,238-lf.r 239 . 242 , 296. 309O Comwall/Comrsh, 7, 41, 82,94, 122,131,
z 198,202,706,243, 245,24?, 249-254,

308,310
coven/s, 6, 14, 19, 49, 7 3.7 4, 713 -I14, l3Z,

142, 17 1, 209.2t0, 2IZ-2t3, 2t5, 223 -224,

11 A zij'235'2J8'240-241'247,250,256,rL't 27?,z95,llo-3t1, ili,)15

crane bag, 158
creation, 15-16, 18, 72,45,68-70,88, 93, 95,

97, lr2, 1 17-1 18, r}l, t30, t64, 724, 735,
237, 242, 245, 27 0.27 7, 27 4, 3tr -3LZ

creativity, 68, 93, 97.98, 168, 225, 246, 257,
282,289

crone/s, 3, 17, L9, 45-46, 66, 68-7 l, 7 5-77, 80,
88-93, 101-109, lz7 , l3l, 134, l3g, 143,
148, 151, 154, 157, t69, t74, 190.191,
19 4, 203 -204, 237, 245,249, 257, 27 I,
273,288,3t5

crods, 46, 104-105, 245, 249, 252, 257
Cuchulain, 6, 36, 38-39, 43, 80, 89, 122, 124,

r42,245,248-249,253
curse/s, 13, 45, 89, 99, lZ4, l4l, 143, 201, 3IO
cycle/s, 17 -19, 31, 41, 45, 53, 62, 66.70, 82,

84, 88-gg, 93, I0I-102,104, ll3,120-121,
127,128, 133, 159, 167 -169, 178, 183,
185, 187, 190, t9Z, t95.t96, 199,702-
204, 220, 27 4, 282.283, 3 tZ, 3t6

Dana, 83, 88-89, 94, 245.247, 254,
256,26t,264

dance,27,3t.3Z, 46, 62, 141.142,198, 200,
204, 224, 290, 295, 294, 306, 309, 3 1 1

Day of the Banshees, 191
death, 16-18, 3l-32, 35-37, 43.44, 60, 64.65,

67.69, 7 r, 75, 90, 83, gg, 91, 101.106,
108, 1 13, t19-122, 124, 126-129, I3Z,
137, 148, t55, t57, 160, 165, 167, 169-
170, 172, 183, 185, 190-191, 195, 199,
204, 244-245, 248-249, 251 -25 4, 257,
274,3lZ,3t4-315

Dechtere, 6, 80, 82, 248, 25 6, 261.262, 264
deer, 93, 144, 156,249, 253, 258
Deirdre, 35, 8l -82, 122, 248, Z5l, 256, 260,

263
deosil, 3 1 I
devourer, 16,69,102.104, lZ1, lZ7
divination, 3, 17 ,21,36.37 , 42.44, 47 , 56,

63-64, 68, 79 -gl, 90, 97, 106, llz, ll5,
1t8.t34, t40, t47, t49, t57, r59, 164.
165, l7z, lg7, lgz, 196, Igg,205,207.
209, 211 -2t2, 214, 216, 230, 235, 238,
246-247, 249.25 1, 254, 258, Z7 5, 3rl -3t3,
3t5

dragon/s, 69, 72, 123, 17 4, 193
dream incubation, 167
dream retrieval, 161, 180
Druid/s, 4, 7, 12-14, 33, 4l-44, 62, 72, 133,

I49, t7 l, 187, 193, 200, 244-245, 249,
25t, 254, 258, 292-293, 3t0.312, 314 -315

Early, Biddy, 104, 139 -140, 143, l5l, 154,
195, Z4g, Z5L, Z5g,260

earth, 15, 24, 28-29,32, 60, 62, 64,67,75,82,
85, 90,93-94, 96, l}t, t74, 126-127 , t29-
130,132.133, r44.t47, 156, t60, t66,
168, 181, lg6, lg5-lg7 ,205,214,226-
zz8, 234 -235, 251, 253.254, 258, 267.269,
272-77 3, 27 7.27 I, Zgt, 3tr, 3r4
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Edain/Etain, 6?, 93, 127, 238, 248, 256, 259 -

260,262-264
eels, 258
Eire, 64, 68, lZ9, 134, 186, 245, 248, 258-259,

7.6t,7.63-264, Z9l
element/s, 15, 19, 27, 26-27, 29 -37, 38, 49 -50,

54, 59-6t, 69-70, 7 4, 85, 90, 99, 109, I 1 1-
lI3, ll9, t74-126, t78, 133 -13 4, 13 6,
r44, 146, r49,151, t61, t74, t99,205,
zlt, 2t8, 226, 231, 235, 268, 27 0-27 7, 3 tt

elementals, 768, 77 0 -27 3, 780, 3 ll -3 lZ
Epona, 41, l7Z, 197 ,248,259-260,262,264
equinox/es, 169, 184, l9l, I97 -198, 203,

271-272
eic,5,7,311
esbat/s, 280
Excalibur, 38-39, 125 -126, 751, 254, 312

faery/faeries, 9, lZ, 14, 16, 18, 43, 45, 65-66,
68, 72, 81, 88-89, 93, 95, 101, 103-106,
109, 1ZZ, 13 1, 138-140, 143 -144, 148,
l5t, 154, 158, 166, r74, 179, l8Z, 191,
199, 20r, 204, 206, 2t0, 243, 745 -246,
248-253, 758-7.59, 769, 27 t, Z7 5, 280,
302,306,310,3r4

Fand, 749, 251, 259, 26l-26?., 764
Feast of Aine, 202
Feast of Potenl'].al,197
Feast ofRhiannon, 197
Feast of the Morrigan, i 95
fertility, 3, I 5 -16, 38-39, 45, 47, 7 6, 88, 90.92,

95, 98, 102, 119, 122-t23, t27, r30.13r,
t46, t97 -198, 244 -249, 751 -252, 25 4, 259,
27t

Festival of the Threefold Goddess, 194-195
{ne, 14-15, 19, 27 -28, 59 -60, 65, 69, 89 -90,

94, t26, tZ9, r33,173, t87, r93, t95-t97,
199 -200, 207, Z2Z -273, 23 4, 244, 2.46,

248, Z5l, 75 5, 259, 268-269, 27 t, 27 3,
777,301-J02,309, ll I

fish, 92, 245,25t,259
Flaithius, 66-67 , l3l, 249 , 267-264
Fleachta of Meath, 249,258-260
flowers, 35, 93, 198-199, 202, 245, 247, 253,

259
fortiftcatron, 247
foster/age, 6-7 , 34, 65, 130, 750
Four-Sided Cup of Tiuth, 126

Gae Bolg, 39. 4J, 124-176
garrer,723-724
Gaul/Gaulish, Z, 9, 13, 15, 35, 49, 65, 7 I, 87,

93, tZ6, 183-184, 187, 199, 206, 226, 246,
248,252-253,309,3t3

geis,38, 166,312
God/s, 3, 5, 13, 15-17, 36, 4l-42, 45, 47, 54,

64, 69, 7t-72,80-81, 85, 88, 99, 105, 108,
ttz.rr3, tz0-121, tz3, t25,t28, 135 -136,

t39, l4Z-143, t45, r54, 164, i83-184, 189-
19t, 193-t94, t98-200,203,705, Ztl, Zt6,
7t8, 230, 244, 249, 27 4, 303, 309, 312

Goddess/es, 3, 5, 10-19, 23, 25-26, 28-50, 54,
56-57 , 60-77 , 79-85 , 87 -99 , t0t-109, 117,
11 4 -tt6, tt9 -t33, t36, 139, t4t,t4Z, 144.
148, 150, t5Z, t54, 156-158, rcA, rc4,
t69 -t7 0, L7Z-t7 4, t7 6, 179, 183, 1 86-187,
1 89- 191, 193 -200, 202,206, 208-209, Zt r,
2t3.278,230, 232, 234, 237 ,240, Z4Z-
256, 261, 264, Z7 0, Z7 4-27 6, 788.789,
295, 343 , 309 , 3lz-3t3 , 315

Goewin, l2Z, 130, 250, 763
Golden Statute, lZ,3l7
grail, 39, l3l, 134, 208'209, 257
Great Rite, l?.6, I34,200,317.
Greece/Greek, 1,3-4, lZ, 15,44, 54,64,66,

113, t67, 170, 183, 203, 311-3t2, 3r4
Grian, 187, 194, 750, 259, 263
guided meditatron, 2l-23, 59, 115, 1 18, 167,

170-t7 5, 180, 182, t9Z, Z8t-284
Guinevere, 67, 81, 83, 120, lZZ,199-700,

250,259,263,264

hallow/s, 3, 37'38, 7 4, 84, l0l, 105, 119 -170,
t24-t26, IZ8, l3z-t34, r4t, t90, ZZ4

hare/s, 43, 68,179,246
harvest, 36, 46, 88, 93-94, ll9, IZ4,128,130,

183, 185, 190, 796,203,204,245-247 ,

z5t-252,254-255
head, 41, 44, 69, 77,80, 121, 128, 134, 158,

t70, r79
healing, 8, 13, 15, 73, 87, 89-91,94, 96, 98,

102, LZ}, rz6-t28, t31, t36,138-139,
1 45 -147, r52-t 5 5, t9 5 -196, 200, 2r4, 7t8,
73 5, 244,247, 25 t,253, 259 -260, 280, 300

herbalism, 55-56,94, 135-136, 138, 146, 152,
167 -t68, 723, 244, 260, 300, 302-303

Hogmanay, 194
horse/s, 13, 37, 41, 45, 47, 56,68, 81, 89-90,

95, t26,147,164, t66, r7Z, r76, 178-t79,
181, 188, 197, 244, 246, 748-249, Z5t-
253,260

hospitality, 36-37 , 143, 165
hot springs, 15, 94, 243, 253, 260, 295
hunting,260

Imbolg, 15, 68, 183-186, 195 -196, 280, Z9l
immram,312
immrama, 163-174,317
impressment, 3{
initiation, 13, 17.18,25,32,37'40, 57 , 60-62,

67, 73, 156, t65, t7 0, t9t, 709.2rt, 213,
zt5-217,2r9-ZZ7

inspiration, 15, 18, 41, 45, 89, 92.93, 105,
lzg, 203, 275, zz5, z4z, 246-747, 7.57

invocation, lI3'115, I 18, 205, 215, 309, 312
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Ireland/Irish, Z-10, 12.13, 15-17 , 19,31,33-
38, 40, 42-43, 45, 47, 49 -5A, 57 -58, 67, 64-
65, 67 -69, 7 I, 73, 80.82, 85, 88-95, 99,
tjz, t04.t06,109, ltz, t20.121, 123,
tz5-134, t39-146, 150-t52, t57 -158, 161,
163, 166, 17 0, l7z, 17 4, lg3 -194, lg6-
187, 189-191, 194-206, 208, Zt8, 225,226,
zz9, 240-74t, 243 -254, 27 7, 789.29 5, 298.
299, 30t, 303, 306-308, 3 10-312, 314 -316

Isle of Man/Manx, 118, 246-747,249,751,
310

Isolde, 82, 122, 250, 263 -264

KaliMa, 16
keening, 14, 43, 89, ll7, l9l
Kele-De, 16,250,259
Kyteler, Dame Alice, 140, Z5I,269

labyrinth, 169-17l
Lady Day, 198
Lady of the Lake, 38.39, 69, 82, 175, Z5l,

253-254, 257 , 259, 263-264
Land of Women (Tir na mBan), 159-160,

t7 5.t82, t9 r, 227, 234, 254, 3 13

Lia Fail, 125, 144,3I2
Lrban, 9 l -92, 1 5 6, 25 l, 259 -262, 265
libation, 62, 227, 235, 27 4, 312
love, 13, 23, 37, 49, 52, 54, 7I, 81, lZl, IZ7,

t38, t7 6,215, 227 , 244, 246, 749.251, 260
Lugh, 80, 17.3, 143, 184, 203, 225
Lughnasadh, 68, 128, 183-186, 198, 203, 251,

29t

Mabon, 88, 184.186, 203-204
Macha, 46, 68, 89, 95, 99, 124, 126, I72, 249,

25t-252,257.26t,264
Maeve, 2-3, 7, 14, 40-41, 65, 67, 69, 82, 89,

93, tTZ, tZ4, t30.t31, r48,715,225,249,
z5t, 26r-264

magick, 5, 13, 73, 43.44, 49, 55, 57 -58, 63,
68, 90-91, 99, 104, llg, l7g, 13 5 -152,
t6t, I7t, 176, l8Z, 195-t96, t98, Zt4,
zI8, 23t, 23 5, 239, 245, 253, 258, 260,
265, 280.28t, 292, 303, 3 t0.3t2, 3t4-3t6

Magog, 95, 251, 258.259, 26l
matronymic, 42,3IZ
Meg the Healer, 139,252,259-760
Melusine, Z5Z, 267, 264-265
menstrual lodges, 121
Midsummer, 15, 184-186, 194, 201-202, 244,

248, Z5t
X Midwinter. 184, 188, Ig3-194,202
X Modron, 88, 203, 252,256-25:7 ,259,261-262

= 
moon,41, 66,68,71,84,88,94,98, 101, 108,

z- il4-115, ll8, 1il, 167,t87,192-197,
t99, Z0l-704, }lt, 273, 234, 245, 247 ,

249, 253 -254, 260, 27 l -27 2, 288, Z9Z,
302,309,317

?1 A Morrigan, 44,46,49,68, 89, 103-105, 195,JLv 
z45,z5l-252,256-25g,262,264-265

mother/s, 6-7, 10, 15, 17, 19, 25.26, 28, 30-
3r, 35, 37 -39, 4t, 45 -46, 49, 62, 65.7 r, 7 5-
7 6, 80-82, 85, 87 -99, 101-103, 1 14, 130,
133, l3g,157,160,164, L6g, l7g, lg7,
r90-t9t, 194, t96-t97 , 200, 203 , }tl,
226, 234.235, 237, 240.24t, 244, 246-248,
250 -252, 254, 76t, 269, 27 r -27 4, 27 8,
3r2,315

music, 15, 93, l4l-142, 158,222,246,253,
26l, 279, 283, 290, 294 -295, 305, 3 1 0

mysteries, Z-3, ll-19, 21, 24-25, 32, 40, 58-
59, 67,70.71,73,75,77 , t0Z-104, 106,
108, 11 1, tzL, t3L, t33, 144, t58, t64.
165, 169 -170, 17 3 -t7 4, 17 7, 189, 195,
797 ,200, Zlg, 221,247 , 250, 259, Zg3,
288,3r3

name/s, l, 3 -4, 7, 13 -16, 23, 33, 36, 38, 41.42,
44, 46-48, 52, 54, 56-58, 60-62, 64, 66-69,
87-88, 90, 93, 97,98, 103, 105, II3-1t4,
lz2, t29, t3t,134,136.137, 145, t47,
149, t59.160, 184, 187-188, t90-t9t,193-
197 , t99, Z0Z-204,206, Zl4, Z2Z,275-
zz8, 245 -250, 257-25 4, 27 t, 27 3 -27 4, Z1t,
310,3rz-3t3

necklace, 223-224
Nessa, 2, 7, 41, 69, 91, 93, ?.52, 264.265
network/ing, 23 8 -240, 287 -288, 290, 29 6 -297
Niamh, 44, 81, 166, 253, 757
nine, 3, 14,75,30, 65.66,72,87 , l3l, 147 ,

t66, 187, 198, 249-251, 305

Olwen, 83, l7Z-123, 253, 263 -264
oral tradirion/s, 2, 7, 45, 103, 106, 129, 142,

310
Otherworld challenge, 157 -158,160, l77
Otherworld, 14, 17, 24, 32, 45, 47, 49, 59, 64-

65, 67.69, 7 4, 8t-82, 85, 88, 90, 92, 95,
98, 103-105, t17., 116, 176, t39, r4l-147,
t44 -t45, t53.t61, 163 -17 3, t7 5.t7 9, 191,
t99, 204-205 , ztl, 2t4, ZZt, 227 , 7.45 ,

747 -248, 252-754, 257 , 267 , 269 , 27 I-27 5 ,

280,312-3t3

patriarchy, 2.3, 6, 8, 11, 16, 38, 52, 54, 79, 87,
97 , tt3, tzt, t54,707 ,246,248, z5l,253.
254,3r3.3t4

PMS (premenstrual syndrome), 53
posture/s (magickal), l4Z-143
priestess/es, 11.12, 14-17, 28, 31, 37, 39.40,

42-43, 45, 49, 56-57, 80, 88, 1 14, 126,
139, 147 , 154, 157 , 193, 200, 207 -278,
235,740, ?.46, 250, 3t3

Princess Marcassa, 126, 257,, 260
prosperity, 3, 244, 251-252, 255
protection, l, 5, 15, 17, 23, 35, 37, 44, 47 -48,

51, 56.62, 65, 89, 97., 94, 97, 99, 105, lzt-
tzz, t28.t30, t32, 138, t43, 145, 157 -
158, 165, 17Z, 176, 190, 196, 1gg, 200-
203, ztj, 274, 245 -746, 248 -249, 253.254,
z6t, 267, 27 0.27 l, 77 3, 310, 317
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purification, 55'56,90, 1 15, 200, 245,761,
269,278-779

queen/s, Z-3, l, 14, 33, 40-42, 45-47, 49, 65,
67, 69, 80-87, 88, 92-93, 105-106, 120-
172, 124-125, 130.132, 148, 158, 160,
17 9, 200, 208, ZZ4, 243 -244, 746, 248-
25t, 254, 257,259, 26l-264, 289

raven/s, 46, 104-105, 1ZZ, 157, 179, 181, 218,
239,257,262

regeneration, 3, 17-18, 30, 45-46, 55, 68, 75,
130, 146, 204, 245, 247 ,750-257, 257

regicide, 104, lZ7, 252., ?.62

reincarnation, 38, 40, 64, 67, 91, 139, 190,
245,248, 262

Rhiannon, 47 , ll7, 1ZZ,164, l7Z, 197, Z4A,

253,256-758,760,761
ritual drama, 111-1i8
ritual, 5, LI, 14, 25, 37, 44, 48, 51, 54'67, 69-

70, 7Z-7 4, 77 , 84-85,91-92., 97 -98, 108,
111-1 18, t76, r3Z-134, t47'r43, 149, 156,
165, 167 -t68, 172, 177, 186, 189-198,
200 -zu, 204 -205, 2a9,21 6, zl9 -223, 775'
726, 728.232, 234.23 5, 237 -739, 241, 767 -

280, 285, 300, 303, 3A5, 309 -312, 314-316
Rome/Roman, 4, 13-16, 35, 37, 41, 44, 49, 65,

80, 82, 87, 93-94, ll3, ll7, l?.9-130,168,
187 , t96, 198, 208, 244,246-248,253

sabbat/s, ll7, lZ8, 183-186, 189-190, 193-
t95, t99, 203, 205, 280, 3t4

sacred king, 38, 84, 1 19, l7l,123-174,176'
r78, r3z-r33 , 203, 208

sacred marriag e, 120-171 , 173 , 176, 312
sacred trios, 121

saint/s, 15,35,90, 105, 195-196, 198
Samhain, 68, l2l-lzz, 183-188, 190, 199,

703-204,752,254,280
satte, l4Z,145
Scathach, 36-39, 43, lZ4, 147, 244, 753'254,

256,262-264
Scotland/Scottish, 9, 16, 35,37, 46,80,95,

t06, 175, r39, 143, 145, 150, 158, l7Z,
17 9, 190, 194, 19 6, 199, 206, 744 -241,
244-749, 752.254, 793 -294, 306, 3 10, 3 1 2,

3r4
serpent/s, 3, 19, 71,99, 109, 150, l5Z, 173'

t74,7r8,247 ,252,762
sex, 5, 10-11, 18, 50, 80, 107,126'127, l3l,

r33, 205.206, 245, 248, 257, 262, 285
shadow,self (a1so co-walker),157 ' 192
shaman/ism, 49, 67, 81, 90, 103' 113, 139,

r4r, r53-t6t, 164, t67 -169 , 173 -r7 4, r80,
197 , ZI0, Zl4, 2t8, 314

shapeshift/ing, 39 - 40, 104, I 5 5 - I 5 6, l7 2, l7 6'
t77 , r8l, zrr,247 ,249-250,7.54,262

shattered soul, 155, 214
Sheila-na-Gig, 16-18, 2l-37, 107, 104, 197,

253,259

Shekinah, 112
shield, 51, 55-6t, 94, 234, 237 ,268, 27 4
silver branch, 156-157
Sionnan,92,765
sleep, 58, 81, 101, IZ0-121, 176, 158, 167 -

I 68, Z1 5, 246, 252, 267, 282-28\
solitary/solitaries, 6, 9, 51, 74, 114-116, 189,

192-t93 , 2tz-7r4, Zr9 , 240, 261 , 769 ,

293,31t,3t5
solstice/s, lZ3, I84, 193, 202
soul, 5{, 64, 67 -68, 72, 74, 82, 153, 155, 159-

160, 190, 205, 214, 229-231, 234, 237
soulfriend (anamchara), 779 -735, 3I5
sovereign/sovereignty, 7 , 15,28, 38-39, 4l-42,

65, 67 -69, 80-83, 89, 95, l0Z, 119-134,
179, 186, 193, r98-t99, 208, 245,247 -

254,263
sow/s, 39, 173, 202, 247, 250, 263
St. Margaret, 95, lZ8, Z5l
star l s, 245, 253, 263, 77 1, 314
stone/s, 1, 12, 16-17, 24-25, 77 -29, 32, 47, 64,

90-92, tZ4-126, lZ9, 133, 135, 144-147,
i51, 157-158, 167,173,189, i92, 198,
235, 253, 768-769 , 291, 3tA-38

storm/s, 263
sun, 15-16, 28, 66, 84, 89, 92, 94, 98, 108,

I2Z-t23, 130, t43, 17 9, t87, 193 -196,
202, ztt, 716, 234, 743-245, 249-750,
752-253 , 256-257 , 259 , 263 , 295 , 314, 316

sunwise, 270,3I1,315

Taillte, 36, lJA, 186, 203, ?.54-759, 26l
Tlra, 36, 40,69,130-13i, 186, 198-199, 208,

243,249,254,315
thorn (blackthorn/whitethorn), 161, 1 74,

z0l,218,239
three, 7, 14, 17, 71, 23, ?.5-77, 29-31, 37 -38,

42-43,46,58, 60-61, 64-68,77,74, 85, 88,
9r,92, 94, 98, 108, 115, ll7 -118, 171,
130-131, 14t, t44-r47, 149, r59, 169,
17 2.t7 4, t77, t9i, 700, 203, 705 -706,
708-Zl 1, ZZ4, 726, 231, 240, 245, 249 -

z5z, 254, 267, 77 0.27 r, 273, 77 5, 27 8, 3t5
Threefold Blessing, 73 -77, 226
tool/s, 2, 21'ZZ, 25-27 ,29'3A, 54-62,71,73,

94,102, tt5-tt6, 126, t44, t56, t58,172,
l9z, 19 5, t99, 226, 235, 268 -27 0, 27 7,

27 7 -27 8, 280, 799, 302-303, 309
transformation , 72, 45, 67 , 117 , l3l, 157 ,

t72.t74,181,273,281
treason,120
Tiee Calendar, i87-188, l9Z-193, 199, 201,

,1)
tree/s, 1, 14, 30, 90, 141, 143, 145, 147 -148,

l5r, t56, 1 73, 187-188, 192-193, 199 -202,
705, 227 -228, 244 -245, 248, 263, 3r5

Tiiple Goddess/es, 17, 46, 56, 63-77 , 79, 83,
87, 9i, 98, 103, 114, 179, 141, 145-146,
169, t9 5, 244 -245, 248, 25A -252, 754,
764,270,275,3t5
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triskele, 56, 64.65, 98, 169, 223, 264, 27 5,
280,284,315

tuathail, 277 ,316

vaginadentata, I02
Veleda, 41, 254, 26l, 264
Vestal Virgins, 15, 80, 208
virgin/s, I0, 15, 17, 19, 46, 49, 66, 68-7 l, 7 5-

76,79-85,87, 89-90, 92,95, l0l-t05, t27,
129, t3t, t33, l5Z, 169, 183, 190, 193,
198, 200, 208, 23? ,244,246,248,764,
271,273,3r5

virginity, 79

Wales/Welsh, 3, 9, 14-15, 38, 41, 43 -44, 46,
57, 65, 72, 91-93, gg, 93, 95, 104, 106,
1 12, 119, l7Z-125, 130-131, 156, 16l,
17 4, t93, 197 -t98,203-206, 241, 243,
245.254,290,3t0-3t1

war, 1, 3, 5, 33-35, 37 -38, 41'47, 50-57., 65,
68, 89, 104-105, t08, lzl-tLL, t26, lZ8,
130, 156, 244-248, 750, Z5Z-753, 310

warrior's portion, 45
warrior/s, 4, 6.7 , 10-11, 13-15, 19, 78, 31, 33-

62, 66, 69, 7 1,72, 7 6-77, 81-82, 85, 88-89,
91,93, ll7 , 120, l2Z, rZ4-125, lZ7 -131,
133, l5Z, 158-159, 164, t66, 17 3, t9Z,
202, zt5, zz2, 237, 243 -248, Z5t -254,
264, 77 4, 3r2, 314

Washer at the Ford, 43
water, 3, L5, 26, 30.31, 45, 60, 69, 73, 7 5, 77,

82, 88, 90-92, t?.4-t26, t7.9, 133, 144-145,
147, r49 -150, t77 -r7 8, t80, 199, 2t1,
722.223 , ZZ5 -226, 73t , 234 , 247 , 252,
264-765, 268-272, 278, 3tl

weapon, 56-58, 60-61, 81, 94, 237
weather, 106, 139, 168, 253, 265
welVs, 0-2, 4,7, lZ, 14-15, 18.19,24,35-39,

42-43, 45, 53-54, 56, 59, 64-67 ,69,7 t,7 4,
80, 82, 90-93, 95, 98-99, 107, tr}-115,
tt7, t26, t38-t43, r45-146, 154, t56,
159, 166, 168-t69, t77, t79, 183, 190-
19 l, 193, 19 8, 200,707, 208, 210.7.12,
zt 4.718, 270, 223 -224, 24t, 243 -246, 249,
251-254, 265, 268,7.69, 271, 280, 293,
301,309-310

wheel ofthe year, 3, 67,71,96, lZ3,183-206,
245,248,269,316

'Wiccan, 
10, 56, 60, 101, 134, 151,183,199-

200, 211,713, 219, 239, 267.268, 27 8-77 9,
293,296,3t4,316

wisdom, 4, 19, 25, 27 -29, 3l'32, 39-40, 45,
50, 54, 56, 67,68,7 t,77 ,92,99,106-109,
r34, 136, t4l, t5l-152, 158, 161, t7 4,
17 9, t8t.t82, 702.203, 205, Zr5, Zt8,
229, 234, 237, 247, 265, 310, 31.2, 315

Witch/es, 3, 17, 85, 88, 99, 101, 103-105,
128, 136-14t, 150-15 1, t9t, 199, 7.05,
zz0,224,238, 747 , 251, 253, 297 , 300,
310-3t1,316

Witchcraft, 8, 19, 49, 135 -152, 16l, Zl8, 27.3 -
224,239,248,297

wolflwolves, 46, 196, 245, 265
woodland/s, 245 , 249 -250 , 753 , 265
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Llewellyn publishes hundreds of books on your fovorite subjects!
these exciting books, including the ones on the following poges,

your locol bookstore or order them directly from Llewellyn,

Onoen BY Pttorue
. Call toll-free within the U.S. and Canada, 1-800-THE MOON
.In Minnesota, call (612) 29I-I970
o We accept VISA, MasterCard, and American Express

OnoEn Bv Mnlt-
. Send the full price of your order (MN residents add 7olo sales tax)

in U.S. funds, plus postage & handling to:
Llewellyn Worldwide
P.O. Box 64383, Dept. K672-6
St. Paul, MN 55164-0383, U.S.A.

Posrncr & HANDLTNG
(For the U.S., Canada, and Mexico)
. $4.00 for orders $15.00 and under
. $5.00 for orders over $15.00
r No charge for orders over $100.00

We ship UPS in the continental United States. We ship standard mail
to P.O. boxes. Orders shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, The Virgin Islands,
and Puerto Rico are sent first-class mail. Orders shipped to Canada and
Mexico are sent surface mail.
International orders: Airmail-add freight equal to price of each book to the
total price of order, plus $5.00 for each non-book item (audio tapes, etc.).

Surface mail-Add $1.00 per item.

Allow L6 weeks for delivery on all orders.
Postage and handling rates subject to change.

Drscounrs
We offer a 2oo/o discount to group leaders or agents. You must order a

minimum of 5 copies of the same book to get our special quantity price.

To get
check-19,

1 :/,
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Fnrr Cnrnloc
Get a free copy of our color catalog, New Worlds of
Mind and Spirit. Subscribe for just $10.00 in the
United States and Canada ($30.00 overseas,
airmail). Many bookstores carry New Worlds-ask
for it!

Visit our website at www.llewellyn.com for more information.



Making Magick

dL

Edain McCoy

MAKING MAGICK
What It Is andHow It W'orks

How do I raise cmd senA energy? Wathappens if I make amistake in casting a

spell? rX,hat is sex magick aII about? \Xhat is the Moon's role in magick? Which

magickal. tools do I need the most?

MakingMagick is a complete course in natural magick that answers these and
hundreds of other questions. Through exercises designed to develop basic
skills, MakingMagick lays a firm foundation of elemental magickal wisdom.
The first chapters begin with an introducrion to magick and how it works.
You will study Craft tools, learn to connect with the elements-the building
blocks of magick-and delve into the intricacies of spell construction and
timing. The last half of the book will take you inro the advanced magickal
arts, which rely on highly honed skills of meditation, astral projection, visual-
ization, and sustaining of creative energy. A special chapter on the tattwas
will show you how to use these ancient Hindu symbols as gateways into the
astral worlds.

L.56718.670-X,6 x9,304 pp,, illus., photos $t4.es

To order, call 1.800.THE MOON
Prices subject to change without notice
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INSIDE A WITCHES' COVEN

Edain McCoy

Inside a Witches' Couen gives you an insider's look at how a real \il/itches'

coven operates, from initiation and secret vows to parting rituals. You'll get

step-by-step guidance for joining or forming a coven, plus sage advice and ex-

clusive insights to help you decide which group is the right one for you.

Maybe you're thinking about joining a coven, but don't know what to ex-

pect, or how to make contacts. Perhaps you already belong to a coven, but
your group needs ideas for organizing a teaching circle or mediating conflicts.

Either way, you're sure to {indlnside aWitches' Coven a practical source of wis-

dom.

Joining a coven can be an important step in your spiritual life. Before you

take that step, let a practicing Witch lead you through the hidden inner
workings of a W'itches' coven.

l-56718.666-L, 5r/+ x 8,224 pp., softcover $e.es

To order, call 1,800,TH8 MOON
Prices subject to change without notice



CELTIC MYTH & MAGIC
Harness the Power of the

Qods E Qoddesses

Edain McCoy

Tap into the mythic power of the Celtic goddesses, gods, heroes and heroines

to aid your spiritual quests and magickal goals. CelticMyeh E Maglc explains

how to use creative ritual and pathworking to align yourself with the energy

of these archetypes, whose potent images live deep within your psyche.

CelticMyth E Magic begins with an overview of 49 dif{ercnt types of Celtic
Paganism followed today, then gives specific instructions for evoking and in-
voking the energy of the Celtic pantheon to channel it toward magickal and

spiritual goals and into esbat, sabbat and life transition rituals. Three detailed

pathworking texts will take you on an inner journey where you'lljoin forces

with the archetypal images of Cuchulain, Queen Maeve and Merlin the Ma-

gician to bring their energies directly into your life. The last half of the book

clearly details the energies of over 300 Celtic deities and mythic figures so you

can evoke or invoke the appropriate deity to attain a specific goal.

This inspiring, well-researched book will help solitary Pagans who seek to

expand the boundaries of their practice to form working partnerships with the

divine.

l-56718-661-0, 7 x lO, 464 pp.' softcover $1e.e5

To order, call 1,800,THE MOON
Prices subject to change without notice



Celtic Wicca / Women's Mysteries / Spirituality

effieffi.ffitr-s #b# wffi*P #L#ffi#r
Every woman holds a bright treasure within her: the sacred flame of the
divine feminine. And every woman can awaken that burning goddess

spirit and release the wisdom and magick of her birthright.
This remarkable guide will show you how to craft your own spiritual

practice centered in the Celtic mystical tradition. Unleash the warrior
woman-the queen-the shapeshifter iniide you and embrace a timeless
vision of the divine: strong, courageous, feminine.

o Access the energies of your
warrior self and other powerful
feminine archetypes

. Bond with your closest friend
in a Celtic soulfriend ritual

. Celebrate the Celtic woman's
Wheel of the Year to imbue
every day with spiritual
meaning

o Act out ritual dramas to
experience firsthand the
wisdom of the Celtic myths

o Follovg guided meditations to
awaken your creativity and
connection with the divine

o Use magickal Celtic
techniques for healing and
divination

The warrior and the virgin, the mother and crone-linking with these
divine archetypes can inspire life-changing revelations about yourself and
the universe. Awaken the goddess who sleeps within you and build upon
her wisdom to create powerful, meaningful traditions for yourself, your
daughters, sisters and friends.

Edain McCoy became a self-initiated \Uitch in 1981.

Today she is an elder and Priestess of Brighid in the
'S7ittan Irish Pagan Tradition. Edain is also an ordained
minister of the Universal Life Church and a proud
descendant of Sir Roger Williams, the seventeenth-
century religious dissenter. She graduated from the
University of Texas with a bachelor's degree in history.

ISBN r-5t?18-h7a-t
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